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In this thesis connections between messages on the public wall of the Russian social 
network Vkontakte are analysed and classified. A total of 1818 messages from three 
different Vkontakte groups were collected and analysed according to a new framework 
based on Halliday and Hasan’s (1976) research into cohesion and Simmons’s (1981) 
adaptation of their classification for Russian.1 The two categories of textuality, cohesion 
and coherence, describe the linguistic connections between messages.	  The main aim was 
to find out how far the traditional categories of cohesion are applicable to an online social 
network including written text as well as multimedia-files. In addition to linguistic 
cohesion the pragmatic and topic coherence between Vkontakte messages was also 
analysed. The analysis of pragmatic coherence classifies the messages with acts 
according to their pragmatic function in relation to surrounding messages. Topic 
coherence analyses the content of the messages, describes where a topic begins, changes 
or is abandoned. Linguistic cohesion, topic coherence and pragmatic coherence enable 
three different types of connections between messages and these together form a coherent 
communication on the message wall. The cohesion devices identified by Halliday & 
Hasan and Simmons were found to occur in these texts, but additional devices were also 
identified: these are multimodal, graphical and grammatical cohesion. 
  
                                                            
1 Liebschner, A. (2016); Coherence in Vkontakte. University of Glasgow 10.5525/gla.researchdata.362 
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One of the most important forms of online communication to have developed over the 
last 10-15 years is the social network, of which the best-known example, perhaps, is 
Facebook. The first Russian social network is Vkontakte, which appeared in 2006.         
Today Vkontakte is the largest and most popular social network in Russia with over 100 
million registered participants (www.vkontakte.ru). It offers several features like a 
personal profile, a messaging service, a public message wall on profiles and access to 
multimedia-files. Vkontakte can be used via different digital devices such as smartphones 
with Internet access. The author of this thesis first came into contact with Vkontakte 
while working and living in Russia around 2008. At that time Vkontakte was popular 
among students at the university and students managed their social life via this social 
network.  
After the author was invited to join a local group based in Vkontakte and to communicate 
with other participants, a personal interest in the properties and organisation of this social 
network appeared. Quite often acquaintances and for example the Russian print media 
expressed the opinion that computers and social media had a negative influence on the 
quality of the modern Russian language, also that messages are written carelessly and 
with poor grammar.  
After the author had completed a Masters’ thesis about the language in Russian online 
chats in 2005, the idea developed to take a closer look at the language of Vkontakte and to 
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This thesis deals with the analysis of relations between messages on the public message 
wall in three selected Vkontakte groups. At the first glance there seems to be a very loose 
or no immediate relation between the messages, some of which consist of only a video-
clip or an audio-file. Based on this impression the first research question for this thesis 
appeared: 1.Which types of connections exist between the consecutively published 
messages in Vkontakte groups and how can such links be classified?                                   
As the communication in Vkontakte occurs by written text messages, the two categories 
of textuality (De Beaugrande and Dressler 1981) cohesion and coherence were chosen to 
describe the linguistic connections between messages in Vkontakte.	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
Cohesion deals with the expression of linguistic cohesive devices on the text surface, 
while coherence is expressed by meaningful completeness based on the content of a text 
as a whole.  
Of special interest was how far the traditional understanding of cohesion and coherence 
could be applied to Vkontakte, which includes written text as well as multimedia-files, for 
example pictures or videos. The second research question explores this.  
2.What kind of linguistic cohesive devices can appear between messages in Vkontakte 
groups?  
So far there exist no works on cohesion and coherence in Vkontakte and this thesis opens 
a new field of research for Russian linguistics. In addition to linguistic cohesion the 
pragmatic and topic coherence between Vkontakte messages is analysed.                             
The analysis of pragmatic coherence classifies the messages according to their pragmatic 
function in relation to surrounding messages. The third research question deals with 
pragmatic coherence in Vkontakte. 3.How can the pragmatic relations between Vkontakte 
messages be classified and form a coherent communication?  
The topic coherence takes the content of the messages into account, describes for 
example where a topic changes or ends and a new one is introduced among several 
related messages. The fourth research question explores the topic coherence in Vkontakte. 
4. Which devices of topic development exist in Vkontakte messages, which create a 
coherent communication?  
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With linguistic cohesion, topic coherence and pragmatic coherence three different types 
of connections between messages are analysed, which together can form a coherent 
sequence of several related messages. According to the author of this thesis, such an 
analysis including the four research questions allows a clear description of cohesion and 
coherence between Vkontakte messages.  
This thesis consists of seven chapters. The first two chapters give a theoretical 
introduction into social networks and the relevant theoretical background for the 
following practical analysis of Vkontakte communication in chapters 3-6. Chapter 7 
presents the results and conclusion.  
The first chapter deals with social networks in general and the Russian social network 
Vkontakte in particular. In this chapter social networks are defined and a brief overview 
about the origin of Vkontakte is presented. The structure of the social network Vkontakte 
is described and the popularity of this network explained. The second chapter defines 
texts in print media and in hypertext. It includes an overview of selected, relevant 
theories concerning cohesion and coherence in the past fourty years. There is a more 
detailed comparative presentation of Halliday and Hasan’s (1976) important 
classification of cohesion for English and Simmons’s (1981) adaption for Russian, as 
they provide the basic framework for the practical analysis in this thesis.                               
A short overview of research about communication on the Internet, in particular about 
cohesion and coherence, is given before a discussion of relevant theories concerning 
pragmatic coherence, topic coherence and multimodal cohesion; these prepare the 
necessary frameworks for the practical analysis. Multimodal cohesion deals with 
connections between verbal text and for example images and is therefore also important 
for the practical analysis of Vkontakte, where images can occur.  
Chapter three presents the methodology and describes the selected three Vkontakte 
groups for the practical analysis. At the same time act types in messages of the Vkontakte 
groups are classified and their frequency is measured. Additionally, the thread length on 
the wall and the sequential distance between messages is analysed for all three groups. 
Chapter four presents the analysis of traditional cohesion based on Halliday and Hasan’s 
(1976) classification and Simmons’s (1981) adaption for Russian.                            
Additionally graphical cohesion including suspension dots and emoticons is analysed, 
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which are related to the technical features of online communication.                                                                    
Chapter five deals with the relation of verbal text and multimedia-files, which is 
described as multimodal cohesion. Chapter six includes the analysis of coherence and 
topic development among related messages in the three selected Vkontakte groups.         
This analysis deals with devices, which introduce, maintain, change or abandon a topic. 
The conclusion in chapter seven presents the main results of the practical analysis and 
gives an outlook for future research in Vkontakte.   
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Chapter 1 – Online social networks  
In this chapter social networks are defined and a brief history about the Russian social 
network Vkontakte is presented. The structure of the social network Vkontakte is 
described and its popularity in Russia is explained with statistics. 
 
1.1 Definitions of online social networks  
Acquisti and Gross define a social network as ‘an Internet community where individuals 
interact, often through profiles that (re)present their public persona (and their network 
connections) to others’ (Acquisti and Gross 2006: online-resource). In comparison Boyd 
and Ellison define social networks as ‘web-based services that allow individuals to (1) 
construct a public or semi-public profile within a bounded system, (2) articulate a list of 
other users with whom they share a connection, and (3) view and traverse their list of 
connections and those made by others within the system’ (Boyd and Ellison 2007: online-
resource). The following Russian definition shows a different aspect than the two English 
definitions. It introduces a new aspect, not mentioned in the English definitions, in that it 
allows for relations not just between individuals, but also between groups of people.        
The authors of this Russian definition understand social networks as ‘социальная 
структура, состоящая из множества агентов (субъектов – индивидуальных или 
коллективных, например, индивидов, семей, групп, организаций) и определенного 
на нем множества отношений (совокупности связей между агентами, например, 
знакомства, дружбы, сотрудничества, коммуникации)’(Gubanov, Novikov and 
Chkhartishvili 2010:4).  
All of the above-mentioned definitions underline the interactive character of 
communication between participants of social networks, but only two of them mention 
the use of personal profiles. The differing content of the first two definitions from 2006 
and 2007 in comparison to the Russian definition from 2010 can be explained by recent 
developments. Such developments include the engagement of larger groups in social 
network communication. These groups introduce their company or, for example, interest 
group with a group profile on Vkontakte or Facebook. Their aim is to advertise their 
products or services. When the first two definitions were written, it was mostly 
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individuals who presented their personal profiles and interacted with other participants. 
Today many larger companies like amazon.com or booking.com use social networks for 
the advertisement of their products and their target group are registered individuals for 
example on Facebook or Vkontakte. According to Boyd and Ellison, online social 
networks are special and differ from other tools of the Web 2.0, because they enable 
registered users to show their social contacts and share them with others in the network. 
Thanks to social networks people interact with others whom they might not have come 
into contact with under other circumstances (Boyd and Ellison 2007:online-resource). 
Boyd mentions that social networks are characterised by ‘persistence, searchability, exact 
copyability, and invisible audiences’ (Boyd 2007:2). Persistence means here the 
possibility to record and archive all published information and communication online. 
According to Boyd ‘this enables asynchronous communication, but it also extends the 
period of existence of any speech act’ (Boyd 2007:9). The saved communication online is 
searchable. This is helpful for the identification of authors and their texts. For example, 
the Russian search engine and e-mail provider Yandex includes a personal signature in e-
mails, including the individual social network profile of the sender. For this reason it is 
very easy to track down senders of e-mails in other online resources and to identify their 
online activity. Boyd (2007:2) also mentions ‘replicability’ and refers to copying data 
from one resource and pasting it at another location. The identification of a file as 
original or copy is harder than before. In the last few months several articles were reused 
and the original source was only indicated at the bottom of the page with a hyperlink (for 
a definition of a hyperlink see section 2.1 in chapter 2). Only after scrolling down the 
page it was possible to discover that the article was republished from another source. 
Another option available in social networks, not mentioned by Boyd, is to share 
resources. This option allows reposting of entries in another location, e.g. on personal 
profiles or a friend’s profile. In this case the original source is mentioned. This can also 
count as a form of copyability/replicability. Boyd (2007:2) mentions ‘invisible audiences’, 
people who read the entries without taking part in the communication. Such silent 
participants are called ‘lurkers’ (Bishop 2007:1882). Boyd explains that ‘it is virtually 
impossible to ascertain all those who might run across our expressions in networked 
publics. This is further complicated by the other three properties, since our expression 
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may be heard at a different time and place from when and where we originally spoke’ 
(Boyd 2007:9). Messages can be replaced and read out of context or at a later time.  
 
1.2 The origin of Vkontakte 
 
In Russia social networks became popular with the foundation of Odnoklassniki 
(Russian: Одноклассники) and Vkontakte (Russian: Вконтакте).  
Pavel Durov founded Vkontakte in Saint Petersburg. He was a student of Information 
Science and registered the domain ‘vkontakte.ru’ in October 2006. The first users of 
Vkontakte were students and friends of Pavel Durov. The network was initially closed to 
public use. People had to be invited to access Vkontakte and provide valid personal ID. 
From November 2006 onwards all members of the public could register in Vkontakte 
(Vkontakte.ru. Istoriia saita Vkontakte: online-resource). Today members of different 
social and age groups use Vkontakte. In April 2014 Pavel Durov left his post as General 
Director of Vkontakte, that he had held since 2006. Alisher Usmanov is now the leading 
owner of Vkontakte with 51,9% of the shares (Forbes.ru 2014: online-resource). It is so 
far unknown, if Durov’s departure has an impact on the social network itself and the 
communication there. Apart from those two large social networks, Vkontakte and 
Odnoklassniki, there are other group - and topic-specific social networks in Russia 
including English-speaking networks that are frequently used in Russia. The social 
networks www.fuzzster.com and www.bookcrossing.com deal with animals and books. 
In addition, there are music-oriented social networks like www.myspace.com and 
www.jamendo.com, the work- and career-oriented social networks www.professionaly.ru 
and www.alterego.ru as well as international networks like academia.edu.2   
                                                            
2Thank you to the staff in the town library in Yaroslavl for providing me with this information. 
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1.3. Communities of practice in social networks 
In the social network Vkontakte people meet in groups dedicated to different topics.        
Such groups are ‘communities of practice’ (Eckert 2000:35), because their members 
share interests and practices. ‘Communities of practice’ are defined as an ‘aggregate of 
people who come together around some enterprise. United by this common enterprise, 
people come to develop and share beliefs, values, ways of doing things, ways of talking – 
in short, practices – as a function of their joint engagement in activity. Simultaneously, 
social relations form around the activities and activities form around relationships’ 
(Eckert 2000:35). This definition of communities of practice includes similarities to the 
above–mentioned definitions of social networks. The enterprises that Eckert mentions are 
the different groups of interest that participants, for example, in Vkontakte are engaged in. 
They communicate with others who share the same interests. Eckert’s definition includes 
social relations among members not mentioned in the earlier presented definitions of 
social networks. Participants of online social networks communicate with people they 
have met online and those that they already knew offline before joining the network 
(Ellison et al. 2009). Kavanaugh et al. state that many people in online social networks 
communicate with participants they have already met offline and know personally. 
Thanks to social networks they continue their conversation online (Kavanaugh et al. 
2005: online resource).  
 
1.4 Reasons and aims for the use of online social networks 
The aim of Vkontakte is to enable communication between, for example, friends and 
business partners. According to Gubanov et al. (2010:5) there are four reasons why social 
networks are so popular:  
• acquisition of information from and about other members of the social network; 
• establishment of ideas through participation in exchanges on social networks;  
• social advantages from contacts on social networks, including self-identification, 
social realisation and social acceptance;  
• entertainment and amusement.   
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Several researchers in Russia have also looked for reasons and motives to explain why 
young Russians spend so much time online (Shishkova 2010; Sirota 2010; Andreeva and 
Andreev 2009). In their study Andreeva and Andreev present numerous reasons for the 
frequent use of social networks. According to their research, young people look for the 
possibility of anonymous social interaction, new communication partners, use the 
unlimited access to information about others, share interests with others, monitor 
communication and their list of friends, look for sexual satisfaction, social support, 
recognition and reactions from other users (Andreeva and Andreev 2009).                           
A survey among Russian students in Rostov-on-Don conducted by the author of this 
thesis in 2010 revealed which reasons were important for these students: conversation 
with friends; the possibility to communicate when there is no time for a face-to-face 
meeting or a telephone call; the exchange of files and documents; finding new 
acquaintances; searching for music; listening to music; watching videos; looking at 
photographs.  
The activities in Vkontakte are here arranged according to the categories in Gubanov et 
al. (2010): 
 
1.Acquisition of information and 2.establishment of ideas through exchange:  
- looking at photographs,  
- conversations with friends,  
- the possibility to communicate when there is no time for a face-to-face meeting or 
a telephone call,  
- exchange of files and documents.  
3. Social advantages from contacts on social networks: finding new acquaintances 
4. Entertainment and amusement: searching for music, listening to music and watching 
videos.  
 
This classification of the activities by the students reveals that all four reasons suggested 
by Gubanov et al. (2010) are applicable for the social network Vkontakte.   
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1.5 The social network Vkontakte  - Structural characteristics 
On the main page of the social network Vkontakte people can only register with their 
forename and surname. Registered participants receive their own personal profile, which 
consists of the following features:  
 
• druz’ia (friends),  
• fotografii (photographs),  
• videozapisi (video files),  
• audiozapisi (audio files),  
• soobshcheniia (messages),  
• zametki (notes),  
• gruppy (groups),  
• vstrechi (meetings),  
• novosti (news)  
• nastroiki (settings).  
• zakladki (bookmarks) 
• prilozheniia (applications)  
• dokumenty (documents) 
• podarki (presents) 
• towary (goods) 
 
Some of the features in Vkontakte were available as individual services before the 
appearance of social networks. E-mail existed before the development of Vkontakte and 
is now available as soobshcheniia on the personal profile of Vkontakte. Data on the 
personal profile is provided by every registered participant and can include the real name 
or nickname, birthday, place of residence, gender, information about education or work, 
personal interests, a friends’ list, lists of groups plus a list of mutual friends with other 
participants. This type of information was common in online dating services in America 
(Boyd 2007) and these services are considered to be the original source of this function.   
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The facilities of Vkontakte allow participants to set up links between their personal 
profile and data from the freely available audio-, video- and photo-albums in Vkontakte. 
There is an integrated photo-editor including automatic corrections in the photo-albums 
in Vkontakte. Even text can be integrated into photographs (Vkontakte-albums:online- 
resource).  
From 2011-2016 zakladki (bookmarks), prilozheniia, (applications), dokumenty 
(documents), podarki (presents) and towary (goods) were added to the original features 
of Vkontakte.  
The feature Zakladki (bookmarks) includes favourite websites, which are saved in this 
section on the personal profile for faster future access (Vkontakte Bookmarks:online-
resource). The feature prilozheniia (applications) includes games and other types of 
applications, that each participant selects online and adds to the section on the personal 
profile (Likhachev 2014:online-resource). It is also available in Android apps of 
Vkontakte for mobile phones.  
Dokumenty (Documents) is a free feature and allows to save documents of different 
formats in Vkontakte for an unlimited time (Vkontakte Documents:online-resource). 
Podarki (Presents) are pictures, which participants can purchase on the Vkontakte 
platform and send to friends for their birthdays and other occasions. The collected 
presents are shown on the personal profile of each participant in the section under the 
profile photograph (Vkontakte Presents:online resource).                                                      
In July 2015 Snapster, a mobile application for the editing and exchange of photographs, 
was added to Vkontakte. It is often compared to Instagram, an online-platform for the 
presentation and exchange of photographs (Snapster:online-resource).  
The feature Towary (Goods) was introduced on 10 September 2015 and offers sellers the 
possibility to set up virtual shop windows, including a catalogue of offered products, in 
Vkontakte groups (Towary Vkontakte: online-resource). Earlier photo-albums in 
Vkontakte groups were used for this purpose. In April 2016 Vkontakte presented a new 




Vkontakte offers its participants several channels for communication:  
• videochat, soobshcheniia (messages),  
• mgnovennye soobshcheniia (immediate messages), 
• status (status)  
• stena (wall).  
 
In the following a classification of the above-mentioned communication channels is 
presented in relation to their genre, the synchronicity of communication, the participation 
structure, the message transmission and orientation. This classification is partly based on 
Lutovinova’s (Lutovinova 2009) research and Herring’s (Herring 2007) classification for 
online communication.  
 
 Soobshcheniia are an integrated messaging service in Vkontakte. Messages can include 
text and multimedia-files. Participants can send private messages to friends from their list 
and also to other participants. A personal message can be sent to one person or to several 
people. The participation structure can be then one-to-one or one-to-many. Unlike 
ordinary e-mail participants choose the recipient from their friends’ list and send a 
message directly to this person by pressing the button ‘отправить сообщение’ (send 
message). Such a message is asynchronous, because it is impossible to receive an 
immediate answer or feedback to it. A personal message can consist of up to 4096 
symbols (SEO-blog.Panteam.com.2013: online-resource). In Russian the following 
abbreviations are used for soobshchenie: ‘личка’ and ‘ЛС’.  
 
Mgnovennye soobshcheniia. If the addressee of a personal message is online at the same 
time as the sender, they can exchange mgnovennye soobshcheniia.  
Such an exchange of immediate messages is comparable to one-to-one chat in 
messengers like ICQ. ‘I seek you’, short ICQ, is an online text-based messenger service. 
As mgnovennye soobshcheniia enable an immediate response with a minimal delay via 
the computer, they can be classified as quasi-synchronous. Replies can take longer, if one 
or both participants are preoccupied with other tasks while they are online. A new 
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message arriving after one of the participants has logged off from Vkontakte is saved as 
an ordinary personal message for later access.  
 
Status message. The status-message is located in the upper half of the personal profile, 
immediately under the name and above the personal information. A status-message can 
consist of up to 140 symbols. The status is readable by every friend visiting the personal 
profile. The status-message enables short announcements about, for example, the current 
mood of the participant, location or plans. As the personal situation of a person changes, 
the text in the status-message is updated accordingly. An updated status gains the 
attention of friends, who are informed about it via the news-feed in Vkontakte and read 
the new status. They possibly react by a personal message or comment on the wall of the 
friend’s profile. The communication is asynchronous, because no immediate reaction is 
possible.  
 
Stena and microblog. The stena or message wall is located on group profiles, where 
friends can publish messages. It is inspired by handwritten guestbooks, for example in 
hotels and electronic online guestbooks (Diekmannshenke 1999).                                     
Until October 2010 the message wall was also available on personal profiles, but it was 
then replaced by a microblog, which led to unsuccessful protests by participants of 
Vkontakte (Temchenko 2014:online-resource). Multimedia-files like photographs, videos, 
audio-files, documents and surveys can be added to the microblog.                                                                         
The first, optional version of the microblog was introduced on the personal profile in 
August 2010, but in October 2010 the microblog became obligatory for all participants 
(Vkontakte.Blog154:online-resource). Soon the feature Graffiti was added to microblogs, 
which allows participants to draw something in personal messages and in microblogs by 
hand or the help of an application. Drawings can include congratulations, reminders etc. 
This service is available in microblogs, under the button ‘add Graffiti’ (Vkontakte 
Graffiti: online-resource).  
An entry on the message wall in Vkontakte groups can consist of up to 15895 symbols 
(SEO-blog.Panteam.com.2013: online-resource). Messages can contain verbal text and/or 
multimedia-files (hyperlinks, pictures, photographs, audio-files or video-files). 
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Multimedia-files can be retrieved from the Vkontakte archive and added to the message 
wall with the option ‘прикрепить’ (English: to pin). Every entry on the stena includes the 
name of the sender and the date of publishing. The sender’s message includes also an 
avatar, which identifies the sender with a personal photograph or image. Messages 
(Russian: ‘комментарий’) on the wall can be acknowledged with the button ‘мне 
нравится’, the Russian equivalent of the ‘I like’ - button in Facebook. An entry on the 
wall can be answered with a new message. Messages can be shared with ‘подделиться’ 
(English: to share). The shared message appears then on someone else’s profile, while the 
original source is cited. All entries on the wall are published in reverse chronological 
order. The latest published message comes first and the older messages follow. Messages 
that are sent in reaction to an initiating message are indented. This marks them as an 
answer to an earlier published message that started a new topic.  
 
Videochat is a relatively new feature in Vkontakte and was established in 2012 
(Socialmedia.su 2012: online-resource). In its functions it is similar to Skype. In Skype 
people communicate via text messages or an online video-connection. A camera 
transmits the picture of two or more participants. The message transmission is two-way. 
A voice-message is transmitted and an immediate answer is possible. The orientation of 
Vkontakte videochat is personal or public. A work-related meeting via Vkontakte video-
chat is possible. Several people can participate at the same time.  
 
Groups present for example a sports club or a group with a common hobby. The choice 
of the group's topic is almost infinite. New participants can simply join open groups. 
When groups are closed to the public, a request to join is sent with the option ‘подать 
заявку’ (English: send application). The administrator either approves the membership or 
refuses it.  
Group profiles share many of the above-mentioned features of personal profiles such as 
the message wall, but also include additionally obsuzhdeniia (discussions).  
Obsuzhdeniia in groups are comparable to forums, where participants discuss different 
topics. These discussions do not occur on the message wall, but in a special allocated 
space on the group profile. Discussions can be unmoderated, but in Vkontakte groups 
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they tend to be moderated by an administrator. Moderators observe the communication in 
discussions and the participants’ behaviour. If they find it appropriate, they can intervene, 
e.g. remove messages or react to inappropriate messages including swear words.  
 
The following table 1.1 shows an overview about all presented communication channels 
in Vkontakte and their characteristics. This classification is partly based on Lutovinova’s 
(Lutovinova 2009) research and Herring’s (Herring 2007) classification for online 
communication.  
 




Transmission Orientation   




Two-way Personal  
soobshchenia  e-mail asynchronous one-to-one One-way Personal 
stena/ 
microblog  
guestbook asynchronous one- to-many One-way Public 
obsuzhdeniia forum asynchronous one-to-one,  








one-to-one One-way Personal 
status -  asynchronous one –to-many One-way Public 




1.6 The popularity and importance of Vkontakte in Russia in 2015/2016  
This section deals with the popularity of social networks in Russia at the time of the 
analysis for this thesis. Recent statistics in 2016 show the popularity and importance of 
Vkontakte in Russia.  
The Fond obshchestvennogo mneniia (FOM) organised a survey regarding the use of 
social networks in Russia from January 15-19 in 2016 (FOM 2016:online-resource).       
The survey was carried out among 1000 respondents in 104 places of 53 federal subjects. 
Respondents, who visited several social networks in the past two to three months, were 
asked which social network was most important for them. 51% respondents out of 1000 
answered during the survey. For 24% Vkontakte was the most important social network, 
followed by Odnoklassniki with 16% and Facebook with 3%. Moj mir na mail.ru, 
Instagram, Twitter, LiveJournal and Moj krug were each mentioned by 1% of the 
respondents. 1% answered ‘other’ (‘другое’) and 3% had difficulties answering the 
question (FOM 2016:online-resource).    
According to Brand analytics, Vkontakte was visited by 46.617.000 people in November 
2015 and is the leader among social networks in Russia. Odnoklassniki had 31.514.000 
visitors and Facebook was in third position with 21.684.000 (Brand analytics 
2015:online-resource).  
Brand Analytics recently published results regarding social networks in Russia for the 
first two months in 2016 (Brand analytics 2016: online-resource). In February 2016 
Vkontakte held the leading position concerning the amount of authors writing messages in 
social networks with 19.237.000 authors. Instagram was listed as second with 9.486.000 
authors and Facebook third with 1.662.000 authors.                                                     
Vkontakte led regarding the amount of messages sent within one month with 233.969.000 
messages, followed by Twitter with 96.776.000 messages and Instagram with 60.899.000 
messages.  
The survey by Brand analytics in 2016 revealed that 32% of the authors in Vkontakte are 
between 25-34 years old.  31,4% are between 18-24 years and 24,7% are under 18 years. 
32,11% of the authors in Vkontakte are located in St.Petersburg, followed by Moscow 
with 23,61%. Sevastopol’ is in third position with 20,63% (Brand analytics 2016: online-
resource). The following table 1.2 shows the participation in Vkontakte based on the 
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geographical location.  
  
Table 1.2. (taken from Brand analytics 2016:online-resource) 
 
The statistics presented in this chapter show the importance of Vkontakte as the leading 
social network in Russia and underline its relevance as a research object. The statistics by 
Fond obshchestvennogo mneniia (FOM) and Brand analytics reflect the popularity of 




Chapter 1 defined social networks in general and presented a short history of the Russian 
social network Vkontakte. The discussion of the structural features of Vkontakte revealed 
that this social network includes several channels of communication such as the message 
wall, discussions and video-chat. There are several reasons to use Vkontakte, but mostly 
people communicate there via messages to other participants. The statistics by Fond 
obshchestvennogo mneniia (FOM) and Brand analytics proved that Vkontakte is the most 
popular social network on the Internet in Russia and therefore provides a relevant 
research object for the linguistic analysis in this thesis.  
Next chapter 2 presents an overview about research on cohesion and coherence in 
traditional text and hypertext, which is relevant for the practical analysis in chapter 3-6.  
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Chapter 2 - Cohesion and coherence in hypertext 
 
2.1. Definitions of traditional text and hypertext 
In the past fourty years different theories and methods for the description and analysis of 
texts appeared in the field of text linguistics. With the appearance of the Internet earlier 
existing types of text evolved and were adapted to online communication. At the same 
time brand new types of texts appeared in this medium. To begin with selected 
definitions of traditional text in Russia and western countries are presented.  
Until the 1970s linguistic schools in Russia and Eastern Europe acknowledged only 
written texts as suitable for linguistic text analysis. The importance of oral texts for 
research was neglected. Turaeva (2009:7-8) presents an overview about the different 
research areas and the development of text linguistics in the Soviet Union: 
• analysis of texts as the highest system unit with the characteristics связность 
(English:cohesion) and целостность (English:coherence);  
• development of text typologies with focus on communicative characteristics and 
linguistic cues at the level of expression and content;  
• analysis of the elements constituting a text;  
• identification of text categories;  
• exploration of suprasegmental connections and their relations.  
 
For English Halliday and Hasan define text as ‘any passage, spoken or written, of 
whatever length, that does form a unified whole’ (Halliday and Hasan 1976:1). They use 
the word texture to characterise texts in comparison to non-texts: ‘The concept of 
TEXTURE is entirely appropriate to express the property of “being a text”. A text has a 
texture and that is what distinguishes it from something that is not a text. It derives the 
texture from the fact that it functions as a unity with respect to its environment’ (Halliday 
and Hasan 1976:2). The unity of a text and the text environment play an important role. 
The two Russian linguists, Turaeva and Gal’perin, are well-known researchers in the field 
of text linguistics in Russia.  
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Turaeva defines text as ‘некое упорядоченное множество предложений, 
объединенных различными типами лексической, логической и грамматической 
связи, способное передавать определенным образом организованную и 
направленную информацию. Текст есть сложное целое, функционирующее как 
структурно-семантическое единство’ (Turaeva 2009:11). The definition of text by 
Gal’perin underlines almost the same qualities:  
‘Текст - это произведение речетворческого процесса, обладающее завершенностью, 
объективизированное в виде письменного документа, литературно обработанное в 
соответствии с типом этого документа, произведение, состоящее из названия 
(заголовка) и ряда особых единиц (сверхфразовых единств), объединенных 
разными типами лексической, грамматической, логической, стилистической связи, 
имеющее определенную целенаправленность и прагматическую установку’ 
(Gal’perin 1981:18). Turaeva and Gal’perin consider only written forms of text, while 
Halliday and Hasan allow for both written and spoken text forms. Halliday and Hasan do 
not mention any length or a certain type of text in their definition. Gal’perin's definition 
mentions a written document including a title, while Turaeva leaves the type of text open. 
A description of text connectors is missing in Halliday and Hasan's definition, while 
Gal’perin mentions several types of lexical-grammatical ties within texts and Turaeva 
speaks of the same ties, adding only logical connectors.  
Generally the Russian definitions are more detailed and describe certain characteristics a 
text needs to provide in order to be called a text. Halliday and Hasan’s (1976) definition 
is more general and leaves the individual elements of a text open. Common to all these 
definitions is the unity of texts: ‘завершенность’ (Gal’perin 1981:18), ‘сложное целое’ 
(Turaeva 2009:11) and ‘unified whole’ (Halliday and Hasan 1976:1). An exact definition 
of categories that must be part of a text is missing from all three definitions.  
In 1981 de Beaugrande and Dressler defined a text as ‘a communicative occurrence’, 
which matches seven categories of textuality (‘sieben Kriterien der Textualität’) (de 
Beaugrande and Dressler 1981:3): cohesion, coherence, intentionality, acceptability, 
informativity, situationality and intertextuality. For this thesis the categories cohesion and 
coherence are relevant.  
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Not all linguists distinguish between cohesion and coherence as individual categories and 
this topic has been widely discussed over the past fourty years.                                          
De Beaugrande and Dressler (1981) refer to cohesion as an individual category of 
textuality, which interacts with the coherent structure in texts. If any of those seven 
mentioned criteria for textuality is not fulfilled, a text is not communicative.                  
Non-communicative texts they call ‘non-texts’ (de Beaugrande and Dressler 1981:3).      
A text cannot be analysed isolated from its context and situation.                                          
In the 1970s a number of Russian researchers tried to divide texts into their constituent 
parts such as sentences and also looked for larger text unities. In Russia the term 
‘сверхфразовое единство’ was developed (cf. Pospelov 1948, Solganik 1973, 
Figurovskii 1974, Moskal’skaia 1983, Turaeva 2009). ‘Cверхфразовое единство’, or in 
the English tradition a ‘suprasentential unit’ (Beattie 1979; Burquest and Edmonson 
1992), describes a complicated syntactic unit. A ‘сверхфразовое единство’ consists of 
several independent sentences and they form a unity, ‘смысловая целостность в 
речевом контексте’ (Gal’perin 1981: 69).  
In 1999 Fritz presented the following more modern definition of text, where a text is 
divided into sequences: ‘A text is a sequence of textual elements T1 ...Tn (i.e. sentences 
or sequences of sentences) which can be used to perform a sequence of linguistic acts, 
including the development of a topic’ (Fritz 1999:222). Fritz presents a text in a tree 
structure and ‘at every node the author has to make up his mind which textual element to 
position at this particular decision point. From the point of view of the reader, the textual 
elements simply form a fixed sequence’ (Fritz 1999:222). This definition fits well for this 
thesis, because it helps to describe the connections between individual sentences of a text 
on the Vkontakte wall, including the linguistic acts and topics.  
As outlined in the introductory chapter to this thesis, this research project aims to analyse 
linguistic cohesion, pragmatic coherence and topic coherence between Vkontakte 
messages. Fritz’s definition of text contains the relevant internal and external connections 
of textual elements (Fritz 1999).  
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The communication in the social network Vkontakte is text-based, but also involves 
hypertext. Hypertext is defined as ‘the presentation of information as a linked network of 
nodes which readers are free to navigate in a non-linear fashion. It allows for multiple 
authors, a blurring of the author and reader functions, extended works with diffuse 
boundaries, and multiple reading paths’ (Keep et al. The electronic labyrinth. 2000: 
online-resource). Like Fritz’s definition, this definition of hypertext also mentions nodes, 
where decisions concerning the reading direction need to be taken. Though, Fritz's 
definition is concerned with the author, not the reader. 
According to Slatin (1990: 873), a document in hypertext includes ‘media such as text, 
graphics, video, and sound’. These media are connected to verbal text via a hyperlink.        
A hyperlink is defined as ‘a word, phrase, or image that you can click on to jump to a 
new document or a new section within the current document. Hyperlinks are found in 
nearly all Web pages, allowing users to click their way from page to page’ (The Tech 
Terms Computer Dictionary. Hyperlink Definition: online resource). 
This way hypertext differs from a traditional printed text, which can only include verbal 
text and visual elements. Hypertext exists in an online environment. Reading hypertexts 
is a discontinuous and non-linear process. In hypertext readers interact with already 
existing texts and can take part in their further development. Slatin speaks of co-
authorship ‘from relatively simple, brief annotations or comments on existing material, to 
the creation of new links connecting material not previously linked, to the modification of 
existing material or the creation of new materials, or both’ (Slatin 1990:875).             
Epshtein gives a Russian definition of hypertext, almost identical to Slatin's: ‘Гипертекст 
позволяет связывать текст, аудио, фотографии, чертежи, карты, движущиеся 
картинки и другие формы информации в осмысленное целое’ (Epshtein 1998:online-
resource). As with the quoted definitions of conventional text Epshtein’s definition of 
hypertext mentions a meaningful unity (Epshtein 1998). The unity of texts is important 
both for conventional texts and for hypertext.                                                                 
These definitions characterise hypertext as a nonlinear type of text, which consists of 
multiple reading directions. Hypertext differs from conventional text, because it can 
contain images, video and audio-files. The reader can participate in the development of 
existing texts and create new ones.   
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These definitions of hypertext are also valid for the features in the social network 
Vkontakte. The structural characteristics of Vkontakte are discussed in chapter 1.5, page 
9.                                                                                                                                            
After the definition of conventional text and hypertext in chapter 2.2 an overview is given 
about research relating to the two relevant categories of textuality, cohesion and 
coherence. This overview will be helpful to build a theoretical framework for the 
practical analysis and answer the first research question for this thesis: Which types of 
connections exist between the consecutively published messages in Vkontakte groups and 
how can such links be classified? 
2.2 Research on cohesion and coherence – an overview  
Halliday and Hasan's book Cohesion in English (1976) is the first important work about 
cohesion and coherence in English. They state: ‘if a passage of English containing more 
than one sentence is perceived as a text, there will be certain linguistic features present in 
that passage which can be identified as contributing to its total unity and giving it texture’ 
(Halliday and Hasan 1976:2). Cohesion explains the ways in which words can connect 
‘something with what has gone before’ (Hasan and Halliday 1976:3). In this case ‘a 
relation of cohesion is set up, and the two elements, the presupposing and the 
presupposed, are thereby at least potentially integrated into a text’ (Halliday and Hasan 
1976:4). In their opinion it is possible to divide sentences into subordinate parts, but it is 
more difficult to show a structural and functional connection between two individual 
sentences (Hasan and Halliday 1976). Their intention was to explain how two sentences 
are connected based on the meaning of features included in these sentences. Assuming 
‘that two sentences cohere by virtue of relations in their meaning is not by itself very 
precise. Practically any two sentences might be shown to have something to do with each 
other as far as their meaning is concerned’ (Halliday and Hasan 1976: 11).                        
For Halliday and Hasan cohesion is present when reference helps with the interpretation 
of a preceding or subsequent word. The closest distance between a referent and its related 
word is in the ‘immediately preceding sentence, but it may also be in some earlier 
sentence’ (Halliday and Hasan 1976: 14). When the presupposed item is situated in a 
preceding sentence and the referent is pointing back to this item, it is called anaphora. 
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When the presupposed element is in the following sentence then it is called cataphora. 
Halliday and Hasan state that for direct pronominal reference with pronouns like ‘he’ or 
‘she’ the referred item is situated in the immediately preceding sentence. For lexical 
cohesion the distance between presupposed item and related word can expand over 
several sentences (Halliday and Hasan 1976). When, according to Halliday and Hasan, 
the presupposed element is located outside of the text, in the context of the situation, then 
it is called exophora. According to Halliday and Hasan, readers use two types of clues, 
when they interpret a text: 
 
1. linguistic clues  
2. situational clues.  
 
Linguistic clues are ‘specific features which bind passages together’ (Halliday and Hasan 
1976: 20). Linguistic clues are grammatical and lexical items.  
Situational clues include information provided by the context and the situation.              
Such clues refer to the language and background information of writer and reader. 
Halliday and Hasan speak about the ‘material, social and ideological environment’ 
(Halliday and Hasan 1976: 20), provided by the writer´s and reader´s own experiences. 
Situational clues include factors such as ‘nature of the audience, medium and purpose of 
communication’ (Halliday and Hasan 1976: 21).  
 
Halliday and Hasan (1976) distinguish five categories of cohesion: reference, ellipsis, 
substitution, сonjunction and lexical cohesion. They further differentiate grammatical 
and lexical cohesion. Lexical cohesion is related to the lexical items in a text. 
Grammatical cohesion is realised by reference, ellipsis and substitution. Conjunction 
stands between lexical and grammatical cohesion. A ‘single instance of cohesion’ 
including two words that are connected by a cohesive device is called ‘tie’ (Hasan and 
Halliday 1976:3). The number of ties can be counted and classified. 
 So far only a short and general introduction into Halliday and Hasan’s theory on 
cohesion is given. This approach helps to highlight similarities or differences between 
Halliday and Hasan’s (1976) framework and later research by other linguists.   
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A more detailed discussion of the individual categories for cohesion by Halliday and 
Hasan (1976) is presented in comparison to Simmons’s (1981) adapted theory of 
cohesion for Russian (chapter 2.3). This way a repetition of information is avoided and a 
clear comparative glance at two theoretical frameworks becomes possible.  
 
In 1976 the Russian psycholinguist Leont’ev focused on the differences between 
cohesion and coherence in Russian. According to him, cohesion is a criterion for 
coherence, but coherence cannot be entirely defined by cohesion.  
Halliday and Hasan did not mention coherence and its relation to cohesion in their work. 
For Leont’ev ‘цельность’ (coherence) is a ’характеристика текста как смыслового 
единства, как единой структуры и определяется на всем тексте. Она не соотносима 
непосредственно с лингвистическими категориями и единицами и имеет 
психолингвистическую природу’ (Leont’ev 1976:64). According to Leont’ev, 
coherence is expressed by meaningful completeness based on the content of a text as a 
whole. It is not so much the linguistic items, but rather its psycholinguistic nature that 
expresses the coherence of a text. He defines cohesion as a linguistic category including 
‘сигналы объединения соответствующих предложений в семантическое целое’ 
(Leont’ev 1976: 62). Leont’ev presents the following indicators of cohesion, which are 
relevant for this thesis:  
• grammatical signals:  
- syntactic parallelism with repetition or paradigmatic contrast of grammatical 
items 
-  syntactic inclusion of the original sentence in part of the answering sentence  
- the use of personal pronouns in sentences  
• non-linguistic characteristics that express the coherence of a text based on 
background knowledge (Leont’ev 1976:62-63).  
 
Leont’ev was probably not aware of Halliday and Hasan´s research, because the Russian 
translation of ‘Cohesion in English’ (Khellidеi 1979) was published only three years 
later. Though, he might perhaps have read it in English. Because of the political climate 
of the 1970s it is unsure whether Russian linguists were aware of Halliday and Hasan’s 
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work. Possibly they were reluctant (or unable) to quote them explicitly. Though once the 
translation had been published in 1979, there should not have been any problems.            
Like Halliday and Hasan’s approach for English Leont’ev’s grammatical signals for 
Russian include repetition and reference. He also refers to background knowledge. 
 
Before Leont’ev´s publication several other Russian linguists like Korbrina (1953), 
Boskova (1956), Makarova, (1960), Figurovskii (1961), Skibo (1966), Sil’man (1967), 
Loseva (1967), Dovlaev (1969), Sevbo (1969) Boevez (1971), Berzon (1972), Solganik 
(1973) and Kotiurova (1975) mentioned cohesion. None of these works presented a clear 
and elaborate classification of cohesion in Russian comparable to Leont’ev (1976).   
Two years after Leont’ev (1976) the Polish linguist Irena Bellert (1978) presented her 
research on repetition in Russian. Bellert analysed the implications and circumstances 
that help to build a coherent text. According to Bellert, one of the conditions of cohesion 
is lexical repetition. A repetition can be expressed by an implicit repetition of an idea or 
by an explicit repetition of lexical items (Bellert 1978). Bellert mentions linguistic 
connectives including proper nouns, personal pronouns, demonstrative pronouns and 
adverbs (‘здесь’, ‘там’), nouns and nominal groups introduced by demonstrative 
pronouns (see Bellert 1978:184-185). According to her, an adequate interpretation of a 
sentence relies on information about its context. The reader of a text requires sufficient 
knowledge about the language system and knowledge about the world (Bellert 1978). 
The sender of the text needs to be aware of the recipient’s knowledge. Bellert does not 
explicitly refer to Halliday and Hasan. Halliday and Hasan (1976) also mentioned the 
necessity of situational cues for the interpretation of sentences (see page 22, in this 
chapter). In 1979 the Czech linguist Květa Koževniková published her work ‘Ob 
aspektakh sviaznosti v tekste kak tselom’ and discussed coherence based on facts in texts. 
Though she did not provide a new framework of cohesive devices (Kozhevnikova 1979). 
A year later the Czech researcher Dagmar Brčáková mentioned three principles of 
connectivity or in Russian ‘связность’, which are related to lexical cohesion in Halliday 
and Hasan’s (1976) understanding:  
a)  ‘связность’ based on the association of lexical items in a semantic field.  
 This principle is called semantic association and is comparable to collocation in 
Halliday and Hasan (1976). 
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b) ‘связность’ based on the expected or planned relations between text parts, which are 
expressed by temporal or causal ties. 
 This is similar to conjunction in Halliday and Hasan (1976). 
 
c) the principle of ‘рекуренция’: ‘Связность строится на принципе рекуренции, 
т. е. отсылки в текст «слева». Рекурент отсылает или к одному из 
предыдущих (данных) элементов с целью установления идентичности 
денотата, или же вбирает в себя в конденсированном виде содержание 
целого предыдущего предложения’ (Brchakova 1979: 256). According to her, the 
realisation of ‘рекуренты-повторы’ and ‘рекуренты-субституты’ (Brchakova 1979: 
256) can be implicit or explicit.                                                                                                                   
This third category is reminiscent of Halliday and Hasan’s (1976) category lexical 
cohesion including collocation and the category substitution. 
 
At the end of the 1970s beginning of the 1980s several English-speaking linguists 
criticised Halliday and Hasan's work on cohesion in English (Gutwinski 1976; Morgan 
1978; Widdowson 1978; Morgan and Sellner 1980; Nuttall 1982; Brown and Yule 1983; 
Tierney and Mosenthal 1981; Steffensen 1981; Feathers 1981). These works though 
present only individual categories of cohesion or less clearly structured frameworks than 
the one by Halliday and Hasan. For example Gutwinski (1976) explicitly referred to 
Halliday and Hasan’s framework, but presented a smaller number of much broader 
categories of cohesion with unclear boundaries between them. These categories are 
therefore less fitting for a textual analysis. Widdowson (1978) had a different 
understanding of cohesion, which was related to proposition in sentences and 
illocutionary acts based on Searle (1969). It had little in common with Halliday and 
Hasan’s approach.  
Carrell (1982) warned that it would not be right to equate texture with coherence and 
explained that ‘cohesion is not coherence’ (1982) in the title of her article. Carrell 
presented the view of schema theoreticians for whom coherence is inherent in texts and is 
based on the existence of schemata and extra-linguistic knowledge. Fulcher (1989) calls 
this a top-down approach, where cohesive devices do not necessarily have to be present. 
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Morgan (1978), Morgan and Sellner (1980), Nuttall (1982) and Tierney and Mosenthal 
(1981) belong to the group of schema theoreticians.  
In 1981 de Beaugrande and Dressler gave a more detailed account of cohesion for 
English. According to them, cohesion ‘concerns the ways in which the components of the 
surface text, i.e. the actual words we hear or see, are mutually connected within a 
sequence’ (de Beaugrande and Dressler 1981:3). 
 
Grammatical relations are the basis for a cohesive structure, but ‘the surface is, as we see, 
not decisive by itself; there must be interaction between cohesion and the other standards 
of textuality to make communication efficient’ (de Beaugrande and Dressler 1981:4).  
De Beaugrande and Dressler (1981) mention the following devices, which express 
cohesive relations: recurrence, partial recurrence, parallelism, paraphrase, Pro-Forms 
(pronouns) and ellipsis. Recurrence relates to ‘рекуренция’ by Brčáková (1979), but it 
can also refer to the repetition of words in lexical cohesion. Pro-Forms and ellipsis in de 
Beaugrande and Dressler’s (1981) study are comparable to Halliday and Hasan’s (1976) 
categories reference and ellipsis.  
According to de Beaugrande and Dressler (1981), coherence deals with the interaction of 
concepts in the surface structure of a text, which are not always linguistically marked. 
They underline that ‘coherence is clearly not a mere feature of texts, but rather the 
outcome of cognitive processes among text users’ (de Beaugrande and Dressler 1981:6). 
They state that textual knowledge and retrievable world knowledge are also important for 
the understanding of a text (de Beaugrande and Dressler 1981).  
Two years later van Dijk and Kintsch published their research on cohesion and 
coherence. They consider that cohesion deals with the ‘grammatical manifestations of 
underlying semantic coherence’ (van Dijk and Kintsch 1983:149).  
Cohesion is expressed by grammatical signals such as pronouns, definite articles and 
demonstrative pronouns. Van Dijk and Kintsch (1983) define coherence as the 
characteristic of a cognitive representation of a text. Coherence develops during the 
reception of a text. Similarly to de Beaugrande and Dressler (1981), they underline the 
importance to distinguish between cohesion and coherence as two separate, though 
interacting, categories. Sender and recipient of texts use three types of information, when 
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they make assumptions concerning coherence in texts: ‘knowledge about the actual 
context, knowledge about the previous text and general episodic knowledge of the world’ 
(van Dijk and Kintsch 1983:153).  
Moskal’skaia’s (1981) approach is comparable to the coherence relations expressed by 
grammatical signals in van Dijk and Kintsch’s (1983) framework. She mentions 
pronouns, adverbs, articles and the use of temporal forms as cohesive devices 
(Moskal’skaia 1981). Moskal’skaia defines coherence ‘как цельность текста, 
заключающаяся в логико-семантической, грамматической (прежде всего 
синтаксической) и стилистической соотнесенности и взаимозависимости 
составляющих его предложений. Когерентность текста есть результат 
взаимодействия логико-семантического, синтаксического и стилистического видов 
когезии’ (Moskal’skaia 1981:46). As an English-speaking researcher Moskal’skaia 
mentions not only linguistic cohesion, but distinguishes between logical-semantical, 
syntactic and stylistic cohesion, which interact with each other to create a coherent text.                                                                                 
In 1981 Simmons adapted Halliday and Hasan’s theory of cohesion for Russian.             
She analysed a piece of Russian prose in terms of its use of cohesive devices. According 
to her results, four of Halliday and Hasan’s categories of cohesion were found in her 
material, but substitution was absent.  
A more detailed description of her framework follows in a comparative presentation with 
Halliday and Hasan’s classification for English in chapter 2.3, page 36.                                                                                                 
In 1981 the Russian researcher Gal’perin presented his classification of cohesive devices 
in Russian texts. Gal’perin used the word ‘когезия’ and quoted Halliday and Hasan´s 
(1976) definition of cohesion: ‘В этом определении интересна попытка 
формализовать средства когезии, представить их как некие сущности, не связанные 
непосредственно с содержанием. Попутно замечу, что в этой работе все же многое 
дано в плане чисто грамматическом, т. е. относящемся к структуре предложения, а 
не текста. К тому же такая система связи уже хорошо разработана, а экстрополяции 
этих средств в более крупных отрезках высказывания, авторы не делают’ (Gal’perin 
1981: 85-86). He argues that Halliday and Hasan's approach does not take the sentence 
content into account. According to Gal’perin, cohesive relations are described on a 
sentence-level rather than on a higher level of text. Gal’perin defined cohesion as 
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‘особые виды связи обеспечивающие континуум, т. е. логическую 
последовательность (темпоральную и/или пространственную) и взаимозависимость 
отдельных сообщений, фактов, действий и пр.’ (Gal’perin 1981:74). His definition 
pays attention to devices, which support the expression of logical relations between 
sentences. The following categories in Gal’perin’s classification of cohesive devices in 
Russian are relevant for this thesis:  
1.traditional-grammatical devices (e.g. conjunctions, deictic devices such as pronouns, 
participle constructions, adverbs). 
 2.logical devices (items expressing temporal relations, consecutive relations, causal and 
space-defining relations),  
3.associative devices (including connotation and subjective-evaluating modality, 
expressions e.g. ‘ему вспомнилось’, ‘внезапно в его мозгу возникла мысль’ 
(examples from Gal’perin 1981:79)). 
4. image-employing cues (e.g. metaphors) (translated from Gal’perin 1981:79-80). 
Gal’perin describes this category with ‘автор связывает не предметы или явления 
действительности, а образы, которыми эти предметы-явления изображаются’ 
(Gal’perin 1981:80-81). 
Gal’perin’s traditional-grammatical devices conjunctions and deictic devices as pronouns 
are comparable to Halliday and Hasan’s (1976) categories conjunction and reference. 
Associative devices can be interpreted as collocation in their framework. Logical devices 
are similar to the subcategory conjunction in Gal’perin’s traditional-grammatical devices.                                                                                                          
Generally, Gal’perin’s approach shows a less applicable classification, because 
boundaries between categories and their functions are not exactly defined. An example is 
the placement of conjunctions and items expressing temporal relations into different 
categories, although both can express the same function.                                                      
In 1984 Hasan presented her theory of cohesive harmony including the description of 
cohesive chains. According to her, coherence is based on the interaction of cohesive 
devices in chains and this process is defined as cohesive harmony. Cohesive chains 
consist of groups of cohesive ties. She differs similarity and identity chains of cohesive 
devices. Tanskanen explains Hasan’s (1984) view that ‘coherence is not inherent in text 
as such, but rather it is the result of the interpretation process and ultimately depends on 
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the relation between the receiver and the text; and that cohesive devices predispose 
receivers to find the coherence’ (Tanskanen 2006:20).  
In 1991 Hoey presented his account of lexical cohesion in relation to Halliday and Hasan 
(1976). In his research he focused on the meaning and function of lexical cohesion.           
He also analysed examples of collocation in literary texts, observing that ‘the study of the 
greater part of cohesion is the study of lexis, and the study of cohesion in text is, to a 
considerable degree, the study of patterns of lexis in text’ (Hoey 1991: 10).   
Martin (1992) presented a framework for the analysis of text-forming resources in 
English texts from the perspective of discourse semantics. His framework is based on the 
research by Halliday/Hasan (1976) and Hasan (1984) in text-linguistics, but he developed 
it further for discourse semantics. Martin distinguishes four types of logical-semantic 
relations: addition, comparison, temporal and consequential (see Martin 1992:179). 
According to Tanskanen (2006:46), ‘his actual method of analysis is quite cumbersome, 
due to the principles of analysis’. 
In 1995 Grosz, Weinstein and Joshi published their framework for the modelling of local 
coherence in spoken conversation, which presents a contrast to Halliday and Hasan’s 
analysis of written texts. Already in 1983 Grosz, Weinstein and Joshi had worked on their 
idea, that some entities in spoken communication are ‘more central than others’ (Grosz, 
Weinstein, Joshi 1995: 203). This might influence the way speakers refer to elements in 
texts and build coherence. In their new article from 1995 their aim was ‘an attempt to 
develop a theory that relates focus of attention, choice of referring expressions, and 
perceived coherence of utterances within a discourse segment’ (Grosz, Weinstein, Joshi 
1995: 204).  
Other recent research on coherence deals also with the analysis of coherence in 
conversation (Hellman 1995; Lenk 1998, Bublitz et al.1999).                                             
Lenk (1998) analyses the function of discourse markers as a cohesive device in texts from 
two computer-based text corpora of spoken English. Hellman (1995) presents four 
different approaches to coherence as (a) ‘a formal property of texts’ (1995:191), (b) ‘a 
discourse processing concept’ (1995:194) (c) a ‘complex problem-solving process in 
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which the reader infers relations among the ideas, events and states that are described in 
the text’ (1995:195) and (d) understanding ‘the intention(s) of a discourse producer’ 
(1995:196). The handbook by Bublitz et al. (1999) published research about coherence by 
different authors, including Uta Lenk. The three parts of the book deal with the 
negotation of coherence, creation of coherence and description of coherence in speech 
and written texts. 
In 2004 Angelika Storrer discussed coherence in hypertext. Her research is based on 
Kintsch and van Dijk (1983), earlier discussed in this chapter. According to Storrer 
(2004), there are three types of coherence relations: a) textual relations in the surface 
structure, b) production-related coherence of the cognitive representation of information 
in the text, and c) reception-related coherence of the cognitive representation generated 
during the reception of the text. Her definitions show similarities to Hellman (1995). 
Production-related coherence is presented in the surface structure by cohesive devices, 
which support the formation of a coherent cognitive representation of textual content in 
the mind of the recipient. Storrer understands cohesion as a form of coherence generated 
by cohesive devices and this view is comparable to Hasan (1984). Storrer calls cohesive 
devices ‘Kohärenzbildungshilfen’ (engl. coherence-building devices) in her German 
article (Storrer 2004:3). 
In 2004 Taboada analysed how speakers use devices to support coherence and cohesion 
in their task-oriented spoken dialogues in English and Spanish. Her framework is based 
on the theory of speech genres and not on text linguistic as Halliday and Hasan’s 
approach. During her study thematic, rhetorical, and cohesive relations were revealed in 
the dialogues.  
Maat and Sanders published a literary review on cohesion and coherence in their article 
and referred to Halliday´s five categories of cohesion (Maat and Sanders 2006). 
According to Maat and Sanders, Halliday and Hasan’s (1976) approach to lexical 
cohesion is problematic, because it can be difficult to prove how lexical items belong to a 
lexical field. This also concerns the lexical-semantic relations, which exist between items.  
Gernsbacher and Givón (2005) presented another conversation-related approach to 
coherence in their collection of papers, ‘Coherence in spontaneous text’. According to 
them, coherence appears in the mind as a representation of shared information between 
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participants of communication. Coherence develops during the production and 
understanding of texts. It is a process of collaboration between the participants, who form 
together a coherent communication.  
Tanskanen (2006) presented another study on lexical relations in English and was 
interested in the ‘use of cohesive devices in several distinct types of spoken and written 
discourse’ (Tanskanen 2006:2). Her data included ‘four different groups of texts, 
representing face-to-face conversation, prepared speech, electronic (e-mail, mailing-list) 
language, and academic writing’ (Tanskanen 2006:2).                                                           
In 2009 Dontcheva-Navratilova and Povolná published their book on ‘Coherence and 
Cohesion in Spoken and Written Discourse’ and chose a dynamic concept of coherence. 
According to them, coherence is derived from a text during interaction based on 
interpretation and context, but is not inherent to a text in the first place. Cohesion is made 
explicit by lexical and grammatical devices. The papers in the book deal with academic, 
political, media and fictional discourse.  
In 2011 Bublitz published a chapter on coherence in the handbook ‘Discursive 
pragmatics’. According to him, cohesion expresses ‘inter-sentential semantic relations 
which link current items with preceding or following ones by lexical and structural 
means’ (Bublitz 2011:37). This account is very similar to Halliday and Hasan (1976). 
Coherence, on the other hand, ‘is a cognitive category that depends on the language 
user’s interpretation and is not an invariant property of discourse or text’ (Bublitz 
2011:37). This view is shared by Dontcheva-Navratilova and Povolná (2009).            
Bublitz (2011) classifies cohesive devices according to their prospective or retrospective 
orientation. Retrospective cohesive devices include anaphoric pronouns, synonyms, 
hyponyms, word-for-word repetitions, general words, substitutions and second pair parts 
of adjacency pairs. According to him, ‘the temporal sequence of events is reflected in the 
linear sequence of the two adjacent utterances’ (Bublitz 2011:40). With the use of 
adjacency pairs he provides a pragmatic-oriented perspective towards coherence, which 
presents a contrast to Halliday and Hasan’s approach based on text-linguistics.                 
The relation between Halliday and Hasan’s approach and pragmatic coherence including 
adjacency pairs will be discussed in chapter 2.6 in this thesis. Apart from adjacency 
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pairs, Bublitz’s cohesive devices are related to each other by their ‘similarity of form, 
structure, content and function’ (Bublitz 2011:39). Prospective devices include 
cataphoric pronouns, discourse markers and general nouns. Earlier Uta Lenk (1998) 
analysed discourse markers as a cohesive device in texts from two computer-based text 
corpora of spoken English. 
Recent works on cohesion and coherence in Russian include among others Paducheva 
(1985), Solganik (1997), Fillipov (2003), Milevskaia (2003), Levitskii (2006), 
Grishuchkova (2008), Zaitseva (2008), Stepanova (2009) and Nikitin (2010). Infantova 
(2001), Makarov (2003), Konovalova (2007) and Nikonova (2008) discuss different 
definitions of cohesion and coherence in Russian in their research, but they do not 
provide any frameworks of cohesive devices. 
Paducheva (1985) dealt with the referential aspect of the semantics of pronouns in 
Russian. Solganik (1997) presented three different types of connections in texts: ‘1) 
тексты с цепными связам, 2) тексты с параллельными связами и 3) тексты с 
присоединительными связами’ (Solganik 1997: 154).                                             
According to Solganik, the first category is typical for scientific texts, which include a 
linear structure and logical relations between immediately preceding sentences. Cohesive 
devices in this category are demonstrative pronouns and lexical repetition. Important is 
the position of the repeated item, ‘положение повторяющегося члена предложения в 
начале следующего предложения’ (Solganik 1997: 156). In publicistic texts synonyms 
are found, because they are convienient for commenting and evaluating content in texts. 
According to Solganik, in literary texts connections with personal pronouns, 
demonstrative pronouns and lexical repetition are used.                                                                                               
The second category, texts with parallel connections, includes ‘синтаксический 
параллелизм структуры и единство видо-временных форм сказуемых’ (Solganik 
1997:163). Leont’ev (1976) mentioned also parallel constructions in his framework.        
The third category, prisoedinitel’nye sviazi, Solganik defines as ‘принцип построения 
высказывания, при котором часть его в виде отдельной, как бы допольнительной 
информации прикрепляется к основному сообщению' (Solganik 1997:169).  
Solganik (1997:169) presents the following example by A.S. Pushkin for this connection: 
‘Я завтра вас увижу! – И не здесь, И не украдкою’. The conjunction ‘и’ is used with 
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an additive function. Important is Solganik’s remark, that this type of connection is 
unable to form texts on its own and works in relation to already existing sentences. 
Solganik (1997) presents lexical repetition and synonyms in his framework, which can be 
compared to Halliday and Hasan’s (1976) category lexical cohesion. Personal and 
demonstrative pronouns appear in Solganik’s work, but their function is not as precisely 
defined as in Halliday and Hasan’s category reference. Parallel constructions are not part 
of their framework and belong rather to syntax. The category prisoedinitel’nye sviazi is 
rather limited, but reminds of Halliday and Hasan’s category conjunction. The types of 
relations in Solganik’s research are less precise than those in Halliday and Hasan’s 
framework. It is not quite clear, where the boundaries between Solganik’s categories are 
situated, because devices from several of his categories can appear together in sentences. 
Milevskaia (2003) analysed different cohesive relations in literary texts, newspaper 
articles and recorded TV-programmes. Her research framework consisted of lexical 
cohesion, constructions without conjunctions (Russian: бессoюзие) in Russian, deictical 
cohesion including pronouns and syntactical devices. In the chapter about lexical 
cohesion Milevskaia (2003) explicitly refers to Halliday and Hasan’s (1976) framework 
for cohesion.  
Fillipov (2003:119) provides the following definition of cohesion in his book about text 
linguistics: ‘Данный критерий затрагивает способ образования поверхностней 
структуры текста’. This is similar to the definitions of western researchers such as De 
Beaugrande and Dressler (1981) and Tanskanen (2006). Fillipov sees referential 
connections between pronouns and a preceding noun as a standard example of cohesion. 
Levitskii (2006) mentions semantic and syntactic repetition as types of cohesion in his 
book about text linguistics. According to him, repetition is the most often occuring form 
of cohesion on the sentence-level. Grishuchkova (2008) analysed cohesion in texts in her 
article ‘Некоторые виды когезии в речевых текстах анималистического жанра’, but 
did not provide a framework of cohesive devices.  
Zaitseva (2008) deals with cohesion in newpapers and journals. She argues that,  
‘Термин когезия отражает процесс развёртывания текста во всём его объёме. В 
процессе когезии отбираются языковые средства выражения для объединения и 
взаимодействия структурно-смысловых компонентов целого текста, вследствие 
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чего когезия приобретает некоторые особенности, порождённые масштабностью 
этого объекта’ (Zaitseva 2008: online-resource).  
Similarly to Zaitseva (2008), Stepanova (2009) deals with cohesion and coherence in 
journalistic texts, but presents a rather superficial analysis.                                                                                                          
Nikitin (2010:98) discusses the approach by Halliday and Hasan with their five categories 
of cohesion, but points out that ‘За пределами описанных пяти категорий остаются 
многие лексико-грамматические и семантические средства связи между 
предложениями, такие, как тема-рематическое членение предложения, 
распределение залоговых и модальных форм и ряд смысловых факторов - пре- 
суппозиция, импликация и т.п.’. Nikitin’s argumentation suggests the existence of 
more cohesive devices than those described by Halliday and Hasan (1976).                        
The aim of this thesis is to find out, which types of cohesive devices function in 




After the discussion of research about coherence and cohesion by Russian and western 
researchers the terms coherence and cohesion are defined for this thesis. For this thesis 
the definitions of coherence and cohesion by de Beaugrande and Dressler (1981) are 
chosen, on page 25-26 in this chapter. According to the author of this thesis, these 
definitions fit well for the classification of cohesive devices and coherence in sequences 
of Vkontakte messages, because they are not too detailed and leave room for the 
interpretation of cohesion and coherence in Vkontakte. Pragmatic and topic coherence are 
analysed in this thesis, too.                                                                                                    
Most of the works about cohesion and coherence in this chapter, including Dressler and 
de Beaugrande (1981), mention the importance of background knowledge and context. 
This is especially helpful for the understanding of texts without explicit cohesive devices. 
The classification of cohesive devices by Halliday and Hasan (1976) is chosen as a 
starting point for the analysis of cohesive relations in Vkontakte messages in this thesis. 
Their approach is based on applied text linguistics, because they identify and classify 
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cohesive devices in written texts. As the communication in Vkontakte is mainly text-
based with individual messages on the message wall, it will be necessary to first decode 
the content of individual messages linguistically and then identify the overall coherence 
between several messages.  
As shown in this chapter, many Russian and western researchers have presented their 
own, less detailed classifications, which include some useful categories of cohesion like 
synonyms, lexical cohesion, use of pronouns for reference.   
Morgan (1978), Morgan and Sellner (1980), Tierney and Mosenthal (1981), Carell (1982) 
and Nuttall (1982) are schema theoreticians and believe that coherence is inherent in 
texts. In Vkontakte it is rather impossible to decide whether several messages cohere a 
priori in hypertext. In chapter 2.1 in this thesis hypertext was characterised as a nonlinear 
type of text, which consists of multiple reading directions including multimedia-files. 
Leont’ev (1976), Gutwinski (1976) and Gal’perin (1981) provided less applicable 
classifications, because boundaries between their categories were not precisely defined. 
Bellert (1978), Moskal’skaia (1980), Brčáková (1980), Hoey (1991), Solganik (1997), 
Martin (2001), Milevskaia (2003) and Storrer (2004) concentrate only on certain 
categories of cohesive devices and do not present an elaborate framework, which is as 
precise and clear as Halliday and Hasan’s framework.                                                      
Grosz, Weinstein and Joshi (1983, 1995), Hellmann (1995), Lenk (1998), Taboada 
(2004), Gernsbacher and Givón (2005), Dontcheva-Navratilova and Povolná (2009), and 
Bublitz (2011) analysed cohesion and coherence in spoken communication.  Therefore 
these works are not applicable to the written texts in Vkontakte.                                     
Bublitz (2011) provided a pragmatic-oriented perspective towards coherence with 
adjacency pairs in his framework, which stood in contrast to Halliday and Hasan’s 
(1976) approach. Halliday and Hasan’s framework is based on text-linguistics and the 
recognition of linguistic cohesive devices in the surface structure of written texts. 
Pragmatic coherence deals with the connection of messages based on the communicative 
intention of participants, e.g a question or request. This tension between pragmatic 
coherence and grammatical/lexical cohesion presented by Halliday and Hasan (1976) will 
be discussed in chapter 2.6 about pragmatic coherence.   
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Conclusion                                                                                                             
It can be concluded that Halliday and Hasan’s work still presents the clearest and most 
convincing classification of cohesive devices. The precise adaption of Halliday and 
Hasan’s classification for Russian by Simmons (1981) enables a direct comparison 
between both classifications for Russian and English, which follows next.  
2.3 Comparative presentation of Halliday and Hasan’s classification of 
cohesive devices for English and Simmons’ adaption for Russian 
 
In the following Halliday and Hasan’s classification of cohesive devices for English and 
Simmons’ adaptation of their classification for Russian are compared. First Halliday and 
Hasan’s classification of cohesive devices for English is described in its entirety and then 
follows Simmons’s account for Russian. 
These two frameworks reveal how far categories of cohesion are alike or differ in 
Russian and English. At the same time possible weaknesses of Halliday and Hasan’s 
approach can be revealed when it is applied to Russian with its different grammatical 
structure. This comparison helps to develop a new framework of cohesive devices for the 
later analysis of cohesion between messages in the social network Vkontakte.                  
The introductory chapter in this thesis included the objective to answer the research 
question, what kind of linguistic cohesive devices can appear between messages in 
Vkontakte groups. 
 
2.3.1 Halliday and Hasan’s classification of cohesive devices for English 
 
2.3.1.1 Reference  
 
Halliday and Hasan speak of reference as words ‘instead of being interpreted 
semantically in their own right, they make reference to something else for their 
interpretation’ (Halliday and Hasan 1976: 31). For English Halliday and Hasan (1976) 
mention three types of reference: a) personal reference, b) demonstrative reference and 
c) comparative reference.   
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a) Personal reference 
Personal reference in English includes personal pronouns, possessive determiners and 
possessive pronouns.	  	  
Personal pronouns 
Example 2.1: John has moved to a new house. He had it built last year (Halliday and 
Hasan 1976: 54).  
 
Possessive determiners  
Example 2.2: John´s house is beautiful. y. His wife must be delighted with it (Halliday 
and Hasan 1976: 55). 
 
Possessive pronouns 
Example 2.3: That new house is John’s. z. I didn’t know it was his (Halliday and Hasan 
1976: 55). 
 
b) Demonstrative reference  
Demonstrative reference describes the location of the referent according to his proximity 
to the sender. The proximity can be near, far or neutral. Demonstrative reference for 
place includes determiners such as this, these (near) and that, those (far) and adverbs here 
(near) and there (far). Demonstrative reference for time includes adverbs such as now and 
then.  
Halliday and Hasan state that ‘demonstratives regularly refer exophorically to something 
within the context of the situation’ (Halliday and Hasan 1976:58). For an explanation on 
exophora see chapter 2.2. 
 
      Example 2.4:  Pick these up.  
Example 2.5: How would you like a cruise in that yacht? 




c) Comparative reference 
Two types of comparison are identified for English, general comparison and particular 
comparison. A general comparison with an adjective or adverb includes the description 
of identity, similarity and difference (Halliday and Hasan 1976). The adjectives are 
positioned close to the noun and can express a deictic or epithet relation as shown in the 
following two examples for general comparison.  
 
Example 2.7: Deictic: the identical two cards 
Example 2.8: Epithet: two identical cards (both examples from Halliday and Hasan 
1976:77).  
 
A similarity is expressed in example 2.10 and an identity in example 2.9. Identity implies 
that both things are the same, while similarity shows that two things have the same 
qualities.  
 
Example 2.9: It’s the same cat as the one we saw yesterday.  
Example 2.10: It’s a similar cat to the one we saw yesterday.  
(both examples from Halliday and Hasan 1976:78). 
 
In the case of particular comparison the compared item refers to a ‘particular property’ 
(Halliday and Hasan 1976: 80), which is defined by its quality or quantity. The following 
two examples 2.11 and 2.12 show these characteristics. The first example presents a 
quantitative comparison, while the second a qualitative one. 	  	  
Example 2.11: 
There were twice as many people there as last time (Halliday and Hasan 1976: 82). 
 
Example 2.12: 
‘this tree is taller than that tree’ (Halliday and Hasan 1976: 81). 
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Comparative reference is ‘most typically anaphoric rather than exophoric’ (Halliday and 
Hasan 1976: 83). According to Halliday and Hasan, comparatives are more text-oriented 
and support the cohesion within the text. Nevertheless, Halliday and Hasan present the 
following example for exophoric reference, which refers more to the situation than the 
text itself. 
 
Example 2.13:  
‘Fan her head!’ the Red Queen anxiously interrupted. ‘She’ll be feverish so much that 
thinking’ (Halliday and Hasan 1976: 84). 
 
2.3.1.2 Ellipsis  
According to Halliday and Hasan (1976), ellipsis is a form of substitution in which a 
word is replaced by nothing else. They distinguish between nominal ellipsis, verbal 
ellipsis and clausal ellipsis.   
 
a) Nominal ellipsis  
Nominal ellipsis occurs in the nominal group of a sentence.  
 
Example 2.14: Four other Oysters followed them, and yet another four (Halliday and 
Hasan 1976:148).  
 
In this example the word ‘oysters’ is missing in the second part of the sentence, but it can 
be inferred thanks to the parallel syntactical structure of both sentence parts.  
 
b) Verbal ellipsis 
For verbal ellipsis Halliday and Hasan distinguish between operator ellipsis and lexical 
ellipsis. In the case of lexical ellipsis the lexical verb is absent from the verbal group. 
Operator ellipsis expresses the omission of operator verbs like may, ought to, must, have 




      a. Have you been swimming? – Yes, I have.  
      b. What have you been doing? – Swimming (Halliday and Hasan 1976:167). 
 
The answer in (a) provides an example of lexical ellipsis, while the answer in (b) is an 
example of operator ellipsis.  Another example for operator ellipsis:  
 
Example 2.16: 
Has she been crying? – No, laughing (Halliday and Hasan 1976:175).  
 
According to Halliday and Hasan, a clause in English includes a modal element and a 
propositional element. Either element can be elided in an ellipsis. The following example 
shows these two parts: 
 
Example 2.17: 
The Duke was / going to plant a row of poplars in the park. 
             (Modal element)   (Propositional element)             (Halliday and Hasan 1976:197) 
 
The modal element includes the subject and the finite verb. The propositional element 
includes the rest of the verb group and possible complements or adjuncts. A complement 
could take up the function of the subject, if the word order of the sentence were changed. 
Either the modal or the propositional part can be left out in sentences. This is then called 
modal ellipsis and propositional ellipsis, accordingly.  
 
An ellipsis of the modal element in English looks like this:  
 
 Example 2.18:  
What was the Duke going to do? - Plant a row of poplars in the park.                              
(Halliday and Hasan 1976:197) 
 
Here the subject and the verbal operator are omitted.  
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Example 2.19:  
Who was going to plant a row of poplars in the park. - The Duke was (Halliday and 
Hasan 1976:198). 
 
Example 2.19 shows propositional ellipsis. The complement, adjunct and the lexical verb 
‘plant’ are missing. Halliday and Hasan conclude that the finite clause including one of 
these two mentioned elliptical constructions presents an ellipsis of its own, see table 2.1.  	  
Clause  verbal group 
Modal ellipsis  operator ellipsis 
Propositional ellipsis  lexical ellipsis 
Table 2.1: adapted from Halliday and Hasan (1976:199)  
 
c) Clausal ellipsis 
Modal ellipsis and propositional ellipsis belong to clausal ellipsis. Halliday and Hasan 
(1976) give an example including a statement-question sequence. There is a whole clause 
omitted.  
 
Example 2.20:  
It´s going to rain.- (iii) Is it? (Halliday and Hasan 1976:208) 
 
In the example ‘to rain’ and the operator 'going' are missing. Only a form of to be refers 
to the verb, because ‘is’ presents the finite verb in both sentences. This is an example of 
propositional ellipsis. It is similar to 2.19, since auxiliary verb and subject are present in 
the question.  
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2.3.1.3 Lexical cohesion  
 
Halliday and Hasan (1976) distinguish two types of lexical cohesion: reiteration and 
collocation. Reiteration includes repetition of the same word, synonyms or near-
synonyms, superordinate words and general words. According to Halliday and Hasan 
(1976), reference and lexical cohesion are close to each other, because a common 
referent is used for both categories of cohesion. Halliday and Hasan point out that a 
lexical item can be part of a cohesive relation, without showing itself any sign of 
cohesion. They speak of an ‘instantial meaning’ of an item that is based on a certain 
textual environment, which ‘determines the “instantial meaning”, or text meaning, of the 




a. There was large mushroom growing near her, about the same height as herself; and, 
when she had looked under it, it occurred to her that she might as well look and see what 
was on the top of it. She stretched herself up on tip toe, and peeped over the edge of the 
mushroom... 
b. Accordingly...I took leave, and turned to the ascent of the peak. The climb is perfectly 
easy...  
c. Then quickly rose Sir Bedivere and ran, and leaping down the ridges lightly, plung´d 
Among the bulrush beds, and clutch´d the sword and lightly wheel´d and threw it. The 
great brand made light´nings in the splendour of the moon... 
d. Henry´s bought himself a new Jaguar. He practically lives in the car  
(all examples Halliday and Hasan 1976: 289).  
 
In examples a-d are instances of the different types of lexical cohesion. In a) 
‘mushrooms’ is repetition of the same word. In b) ‘ascent’ and ‘climb’ are synonyms. In 





According to Halliday and Hasan (1976), collocation is a difficult subcategory of lexical 
cohesion. It is hard to analyse, because often no clear lines can be drawn between the 
functions of individual words. They define collocation as a type of lexical cohesion, ‘that 
is achieved through the association of lexical items that regularly co-occur’ (Halliday and 
Hasan 1976:284). The difficulty with recognising collocation is that ‘there is cohesion 
between any pair of lexical items that stand to each other in some recognizable 
lexicosemantic relation (word meaning)’ (Halliday and Hasan 1976: 285). 
 
Example 2.22: 
disease      -  illness 
stand up     - sit down 






According to Halliday and Hasan, ‘conjunctive elements are cohesive not in themselves, 
but indirectly, by virtue of their specific meanings’ (Halliday and Hasan 1976: 226). 
They distinguish between conjunctive expressions and conjunctions. Conjunctive 
expressions include adverbs (then, next etc.), compound adverbs (furthermore, besides 
etc.) and prepositional phrases (as a result of, on the contrary, in addition etc.). 
Conjunctive expressions also show that ‘provided there is a preposition to express it this 
preposition can always be made to govern a reference item; the resulting prepositional 
group will then function as a cohesive adjunct’ (Halliday and Hasan 1976: 230).	   An 
example for such an adjunct is here, ‘Afterwards’: 
 
Example 2.23: 
They fought a battle. Afterwards, it snowed (Halliday and Hasan 1976: 228). 
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According to Halliday and Hasan, the temporal relation between the two sentences in this 
example has transformed into a ‘cohesive agent, and it is this, the semantic relation in its 
cohesive function, that we are referring to as conjunction’ (Halliday and Hasan 1976: 
228). Conjunctions also bind two sentences together, ‘in which what is to follow is 
systematically connected to what has gone before’ (Halliday and Hasan 1976: 227). 
Examples for conjunctions are ‘because’, ‘if’, ‘or’, ‘yet’,‘ for’.  
 
Halliday and Hasan distinguish four main categories of conjunction: additive, 
adversative, causal and temporal. They admit that various approaches to a categorization 
of conjunctive relations are possible.  
 
Example 2.24: 
a) And in all this time he met no one. (additive) 
b)  Yet he was hardly aware of being tired. (adversative) 
c)  So by night time the valley was far below him. (causal) 
d)  Then, as dusk fell, he sat down to rest. (temporal) (Halliday and Hasan 
(1976:238-239). 
 
 The examples show the use of the conjunctions ‘and’, ‘yet’, ‘so’ and the conjunctive 
adverb ‘then’. Although ‘then’ is formally no conjunction itself, it acts as a conjunction 
and connects the two sentences. 
 
2.3.1.5. Substitution  
 
Halliday and Hasan define substitution as the ‘replacement of one item by another’ 
(Halliday and Hasan 1976:88). Substitution expresses a lexicogrammatical relationship 
between words or phrases (Halliday and Hasan 1976).	  Three types of substitution are 
distinguished: a) nominal, b) verbal and c) clausal. Halliday and Hasan define a 
substitute as ‘a carrier of some information which differentiates the instance in which it 
occurs from the other instance to which it relates by cohesion’ (Halliday and Hasan 
1976:93).   
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a) Nominal substitution 
Example 2.25: 
If only I could remember where it was that I saw someone putting away the box with 
those candles in I could finish the decorations now. – You mean the little coloured ones? 
(Halliday and Hasan (1976:91) 
 
 The substitution is 'ones' for 'decorations'.	   ‘Ones’ is a typical form for nominal 
substitution in English.   
  
Example 2.26: 
A: I´ll have two poached eggs on toast, please.  
B: I´ll have the same (Halliday and Hasan 1976:105).   
 
‘two poached eggs on toast’ is substituted by ‘same’.	  	  
b) Verbal substitution  
Verbal substitution can reach over to other items in the clause. The verb ‘do’ is a near 
substitution for a whole sentence (Halliday and Hasan 1976).   
 
Example 2.27: 
            a. …the words did not come the same as they used to do.  
            b.   I don’t know the meaning of half those long words, and, what´s more,  
      I don’t believe you do either (Halliday and Hasan 1976:112).   
 
Here the verb ‘to know’ is substituted by ‘to do’. 
 
c) Clausal substitution 
For clausal substitution a whole sentence is substituted. In the following example ‘so’ 
presupposes a whole sentence.  
 
Example 2.28: 
Is there going to be an earthquake? – It says so (Halliday and Hasan 1976: 130).   
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Halliday and Hasan (1976) presented five categories of cohesion: reference, lexical 
cohesion, conjunction, ellipsis and substitution. Three types of reference are mentioned: 
a) personal reference (with personal pronouns, possessive determiners and possessive 
pronouns), b) demonstrative reference and c) comparative reference (general comparison 
and particular comparison). Regarding ellipsis Halliday and Hasan (1976) distinguish 
nominal ellipsis, verbal ellipsis (including operator ellipsis and lexical ellipsis) and 
clausal ellipsis (including modal ellipsis and propositional ellipsis).                              
Further two types of lexical cohesion are differed: reiteration and collocation.     
Reiteration includes repetition of the same word, synonyms, near-synonyms, 
superordinate words and general words. According to Halliday and Hasan (1976), 
collocation is a difficult subcategory of lexical cohesion, because often no clear lines can 
be drawn between the functions of individual words.                                                           
The category conjunction includes conjunctive expressions and conjunctions.  
Conjunctive expressions are adverbs, compound adverbs and prepositional phrases. 
Halliday and Hasan distinguish four functions of conjunction: additive, adversative, 
causal and temporal. They admit that various classifications of conjunctive relations are 
possible. Substitution consists of three types of substitution: a) nominal, b) verbal and c) 
clausal.  
In the following Simmons’s classification of cohesive devices for Russian is presented. 
 
 
2.3.2 Simmons’s classification of cohesive devices for Russian 
 
2.3.2.1 Reference  
 
a) Personal reference 
According to Simmons (1981), in Russian personal reference includes personal 
pronouns and possessive determiners, but possessive pronouns do not exist.                     
First and second person pronouns refer often to participants in the ‘speech situation’ 
(Simmons 1981:68). These pronouns then express an exophoric reference to the world 
outside of the text and do not support cohesion. First- and second person pronouns are 
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cohesive when the referents are part of the text, like in a written dialogue. The third 
person pronoun and possessive determiner ‘can denote objects or abstract entities, or it 
can take on a demonstrative connotation’ (Simmons 1981: 67). Then they are cohesive 
and refer to items or people within the text, but they are not important for the speech 
situation. When third-person pronouns and possessive determiners refer to a person 
outside of a text then they have no cohesive function (Simmons 1981:67-68).  Example 
2.29 shows the use of personal pronouns. 
 
Example 2.29:  
Место оставалось за ним, но было соображение о том, что в случае его смерти 
Алексеев может быть назначен на его место,  на месте же Алексеева или Винников, 
или Штабель (Simmons 1981:75). 
 
b) Demonstrative reference 
According to Simmons (1981), the place and distance of elements to each other within a 
text or outside of it is expressed by demonstrative reference. Demonstrative reference 
within a text expresses cohesion (Simmons 1981). For Simmons demonstrative reference 
includes the categories participant and circumstance, both indicating a near or far 
distance.  
Table 2.2 presents an overview over the categories of demonstrative reference for 
Russian with a transliteration by Simmons (1981). 	  	  
 NEAR  FAR 
PARTICIPANT    etot  tot 
 
CIRCUMSTANCE 
PLACE tut, zdes’ tam 
TIME sejčas, teper’ togda 
Table 2.2: adapted from Simmons (1981:65) 
 
c) Comparative reference 
For comparative reference Simmons (1981) closely follows the framework by Halliday 
and Hasan (1976) in her classification and distinguishes general comparison and 
particular comparison.   
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2.3.2.2 Ellipsis  
Simmons identifies the same types of ellipsis as Halliday and Hasan (1976).                     
She distinguishes between lexical ellipsis and operator ellipsis for verbal ellipsis. 
Simmons (1981:69) provides the following examples for lexical verbs in Russian: 
‘сидеть, учиться’ and ‘думать’. The modal operator ‘мочь’ and the tense operator 
‘быть’ are not able to stand for complete verbal groups. Simmons mentions also the 
modal operators ‘сметь’, ‘стараться’ and ‘намереваться’ (Simmons 1981:69). The 
omission of these verbs is called operator ellipsis. Verbal operators are used in sentence 




1. Tense operator быть: ‘Что вы будете делать?’  
2. Modal operator мочь: ‘Что я могу сказать?’ (Examples from Simmons 1981: 68). 
 
Example 2.31: Lexical ellipsis 
Так будешь учиться работать с рабочим словарем?— Буду, — буркнул он. — Давай 
показывай (Marinina 1997: 394). 
 
Example 2.32: Operator ellipsis 
Умом она понимала, что это глупость, что отстранение от работы — дело 
неприятное, но вполне обычное и никоим образом не означает, что сотрудник не 
может появляться на своем рабочем месте. Просто ему запрещается действовать 
как официальноми лицу. А приходить на работу — пожалуйста, если есть желание 
(Marinina 1997: 375). 
For clausal ellipsis Simmons repeats the same categories as Halliday and Hasan (1976), 
only zero ellipsis is her own category. In the case of a zero ellipsis an entire clause is 
elided.  
In the analysis of an excerpt of L.N. Tolstoi's ‘Smert’ Ivana Il'iča’ in her paper occurs this 




3. Господа!  –сказал он, – Иван Ильич-то умер. 
4. Неужели? (Simmons 1981: 68) 
 
Sentence 4 is an example of general ellipsis of the clause. All elements but one are left 
out.  
 
2.3.2.3 Lexical cohesion  
As Halliday and Hasan (1976) do for English, Simmons distinguishes for Russian two 
types of lexical cohesion: reiteration and collocation. Simmons lists the same types of 
reiteratation: repetition of the same word, synonyms/near-synonyms, superordinates and 
general words.  
Example 2.34: 
В большом здании судебных учреждений во время перерыва заседания по делу 
Мельвинских члены и прокурор сошлись в кабинете Ивана Егоровича Шебек, и 
зашел разговор о знаменитом красовском деле. Федор Васильевич разгорячился, 
доказывая неподсудность, Иван Егорович стоял на своем, Петр же Иванович, не 
вступив сначала в спор, не принимал в нем участия и просматривал только что 
поданные «Ведомости» ? (Simmons 1981:73). 
 
Simmons found in this example the synonyms ‘неподсудность’ and ‘дело’. There is also 
the repetition of the same word with ‘Иван Егорович’. 
She presents the following examples for general words: ‘человек’, ‘вещь’ and ‘дела’ 
(Simmons 1981:70). 
According to Simmons, collocation deals with two words in the same text, which share a 
lexico-semantic connection, ‘as opposites in meaning (similarity) or as members of a 





a) ‘черный᾽- ̒белый’  
 
b) ‘январь'-‘февраль’(all examples from Simmons 1981:70). 
 
 
2.3.2.4 Conjunction  
Simmons (1981) adopts for Russian the same four categories as Hasan and Halliday 
(1976) do for English. Examples for conjunctions in Russian are ‘и’ (additive), ‘однако’ 




Так что, услыхaв о смерти Ивана Ильича, первая мысль каждого из господ, 
собравшихся в кабинете, была о том, какое значение может иметь смерть на 
перемещения или повышения самих членов или их знакомых (Simmons 1981:75). 
 
‘Так что’ is here an example for conjunction.  
 
According to Simmons, Halliday and Hasan’s ‘analysis, although not indisputable, was 
accepted on a general level for Russian since it led to an adequate description of Russian 
"conjunctives" ' (Simmons 1981:69).  
 
The following description of conjunction from several Russian grammars shows that 
conjunctions in Russian can be classified in different ways. In any case these grammars 
list more functions of conjunctives than Simmons’ (1981) classification.                          
The Russkaia grammatika (1980:713) defines conjunction (Russian: союз) as 
‘служебная чаcть речи при помощи которой оформляется связь между частями 
сложного предложения, между отдельными предложениями в тексте, а также (это 
относится лишь к некоторым союзам) связь между словоформами в составе 
простого предложения’. Apart from connecting sentence parts or individual sentences, a 
conjunction ‘обозначает – с разной степенью конкретизации – отношения межу 
соединяемыми предложениями или их членами’ (Russkaia grammatika 1980:713). 
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The Kratkaia russkaia grammatika mentions also that ‘каждый союз является 
носителем определенного квалифицируещего значения, т. e. способен с той или 
иной степенью конкретизации характеризовать отношение между соединяемыми 
частями конструкции’ (Kratkaia russkaia grammatika 1989:330).                                 
The difference between a conjunction and a preposition is, that there is no formal 
evidence for the contact of a conjunction with the syntactic structure of a sentence.          
The grammatical autonomy is typical for Russian conjunctions (Russkaia grammatika 
1980). The following semantic functions of conjunctives are listed by the Kratkaia 
russkaia grammatika (1989): 
- соединительные (сonnecting): и, а, также etc. 
- разделительные (dividing): или, то ли… то ли etc. 
- сопоставительные (contrasting): тогда как, если…то и etc. 
- сравнительные (comparative): как, словно, подобно тому, как etc. 
- изъяснительные (declaring): что, чтобы, якобы etc. 
- пояснительные (explaining): то есть, а именно etc. 
- временные (temporal): когда, c тех пор как etc. 
- условные (conditional): если, при условии что etc. 
- причинные (causal): поскольку, потому что etc. 
- уступительные и противительные (concessive):  но, зато, хотя, вопреки тому 
что etc. 
- ограничительные (limiting): только, разве что etc. 
- градационные (scaling): не только…но и, если…не то etc.                                                  
(Kratkaia russkaia grammatika 1989:330-331). 
 
The Russkaia Grammatika (1980: 714) presents the same semantic functions of 
conjunctives as the Kratkaia russkaia grammatika (1989), but does not mention 
‘условные’.  
The classification of conjunctives is more elaborate in the Grammatika sovremennogo 
russkogo literaturnogo iazyka (1970) and in Rozental’ et al. (2001), although these 
grammars list very similar semantic functions of conjuntives as the Kratkaia russkaia 
grammatika (1989) and the Russkaia Grammatika (1980).   
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According to Rozental’ et al. (2001:274), conjunctions are divided into two categories 
based on their syntactical function: ‘сочинительные и подчинительные союзы’.              
The first category has the function to link units on the same sentence level, while 
‘подчинительные союзы служат для связи синтаксически неравномерных единиц 
(главной и придаточной частей сложного предложения, реже – членов простого 
предложения) и для выражения тех или иных смысловых отношений между ними’ 
(Rozental’ et al. 2001:275). Based on their semantic characteristics, ‘сочинительные 
союзы’ are divided by Rozental’ et al. (2001:274) into ‘cоединительные’, 
‘противительные’, ‘разделительные’, ‘пояснительные’, ‘присоединительные’, while 
‘подчинительные союзы’ include ‘временные’, ‘изяснительные’, ‘причинные’, 
‘следствия’, ‘сравниельные’, ‘уступительные’, ‘условные’ and ‘целевые’.  
The Russkaia Grammatika (1980: 714) and the Kratkaia russkaia grammatika (1989) do 
not mention the category‘целевые’, which includes for example the conjunctives ‘чтобы, 
для того’ (Rozental’ et al. 2001:275).  
The Grammatika sovremennogo russkogo literaturnogo iazyka (1970) lists the same 
categories as Rozental’ et al. (2001), but does not mention ‘изъяснительные’, which 
were also present in the Russkaia Grammatika (1980: 714) and the Kratkaia russkaia 
grammatika (1989). The category ‘градационные’ was mentioned in three of the here 
discussed grammars, apart from Rozental’ et al. (2001). 
It is important to note that Russian conjunctives differ according to their semantic 
dependence from the context. Some conjunctives are specialised, while others hardly 
depend on the context and can have more than one meaning. To the latter group belong 
for example, ‘например, перед тем как, зато’ and others. The former group includes for 
example ‘если, потому что’. A third group of conjunctives in Russian has more than one 
meaning and they are able to express different types of relations. Examples of this third 
group are ‘и, а, но, что, чтобы’ (Kratkaia russkaia grammatika 1989:331).                        
A similar opinion is expressed in the Russkaia Grammatika (1980: 714), that some 
‘союзы многозначны (например, и, а, но, или, что, как, когда). Они способны 




These aforementioned classifications of conjunction from the Grammatika sovremennogo 
russkogo literaturnogo iazyka (1970), the Russkaia Grammatika (1980), Kratkaia 
russkaia grammatika (1989) and Rozental’ et al. (2001) can have implications on the 
suitability of Simmons’s (1981) approach for the description of conjunction in Russian in 
the practical analysis of Vkontakte messages. In comparison to the above-discussed 
grammars Simmons’s classification is rather superficial and does not take other resources 
into account, apart from Halliday and Hasan (1976). 
 
The classifications by the Grammatika sovremennogo russkogo literaturnogo iazyka 
(1970), the Russkaia Grammatika (1980), Kratkaia russkaia grammatika (1989) and 
Rozental’ et al. (2001) present more or less the same semantic functions of conjunctives. 
It will be important to analyse how conjunctives, whose meaning can differ in relation to 
to the context, function in Vkontakte threads. This would include the group of 
conjunctives with ‘и, а, но, что, чтобы’ (Kratkaia russkaia grammatika 1989:331). 
These conjunctives can have more than one meaning and possibly influence the 
understanding of relations between Vkontakte messages. 
 
2.3.2.5 The category of ‘вводные слова’ 
For Russian it is necessary to mention the category of ‘вводные слова’. Dunn and 
Khairov state that ‘вводные слова are separated from the rest of the sentence by 
commas, and they are used to supply information that is additional to what is contained in 
the main body of the sentence’ (Dunn and Khairov 2009:455).  
Dunn and Khairov (2009) presented this classification of ‘вводные слова’: 
 
1.words fulfilling the role of linking sentences: впрочем, значит, итак, кроме того, к 
тому же, однако, таким образом etc. 
2.words indicating the extent to which the information being communicated is 
probable: конечно, разумеется, наверное, кажется etc. 
3.words commenting on the nature of the utterance itself: допустим, предположим, 
короче говоря, кстати, между прочим etc. 
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4.words indicating the speaker or writer's attitude to the matter being described: к 
счастью, к сожалению. 
5.words used when enumerating points in an argument: во-первых, во-вторых etc. 
 (adapted from Dunn and Khairov 2009:455-457). 
 
The first group of ‘вводные слова’ from Dunn and Khairov (2009), words fulfilling the 
role of linking sentences, relate to cohesion, because of their ability to connect two 
sentences. From their meaning and use this group of ‘вводные слова’ can be seen as 
conjunctives. As Halliday and Hasan defined, ‘conjunctive elements are cohesive not in 
themselves but indirectly, by virtue of their specific meanings’ (Halliday and Hasan 
1976: 226). This category of ‘вводные слова’ adds an additional element to the content 
of a message and its function is to connect two sentences. It can be described as a form of 
conjunctives in the understanding of Halliday and Hasan (1976) as well as Simmons 
(1981).  
According to the Kratkaia russkaia grammatika, ‘вводные слова’ are forms ‘которые 
семантически приспособлены к выражению тех или иных абстрактных отношений 
и выступают как аналоги союзов’ (Kratkaia russkaia grammatika 1989:332). Based on 
this definition ‘вводные слова’ can be compared to adjuncts in English which are 
formally not conjunctions, but have a conjunctive function.  
 
2.3.2.6 Substitution 
Simmons believes that there is no need for substitution in Russian. She argues that 
‘Halliday and Hasan note that the purpose of the nominal substitutes "one, ones" is to 
prevent any possible confusion as to whether, in an elliptical noun phrase, an attributive 
adjective is indeed an adjective or a noun. Since for the most part, adjectives and nouns 
are distinguished morphologically in Russian, there is no need for such a substitute’ 




a) Nominal substitution 
 
Example 2.37: 
a) Does he have a new car?-No, an old one. 
b) U nego novaja mašina?-Net, staraja (Simmons 1981:70).	  	  
Example a) shows noun substitution in English by ‘one’. In Russian there is only an 
elliptic sentence in example b) and no noun substitution. As stated by Simmons above, it 
is not necessary to substitute the noun in Russian, because the morphological form of the 
adjective holds information about the missing noun in the second sentence of example 
2.37.	  	  
Example 2.38: 
He wants a pastrami on rye. - She ordered the same (Simmons 1981:71). 
Он хочет пастрами на ржаном хлебе. Она заказала то же самое. (Translation AL.) 
 
Simmons explains that ‘the substantivised phrase “to že samoe” is accounted for in 
Russian under comparative reference’ (Simmons 1981:71), when this English sentence is 
translated into Russian. She admits that ‘to že samoe’ could have the same function as 
‘(the) same’ in English. According to Simmons (1981:71), there are situations, when 
‘(the) same’ cannot be expressed by ‘to že samoe’.  
 
b) Verbal substitution 
 
In English ‘do’ substitutes a verb. According to Simmons, ‘do’ then has no meaning of its 
own and has only a grammatical function. The Russian verb ‘делать’ cannot function as 
a substitute. Simmons believes, that ‘an English verbal phrase containing the substitute 
“do” would be expressed in Russian using the intended verb or there would simply be 
ellipsis of the verb’ (Simmons 1981:71). Simmons argues that there is no verb 
substitution in Russian.  
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c) Clausal substitution 
 
Concerning clausal substitution Simmons questions, in how far Halliday and Hasan’s 
account in English is correct. In Russian she does not see any examples for clausal 
substitution. Simmons presents the following comparative examples: 
 
Example 2.39: 
a) ‘I think so/not’  
b) ‘Ja dumaju, (čto) da/net’ (Simmons 1981:71). 
 
Simmons analyses how ‘da’ and ‘net’ can be related to ‘so’ and ‘not’ in the English 
sentence. According to her, Halliday and Hasan classify a) as ‘general ellipsis with “yes” 
and “no” ’ (Simmons 1981:71). For Russian she argues that ‘although it may be desirable 
to establish clausal substitution in an analysis where substitution must exist, there is 
certainly no justification for treating “da” and “net” as clausal substitutes in Russian’ 
(Simmons 1981: 71). 
 
Results  
The comparison between the two frameworks has shown that Simmons adopts the same 
categories for Russian as Halliday and Hasan do for their framework of cohesion for 
English. Concerning reference Simmons mentioned that there are no possessive 
pronouns, but only possessive determiners in Russian. The category of conjunction 
proves to be more complicated in Russian than initially presented by Simmons. Based on 
the theory about conjunction in the four Russian grammars discussed in this chapter 
amendments to Simmons’ approach might be necessary during the practical analysis of 
Vkontakte messages. It was also proposed to add the category of ‘вводные слова’, which 
can function as a conjunctive in Russian. As discussed above, Simmons argues that 
substitution in Russian does not occur. This proposition will be tested in the practical 




After this presentation of Halliday and Hasan’s (1976) classification in comparison to 
Simmons’s (1981) adaptation for Russian, the following preliminary framework for 
cohesive devices in table 2.3 will be used for the practical analysis of Russian Vkontakte 
messages in chapter 4. It is possible, that owing to the nature of the messages in 
Vkontakte amendments to this classification will be necessary.   
 
1. Reference (personal, demonstrative, comparative)                                                                     
2. Ellipsis (nominal, verbal, clausal)                                                                                               
3. Lexical cohesion (repetition of the same word, synonyms, near-synonyms, superordinate 
words, general words)                                                                                                                    
4. Collocation                                                                                                                                 
5. Substitution (nominal, verbal, clausal).                                                                                     
6. Conjunction (additive, adversative, causal, temporal) including ‘вводные слова’ 
 Table 2.3: preliminary framework for cohesive devices                            
 
After the discussion of coherence and cohesion in conventional texts, the following 
section 2.4 presents research projects about western and Russian online communication 
with a special focus on coherence and cohesion. This subchapter helps to adapt the 
above-mentioned preliminary framework in table 2.3 for the practical analysis of 




2.4 Cohesion and coherence in online communication 
 
2.4.1 Research about online communication  
This section presents research projects about western and Russian online communication 
with a special focus on coherence and cohesion.  
According to Herring (1996:online-resource), ‘computer-mediated communication 
(CMC) is communication that takes place between human beings via the instrumentality 
of computers’. Early on it was discussed whether communication online is a written or 
spoken medium (Baron 1998; Maynard 1994; Yates 1996; Dresner 2005; Herring 2008, 
Jones and Schiefelin 2009). Specifics of typography and orthography were analysed	  
(Chafe 1987; Androutsopoulos and Ziegler 2003; Herring and Zelenkauskaite 2009; Ling 
and Baron 2007; Paolillo 1999; Siebenhaar 2003; Tagliamonte and Denis 2008) including 
emoticons, nicknames, iterated words, capitalised words, acronyms and ‘netspeak’ 
(Crystal 2001).  
According to Herring (2013), computer-mediated communication includes social 
interaction and playfulness similar to spoken conversation. Topics of interest for 
researchers are politeness and social behaviour (Herring 1994; Herring 1996; Kim and 
Raja 1991; Baym 1996), gender (Cherny 1994; Herring 1993; Kapidzic and Herring 
2011; Kapidzic and Herring 2014), language play (Danet 2001; Danet, Ruedenberg-
Wright, and Rosenbaum-Tamari 1997; Herring 1999) and code-switching 
(Androutsopoulos and Hinnenkamp 2001; Georgakopoulou 1997; Paolillo 1996).            
The interaction of participants, including the continuity of messages and topical 
coherence, were analysed in chats and other online media (Herring and Nix 1997; Garcia 
and Jacobs 1999; Herring 1999; Herring and Kurtz 2006; Condon and Čech 2010; 
Berglund 2009; Androutsopoulos 2011; Nishimura 2011). There were attempts to classify 
the genres of computer-mediated communication (Herring 2007; Giltrow and Stein 
2009). 
In 2004 O’Reilly mentioned the term Web.2.0, which, according to Herring (2013: 
online-resource), refers to ‘changing trends in, and new uses of, web technology and web 
design, especially involving participatory information sharing; user-generated content; an 
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ethic of collaboration; and use of the web as a social platform’.                                       
Active participation and collaboration is required for example in social networks such as 
Facebook and content-sharing platforms such as YouTube or lastfm.                                                            
Researchers analyse the changing behaviour online including ‘media co-activity, or near-
simultaneous multiple activities on a single platform (e.g., Herring, Kutz, Paolillo, and 
Zelenkauskaite 2009) and multi-authorship, or joint discourse production (e.g., 
Androutsopoulos 2011; Nishimura 2011)’ (Herring 2013:6). In Web 2.0 new practices 
involve ‘conversational video exchanges (Pihlaja 2011), conversational exchanges via 
‘image texts’ (MacDonald 2007), and multimodal conversation’ (Herring 2013:online-
resource).                                                                                                                                    
In recent years online communication in Wikipedia (Myers 2010), social networks such 
as Facebook (Thurlow and Mroczek 2011; Bourlai and Herring 2014), microblogs such 
as Twitter (Honeycutt and Herring 2009; Boyd, Golder and Lotan 2010), content-sharing 
platforms such as YouTube (Pihlaja 2011; Newon 2011; Allendorfer and Herring 2015) 
and robot-mediated communication (Rae, Takayama and Mutlu 2013) are in the focus of 
new research projects.  
After this general presentation of research about online communication, recent research 
projects regarding cohesion online are discussed. The results of this disccusion will be 
relevant for the adaption of the theoretical framework and the practical analysis in 
chapters 3-6. As mentioned in the introductory chapter the aim of this thesis is to find out 
which types of cohesive devices function in Vkontakte messages.  
According to Bublitz et al. (Bublitz, Eisenhauer and Hoffmann 2007), the structure of 
hypertext makes it necessary to find and learn new strategies to navigate through texts 
online and understand them. Hypertext requires a new classification of cohesion, because 
it is non-linear and contains verbal text, images, video and sound (Slatin 1990), which 
can interact with each other (see chapter 2.1 for definitions of hypertext).                             
Bublitz et al. speak of ‘e-cohesion’, but they do not provide a framework of cohesive 
devices (Bublitz, Eisenhauer and Hoffmann 2007:online-resource). According to Storrer 
(2004), hypertext differs from traditional text, because the direction of reading can no 
longer be anticipated. A discontinuous text-reception and missing definition of beginning 
and end of texts are typical for hypertext. Storrer (2004) mentions global coherence-
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building devices (e.g. headlines or individual sentences including the overall topic of a 
hypertext document) and local coherence-building devices (e.g. hyperlinks) for hypertext.  
 
Cherny (1999), Herring (1999; 2001), Storrer (2004), Simpson (2005), Woerner, Yates, 
and Orlikowski (2007), Lapadat (2007), Berglund (2009), Tyrkkö (2011), Bou-Franch, 
Lorenzo-Dus and Blitvich (2012) and Markman (2013) dealt with cohesion and 
coherence in English online communication. In the following their projects are discussed 
with examples, because they might provide useful information for the theoretical 
framework in this thesis. 
Herring (1999) states, that communication online can be ‘interactionally incoherent’ due 
to technical limitations caused by computer messaging systems. The lack of simultaneous 
feedback on the Internet was related to the reduced availability of audio-visual signals at 
the time of Herring’s article. Computer messaging systems can cause unexpected, long 
gaps between messages in conversation.                                                                
Asynchronous text messages online cannot overlap due to the technical circumstances of 
communication (Cherny 1999; Murray 1989; Herring 2008). Herring mentions ‘disrupted 
turn adjacency caused by the fact that messages are posted in the order received by the 
system, without regard for what they are responding to’ (Herring 2001:online-resource).                                                              
Herring (2001) proposes her own devices to overcome incoherence in chat.                  
These devices include backchannel remarks, turn-change signals, addressivity (use of 
names), linking (explicit back-referencing), and quoting. Back-channeling is defined as 
‘feedback given while someone else is talking, to show interest, attention and/or a 
willingness to keep listening. Backchannels are typically short utterances such as uh-huh’ 
(Ward 2010:online resource). A quotation is defined by the Oxford English dictionary as 
‘A group of words taken from a text or speech and repeated by someone other than the 
original author or speaker’ (Oxford dictionaries. Quotation: online resource:).                 
The continuous archiving of messages also limits the fragmentation in chat.                   
Cherny (1999) examined the communication in a multi-user dimension (MUD).               
She presented the vocabulary and abbreviations, syntactic and semantic devices, turn-
taking and repair strategies in her analysed community According to Cherny (1999), 
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lexical repetition of key words helps to connect consecutive messages in chat.            
Simpson (2005) deals in his research with messages in synchronous text-based chat from 
an online community of English language learners. His framework is based on Halliday 
and Hasan (1976) and he aims find out how participants understand messages in text-
based communication. According to him, lexical cohesion and reference support the 
coherence of online texts (Simpson 2005). Participants adapt to ‘disrupted turn adjacency 
and the preponderance of multiple threads – by appealing to types of background, or 
schematic, knowledge when ascribing meaning to the discourse text’ (Simpson 
2005:online-resource).  
Lapadat (2007) analysed an interactive, text-based education course on the Internet with 
focus on the devices and strategies that participants use to organise coherent discussions. 
Her linguistic devices for coherence-building include ‘backward reference (including use 
of reference in the subtopic header, acknowledgement of another participant's remark, 
quotations, self-reference, and answering of questions)’ (Lapadat 2007:73). ‘Backward 
reference’ is comparable to reference with anaphora, but Lapadat does not explicitly 
refer to Halliday and Hasan (1976).  
Berglund (2009) analysed coherence in text-based log files from 120 Instant Messaging 
conversations with two participants. She wanted to find out, if disrupted turn adjacency 
could affect the coherence in her data. Berglund looked for techniques to maintain 
linguistic coherence and used the definitions of coherence and cohesion by Tanskanen 
(2006:21): ‘Cohesion can be regarded as a property of the text, while coherence depends 
upon the communicators’ evaluation of the text. Cohesive devices, being on the surface 
of the text, can be observed, counted and analyzed and are therefore more objective. 
Coherence, on the other hand, is more subjective, and communicators may perceive it in 
different ways’. Berglund’s analytical framework is based on the five categories of 
cohesion by Halliday and Hasan (1976). The categorisation from her analytical 
framework is presented in example 2.40 together with excerpts from the analysed log 
files.   
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Example 2.40: (Berglund 2009:12). 
For Berglund (2009) lexical repetition is a simple form of relation between messages. 
She focused on possible cases of miscommunication and their impact on coherence, but 
disrupted turn adjacency did not cause any problems in her data. According to Berglund 
(2009:online-resource), ‘links between utterances can also be identified based on timing 
and distinctions between different types of feedback, as well as sequencing’.  
Woerner, Yates, and Orlikowski (2007:online-resource) analysed the coherence in Instant 
messaging conversations of a virtual work team. They expected that lack of simultaneous 
feedback and disrupted turn-adjacency could have an impact on the coherence in their 
data. They discovered the sending of partial sentences, which supports the coherence in 
sequences of messages. In this case a participant sends two messages immediately after 
each other and does not await an answer from the other people in the chat. Cherny (1999) 
mentioned also the sending of partial messages to maintain a conversational pace and 
cross-message coherence by short, multiple and sequential transmissions. 
10:32:50  Frank s sam, i what to have a phone conversation early this afternoon about 
                using the resource kit in client, and replacing proxy server. 
10:43:08  sam F i should be around 1.30 or 2.00. 
10:43:54  sam F i'm going to run some errands, have lunch, and give blood in about 10 minutes. 
11:30:25  Frank s is that 1.30C or 1.30ET? 
13:24:44  sam F 1.30 CST 
Example 2.41: (adapted from Woerner, Yates, and Orlikowski 2007:8). 
 
 In example 2.41 sam sends fragments of messages at 10.43.08 and 10.43.54. These 
messages are not interrupted. At 11:30:25 Frank answers sam after a significant pause.   
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Woerner, Yates, and Orlikowski (2007) discussed also the technique of address naming. 
Participants are addressed by their given name or pseudonym on the Internet. Example 
2.42 presents address naming.  
 
1Frank E, s we want PARAMETER to be set to AB. 
2Eugene s, F ok, say "eugene:" if you want me to reply. I get the last phrase was not for me, 
right? 
3Frank E, s eugene: we were discussing how to pass CBs.  
4sam E, F eugene: the id# is 7231507 from abc (. . .) 
5Frank E, s Sam, just so we are on the same page, we are using Eugene's client to debug the 
product   directly, we are using Alexi's client for the demo! …  
Example 2.42: (adapted from Woerner, Yates, and Orlikowski 2007:6). 
 
In message 2 Eugene asks the other participants to use his name in messages directed at 
him. Messages 2 – 5 use address naming. 
Address naming helps to identify messages for participants in online groups, where 
message allocation is more difficult due to the great number of participants. By address 
naming other participants are excluded from these personally addressed messages. 
Woerner, Yates, and Orlikowski (2007) mention addressivity as an explicit mechanism 
for speaker change online (for a similar use see Werry 1996; Lapadat 2007). Example 
2.43 presents address naming in Vkontakte. 
 
165 LN 0 Ребята=))))))) У меня к вам просьба=))))))  У кого  
будет свободное время, пожалуйста заполните 
анкету и пришлите мне в личку. Буду очень 
благодарна. Файл Анкета(1).doc 
25 июн в 18:58 
166 AM 165 Я отправил =) 26 июн в 9:31 
167 LN 166 Андрей, спасибо=) 26 июн в 16:58 
168 LN 166 Ребята=)))))))))),поактивней=)))))))).ПЛИИИИИИ
ИИИЗ=)))))))))).Хотя бы еще 5 человек=)))). 
26 июн в 16:59 
169 LN 166 Света, спасибо=))))))))))) 27 июн в 13:08 
170 EP 168 отправила)  28 июн в 11:22 
Example 2.43: (Vkontakte corpus for this thesis) 
 
The names ‘Андрей’ and ‘Света’ are used to address messages to the appropriate person.  
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Nash (2005) was interested in the coherence and use of cohesive devices in English 
chatroom communication. His framework is based on Halliday and Hasan (1976) and he 
revealed that lexical cohesion and address naming support coherence in chat 
communication. Bou-Franch, Lorenzo-Dus and Blitvich (2012) analysed coherence in 
Spanish text-based communication on YouTube. Their framework is based on Halliday 
and Hasan (1976), but they adapted new devices for their study, which are presented in 
table 2.4. Example 2.44 presents a polilogue from their research including cohesive 
devices.  
 
Table 2.4: (Table from Bou-Franch, Lorenzo-Dus and Blitvich 2012: 506) 
 
NAT-135) xmanta11 There’re already places where you can file complaints on these kinds of 
things.  The underground is not the place to make such a scene. I would make this clear to this 
woman, without violence because she’s not my wife, but resolutely. I guess instead of doing that 
she could stay at home 
and take care of her family. That’s why, if this was a real case, I wouldn’t be surprised if things 
went badly! 
AT-134) murcielagabat It’s a pity you think so. Laws are useless these days because they think 
that all’s well as long as you have a restrictive order banning this person from getting within 
500m. (some women even live 100 m away from their ex-partners). 
Well, many women reporting abuse have been killed, too. When a woman is desperate, she’ll do 
anything for her children even if it is in the underground any help is welcome. 
NAT-133) Prolaski she could stay at home and take care of her family? if this was a real case 
you wouldn’t be surprised if things went badly? 
That is justifying it. If your wife, in your opinion, was completely stupid, even if you thought 
so, that doesn’t mean you can batter her. If you can’t stand her, leave her. And so on, and so on, 
until you find someone who can stand you and whom you love. 
This advertisement is targeting emotion, that’s why they shot it in the underground, it’s a 
creative resource. Pay attention to the message not to the background. 
NAT-132) Animaldn88 Well said xmanta11. You’re just so right. 
Example 2.44: (adapted from Bou-Franch, Lorenzo-Dus and Blitvich 2012:505-506)  
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In the example partial quotation, address naming and lexical repetition appear in the 
marked sentences. Colours were added by the author of this thesis for easier identification 
of cohesive devices. According to Bou-Franch, Lorenzo-Dus and Blitvich (2012), lexical 
repetition, quotation, backchannels and addressivity maintain coherence online. 
 
In 2013 Markman analysed ‘Conversational Coherence in Computer-Mediated Team 
Meetings’ and presented the position ‘that interaction in computer chat, despite its nature 
as a “written” medium, is in fact a type of conversation’ (Markman 2013:3).                     
He considered ‘chat as a type of text-based talk-in-interaction’ (Markman 2013:3) and 
wanted to show how participants and context influence conversational coherence. 
Address naming organised the communication between participants in his groups. 
According to Markman, several related messages in group chat ‘have a visual presence 
that can compensate for the egalitarian nature of the technology’ (Markman 2013:38).                                                                                                                                  
In 2011 Tyrkkö analysed coherence in hypertext with a focus on hypertext fiction.           
Her framework was based on Halliday and Hasan (1976) and she examined ‘the 
processes through which readers interact with hyperlinks and negotiate continuity 
between hypertextual fragments’ (Tyrkkö 2011:3). Tyrkkö defined ‘fuzzy coherence’ for 
hypertext in her research, which ‘is predicated on an acceptance of the coherence 
challenges readers experience when the act of reading comes to involve repeated 
encounters with referentially imprecise hyperlinks and discourse topical shifts’ (Tyrkkö 
2011:3) in hypertext fiction. According to Tyrkkö, hyperlinks function as a signal for 
‘textual structure and complexity’ and are ‘a second order or functional foregrounding 
device. In addition to grabbing the reader’s attention, a hyperlink promises the possibility 
of immediately redirecting the discursive direction to whatever is of importance about the 
highlighted lexical item(s)’ (Tyrkkö 2011:198). Hyperlinks are a type of reference 
between a marked lexical item and a specific text fragment in hypertext. A hyperlink with 
the same lexical content is not repeated in another place, because its function of reference 
would not work the same way (Tyrkkö 2011). Engebretsen (2001:online-resource) states 
that a ‘link itself signals coherence’. It sets up expectations by the reader concerning the 
connected text fragment.   
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A successful established hyperlink influences ‘the semantic dynamics of the text 
material’ (Engebretsen 2001:online-resource). Hyperlinks use the ‘topic of the target 
fragment. Importantly, this does not preclude them from also forming cohesive chains 
with the target fragment’ (Tyrkkö 2011:165). In the practical analysis of this thesis the 
function of hyperlinks as cohesive devices in Vkontakte messages will be analysed.                                                                                                                           
Another cohesive device in online communication is the emoticon. Herring and Dresner 
(2010) distinguish the following three functions of emoticons: ‘1) as emotion indicators, 
mapped directly onto facial expression; 2) as indicators of non-emotional meanings, 
mapped conventionally onto facial expressions, and 3) as illocutionary force indicators 
that do not map conventionally onto a facial expression’ (Herring and Dresner 2010:1).  
It will be useful to analyse in which of the three functions emoticons function as a 
cohesive device in Vkontakte. The location of emoticons is important, because it might 
indicate where individual sentences, sentence parts or words are connected by emoticons. 
Provine et al. analysed the location of emoticons in messages and monitored their 
frequency. Emoticons occur ‘(1) alone, without accompanying text—a ‘naked’ emoticon; 
(2) before or after a complete textual statement or question, or at a phrase break; and (3) 
during a phrase’ (Provine et al. 2007:302). It will be interesting to see, where emoticons 
occur in messages in Vkontakte threads and whether they link individual sentences or 
sentence parts.  
Results 
Cherny (1999), Herring (1999, 2001), Storrer (2004), Simpson (2005), Woerner, Yates, 
and Orlikowski (2007), Lapadat (2007), Berglund (2009), Tyrkkö (2011), Bou-Franch, 
Lorenzo-Dus and Blitvich (2012) and Markman (2013) presented the following cohesive 
devices for online communication in English with examples: lexical cohesion, 
conjunction, substitution, ellipsis, quotation, sending of partial messages, address 
naming and hyperlinks. The new categories address naming, quotation, sending of partial 
messages and hyperlinks are added to the existing theoretical framework for this thesis, 
because the same cohesive devices might also occur in Vkontakte messages. The practical 
analysis will show, if this is true.   
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2.4.2 Research and specifics of online communication in Russia 
 
This section presents research projects about Russian online communication. In the 
following several phenomena of Russian online communication are presented in more 
detail according to their relevance for cohesion and coherence online. 
The structure of hypertext is a common research topic (Dedova 2008; Riazantseva 2010; 
Goroshko 2009; Sergienko 2007; Stroikov 2010) in Russian online communication.        
The relation between spoken und written text in Russian computer-mediated 
communication was discussed vividly (Rozina 2002; Dedova 2008; Goroshko 2009; 
Goroshko 2011; Goroshko 2012; Galichkina 2012; Lutovinova 2009; Berdicevskis 2014; 
Moroslin 2010; Shchipitsina 2010; Trofimova 2004; Koval’skaia 2003; Krongauz 2009). 
The genres ICQ (Kaziaba 2012), chat (Smetanin 2007; Ryzhkov 2012), forums and blogs 
(Rogacheva 2007; Guseinov 2009; Kachanova 2012; Kudriavtseva 2012; Guseinov 2014) 
provoked an early interest in linguistic research about online communication.            
Another popular research topic in Russia is self-presentation and the expression of online 
identity (Russian: языковая личность) (Grishkova 2010; Cherkasova and Krasavskii 
2012; Аlekseenko and Gukos’iants 2014). Related to this field are also gender studies 
about the Russian Internet (Goroshko 1990; Goroshko 2003; Goroshko 2011) and 
language play (Shapovalova 2007; Il’iasova and Kallistradis 2012; Sharufullin 2012). 
The organisation of hypertext with hyperlinks was analysed for example by Prochko 
(2014), Morozova (2015a,b), Ungurianu (2015), Iakunin (2015) and Simonenko (2015). 
In 2015 Morozova published her article about ‘aktualizatsia tekstovoi kategorii kogezii v 
gipertekste’. At the first glance this title sounds very promising, but in fact this research 
deals only with hyperlinks as a connection in hypertext (Morozova 2015a) . Morozova 
(2015b) dealt with this topic also in another article about hyperlinks on British political 
personal websites. In the past few years microblogs like Twitter (Goroshko 
2011;Kapustnikova and Sherdiukova 2015; Kol'tsova 2013) and social networks (Strukov 
et al. 2009; Liebschner 2011; Liebschner 2014; Ovchinnikova 2013; Sidorova 2013; 
Shipitsina 2014; Shipitsina 2015; Schats and Nikiforov 2015; Nikishina and Samosvat 
2015) have also been the subject of research in Russia.   
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In the following several phenomena in Russian online communication are presented in 
more detail with a discussion of their relevance for cohesion and coherence online. 
Guseinov discovered the use of ‘литуративы’ (Guseinov 2009:281) in blogs, which 
appear as crossed out words or phrases in sentences. ‘Литуративы’ present taboo-words 
or attract attention to certain words or phrases. Here is an example from Gasan 
Guseinov’s livejournal page:                                     
 ‘Ознакомился. Что-то есть, но не хватает фундаментальности в обосновании.          
Сразу видно автодидакта недоучку’                                                                                           
(source: http://gasan.livejournal.com/185505.html?thread=699041).  
The word ‘автодидакта’ is crossed out and ‘недоучку’ was added.                               
According to Guseinov (2009:276), typical for communication in blogs is the use of 
‘локально-профессиональный жаргон, основанный на «эрративах» - нарочитых 
нарушениях нормы’. These forms are not caused by dislexia or illiteracy, but ‘эрратив 
предполагает как раз уверенное владение носителя языка нормой' (Guseinov 
2009:276). This suggests that participants in the blogosphere know the norms of the 
Russian language very well. Guseinov mentions accidentally appearing ‘эрративы’ in 
speech, e.g. ‘Астроумия’ in relation to ‘Астрономия’, (examples from Guseinov 
2009:277) and words including orthographical changes, e.g. ‘кросавчег’ instead of 
‘красавчик’ or ‘аффтар’ instead of ‘автор’ (examples from Guseinov 2009:277).        
These latter forms belong to padonskii iazyk which appeared on the Internet around the 
year 2000 and had its most popular time from 2004 to 2006 (Krongauz 2009).  
Zvereva (2009:49) defines padonskii iazyk, also called olbanskii iazyk, as ‘намеренное 
искажение орфографии, при котором письменная форма слова приближена к его 
звучанию’. According to Shestak (2012:102), ‘это «антинорма», основанная на 
последовательном отталкивании от существующего нормативного выбора 
написаний: чтобы писать на жаргоне «падонков», надо владеть существующей 
нормой’. Lutovinova (2012) speaks of a clearly expressed disregard for orthographic 
rules, when people use padonskii iazyk. According to her, participants ‘игнорируют 
буквенные обозначения звукового состава слов, т.е написание слов происходит по 
принципу “как слышится, так и пишется” ’(Lutovinova 2012:126).                                  
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The possible spelling of padonskii iazyk includes for example the use of ‘а’ instead of  
‘o’ and vice versa, the interchange  of ‘и’, ‘е’ and ‘я’; ‘цц’ or ‘ц’ instead of ‘тс’, ‘тьс’, 
‘дс’; ‘жы’ and ‘шы’, ‘чя’ and ‘щя’ instead of ‘жи’ and ‘ши’, ‘ча’ and ‘ща’, ‘щ’ instead 
of ‘сч’ and vice versa; ‘йа’, ‘йо’, ‘йу’ instead of word-initial ‘я’, ‘ё’, ‘ю’ (Shestak 2012).  
 
Another example of changed spelling in padonskii iazyk is the spelling of ‘o’ instead of  
‘a’ in some words of feminine gender e.g. ‘devushka’, ‘knizhka’ ‘nauka’. In padonskii 
iazyk these words can change to ‘devushkо’, ‘кnizhkо’ ‘naukо’ (all examples 
Berdicevskis 2014:116). According to Berdicevskis, these forms are now used online 
independently from padonskii iazyk.  Zvereva (2012) analysed the language of teenagers 
in Russian blogs like liveinternet and livejournal, where she also found evidence of the 
use of neuter gender in verb-endings.  
According to her, emotional states of teenagers and ‘полутона могут быть выражены 
при помощи использования среднего рода и третьего лица в рассказе о себе’ 
(Zvereva 2012: 102-103). Zvereva presents the following example from one of the 
teenage blogs: ‘Давненко я не писалО…Вот волосы покрасилО и захотелося 
рассказать…’ (Zvereva 2012:103). Berdicevskis (2014) concludes, that in these words 
the orthography influences the morphology by changing feminine nouns into neuter ones 
ending in ‘o’. According to him, there are even cases where ‘speakers sometimes do 
pronounce non-fully reduced [o] instead of a reduced [a], imitating the orthographical 
neuter’ Berdicevskis 2014:116). 
 
According to Zvereva (2009), the forms of padonskii iazyk include play on words and an 
intentional change to a lower language style, which lead to an explicit neutralisation of 
grammatical correctness. With padonskii iazyk appeared new words and expressions, 
popular phrases and memes. Padonskii iazyk was used for language play and the 
expression of linguistic aggression. It was a feature of self-identification with groups in 
blogs or forums, which helped to divide participants into their own members and people 
outside of their group (Zvereva 2009). Between 2007-2009 the popularity of padonskii 
iazyk already decreased and people talked less about the damage to the Russian language 
by padonskii iazyk, ‘однако его элементы (орфография, отдельные выражения и 
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формулы) повсевместно интегрируются в повседневные практики Рунета’ (Zvereva 
2009:56). Berdicevskis and Zvereva (2014:130) explain, that participants of online 
communication have changed their attitude to language norm online, ‘though violations 
of the linguistic norm still outrage many Runet users, many have taken delivery of the 
message: erratic spelling is a sign of convenient and informal digital communication’. 
They conclude, that ‘olbanian has legitimized irregularities that users insert randomly 
into their everyday Internet discourse’ (Berdicevskis and Zvereva 2014:130).  
As discussed above padonskii iazyk is no longer popular, but still individual words or 
phrases can appear in Russian online communication today. For people, who are not 
familiar with padonskii iazyk and its spelling rules, there can be difficulties to understand 
these forms, even if they appear only rarely. Of special interest is the use of neuter gender 
in relation to feminine nouns and in verb-endings. This use might cause incoherence in 
messages, because word–relations in sentences can become unclear.                                  
For this reason padonskii iazyk and the use of of neuter gender for feminine words and in 
verb-endings are included in the theoretical framework as a potential source of 
incoherence.  
There are several specific orthographical features in Russian online communication 
which are not related to padonskii iazyk. These include the use of special graphic 
conventions e.g. ‘нито4ка, нови40к’ (Shtukareva 2012:295), the combination of Cyrillic 
and Latin letters in words e.g. ‘krytto’(Shtukareva 2012:295), the repetition of vowels 
and consonants e.g. ‘ооооох’, the orthographical imitation of reduced sounds e.g. 
‘скока’, ‘тока’ (Shtukareva 2012:295) and pronunciation in written text e.g. ‘тока, щас’ 
(Shtukareva 2012:295).                                                                                                      
Lutovinova mentions a different relation to punctuation in Russian online- 
communication: ‘Правила пунктуации зачастую игнорируются вообще, а 
пунктуационные знаки могут использоваться не по своему прямому назначению, а 
как параметры характеристики темпа и громкости речи (Lutovinova 2012:128)’.        
She adds that commas are omitted in sentence structures and question marks are missing 
at the end of sentences. Ryzhkov (2010) describes the appearance of multiple punctuation 
marks in online texts. In Russian, as in English, different types of emoticons are used in 
online communication.   
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The above-mentioned orthographical forms in Russian online communication are not 
related to padonskii iazyk, but include some playful elements. They are still 
understandable on the sentence level with the help of background knowledge and it is not 
expected that any of these forms cause incoherence in Vkontakte messages.                   
Emoticons were already mentioned in the discussion of research about online 
communication in English and are included in the theoretical framework as a potential 
cohesive device in or between Vkontakte messages.  
Special lexical features in Russian include words from English e.g. ‘плиз, френды’ 
(Shtukareva 2012:296) and newly coined words e.g. ‘аська’ (Shtukareva 2012:296). 
There are new abbreviations e.g. ‘спс, пж’ (Shtukareva 2012:296), sometimes described 
as ‘некодифицированные сокращения’ (Ryzhkov 2010:18) and idioms e.g. ‘писать в 
личку’ (Shtukareva 2012:296). The lexical features in Russian online communication are 
recognizable and understandable thanks to the context and background knowledge of 
participants. Therefore it is not expected that lexical forms cause incoherence in 
Vkontakte messages and they are not included in the theoretical framework in this thesis.  
Morphological changes appear with loan words e.g. ‘сабж, выгуглить’ (Shtukareva 
2012:296), so that nouns can turn into verbs. In the case of ‘сабж’, the English word 
‘subject’ is written in Russian as ‘сабжект’ and then abbreviated to ‘сабж’.              
Ryzhkov mentions specific features in word-formation including ‘телескопическое 
словосложение’ (Ryzhkov 2009:339), which includes the merging of two words into 
one, e.g. ‘сетеситет (сетевой университет)’ (Ryzhkov 2009:339).                                    
There are also echo-constructions, which consist of the partial repetition of the same 
syllables in two different words e.g. ‘клава-лава (лава / love – любимая; клава – 
клавиатура)’ (Ryzhkov 2009: 339). These morphological changes include play on 
words, but are not expected to cause incoherence in Vkontakte messages.                      
When participants do not understand these words, the message can still function and be 
understood. The same is also true for the lexical features discussed, because their 
meaning can be inferred with the background knowledge of the participants and the 
context of the messages.   
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Syntactic phenomena in Russian online communication include elliptic sentences and 
changes of word order with ‘рематизация высказываний’ (Shtukareva 2012:299). 
Shtukareva (2012:299) gives the following example:‘у нас педиатр категорически 
против была таких «чаёв»; всё же посты в старой Руси проще соблюдать было, 
такой дороговизны не было обычных продуктов’. 
According to Lutovinova (2012:128), ‘большинство предложений, создаваемых в 
процессе сетевого общения, характеризуется своей эллиптичностью, а также 
инвертированным порядком слов, например, «Не сразу читала я», «Не... Она да, я 
не»’. Shtukareva (2012:299) also mentions colloquial constructions in written texts on 
the Internet and ‘широко распространены неполные предложения, в том числе 
эллиптические конструкции’. The meaning of such sentences is inferred with the help 
of the context, general experience and background knowledge of the participants. 
Galichkina (2012:67) notices the use of simpler constructions on the syntactic level, 
which include ‘компрессия, эллипсис, т.е. расшатывание литературной нормы’ in 
Russian online communication. Ryzhkov (2010:19) mentions the use of syntactical 
segmentation in online language. A syntactical structure is divided into smaller parts.   
The following sentence presents an example for segmentation: ‘Я уже год почти не 
была во Франции. Что-то меня туда тянет опять. Так же, как в Питер’ (Atiagina 
2012:online-resource). Individual segments are divided by punctuation marks as well as 
emoticons (Ryzhkov 2009).  
Shtukareva (2012) registers the use of analytic forms in sentences, in which words and 
predicative expressions are linked by their semantic relationship and not by explicit 
syntactic constructions. Shtukareva (2012:291) presents the following example for this: 
‘недавно получила права. 2 месяца назад, больше на машине не каталась.... недавно 
с родителями приобрели машинку, перегоняли с перегонщиком. чуть ближе к дому 
я уже поехала сама, но с боязнью и не привычкой к машине ....больше пока не 
ездила. стоит в гараже. думаю в выходные покататся на районе, привыкнуть’. 
Complicated sentences are exchanged in favour of simple sentences and this leads to the 
occurrence of sentences without conjunctions.   
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Inter-sentential relations are expressed by ‘а’ and ‘ну’ (Shtukareva (2012:299), e.g. ‘Ну 
это очень спорный вопрос; а еще я хочу свой атомобиль. а у меня стаж 4,5 
года))) Вот! / А я только начала ходить на курсы вождения; присоединительные 
конструкции: Нам уже за 30, а мы молоды, красивы, как в 18, да ещё и УМНЫЕ!!!’ 
(Shtukareva 2012:299). 
Several researchers mention the syntactical features segmentation, elliptic sentences and 
‘неполные предложения’. They can possibly cause incoherence, when participants do 
not understand them due to the lack of background knowledge and context.              
Segmentation, elliptic sentences and ‘неполные предложения’ are included in the 
theoretical framework of this thesis as possible sources of incoherence.                            
The conjunctives ‘а’ and ‘ну’ are included as possible cohesive device between messages 
and connections for inter-sentential relations. The remaining syntatical forms discussed in 
this chapter might be useful for a future analysis of syntactic forms in Vkontakte 
messages in a new project.                                                                                               
Another device in Russian blogs and forums is ‘флуд’ (Karaban’ 2012:159), which 
includes the frequent repetition of the same phrase and causes ‘заполнение темы 
форума ненужной, бесполезной информацией (Karaban’ 2012: 159). ‘Флуд’ can 
cause incoherence, when two related messages are put apart by it and can not be 
understood.     
Results  
The following specific features in Russian online communication are included in the 
theoretical framework in this thesis. Emoticons and the conjunctives ‘а’ and ‘ну’ are 
included as possible cohesive devices between messages and in inter-sentential relations 
in Vkontakte messages. The syntactical features segmentation, elliptic sentences and 
‘неполные предложения’, the device ‘Флуд’ and the orthographical feature padonskii 
iazyk, including the use of neuter gender in relation to feminine nouns and verb endings, 
are added to the theoretical framework as possible sources of incoherence.                                 
It will be interesting to see whether examples for these forms appear in Vkontakte and 
influence the coherence in the communication there.   
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Table 2.5 presents the theoretical framework for this thesis, which will be applied in the 
practical analysis in chapter 3-6. 
Categories of cohesion and cohesive devices supporting coherence: 
- Reference (personal, demonstrative, comparative)                                                                                           
- Ellipsis (nominal, verbal, clausal)                                                                                                                       
- Lexical cohesion (repetition of the same word, synonyms, near-synonyms, superordinate 
words, general words)                                                                                                                                                                     
- Collocation                                                                                                                                               
- Substitution (nominal, verbal, clausal).                                                                                             
- Conjunction (additive, adversative, causal, temporal, conjunctives ‘а’ and ‘ну’) 
including ‘вводные слова’                                                                                                                      
- online-specific cohesive devices: address naming, quotation, partial messages and 
hyperlinks, emoticons                                                                                                         
 
Devices possibly causing incoherence: 
- Orthographical features: Padonskii iazyk (including use of neuter gender in relation to 
feminine nouns and verb-endings) 
- Syntactical features:  Segmentation and elliptic sentences (including ‘неполные 
предложения’)  
- Флуд  
 
Table 2.5: Preliminary framework for cohesive devices in online communication                           
 
After the discussion of cohesion and coherence in online communication the next section 
deals with multimodal cohesion. This subchapter will be useful for the description of 
multimedia-files in Vkontakte and their function as cohesive devices.   
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2.5 Multimodal cohesion 
Multimodal or ‘intermodal cohesion’ (Bateman 2014:169) presents a kind of cohesion 
that is not limited to text, but can work between for example a verbal text and an image. 
There are also other modes like audio-files, video-files and photographs available in 
hypertext. This relates then to the objective in the introductory chapter how far the 
traditional understanding of cohesion and coherence can be applied to Vkontakte, which 
includes written text as well as multimedia-files, for example pictures or videos.                 
If cohesion in a written text is considered as a ‘non-structural linguistic resource’ 
(Bateman 2014:161), it can also be extended to include images. In the case of a text-
image relation, the connection may involve an image and textual unit in their entirety or 
only certain parts of the verbal and/or pictorial elements.  
Cohesion analysis sees texts as a network of multiple cohesive links in sentences and 
beyond them (Bateman 2014). Bateman argues that the same might be true, if the 
cohesive links ‘are not linguistic elements at all’ (Bateman 2014: 165), but refer to 
elements in an image or other media modes. According to Bateman, ‘verbal and visual 
modes can be contributing more or less equally to a jointly constructed multimodal 
communicative act’ (Bateman 2014:165).  
Royce presented a model for the analysis of multimodal cohesion. He called it the model 
of ‘intermodal complementarity’ (Bateman 2014:167). Royce claimed that ‘both the 
verbal and visual modes of communication, within the boundaries of a single text, 
complement each other in the ways that they project meaning, and that this intersemiotic 
complementarity (Royce 1998a, 1998b) is realised through various linguistic and visual 
means peculiar to the respective modes’ (Royce 2007:63). O’Halloran mentioned that 
multimodal communication expresses how language is ‘contextualised in conjunction 
with other semiotic resources which are simultaneously used for the construction of 
meaning’ (O’Halloran, 2004:1).  
According to Royce (2007), an analysis of the interaction between visual and verbal 
modes includes the search for ‘represented participants (who or what is in the visual 
frame, either animate or inanimate), the represented processes or the activity (what action 
is taking place, who or what is the actor or is acting, and who or what is the recipient or 
object of that action), the circumstances, or what those actions represent according to the 
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wider context of situation (these may be locative or concerned with the setting, of 
accompaniment in terms of participants not involved with the action, and of means in 
terms of participants used by the actors), and the attributes, or the qualities and 
characteristics of the participants’ (Royce 2007:70-71). Royce’s approach aims to show 
how meanings can be set up, when more than one semiotic mode, for example graphs or 
pictures and a verbal text, are used together (Bateman 2014). Royce (2007) identified 
visual message elements (VME). These can be part of, for example, an image or a 
diagram. The visual message elements represent a visual form of a linguistic entity e.g. a 
sentence. A visual message element represents a process, which is expressed by a verb in 
a sentence. A noun presents participants. Nouns and adverbs express context such as 
place or time. After the identification of VMEs in the visual data a comparative analysis 
with elements in the verbal text can be conducted (Royce 2007). The visual and the 
verbal part are put into relation to each other via cohesive devices such as repetition. 
Similar items in both modes are compared.  
Royce mentions the following multimodal cohesive devices in his framework: repetition, 
synonymy, antonymy, ‘Hyponymy (H) for the classification of a general class of 
something and its subclasses; and meronymy (M) for reference to the whole of something 
and its constituent parts’ (Royce 2007:70). All the forms mentioned by Royce can be 
united under the classification lexical cohesion, which was first mentioned by Halliday 
and Hasan (1976) (see chapter 2.3). Royce (2007) applies lexical cohesion not just to a 
linguistic text, but analyses the interplay between visual and non-verbal message 
elements (VME) and a verbal text. The question appears whether only the cohesive 
devices mentioned by Royce (i.e. variants of lexical cohesion) can occur in multimodal 
cohesion or whether it might be possible to find reference, ellipsis, substitution, 
collocation and сonjunction as well. Possibly there are even new types of cohesion 
between visual message elements (VME) and a verbal text. The relation between visual 
and non-verbal message elements (VME) and a linguistic text in Vkontakte messages will 
be explored in chapter 5. A further question is how Royce´s framework can be applied to 
intermodal relations on the Vkontakte wall. If a process, a representative participant and 
contextual data are visually present in Vkontakte, then the task is to establish which 
linguistic elements express them verbally. Additionally, it is necessary to analyse how 
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media modes like audio-files, video-files and photographs in Vkontakte relate to a 
linguistic text and to each other. The next section deals with pragmatic coherence, which 
was mentioned in chapter 2.2 in relation to research on cohesion and coherence.  
 
2.6 Pragmatic coherence  
 
2.6.1 Relevance online 
In this section relevant theories about pragmatic coherence are presented.                         
These theories support the development of a theoretical framework for the analysis of 
pragmatic coherence in Vkontakte messages in chapter 3.                                          
According to Herring, computer-mediated communication is characterised by a ‘loosened 
relevance’ (Herring 2012:1). Grice's cooperative principle is useful for the analysis of 
Vkontakte messages and their relevance to each other. His theory includes four maxims: 
quantity, quality, relation and manner. Grice recommended to ‘make your conversational 
contribution such as is required, at the stage at which it occurs, by the accepted purpose 
or direction of the talk exchange in which you are engaged’ (Grice 1975:44).               
Sperber and Wilson provided their continuation of Grice´s theory of relevance as a 
characteristic for coherence (Sperber and Wilson 1986). According to them, relevance 
signals an underlying coherence that can be derived through cognitive inferencing.           
It assumes a model of communication in which logically related messages tend to occur 
adjacent to each other. For conversation analysis Schegloff and Sacks (1973) defined 
‘adjacency pairs’ (Schegloff and Sacks 1973:295).                                                           
Instead of using ‘adjacency pairs’, Herring proposed for computer-mediated 
communication the definition of ‘exchange of messages between two or more 
participants, where the messages that follow bear at least minimal relevance to those that 
preceded or are otherwise intended as responses’ (Herring 2011:online-resource).           
This new definition relates to online communication, where messages do not necessarily 
occur immediately adjacent to each other, but can be further apart owing to the technical 
nature of the medium and reduced possibilities of audio-visual signals (Herring 1999).       
In this thesis exchange or sequence of messages are used as synonyms for the description 
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of relations between messages on the Vkontakte wall. The following example shows an 
exchange with three messages by different participants. 
1 Raduga  Кто это? 9.5.11, 11:20  
2 EZ На Андрея смахивает)) 9.5.11, 14:27  
3 LD да, очень похож 9.5.11, 19:03  
Example 2.45: (Vkontakte corpus for this thesis) 
 
According to Schegloff (1990), the structure of consecutive messages supports coherence 
in communication. He explains that for the description of topic development in a text ‘the 
analyst characterises what a first subunit (e.g., a sentence or a proposition) is “about”, 
then a next, and so forth. An effort can then be made to depict a tree structure as an 
underlying organization for the whole, so that, if a first sentence (or set of sentences) 
about “x” is followed by another sentence (or set of sentences) about “y”, such that “x” 
and “y” can be understood as a higher node “z,” then such an analysis provides for the 
coherence of that series of sentences’ (Schegloff 1990:54). Schegloff, though, had his 
doubts concerning this approach to coherence detection, because his research mainly 
focused on the analysis of coherence in spoken communication. He argued, that ‘such a 
treatment depends on already having the subsequent parts of text in hand, and presumes 
the appropriateness of using the later parts as interpretive devices for the earlier parts’ 
(Schegloff 1990:54).  
 
In Vkontakte communication the writer of any given message has access only to what has 
gone before. A post factum analysis runs up against the same objection as Schegloff 
makes for speech. Vkontakte messages are somewhere in between conversation and 
conventional writing. In this precise respect they may be closer to conversation. 
Herring calls the chronological order of messages in online communication a ‘thread’ 
(Herring 1999:online-resource). Messages on the wall in Vkontakte also occur in a thread. 
A message in Vkontakte can consist of a single word, a sentence or several sentences or 
even multimedia-files such as images or audio-files.  
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As mentioned earlier in chapter 2.2 there is a tension between pragmatic coherence and 
the framework of grammatical/lexical cohesion by Halliday and Hasan (1976), which is 
used as a starting point in this thesis.  
Halliday and Hasan’s framework of cohesion is based on text-linguistics, semantic 
relations and the recognition of linguistic cohesive devices in the surface structure of a 
written text. As discussed earlier in this chapter pragmatic coherence deals with relevance 
and logically related messages that tend to occur adjacent to each other in conversation.                          
This thesis aims to analyse the interaction between pragmatic coherence and linguistic 
cohesion, which might together form a coherent communication in Vkontakte threads. 
The tension between the two approaches is reflected in the theoretical framework of this 
thesis with the following three overall research questions mentioned in the introductory 
chapter and in the practical analysis in chapters 3-6. The overall research questions in the 
introductory chapter were: 1.Which types of connections exist between the consecutively 
published messages in Vkontakte groups and how can such links be classified?            
2.What kind of linguistic cohesive devices can appear between messages in Vkontakte 
groups? 3.How can the pragmatic relations between Vkontakte messages be classified and 
form a coherent communication? A follow-up question is then whether a sequence of 
messages in Vkontakte can include linguistic cohesive devices and be pragmatically 
coherent at the same time?  What is the relation between pragmatic coherence and 
grammatical/lexical cohesion in Vkontakte messages?  The last two questions will be 
answered in chapter 6.  
In order to describe the pragmatic function of Vkontakte messages in the practical 
analysis an overview of selected earlier works about exchange structures is presented in 
the next section 2.6.2.                                            
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2.6.2 Research on exchange structures 
In the following, research on exchanges and act types by Sinclair and Coulthard (1975), 
Korpimies (1978), Diekmannshenke (1999) and Tuor (2009) are discussed. These works 
serve as a starting point for the development of a framework for the description of 
exchanges and acts in Vkontakte.  
Sinclair and Coulthard (1975) used a rank scale model to describe the conversational 
nature of classroom-communication between a teacher and his pupils.  A lesson consists 
of several transactions. As Sinclair and Coulthard (1975) explained, ‘The unanswered 
question is whether we will be able to provide structures for transactions or whether the 
way exchanges are combined to form transactions will prove to be purely a feature of 
teacher style’ (Sinclair and Coulthard 1975:22). Their rank-scale model starts with 
transaction as the highest level, which can be divided into several exchanges. An 
exchange includes at least two utterances by two or more people, which are called moves 
by Sinclair and Coulthard (1975). Moves can be subdivided into acts. According to 
Sinclair and Coulthard (1975:27), ‘the smallest unit are acts and correspond most nearly 
to the grammatical clause’, but acts are rather considered as a functional unit. In the 
following the individual stages of the rank-scale model are explained in more detail.        
The classroom setting follows a strict hierarchy including exchanges typical only for the 
classroom and these are called teaching exchanges by Sinclair and Coulthard (1975). 
Teaching exchanges include for example the initiation of a conversation by a teacher with 
a statement, a consecutive question and then an answer or feedback by a pupil.          
Teaching exchanges consist of opening, answering or follow-up moves.                          
The following table 2.6 summarises the relation between moves and teaching exchanges 
as presented by Sinclair and Coulthard (1975). 
 Table 2.6: (Sinclair and Coulthard 1975:26)  
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Apart from teaching exchanges exist also boundary exchanges, which consist of framing 
and focusing moves. Boundary exchanges mark the transition between different stages of 
a class. Framing moves indicate the ending of one part in the lesson and the beginning of 
a new one.  
Example 2.46 presents a framing move by a teacher with ‘Now then’, which introduces a 
change of topic and the beginning of a new part in the lesson. The next statement in the 
same example is a focusing move. A focusing move shows a change in the topic line and 
it can include a summary or a general statement (Sinclair and Coulthard 1975:44-45).  
 
Teacher: Energy. Yes. When you put petrol in the car you are putting another kind of energy in 
the car from the petrol. So we get energy from petrol and we get energy from food. Two kinds of 
energy.  
Now then (framing move)    
I want you to take your pen and rub it as hard as you can on something woollen. (focusing move)  
 Example 2.46 (adapted from Sinclair and Coulthard 1975:22)  
 
Opening moves, answering moves, follow-up moves, framing moves and focusing moves 
can consist of different acts. Sinclair and Coulthard (1975) differ between 21 types of 
acts: marker, starter, elicitation, check, directive, informative, prompt, clue, cue, bid, 
nomination, acknowledge, reply, react, comment, accept, evaluate, silent stress, 
metastatement, conclusion, loop and aside.  
A marker is expressed by e.g. ‘well’, ‘ok’, ‘now’, ‘good’ (all examples from Sinclair and 
Coulthard 1975:40). The act starter is presented by a ‘statement, question or command’ 
(Sinclair and Coulthard 1975:40) and gives information about a subject. An elicitation 
and a check are presented by a question. A teacher uses check to detect possible problems 
during classes. Directive includes an imperative and asks for an answer. Informative 
appears as a statement presenting information. Examples for prompt are ‘go on’, ‘come 
on’, ‘have a guess’ (all examples Sinclair and Coulthard 1975:41) and show the teacher’s 
attempt to receive an answer from the pupils. Statements, asking a question and 
commands appear in clues and relate to the pupil after reacting to a teacher’s request.     
A cue consists of words like ‘hands up’ or ‘don’t call out’ (both examples Sinclair and 
Coulthard 1975:41). Pupils address the teacher with a bid. Nomination includes naming 
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of students for participation in class. Gestures and short words like ‘yes’, ‘ok’ and ‘wow’ 
present acknowledge. A reply is a verbal answer and react is a non-verbal answer by the 
teacher or pupils. According to Sinclair and Coulthard (1975:42), the function of a 
comment is ‘to exemplify, expand, justify, provide additional information’. Accept and 
evaluate are presented by ‘yes’, ‘no’, ‘good’ and ‘fine’ (all examples from Sinclair and 
Coulthard 1975:43). A silent stress is a pause. A metastatement consists of a statement by 
the teacher, who gives an outline of the class and future activities. Conclusion has a 
similar function as metastatement and presents a summary of a previous stage in class. A 
loop is used to go back to a previous situation in class, before a pupil was active. 
Examples for loops include words like ‘pardon’, ‘you what’, ‘do you mean’ and ‘again’ 
(all examples from Sinclair and Coulthard 1975:44). An aside is not meant for the class. 
It presents a quiet and self-focused conversation of the teacher. An example for an aside 
is ‘Where did I put my pencil?’.  
In 1978 Korpimies adapted the Sinclair-Coulthard model for her own research. She 
analysed cohesion and coherence in the speech of characters in different theatre plays. 
Like Sinclair and Coulthard (1975), Korpimies used the framework of transactions, 
exchanges, moves and acts. She excluded the teaching-related acts and added instead new 
acts to her framework. The setting in her material did not include any strict hierarchy, 
which might have influenced the behaviour of the characters in her plays. The basic unit 
in her framework were exchanges, which were subdivided into moves (Korpimies 1978). 
She used the move types framing, focusing, opening, responding and follow-up. The main 
functions of her move types were elicit, direct, inform, suggest, challenge, announce, 
request, accuse and ritual. Korpimies identified the following act types in her material: 
elicit, direct, inform, suggest, challenge, announce, request, accuse and ritual. Similarly 
to Sinclair and Coulthard (1975), Korpimies (1978: 149) concluded, that ‘an act is the 
smallest discourse unit and corresponds roughly to the grammatical unit clause. It is, 
however, a functional unit’. She explained that ‘the category of act is different from, for 
instance, Austin’s illocutionary acts and Searle’s speech act; discourse acts are defined 
principally by the way they serve to initiate succeeding discourse activity or respond to 
earlier discourse activity’ (Korpimies 1978: 149). Example 2.47 presents Korpiemies’ 
applied framework of exchanges, moves and acts.   
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Example 2.47: (Korpimies 1978: 155). 
 
Geis (1995) provided a useful explanation, why speech acts by Searle might not fit for a 
framework of exchanges. He argued, that the primary illocutionary force of a message is 
the product of its meaning and the context of its occurrence. Social features of context 
play a critical role in the differentiation of acts, while Searle (1969) and Austin (1962) 
‘have based their work almost exclusively on their intuitions as to how single constructed 
sentences, isolated from real or (usually) even explicitly constructed contexts might be 
used’ (Geis 1995: 13). For this reason Austin and Searle’s theories are not suitable for the 
analysis of acts on the Vkontakte wall in this thesis, because there related messages occur 
in threads and in a specific context.  
The framework by Sinclair and Coulthard (1975) can be applied to spoken and written 
communication, while Korpimies’s material consists of written plays. The written 
messages in an electronic guestbook on the Internet can also include acts such as 
acknowledging, thanking and praising (Diekmannshenke 1999). According to 
Diekmannshenke (1999), the function of guestbooks is communication through written 
entries. Tuor referred in her research project about social networks in Germany to 
Diekmannshenke’s act types in guestbooks and added greetings, wishing, the setting up 
of meetings and establishing new contacts as new acts (Tuor 2009; Diekmannshenke 
1999). These acts occurred on the wall of her analysed social networks.   
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Results  
The overview about the research of exchange structures has shown, that Sinclair and 
Coulthard’s (1975) project focuses on a strict hierarchy in classroom-conversation.          
Acts like marker, starter, prompt, cue and bid are mainly teaching-related and less 
suitable for communication outside of the classroom.                                                                   
Apart from these teaching-related acts, their framework of transactions, exchanges, 
moves and acts is more universal and can also be applied to other situations, as 
exemplified by Korpimies (1978). Korpimies (1978) omitted the teaching-oriented acts 
and added instead acts like elicit, direct, inform, suggest, challenge, announce, request, 
accuse and ritual to her research, which are considered for the framework of acts in this 
thesis. The framework by Sinclair/Coulthard (1975) and Korpiemies (1978) can be 
applied to spoken and written communication. As shown by Diekmanshenke (1999) and 
Tuor (2009), acts appear also in written texts in online communication. They propose the 
acts acknowledging, thanking, praising, greetings, wishing, the setting up of meetings and 
establishing new contacts, which might be worth considering for the framework in this 
thesis. In the following the framework for the analysis of exchanges in Vkontakte is 
presented and discussed.  
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2.6.3 Framework for exchange structures in Vkontakte 
Based on Sinclair and Coulthard´s (1975) rank-scale model and the terminology by 
Korpimies (1978), Diekmannshenke (1999) and Tuor (2009) a framework of exchanges, 
moves and acts is developed for the analysis of Vkontakte threads.                                     
The category of transaction by Sinclair and Coulthard (1975) is not required, because it 
is not possible in hypertext to structure the communication in a Vkontakte group in linear 
transactions. The reading direction is non-linear in hypertext (see chapter 2.1).                
The technical possibilities in Vkontakte (see chapter 1.5) provide different channels of 
communication at the same time.  
The adaptation of the categories exchange, move and act is discussed in the following.              
The highest rank in a Vkontakte group is the Vkontakte wall in this thesis.                         
The corpus material is based on chronological messages on the Vkontakte wall, which 
form threads. A thread is a series of two or more messages, which deal with a common 
topic and are related to each other. For a definition of thread see chapter 2.6.1 and 
Herring (1999). A thread can be compared to an exchange in Sinclair and Coulthard’s 
(1975) framework. According to Sinclair and Coulthard, an exchange includes at least 
two utterances, which are moves (see chapter 2.6.2). An exchange in Vkontakte consists 
of a sequence of two or more written messages on the wall.                                           
The teaching and boundary exchanges from Sinclair and Coulthard (1975) are specific 
for the classroom and not useful for the analysis of exchanges in Vkontakte.                       
For Vkontakte no division is made between different types of exchanges.                              
A message in Vkontakte is equivalent to a move in Sinclair and Coulthard’s framework.                            
For the analysis of the Vkontakte wall the following move types are relevant:  
 
Opening move           - a message that initiates a thread 
Answering move       - a message answering to initiating and other messages 
Follow-up move       - a reaction to a previous answer 
Table 2.7: Types of moves based on Sinclair and Coulthard’s (1975) framework 
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A message (or move) in Vkontakte can consist of one or several acts.                    
Korpimies (1978:149) explained, that ‘an act is the smallest discourse unit and 
corresponds roughly to the grammatical unit clause. It is, however, a functional unit’ (see 
chapter 2.6.2). This definition of act is not sufficient for Vkontakte due to more advanced 
technical possibilities in the social network and the occurrence of multimedia-files in 
messages.  
Hatter applied the exchange theory by Coulthard and Sinclair (1975) to Internet relay 
chat (IRC). He stated that ‘the smallest unit of measurement in spoken discourse is the 
act’ (Hatter 2002:6). In his research ‘acts are an attempt to cover all aspects of possible 
conversation at its smallest analysable level’ (Hatter 2002:6). 
A third definition by Taboada (2004) repeats some of the content from earlier definitions 
and refers to the model3 by Coulthard and Sinclair (1975). According to Taboada (2004: 
188), ‘acts are similar to speech acts, although the main difference is that in the 
Birmingham model they are units of discourse, and thus they are always interpreted in 
context’. She adds, that an act is ‘the minimal unit in the analysis of sequencing in 
conversational texts (Gallardo Paúls 1998). This unit represents the communicative 
intention of the speaker’ (Taboada 2004:188). All three definitions are useful for the 
description of acts in Vkontakte, but they do not pay attention to multimedia-files and 
visual elements, e.g. emoticons, in Vkontakte messages.  
Therefore a new definition of acts in Vkontakte is proposed, which is partly based on the 
earlier findings by Korpimies (1978), Hatter (2002) and Taboada (2004).                                                          
In this thesis an act presents a functional minimal unit of a message in Vkontakte, which 
consists of verbal, visual or other types of multimedia content and signals the 
communicative intention of its sender. An act serves to initiate succeeding messages or 
responds to earlier messages on the Vkontakte wall. This definition will be used for the 
classification of acts in Vkontakte messages. The following example 2.48 shows the 
structure of an exchange on the Vkontakte wall including two moves (opening-move, 
answering-move), which are equivalent to individual messages. 
  
                                                            
3 The theory by Coulthard and Sinclair (1975) is also referred to as Birmingham model. 
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456 STRZ 0 opening announcement В рамках "Благотворительная 
вечеринка Zumba & Social 
dance" 
http://vk.com/event58483285  
Мы все вместе собрали 8100 
рублей в помощь пострадавшим 
от наводнения на Дальнем 
Востоке в 2013 году. 
МОЛОДЦЫ ! Деньги переданы 
Красному кресту и он в свою 
очередь передаст все собранные 
средства по Архангельской 
области ( на сегодня это более 
180 000 рублей) в помощь 
пострадавшим от наводнения на 
Дальнем Востоке в 2013 году.  
22:32 
457 SK 456 answering answering надеюсь, эти деньги дойдут до 
самих пострадавших.... очень 
хотелось бы верить...) 
22:35 
Example 2.48: (Vkontakte corpus for this thesis). 
 
Messages 456 and 457 present together an exchange. Each message (or move) contains an 
act (announcement, answering). A message can contain more than one act.                        
 
The following act types are selected for the preliminary framework of acts in Vkontakte: 
asking, answering, acknowledging, arguing, congratulating, greeting, excusing, 
thanking, audio-act, photo-act, picture-act and hyperlink-act. As the message wall in 
Vkontakte can be compared to Diekmannshenke’s (1999) research and Tuor’s (2009) data 
similar acts are expected to occur. Acknowledging and thanking are taken from 
Diekmannshenke (1999) and greetings from Tuor (2009). Coulthard and Sinclair (1975) 
mentioned acknowledge and reply, while Korpimies proposed the act ritual. The addition 
of the multimedia-acts audio-act, photo-act, picture-act and hyperlink-act is important, 
because these acts are typical for Vkontakte and do not occur outside the Internet.                             
The acts asking, answering, arguing, congratulating and excusing were chosen for the 
Vkontakte framework, because they present common positive and negative acts in 
everyday communication.  
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Conclusion   
For the framework of exchange structures in Vkontakte the categories exchange, move 
and act are used. Certain amendments were made due to the technical nature of 
Vkontakte. Only one type of exchange structure is used, while three different types of 
moves are part of the framework for the practical analysis of Vkontakte: opening-move, 
answering-move and follow-up move. A new definition of acts was proposed, which 
reflects the use of multimedia-content in Vkontakte messages. The selection of act types 
is based on Coulthard and Sinclair (1975), Korpiemies (1978), Diekmannshenke (1999) 
and Tuor (2009) and consists of frequently occurring acts from everyday communication. 
During the practical analysis of Vkontakte messages amendments to this new theoretical 
framework of acts in Vkontakte are possible. One aim is to analyse the frequency of act 
types in all three selected Vkontakte groups. 
 
 
2.7. Topic coherence 
 
2.7.1 Definition of topic  
Before discussing topic coherence, it is necessary to define the meaning of topic first. 
Brown and Yule define topic as ‘what is being talked/written about’ (Brown and Yule 
1983:73). According to them, topic is also used in grammar to describe the topic and 
comment-relations in a sentence. The sentence structure including old (topic) and new 
information (comment) can be marked this way.  
In this thesis topic is defined, similar to Brown and Yule’s  (1983) first definition of topic 
above, as the meaning of what a message in the social network Vkontakte is about.          
The topic can be conveyed by individual words or sentences.                                         
Brown and Yule’s (1983:73) definition does not provide information about the form of a 
written or spoken topic.   
When someone is ‘speaking topically’ the person tries to include new additions to the 
conversation that ‘fit closely to the most recent elements incorporated in the topic 
framework’ (Brown and Yule 1983: 84). On the Vkontakte wall participants choose which 
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messages they want to read and when to leave comments. The topic framework includes 
information about ‘the sequential pattern of elements introduced and the interrelatedness 
of those elements with each other and with the contextual features’ (Brown and Yule 
1983:85). What is then the difference between the topic of a whole conversation and a 
topic in short exchanges or individual messages? The following paragraph will answer 
this question.  
In spoken conversation, written conversation and in online communication topics can be 
introduced, interrupted, can recur or be abandoned. Covelli and Murray (1980) wrote 
about ‘Accomplishing topic change’ and introduced their terminology for topic 
management. According to them, speech events are concerned with a central topic, also 
called overall topic. ‘Speech events’ can be divided into ‘speech episodes’ (Covelli and 
Murray 1980:383), which are devoted to one or several subtopics. A speech episode can 
include several messages.  
Stromer-Galley and Martinson (2009) use a different terminology and distinguish for 
their research about texts in computer-mediated communication between a structuring 
topic and an interactional topic. They identified a structuring topic in their study of chat 
rooms, which is chosen before the actual start of the communication and can attract 
people to join the online community. Interactional topics are not established or defined in 
advance. They develop during the on-going conversation, can be changed or abandoned 
for new interactional topics. According to Stromer-Galley and Martinson (2009), 
structuring and interactional topics can interact with each other.  
The terminology adopted by Stromer-Galley and Martinson (2009) is also useful for this 
thesis and will be applied during the analysis of topic development (chapter 6 in this 
thesis) in three selected Vkontakte groups. Vkontakte groups are generally devoted to a 
predefined structuring topic, for example football or cooking. The individual messages 
on the Vkontakte wall deal with spontaneously emerging interactional topics. To these 
interactional topics also subtopics can develop, which share aspects of the interactional 
topic.  
The interaction between structuring topic, interactional topic and subtopic in Vkontakte 
is illustrated with the following example. The structuring topic of a Vkontakte group is 
cooking and individual messages including recipes for different dishes are posted on the 
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wall of the group. Recipes are an interactional topic relating to the structuring topic of 
the group, cooking. The subsequent discussion concerning recommendations how to 
prepare certain recipes is a subtopic of the earlier introduced interactional topic.             
The threads on the Vkontakte wall are open for continuation. New interactional topics 
can be introduced at any moment and other interactional topics can drift and later be 
abandoned. Interactional topics can interact with linguistic cohesive devices and act 
types in messages to form a meaningful, coherent conversation that is understandable for 
all participants. The influence of linguistic cohesive devices, topic development and 
pragmatic relations with acts on a coherent text will be analysed during the analysis of 
topical coherence in the Vkontakte groups in chapter 6.  
 
2.7.2 Topic initiation and maintenance 
Before the topic development in Vkontakte threads can be analysed, it is important to find 
markers for the start, maintenance and end of interactional topics.                                  
Brown and Yule (1983:73) pointed out that ‘the difficulty of determining a single phrase 
or sentence as “the topic” of a piece of printed text is increased when fragments of 
conversational discourse are considered’. In the following several techniques for topic 
introduction and maintenance are presented.  
Jeon (2012) presented in his research seven different collaborative techniques for the 
initiation and maintenance of interactional topics by the participants of English 
conversation classes.  
 
• Giving a preferred response 
• Use of a topicaliser  
• A minimal response  
• An explicit acceptance utterance  
• Asking a question 
• Issuing a clarification request  
• Duplicating prior talk 
Table 2.8: collaborative techniques adapted from Jeon (2012: 228). 
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Asking a question consists of four subcategories in Jeon’s classification. Asking is also 
part of the framework for acts in Vkontakte and therefore these subcategories might prove 
to be important for the practical analysis of pragmatic coherence and topic development 
in Vkontakte in chapter 3 and 6.  
 
• Questions including a topical item  
• Solicitous enquiries into trouble  
• Questions including no topical item  
• Enquiries into a personal state of the participant 
 Table 2.9: Question-types adapted from Jeon (2012: 129). 
 
In the following the collaborative techniques from table 2.8 and table 2.9 are shown in 
Russian examples.  
 
Giving a preferred response 
1 A: Почему Вы не рассказываете о Вашем любимом отпуске? Или о 
предстоящем отпуске, который Вы планируйте. Вы могли бы об этом 
рассказать.   2 B: Мне хотелось бы снова поехать в Индонезию, потому что… 3 A: Значит Вам бы хотелось поехать в Индонезию, хорошо, хорошо.  4 B: потому что там было очень жарко, когда я поехал в Индонезию, но это 
был удивительный опыт…(Example 2.49, by AL, based on Jeon 2012:150-151) 
In line 2 Person B presents an answer to A’s question including the topic ‘отпуск’.         
The topic started by A is maintained through B’s preferred response to the question in 
line 2. In line 3 A confirms B’s response by repeating part of it. B continues then and 
backs up his response with reasons in line 4. 
Use of a topicaliser  1 A: Значит мы с Вами говорили о путешествиях. Почему Вам интересно 
путешествие? Любите ли Вы путешествовать? 2 B: О да. Я люблю путешествовать. 3 A: Почему именно? 4 B: Я люблю путешествовать… 5 A: Ясно (Example 2.50, by AL, based on Jeon 2012:153).   
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According to Jeon (2012:53), words such as ‘oh’ or ‘oh yeah’ are topicalisers and help to 
maintain topics. In Russian ‘о да’ functions in the same way. These words show, that the 
other participant is interested in the initiated topic and then continues to talk about it. 
A minimal response  
 1 A: О чем Вы бы хотели говорить сейчас?  2 B: Ну, я хочу говорить о приведениях может быть. Я недавно читал книгу об 
этой теме.  3 A: окей, окей. Давайте (Example 2.51, by AL and based on Jeon 2012). 
Person A maintains the topic with a minimal response ‘окей’ in line 3. 
 
An explicit acceptance utterance  
 1 A: А о чем мы будем говорить сейчас? 2 B: Почему мы не говорим о влиянии людей в обществе?  
3 A: Хорошо, давайте. Это очень интересная тема для нашего разговора  
              (Example 2.52, by AL and based on Jeon 2012). 
Person A gives an explicit acceptance utterance in line 3 to a topic mentioned in B’s 
question in line 2. The response to the question maintains the topic proposed by B.  
 
Asking a question 1 A: Я немного устал сегодня  2 B: Почему?  3 A: Мне не очень хорошо и я наверное простудился (Example 2.53, by AL). 
Asking a question can maintain the topic. The question by B in line 2 indicates interest 
in the topic and signals to A to continue with the introduced topic.  
Issuing a clarification request 1 А: Как у Вас дела сегодня?  2 B: Ничего, просто обычный день. Ну, к обеду пошел снег.  3 A: Ясно. Значит, это необычный день?    4 B: Да нет, обычный день. Единственное то, что пошел снег, причем очень 
много (Example 2.54, by AL, based on Jeon 2012:162).  
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Issuing a clarification request can help to maintain a topic. A’s request and reaction in 
line 3 demonstrates interest in the topic. The positive response to the request by B signals 
also that the topic can be continued. 
Duplicating prior talk 1 A: Почему мы не говорим о чемпионате мира? О чемпионате мира.                                                2 B: Да, да. Что Вы знаете о чемпионате мира? Вы будете смотреть 
чемпионат мира по телевидению?  3 A: Кстати, я сегодня посмотрел квалификацию к чемпионату мира и мне 
русская команда очень понравилась (Example 2.55, by AL). 
Duplicating part of prior talk or a message can maintain a topic. Participant A presents 
the topic ‘чемпионат мира’ in line 1 and B repeats a part of it in line 2. The repetition 
shows B’s interest to continue the topic. When a topicaliser appears together with a 
duplicated part it signals an emphasised interest in the topic. 
 
Questions including a topical item  
 
1. A: Какой Ваш любимый фильм? 
2. B: Извините, Вы не могли бы повторить Ваш вопрос?  
3. A:.Какой Ваш любимый фильм? Тот фильм, который Вам больше всего 
нравится?  
4. В: Ирония судьбы или с легким паром.  
5. A: У Вас есть этот фильм? (Example 2.56, by AL and based on Jeon 2012:201) 
A starts the conversation in line 1 with a question including a topical item, ‘любимый 
фильм’.  
 
Questions including no topical item  
 1 A:  Добрый день! 2 B: Добрый день! 3 A: Да. 4 B:◦Ну, хорошо.  5 A: Ну. 6 B: Mmm 7 A: Ну о чем мы будем говорить? (Example 2.57, by AL)   
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A’s question ‘Ну о чем мы будем говорить?’ in line 7 initiates a topic and includes no 
topical item.  
Solicitous enquiries into trouble  
 1 A: Алло? 2 B: Добрый день! 3 A: Здравствуйте! 4 B: Как у Вас дела? 5 A: У меня все нормально. И у Вас? 6 B: Нормально. Как Ваша простуда? (Example 2.58, by AL)  
The solicitous enquiry into trouble uses the participants’ prior information about the 
trouble. The example shows how a solicitous enquiry into trouble is used in line 6 to 
initiate a topic after the opening sequence with the greetings. 
Enquiries into a personal state of the participant 1 A: Хорошо. Вы мне все еще не принесли обещанную книгу.  2 B: Да, это правда. Давайте я Вам принесу ее в следующий раз.  3 A: Ну, давайте так.  4 B:  Договорились.  5 A: Кстати, как дела у Вашей сестры?  6 B: У нее вроде все хорошо. Она приедет через неделю к нам (Example 2.59, 
by AL). 
If an enquiry into a personal state is used after the opening sequence, it elicits a topic 
from a participant and gives the impression that the conversation is starting again (Jeon 
2012). ‘Кстати’ in line 5 is a signal, that something new is introduced. B uses an 
enquiry into personal state to initiate a new topic that can be continued by A. 
Apart from Jeon (2012), Covelli and Murray (1980) presented earlier collaborative 
techniques for the initiation of an interactional topic in a conversation with two 
participants: 1. Several topics are presented at once. Participant B chooses then the topic 
that should be continued. 2. A new interactional topic is introduced without any 
connection to a preceding, abandoned interactional topic. 3. A previous, abandoned 
interactional topic can recur. According to Covelli and Murray (1980), it is more or less 
impossible to predict the topic development in a conversation.                                                               
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The structuring topic by Stromer-Galley and Martinson (2009) can give some guidance, 
but the ideas, the context and the background knowledge of all participants contribute to 
the order of interactional topics.  
Jeon’s (2012) framework is more detailed than the one by Covelli and Murray (1980) for 
topic development. Therefore it will be added to the theoretical framework of topic 
development in Vkontakte. It is used for the analysis of topic initiation and maintenance. 
It will be interesting to see which collaborative techniques and markers of topic 
introduction and maintenance are used in the selected Vkontakte threads.  
 
2.7.3 Topic change and abandoning 
After the framework for topic introduction and maintenance now the techniques of topic 
change and abandoning are presented. These techniques might be helpful for the 
description how interactional topics change and end in Vkontakte.                                    
The practical analysis of topic coherence in chapter 6 will reveal which techniques are 
actually used.  
According to Ishihara (2009), who conducted a collocation analysis of topic change 
markers, there are specific techniques for the introduction of a topic change.                      
He identified initiating phrases and lexical devices for the detection of topic boundaries. 
Such phrases are acknowledgements like ‘ok’ or discourse particles, which signal topic 
boundaries. Ishihara (2009) presents the following techniques for topic change: 
 
• Prefatory disjunctives (e.g. anyway, alright, well, ok)  
• Questions  (wh-questions and yes-or no-questions)  
• Declarative clauses  
• Explicit expressions (e.g. I will tell you something else now)  
• Formulaic expressions (e.g talking about; speaking of)  
• Summary assessment  
Table 2.10: Techniques for topic change adapted from Ishihara (2009:3)  
 
A summary assessment can be a statement, which refers to the preceding interactional 
topic of the conversation and closes the discussion.   
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According to Ishishara (2009), a summary assessment repeats the main points of the on-
going conversation and contains no new information. The interactional topic can end.             
A summary assessment includes expressions such as ‘interesting’, ‘wonderful’, ‘great’, 
‘well’ (Howe 1991; Drew and Holt 1998; Ishihara 2009). Covelli and Murray (1980) 
mentioned summary and ‘joint back-channeling’ (Covelli and Murray 1980: 383) as 
signals for the initiation of a topic change. For a definition of back-channeling see 
chapter 2.4. Back-channels are comparable to Ishihara’s (2009) summary assessment. 
Minimal responses and back-channelling can provoke a topic change by the speaker to 
regain the listener’s full attention. Alternatively, the aim can be to end a sequence 
(Covelli and Murray 1980). Ishihara (2009) mentioned also expressions of appreciation 
like ‘thanks’ or ‘ok ’as indicators of topic change.  
Communication on the Internet also includes short answers and back-channeling with 
verbal and non-verbal reactions e.g emoticons. They can occur in Vkontakte and 
influence the topic development in threads. Jeon (2012) showed in his research six typical 
techniques for the change or termination of a topic. These following techniques are 
similar to those suggested by Ishihara (2009) as well as Covelli and Murray (1980).  
 
• Giving an utterance indicating understanding of prior talk  
• Beginning with a summary of prior talk 
• An assessment of prior talk 
• A formulation or reformulation of prior talk  
• Exchange of minimal responses and pauses 
Table 2.11: Techniques for the termination of a topic adapted from Jeon (2012:239) 
 
The practical analysis of topic coherence in chapter 6 will reveal which of the presented 
techniques for topic introduction, topic maintenance, change and abandoning are applied. 
According to Svennevig (2000), the cohesive device repetition is also important for topic 
change. This implies a relation between cohesive devices and the topic development in 
communication. Repetitions ‘underline what was said previously and turn this into a point 
or a conclusion’ (Svennevig 2000:190).   
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Robert Jones (2008) observed the signals of topic boundaries, including repetitions, in his 
research. According to him, repetitions may signal the speaker’s unwillingness to 
proceed with the on-going topic (Jones 2008), but this depends on the individual 
situation. This possible relation between linguistic cohesion and topic development will 
be explored in chapter 6. 
 
Results 
The following collaborative techniques for topic initiation, maintenance, change and 
abandoning are added to the theoretical framework for the Vkontakte analysis of topic 
coherence in chapter 6. The collaborative techniques for topic initiation and maintenance 
are adapted from Jeon (2012: 228) for the Vkontakte analysis: giving a preferred 
response, use of a topicaliser, a minimal response, an explicit acceptance utterance, 
asking a question, issuing a clarification request and duplicating prior talk. Devices of 
topic change and abandoning are adapted from Ishihara (2009:3) and include prefatory 
disjunctives, questions, declarative clauses, explicit expressions, formulaic expressions 
and summary assessment. Devices for topic termination are adapated from Jeon 
(2012:239) and include giving an utterance indicating understanding of prior talk, 
beginning with a summary of prior talk, an assessment of prior talk, a formulation or 
reformulation of prior talk and exchange of minimal responses and pauses. The practical 
analysis in chapter 6 will pay attention to the relation between cohesion and topic 
development in Vkontakte threads. 
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2.7.4 Topic development in chat communication 
In 2003 Susan Herring published her article about topic development in chat 
communication in synchronous Internet relay chat (IRC) on the Internet. She used the 
method of visual dynamic topic analysis for the identification of semantic relations 
between the content of messages from synchronous chat (Herring 2003). According to 
Herring (2003:1), ‘Dynamic topic analysis identifies the semantic relationships between 
ideas by reconstructing the message producer's intent to communicate a certain idea in 
response (or not) to a previously expressed idea, and codes and visually links these 
relationships’. Her messages were analysed based on their topic relatedness and the 
‘cross-message coherence’ (Herring 2003:1) was measured.  
 A message is equivalent to a proposition in her framework. All messages were coded by 
Herring (2003) according to: 1) the type of relation between messages and 2) their 
semantic distance. Her topic relations between messages are based on Hobbs (1990) and 
messages can be ‘narrowly on-topic, shift the topic through parallelism, explanation, or 
metatalk, or break from the previous topic altogether’ (Herring 2003:3). Topic relations 
between messages are measured with a distance from 0 to 4, ‘with '0' representing a 
maximally topically-related proposition and '4' a maximally unrelated proposition’ 
(Herring 2003:3). Parallelisms and explanations can shift topics and are evaluated from 1 
to 3, depending on how significant the topic shift is. Metatalk can be evaluated with 0, 
when nothing new is added and the topic remains the same as before. Otherwise it is 
comparable to the evaluation of parallelisms and explanations. Herring (2003:4) admits 
that the measurement of topical distance ‘is somewhat subjective and is one of the most 
difficult aspects of the coding’.  
In 2006 Herring and Kurtz conducted a second topic analysis in synchronous Internet 
relay chat (IRC). Andrew Kurtz programmed the Java-program Visual DTA for this 
analysis (Herring and Kurtz 2004). The program is applicable for tba-text (a simple text 
format for a database table) and loads text samples. The text samples are first coded by 
hand in Excel-files and then loaded into Visual DTA for the calculation of the data.   
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After the coded Excel-file is loaded into Visual DTA a tree-diagram is displayed ‘with 
the root at the top and the branches flowing down and to the right’ (Herring and Kurtz 
2006:2). The y-axis presents the factor time including the numbering of the propositions. 
According to them ‘rightward movement on the x-axis represents the semantic distance 
of how topically distant the proposition is from the previous proposition’ (Herring and 
Kurtz 2006:2). 
The following set of parameters was used for their topic analysis: text, proposition, 
responds to, relation type, gender, role and distance (Herring and Kurtz 2006).               
Text includes the proposition, the original message from the chat. All messages are 
identified with an ID number. Responds to signals to which preceding message(s) the 
coded message relates in the IRC - sample. The relation types are the same as in Herring 
(2003:6): ‘T for 'on-topic', P for 'parallel shift', E for 'explanation', M for 'metatalk', and B 
for 'break'’. Parallelism and parallel shift are the same relation type. The relation type 
refers to the semantic connection between a message and a preceding message.           
Gender is female or male. The roles by the participants in the chat are coded as initiator 
or respondent to a message. The topic distance between messages is with 1-4 the same as 
in Herring (2003).  
The parameters presented by Herring and Kurtz (2006) are useful for the analysis of 
Vkontakte messages, but they have to be adapted to the theoretical framework for this 
thesis. In the following will be explained, which changes were made to Herring and Kurtz 
(2006)’s framework and which parameters are used for the analysis of topic development 
in Vkontakte in chapter 6.  
For the framework in this thesis the following parameters by Herring and Kurtz (2006) 
are used: number of message, role of participant and responds to. The number of message 
is defined by the chronological appearance of the message on the Vkontakte wall in the 
selected group. Additionally, the name of the participant is coded next to the message 
and consists of two letters to keep the identity anonymous. The role of participant in 
Vkontakte can be initiator or respondent to a message.   
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The parameter responds to signals to which preceding message(s) on the Vkontakte wall 
the coded message relates.  
The parameters distance and relation type from Herring and Kurtz (2006) are omitted in 
this thesis, because it is rather subjective and open to different interpretations, if it is tried 
to measure the semantic distance on a scale of 1-4 and identify the topic relation of 
messages in Vkontakte. As the analysis of Vkontakte does not focus on gender this 
parameter is not used. An amended framework for the Vkontakte analysis including new 





Chapter 2.1 presented definitions of traditional text and hypertext. Hypertext differs from 
traditional text and therefore a new framework of cohesive devices is necessary for the 
analysis of cohesion on the Internet. The research on cohesion and coherence in chapter 
2.2 revealed that there are many works about this topic, but Halliday and Hasan’s 
framework still fits best for the analysis of Vkontakte. Their approach is based on applied 
text linguistics, because they identify and define cohesive devices in their written texts. 
As the communication and individual messages in Vkontakte are mainly text-based, it 
will be necessary to first decode the individual messages linguistically and then identify 
the overall coherence between several messages.                                                             
Halliday and Hasan (1976) and Simmons (1981) presented the same categories of 
cohesion, but Simmons (1981) stated that substitution does not work in Russian.                  
It was proposed to add the category of ‘вводные слова’ in relation to conjunction.          
The discussion of research regarding online communication in chapter 2.4 led to the 
addition of the online–specific cohesive devices address naming, quotation, sending of 
partial messages, emoticons, hyperlinks and the Russian conjunctives ‘ну’ and ‘а’.                
The syntactical features segmentation, elliptic sentences including ‘непольные слова’, 
the orthographical device padonskii iazyk including the use of neuter gender in relation to 
feminine nouns and verb-endings plus the device ‘Флуд’ were added to the theoretical 
framework as possible sources of incoherence. See table 2.5 for the theoretical 
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framework of cohesive devices. The discussion of multimodal cohesion in chapter 2.5 
presented a framework by Royce (2007), which can be applied to Vkontakte threads.        
The relation between a linguistic text, visual and non-verbal message elements will be 
explored in chapter 5. The overview about research regarding exchange structures by 
Sinclair and Coulthard (1975), Korpimies (1978), Diekmanshenke (1999) and Tuor 
(2009) in chapter 2.6 led to a new framework of exchange structure in Vkontakte.            
It includes the categories exchange, move and act. One type of exchange structure is used 
and three different types of moves are present: opening-move, answering-move and 
follow-up move. A new definition of act was proposed, which reflects the use of 
multimedia-content in Vkontakte messages. The new framework of acts for the Vkontakte 
analysis includes: asking, answering, acknowledging, arguing, congratulating, greeting, 
excusing, thanking, audio-act, photo-act, picture-act and hyperlink-act.                            
The discussion about topic coherence in chapter 2.6 led to the definition of topic for this 
thesis and the addition of techniques of topic development to the theoretical framework.   




Chapter 3 - Analysis of act types in Vkontakte 
 
In this thesis coherence and cohesion are analysed based on pragmatic, topic and 
linguistic relations between messages in Vkontakte. The introductory chapter raised the 
research question: 3.How can the pragmatic relations between Vkontakte messages be 
classified and form a coherent communication? The present chapter 3 deals with the 
pragmatic relations between messages on the Vkontakte wall and the length of threads. 
The aim of this chapter is to analyse the pragmatic relation between sequences of 
messages on the wall in Vkontakte and classify the acts in these messages.                           
In this thesis an act presents a functional minimal unit of a message in Vkontakte, which 
consists of verbal, visual or other types of multimedia content and signals the 
communicative intention of its sender. An act serves to initiate succeeding messages or 
responds to earlier messages on the Vkontakte wall. 
A classification of acts in Vkontakte messages is necessary in order to give a clear 
description of the pragmatic function of messages between which cohesive devices occur. 
The acts in the messages and the explicit cohesive devices can build together coherence 
across messages. The description of acts and pragmatic relations is therefore especially 
helpful in the absence of an explicit linguistic link between messages.                                
The connection between messages can then be explained by acts.                                      
The classification of acts in initiating messages of threads also provides information 
about the interactional topics that are introduced at the beginning of threads and which 
influence the topic development on the Vkontakte wall. For the introduction on topic 
coherence see chapter 2.7. The analysis of the length of threads in this chapter indicates 
how many participants answer initiating messages.   
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3.1 Methodology 
For the practical analysis messages from the selected Vkontakte groups are coded in an 
Excel-databank according to the following parameters adapted from Herring and Kurtz 
(2003; 2006) (for their analytical framework see chapter 2.7.4).  
 
• Number of message 
• ID of the participant 
• Role of participant 
• Responds to 
• Sequential distance (to related messages)  
• Move type 
• Act type 
• Cohesive device 
 
All selected messages were coded and analysed in the programs Visual DTA and 
Microsoft Excel.  
The number of messages was defined according to the chronological order of messages 
on the Vkontakte wall. The name of a participant in Vkontakte is coded with two letters. 
This allows to keep the names of the participants anonymous. The role can be initiator or 
respondent. The parameter responds to refers to the related, preceding message(s).               
The new parameters sequential distance, move type, act type and cohesive devices were 
added to the framework for this thesis. The parameter sequential distance is based on the 
notion of ‘sequential relations’ in Herring and Kurtz (2006:5) and the ‘distance of ties 
from their antecedents’ in Lautamatti (1979:169). In her article ‘Some observation on 
cohesion and coherence in simplified texts’ Lautamatti (1979) analysed the distance of 
messages connected by cohesive devices. In this thesis sequential distance describes the 
distance between related messages, which is relevant for the analysis of pragmatic and 
topic coherence.  
The coding of move type and act type is based on Sinclair and Coulthard (1975), 
Korpimies (1978), Diekmannshenke (1999) and Tuor (2009). New act types were added 
due to the technical possibilities of Vkontakte.   
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The parameters move type and act type help to analyse the pragmatic relation of 
subsequent messages on the Vkontakte wall. For a preliminary framework of acts in 
Vkontakte the following types were chosen: asking, answering, acknowledging, arguing, 
congratulating, greeting, excusing, thanking, audio-act, photo-act, picture-act and 
hyperlink-act. The introduction on pragmatic coherence and exchange structures was 
presented in chapter 2.6.2 and 2.6.3. The framework of cohesive devices is based on 
Halliday and Hasan (1976) and Cynthia Simmons (1981), but was adapted for this thesis 
with the findings of research about cohesion in online communication in chapter 2.4 (for 
the adapted framework of cohesive devices see chapter 2.4, table 2.5). The analysis of 
cohesive devices in Vkontakte messages allows insights into the linguistic relations 
between messages. It also gives information about the connection between pragmatic 
coherence and linguistic cohesion.  
 
3.2 Selection of corpus material 
 
For the practical analysis three groups were selected:  
 
- two local-based groups in Arkhangelsk 
- a non-local-based group  
 
In local-based groups participants tend to meet offline apart from their communication on 
the Internet. Some met first offline before they became friends in Vkontakte.                  
Local-based groups focus for example on hobbies like music or sports and discuss these 
topics in their communication. Therefore two local-based groups were selected for the 
analysis of pragmatic, linguistic and topic relations between messages in Vkontakte.          
As a contrast a third, large non-local based group was chosen including people, who 
possible never met offline. The behaviour in the third group might be different from the 
other two groups. 
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The two selected local groups, Raduga zhizni and Capoeira de Ouro, are from 
Arkhangelsk, in the North-West of Russia. These groups were chosen, because they share 
the same location, have both an offline and an online presence, deal with interests that are 
discussed on the wall and have a membership of the same age scale range.                       
The age of the participants in both groups is between 18 and 25. The majority of the 
participants live in Arkhangelsk. There is no overlap of membership between these two 
groups and they do not organise common events. The author of this thesis was a member 
of these two groups from 2008 to 2011, before the time of data gathering for this thesis. 
Therefore some background knowledge about the activities in these groups and its 
members was available which helped to decode the communication on the wall of these 
two groups in Vkontakte.  
The non-local group deals with the 2014 Eurovision Song Contest. This group has no 
offline-communication and is not based in Arkhangelsk. As this third group shows a 
contrast to the other two groups, a different kind of communication is expected.               
All three groups are open groups and any registered member of Vkontakte can access 
them. Registered members of Vkontakte are also able to read the messages that are posted 
on the wall of these groups.  
 
For the data collection for this practical analysis Capoeira de Ouro was observed from   
16 September – 6 December 2011 and Raduga zhizni was monitored from                          
12 June – 28 October 2013. The third group Eurovision was monitored for two days in 
May 2014.  The two monitored days allowed the collection of the same amount of data as 
from the two other groups, since there were many more messages in this group.  
 
The number of messages collected from each group was as follows:  
 
Raduga zhizni            - 648 
Capoeira de Ouro     - 628  
Eurovision                 - 542 
                                                                
Altogether 1818 messages were collected in the linguistic corpus. 	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The threads from the wall in all three groups in Vkontakte were saved as three individual 
pdf-files. The content of the files was saved in the original chronological order.                 
All messages are represented in their original form including hyperlinks and multimedia-
files. Only names and personal data like telephone numbers were made anonymous for 
ethical reasons. 
 
Before the practical analysis of act types in the Vkontakte groups, the three groups are 
described in some more detail to provide background information, which will be helpful 
for the explanation of phenomena during the analysis. 
 
3.2.1 Raduga zhizni - a local-based group  
 This group has 28974 registered members in Vkontakte. The topic of this group is social 
dances including Salsa, Bachata, Reggaeton and others. The group has several 
administrators, who post information about dance classes, dance-related group events and 
general information about dances on the public wall of the group. When off-topic 
messages are posted on the wall of Raduga zhizni the administrators leave them there.  
 
This group organises weekly dance classes, where the members of this group can meet 
offline. A change of communication style occurred in the group after an accident during a 
dance class. After this incident people started to argue among each other concerning this 
event. This accident was vividly discussed from 17 October to 19 October 2013.           
During this period the tone in the group changed and also the messages were longer than 
usual. In this group not all initiating messages were answered in threads on the wall.                  
331 messages started a thread, but did not receive any responses.                                       
For the practical analysis in this thesis only threads consisting of at least two messages 
were relevant for the classification of acts in messages. 85 threads consisting of more 
than one message were identified and then analysed. These threads consisted of 317 
messages. The analysis of the roles by individual participants in this group showed that 
85 messages initiated a thread and 232 messages were reactions by respondents.              
The administrator in Raduga zhizni published 73 messages in threads consisting of at 
least two messages.   
                                                            
4 This was the number of members in October 2013. 
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3.2.2. Capoeira de Ouro - a local-based group 
This group has 860 members. The topic of this group is the Brazilian martial art Capoeira 
that combines elements of dance, acrobatics and music, and is sometimes referred to as a 
game. The group has several administrators. They post information about Capoeira 
classes, inform about related group events and interact with participants.                       
When inappropriate messages, including offensive language or off-topic messages, are 
posted on the wall of this group the administrators tend to delete them.                        
During weekly Capoeira classes and other events participants of this online group can 
meet offline.  
A total of 628 messages from this group were analysed. The analysis of roles in this 
group showed that 130 messages were initiated and 498 messages were reactions by 
respondents. The number of messages by the administrator and participants differs from 
Raduga zhizni. The administrators in Capoeira de Ouro left 50 messages on the wall.        
All the threads that were started in this group had at least one follow-up message (unlike 
Raduga zhizni).  
 
3.2.3 Eurovision Song Contest - a non-local group 
This group deals with the 2014 Eurovision Song Contest. This competition is held once 
per year in the country of the previous year’s winner. In the following this group will be 
abbreviated as Eurovision in this thesis. This group has 49 265 registered participants.  
On the wall of this group videos, photographs and information concerning the performers 
and their music are posted. Participants can discuss their expectation of who is going to 
win, whose performance and music they do or do not like. In Eurovision no contact 
person is mentioned and an unknown person publishes messages as administrator.                          
The administrator in this group appears only in order to start a new thread on the wall 
with videos and photographs, but he does not interact with the regular participants by 
written messages on the wall. The administrator does not answer questions, does not 
interfere with or delete offensive messages, including swear words. Several swear words 
appeared in the messages in Eurovision. Participants of this much larger group can talk 
about random topics.   
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In contrast to the first two groups the participants of this group come from different parts 
of Russia and also other countries. It is unlikely that participants in this group have ever 
met offline. Eurovision offers no offline activity and the communication takes place only 
online. 
In Eurovision 542 messages were gathered and analysed. The analysis of roles by 
individual participants in this group shows that the participation structure differs from the 
other two groups. Only 19 messages initiated a thread, while 523 messages were 
reactions by respondents. The group administrator published 19 initiating messages.        
The remaining 523 are responses by regular participants of the group.  
 
 
3.3. Analysis and classification of act types in Vkontakte groups 
 
 During the analysis of Vkontakte messages the following 29 act types were found based 
on the preliminary framework of acts: 1.acknowledging, 2.asking, 3.announcing, 
4.answering, 5.agreeing, 6.greeting and saying goodbye, 7.recommending and 
requesting, 8.thanking, 9.proposing, 10.survey-act, 11.joking, 12.correcting, 13.adding, 
14.regretting, 15.ordering 16.congratulating, 17.excusing, 18.wishing, 19.praising, 
20.Acts expressing a negative reaction (defending, arguing, complaining, insulting) and 
21. Multimedia-acts (audio-act, video-act, photo-act, picture-act, hyperlink-act).            
The acts were classified according to their pragmatic function.  
 
The acts acknowledging, announcing, greeting and saying goodbye, requesting, thanking, 
wishing and praising appeared already in the theories of exchanges presented in chapter 
2.6.2 in this thesis. Sinclair and Coulthard (1975) used the act type acknowledge in their 
analysis of classroom exchanges. Their act type reply can be compared to answering 
found among the acts in this thesis. Korpimies (1978) presented the acts announce, 
request, accuse and ritual in her research. Her act ritual is related to the acts greeting and 
saying goodbye in the framework of acts in Vkontakte. Accuse expresses a negative 
reaction, but it does not appear in the Vkontakte corpus. Korpimies’ acts announce and 
request appeared in Vkontakte. Greeting and wishing occurred already in Tuor (2009).   
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The acts acknowledging, praising and thanking were part of the framework by 
Diekmannshenke (1999).  
 
First the classification of acts is presented with examples and then the frequency of acts is 
compared across all three groups.  
 
1. Acknowledging  
Acknowledging can consist of expressions such as ‘класс’, ‘здорово’, interjections and 
emoticons. They express a mood or have an evaluative function. Acknowledging is 
generally an answer to an initiating message, but several times it was also found in an 
initiating message. See table 3.5 about the frequency of initiating acts in Capoeira de 
Ouro and Raduga zhizni, page 128.  
 
57 STRZ 0 Сегодня с 19-30 до 21-00 Мастер класс по 
латиноамериканским танцам: Salsa, Bachata, 
Merengue и другие...Ждем вас! Место проведения: 
Площадь перед Домом Офицеров (Троицкий 118) 
Bachata Heightz – What The Hell Was You Thinking 
3:51 
 Бачатанго – te Quiero 3:37 Pachanga – Calienta (C.t. 
Verador Remix) 4:18  
Don Omar feat. Natti Natasha & Pitbull – Tus 
Movimientos (Dance Version) (2012) 2:55 
25 июн в 
11:22 
58 SX 51 было круто! 26 июн в 0:14 
Example 3.1: (Raduga zhizni) 
 
 This example shows acknowledging in message 58. It is a response to the announcement 
in message 57.   
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2. Asking 
Asking can be divided into a) yes-no questions and b) questions with question words. 
Asking attracts the attention of other participants, who can answer, if they want to.                                                              
A second question can follow for the clarification of a preceding message.  
114 AAL 0 добрый день, хотелось бы узнать проводите ли вы еще наборы? если да, то на что?)спасибо 
11 июл в 
20:04 
115 AM 115 
Здравствуйте, Алена, Набор еще продолжается по 
таким направлениям как сальса, бачата, реггетон, 
растяжка подробности о расписании и стоимости 
занятий здесь http://vk.com/event54818313 
11 июл в 
20:38 
Example 3.2: (Raduga zhizni) 
 
Message 114 shows the two question types. By the way, a third act, thanking, is used in 
114, which gives a good example of a multi-act message. Thanking would normally 
occur at the end of a conversation, after an answer. Here the thanking act occurs in 
advance, right after the question in the same message. On the wall an immediate answer 
is not expected. Thanking in advance with expressions such as ‘буду благодарен, 
если...’ and ‘заранее благодарю’ are set expressions from the Russian written style and 
regularly appear not only in formal letters, but also in online requests for information. 
 
3. Announcing 
Announcing and announcement are used here as synonyms. An announcement contains 
information, including hyperlinks, about upcoming events that are organised by the 
groups. Imperatives or an address like ‘Внимание!!!Внимание!!!’ can also be part of an 
announcement. All announcements were published at the beginning of a thread and may 
attract a reaction from participants. One type of feedback is to ‘like’. It is also possible 
that people read these messages without giving any feedback at all.  
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375 CAPO 0 
ПЛАН ТРЕНИРОВОК НА ЭТУ НЕДЕЛЮ:  
Понедельник:  
с 20:00 до 21:30 - общая тренировка в 8 школе  
Вторник:  
с 19:30 до 21:00 - растяжка в "Астра-авто" 
Среда: с 20:00 до 21:30 - общая тренировка в 8 школе | 
Пятница: с 20:00 до 21:30 - общая тренировка в 8 школе 
| Воскресенье: с 14:00 Со следующей недели мы 
вернёмся в зал "Астра-авто" к своему привычному 
расписанию.до 18:00 - акробатика в С(А)ФУ 
24 окт в 11:08 
389 CAPO 0 
Кто хочет выступить в Колледже культуры и искусства 
в пятницу с 17 часов? Для этого надо будет подойти в 
среду в 17 для репетиции. 
25 окт в 12:47 
403 CAPO 0 
Есть предложение провести часовой мастер-
класс/выступление в САФУ в рамках проекта 
"Всемирный день уборок". Всё действие будет 29 
октября, ориентировочно начала интерактивной части в 
12:30 или 13:00 у главного корпуса САФУ. Интерактив, 
скорее всего, будет в фойе главного корпуса. 
27 окт в 1:25 
405 CAPO 0 Есть возможность репетировать или музицировать в ЛУЧе: По пятницам - с 16 до 18 часов 
27 окт в 14:45 
Example 3.3: (Capoeira de Ouro) 
 
Examples for announcing in Capoeira de Ouro are in messages 375, 389, 403 and 405. 
The announcement in 389 takes the form of a question. 
 
Announcements often attract asking as an immediately following act. Participants then 
contact the administrator and ask additional questions about an event or classes.             
Also the act–type pattern announcing – acknowledging can be found.                                  
An acknowledgement can express the excitement about an upcoming event or the joy 
after a past event. Acknowledgements can be accompanied by emoticons, which 
emphasise the emotions expressed. Patterns of acts after an initiating announcement may 
be as follows: 
 
228 STRZ 0 announcing 
229 OB 228 acknowledging with emoticon 
230 EA 228 asking 
231 PD 228 acknowledging with emoticon 
232 OU 228 acknowledging with emoticon 
 Table 3.1:  Act-Pattern 1 (Raduga zhizni)  
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237 STRZ 0 announcement  
238 DF 227 acknowledging 
 Table 3.2: Act-Pattern 2 (Raduga zhizni) 
 
4. Answering 
79 DP 0 
Вот хочет человек в армию, а его не забирают, что за 
страна у нас)) 2 июл в 1:38 
80 AM 79 Покупателей не было? 2 июл в 9:04 
81 DP 80 Ага, оставили отдыхать до 8 числа теперь 2 июл в 13:16  
Example 3.4: (Raduga zhizni) 
 
Message 81 shows an answer to the question by AM in message 80. AM refers to the 
reason that no one wanted to recruite DP. DP answers with ‘ага’ in message 81 and 
agrees with AM’s suggestion. 
 
5. Agreeing 
132 DP 0 Photograph with dance types 16 июл в 10:48 
133 MV 132 бачата (обнимашки) и кизомба (с танцующей попой 
у особи женского пола)  
клаасныеее! :)))) 
16 июл в 21:10 
134 DP 133 да да )) 17 июл в 0:26 
Example 3.5: (Raduga zhizni) 
 
Message 134 is an example of agreeing. DP agrees with the previous message 133, which 
describes the content of the photograph posted by him. 
 
6. Greetings and saying goodbye 
In a conversation rituals like greetings and saying goodbye are part of the etiquette.        
Two different types of greetings are found in the Vkontakte groups: formal and informal.  
 
a) formal:	  	  	  	  уважаемые дамы и господа! (Example from Raduga zhizni) 
b) informal: Привет всем. (Example from Raduga zhizni) 
 
226 EA 0 Привет всем. Расписание на сентябрь еще нет? 22 авг в 17:31 
227 PD 226 Еще пака нет 23 авг в 13:45 
Example 3.6: (Raduga zhizni)   
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Message 226 presents with ‘Привет’ an informal greeting.   
 
558 IJA 0 
Уважаемые коллеги, танцоры! Случай, действительно 
очень печальный. Мои глубочайшие соболезнования 
девушке. НО... Не забываем одну очень важную вещь: 
танцы - это вид спорта, а значит какой никакой, но 
РИСК! И приходя на занятия мы все должны быть 
готовы к этому. АМ и ПД, как вы правильно заметили, 
действительно - профессионально подготовленные 
преподаватели, в квалификации которых, лично я 
ничуть не сомневаюсь. Случаи бывают разные и 
обстоятельства тоже. Почему вы, Марина, не пишете 
при КАКИХ ИМЕННО обстоятельствах это 
произошло? По вашим словам они вдвоём эту 
девушку ловили?!!! Простите, тогда откуда же она 
прыгала, что ДВА! партнёра её поймать не могли? А 
если вы имеете ввиду отсутствие условий для 
безопасных занятий, тогда всю студию и, особенно 
пол придётся обивать "ватными одеялами", чтобы 
любое падение было мягким. Хочу напомнить, что в 
нашей стране существует такое понятие как - 
"презумпция невиновности", и бросаться громкими 
словами - "виновник", грамотному человеку не 
следует. Ещё раз напоминаю про риски, от которых ни 
вы, ни мы абсолютно нигде не застрахованы. Я 
считаю, что в этой ситуации виновен лишь случай. И, 
думаю, что многие меня поддержат. Искренне желаю 
девушке скорейшего выздоровления. 
18 окт 2013 в 4:41 
Example 3.7: (Raduga zhizni) 
 
Message 558 contains a formal greeting with ‘Уважаемые коллеги, танцоры!’ and official 
expressions like ‘мои глубочайшие соболезнования девушке’. Message 558 presents a 
mix of formal style and conventions of online communication. The length and content of 
this message reminds rather of an e-mail or written letter than a message on the wall in 
Vkontakte.  
 
After the analysis of greetings the absence of saying good-bye is discussed.                       
The total absence of saying good-bye formulas is surprising. There might be different 
reasons for the lack of this act. Saying good-bye on the wall could require that everyone 
taking part in a thread, possibly a large number of participants, would need to be 
addressed. Though as people are always made aware of other participants’ online status 
by the appearance or absence of a visual signal ‘online’ under the participants’ name, an 
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explicit way of saying good-bye is not really necessary in Vkontakte.                                                 
As all messages are chronologically archived on the wall, unless they are consciously 
deleted for some reason, people can always return to a thread on the wall. It is then 
possible to add something new and continue the conversation whenever they want to.  
Mobile phones with access to Vkontakte support a constant and uninterrupted 
communication, as long as the smartphones are switched on and new Vkontakte messages 
are received. 
In chats people need to announce, when they go offline or online, because the 
conversation will not be archived and it is not possible to return to a previous 
communication.  
 
7. Recommending and requesting 
Recommending can include verbal text as well as video-or audio-files. It is only used in 
answers.         
 
464 STRZ 0 ОЧЕНЬ хотим именно такого котенка ( 
персикового цвета) есть предложения пишите в 
личку или звоните по тел 8-960-004-66-66 или 8-
960-016-00-11 
5 окт в 23:35 
465 SK 46
4 
спросите в приютах котят - их там море просто! 5 окт в 23:50  
Example 3.8: (Raduga zhizni) 
 
A recommendation is used in 465. Message 464 includes a request for information about 
a certain type of cat. 
 
8. Thanking  
30 AR 0 Ребята подскажите в воскресенье треня в Луче в 18 будешь? 17 сен  22:20 
31 AS 30 Да! С 18 будет занятие в Луче! 17 сен  22:29 
32 AR 31 Спасибо) 17 сен   22:41 
33 JD 32 Какие песни по плану? Надо подготовиться)) 17 сен   23:36 
34 AS 33 
Рассмотрим любые предложения :) Мы мало песен 
знаем из макулеле и самбы. Было бы хорошо 
вспомнить и их. 
17 сен  23:41 
35 JD 34 Предлагаю Olha a beleza do mar, a roda vai comencar и O que é berimbau =) 18 сен в 0:04 
Example 3.9: (Capoeira de Ouro)   
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Message 32 illustrates the use of thanking with ‘спасибо’. Thanking in advance occurred 
in example 3.2 in this chapter.  
 
9. Proposing 
30 AR 0 Ребята подскажите в воскресенье треня в Луче в 18 будешь? 17 сен  22:20 
31 AS 30 Да! С 18 будет занятие в Луче! 17 сен  22:29 
32 AR 31 Спасибо) 17 сен   22:41 
33 JD 32 Какие песни по плану? Надо подготовиться)) 17 сен   23:36 
34 AS 33 
Рассмотрим любые предложения :) Мы мало песен 
знаем из макулеле и самбы. Было бы хорошо 
вспомнить и их. 
17 сен  23:41 
35 JD 34 Предлагаю Olha a beleza do mar, a roda vai comencar и O que é berimbau =) 18 сен в 0:04 
Example 3.10: (Capoeira de Ouro) 
 




A survey-act includes a survey about an issue concerning the group as a whole.               
The survey includes a question by the administrator and offers multiple answers that 
participants in the group can choose from. The aim is to gather opinions from the 
participants. Survey-acts occurred only in Raduga zhizni and can only be set up by the 
administrator as an initiating message in a thread. 
 
165 STRZ  0 
Какой вид свадебного танца вы предпочли бы 
станцевать? Какой вид свадебного танца вы 




 другой вариант  
Проголосовало 58 человек.  
25 июл в 8:30 




Joking can be verbally expressed and/or by emoticons. Jokes refer to something funny in 
verbal messages or multimedia files such as videos, audio-files, pictures or photographs 
in Vkontakte.  
 
43 ED 0 Убейте меня кто-нибудь! Я кривоногая, порвала связки на левой ноге(( 18 сен в 17:10 
44 ED 43 
Я решила, видимо, что чего-то не хватает для 
полного счастья и упала в яму!)) сходила к 
дяде доктору( 
19 сен в 1:03 
45 AO 44 падать в яму это круто))))))))ты такая не одна)))) 19 сен в 10:12 
46 RG 45 везучая, ты наша) лечи ногу-связку, пусть отдыхают) и скорее возвращайся! 19 сен в 12:01 
Example 3.12: (Capoeira de Ouro) 
 
In message 44 and 45 the participants ED and AO discuss their bad luck with injuries and 
joke about their misfortune. Different types of repetitions occur in acts of joking in 
Capoeira de Ouro. People repeat earlier words to play with them. Also new items can be 
added to change the meaning of a sentence. In message 45 AO repeats ‘падать в яму’ 
from 44 and refers ironically to her own situation. The emoticon in this message presents 
a contrast to the actually sad fact of the injury. 
 
12. Correcting 
Correcting is reserved for auto-correction. A person sends a message to correct a mistake 
in a previous message. This is a peculiar act, because participants have the possibility to 
edit their own messages on the wall.  
 
448 TC 426 УРРАААА!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! Нам целый годик!!!! =))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))) 1 ноя в 22:33 
449 EE 448 По этому поводу нам даже салют запустили, при выходе с тренировки))) 1 ноя в 23:59 
450 AI 426 Браво. 2 ноя в 1:59 
451 AI 450 То есть, блин, БРАВО! 2 ноя в 1:59 
Example 3.13: (Capoeira de Ouro)   
 
Message 451 is a correction, because AI is emphasizing that in 450 his/her approval was 
not expressed with the appropriate degree of enthusiasm.   
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13. Adding  
Normally participants publish a message on the wall and then wait for a reaction to it.        
In some cases participants send two messages immediately after each other. This type of 
act is called adding in this thesis. It can be seen as a form of self-reference between 
Vkontakte messages. 
492 STRZ 0 
Всем всем БЫТЬ. Начнем разукрашивать наш город 
сами =)))«Культпобудка» на Профсоюзов  
Хочешь жить в городе, где всё – как тебе нравится? 
Тогда.. 
9 окт в 11:50 
493 STRZ 492 http://vk.com/cultpobudka?w=wall-58326405_37/all 9 окт в 11:51 
Example 3.14: (Capoeira de Ouro) 
 
STRZ adds in 493 a hyperlink to his previous message 492.  
 
14. Regretting 
In autumn 2012 Capoeira de Ouro gave up its status as the club Capoeira solar and 
merged with a bigger Capoeira club in Moscow. The renaming of the club and the change 
of its logo followed. Not all members of the former club were happy about these changes 
and they expressed their regrets.  
 
439 LSCH 426 
Йееееееееееееееееееееее!!!! Мои 
поздравления!!!Капоэйра в Архангельске 
растёт, процветает и дарит солнце, которого нам 
так не хватает!!! Круто, круто, круто!!!  
1 ноя в 9:43 
440 MMA 426 эх... соларчик то жалко ))) но это круто ) ура ура 1 ноя в 11:16 
441 AS 440 Соларчик останется названием нашей Шоу-группы 1 ноя в 11:55 
442 OL 426 всех поздравляю!!! 1 ноя в 12:10 
443 AVA 426 Добро пожаловать!;) 1 ноя в 13:19 
444 DA 427 А че старое нельзя было название оставить ? :'( 1 ноя в 20:28 
445 DA 444 И логотип нельзя что-ли оставить ? :'( 1 ноя в 20:31 
Example 3.15: (Capoeira de Ouro) 
 
Regretting is shown in message 440, 444 and 445 of example 3.15.	  In message 440 the 
participant MMA uses two devices to express his regret. The interjection ‘эх’ and the 
adverb ‘жалко’ express a sad mood, but the emoticon at the end of the sentence is 
positive. The second half of the sentence is also positive, which raises doubts how this 
message and its acts with emoticons should be classified.   
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This message is ambiguous owing to the choice of emoticons. In 440 the first emoticon 
appears to contradict the preceding text. This emoticon should be treated as a separate act 
with the function of modifying the preceding statement. In messages 444 and 445 DA 
also shows his regret and uses twice a negative emoticon to express his sadness.             
These messages are equally capable of being interpreted as examples of asking.                   
A solution to this situation could be the classification of two separate acts in 444 and 445. 
Message 445 is also an example of adding. One reason why participants express regret in 




608 CAPO 0 На этой неделе принимаются заявки на белые 
футболки с логотипом нашей группы! Размеры 
футболок тут: http://vkontakte.ru/photo-
20947416_215765791  




it.ru/catalog/model.php?gp=3&m=2 Другие виды 
футболок: http://www.modern-
it.ru/catalog/prod.php?gp=1 Стоимость примерно 
= стоимость изделия + 300 руб. (нанесение) 
28 ноя в 23:04 
609 MM 608 значит так, 1. Обычная футболка размер S c 
нашим лого 
2. толстовка темно-синяя размер S 
3. стрейчевая женская футболка S с длинным 
рукавом черная, но без логотипа (нужна для 
всяких выступлений типа афро=) 
28 ноя в 23:32 
610 MM 609 Для Сережи футболка обычная размер S, и 
толстовка темно синяя тоже S. 
28 ноя в 23:36 
Example 3.16: (Capoeira de Ouro) 
 
This example shows the use of ordering in message 609. The participants placed an order 
for T-shirts and other types of clothing including the logotype of the group. This type of 




426 CAPO 0 ПОЗДРАВЛЯЮ ВСЕХ С ДНЁМ РОЖДЕНИЯ 
ГРУППЫ И НОВЫМ ЭТАПОМ В ЕЁ 
РАЗВИТИИ - с присоединением к Московской 
школе капоэйры Cordão de Ouro!!! 
31 окт в 22:54 
427 AZ 426 а какое название будет у группы? 31 окт в 22:55 
428 AS 427 не знаю пока :) 31 окт в 22:59 
429 MF 426 поздравляю всех)))) 31 окт в 23:05 
Example 3.17: (Capoeira de Ouro) 
 
Message 429 and message 426 present congratulating. Message 426 uses congratulating 
in an initiating position.  
 
17. Excusing 
73 CAPO 0 ТОЛЬКО СЕГОДЯ! ТОЛЬКО ДЛЯ ВАС! 
БЕСПОДОБНАЯ АНАСТАСИЯ в капоэйра-
постановке "ТОРТИК и прочие вкусности! НЕ 
ПРОПУСТИТЕ!!! 
21 сен в 11:45 
74 GM 73 Как не приду все на тортики попадаю. У меня на 
это нюх видать выработан )) С ДНЕМ 
РОЖДЕНИЯ, НАСТЯ! Будь умницей! :) 
22 сен в 13:24 
75 AO 74 Настюша прости что не пришла(((учеба до 9 
вечера каждый день!!!я тебя в субботу поздравлю 
лично))) 
22 сен в 21:18 
Example 3.18: (Capoeira de Ouro) 
 
Message 75 shows the use of excusing with the verb ‘прости’. Only a few examples for 
excusing were found. 
 
18. Wishing 
247 AZ 0 Штаны только сегодня покинули Питер, едут в 
Архангельск 
15 окт в 22:28 
248 AS 247 Мы штанам всегда рады! Ждём! 15 окт в 23:22 
249 AI 248 Ай, хорошо! Ай, хорошо! 16 окт в 0:16 
250 MF 249 а я тоже хочу штанишки!!!! 16 окт в 0:22 
Example 3.19: (Capoeira de Ouro) 
 




62 AT 0 Спасибо Танюше за растяжку!!!!!!!!:) 22 сен в 13:26 
63 TP 62 присоединяюсь..и за музыку..было здорово :) 20 сен в 21:56 
64 DA 63 еееееееее........... !! 20 сен в 22:05 
65 AK
O 
62 И тебе за матики:))) 20 сен в 23:00 
66 RK 65 да, Ане отдельное спасибо. за повышение уровня 
комфорта тренировок для мужской половины))) 
20 сен в 23:24 
67 AS 62 Стишок от Димы Злобного: Если ты после 
растяжки вдруг почуствовал усталость, Ощущение 
такое будто мчался на коне. И походка враскоряку, 
так типично по-ковбойски, 
20 сен в 23:34 
68 JD 67 ЭТО ПРОСТО ШЕДЕВР!!!!! ДИМА - 
ТАЛАНТИЩЕ!!! 
21 сен в 9:53 
Example 3.20: (Capoeira de Ouro) 
 
Praising occurs in message 68 and is expressed by ‘Шедевр’. Praising is used here in 
relation to a poem that was written by one of the participants. It could be argued that 
praising and acknowledging should be treated in the same way in this example, but the 
expression in message 68 is much stronger than an acknowledgement such as ‘здорово’. 
It includes an explanation of the praise with ‘ТАЛАНТИЩЕ!!!’. It is more personal with 
the address by name. 
 
20. Acts expressing a negative reaction 
A small number of acts in Vkontakte convey negative reactions and emotions: arguing, 
complaining, insulting and defending.  
  
312 STRZ  0 Photograph:танцы для детей 11 сен в 11:57 
313 DP 312 Ошибку исправь, ОТКРЫТЫЙ УРОК, Ы забыл )) 11 сен в 12:00 
 Example 3.21: (Raduga zhizni) 
 
In 313 DP uses the act of correcting. Possibly, it can also be interpreted as a form of 
rebuke. The semi-emoticons at the end of this message soften the blow of his correction. 
A semi-emoticon is an emoticon without the colon presenting the eyes of a face. 
Generally, correct spelling is not as important in this spontaneous and relaxed 
communicative environment, but this example is an exception.   
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122 EURO 0 video-act Eurovision Song Contest Grand Final: Opening Sequence 9:50 сегодня в 3:29 
123 RZH 122 joking picture-act Россия Европа - нам не по пути сегодня в 3:33 
124 AB 123 arguing 
Индивидум не отображает положение 
общества. В Росии у Путина 
многомиллиардное состояние. Значит 
в России всё заебись и у всех по пару 
миллиардов в кармане. Вот она, ваша 
логика. А насчёт этого создания, что 
ж, моё существо эстета плачет 
навзрыд. 
сегодня в 4:06 
Роману 
125 RZH 124 explaining А в данной ситуации не одним индивидуумом всё решалось. 
сегодня в 4:06 
Артёму | 
126 PCH 124 arguing  Артём, Путин на евровидение был? Оо.Чего то я пропустил момент этот. 
сегодня в 4:07 
Артёму 
127 AB 125 agreeing, arguing 
Да, мировое общество любит 
странных людей.Эдакий цирк уродов. 
Вот каков сейчас наш шоу-бизнес. 
Кто уродливее - тот победил. 
сегодня в 4:07 
Роману | 
128 PCH 126 arguing 
Ах блять да забыл же. Во всём же 
Путин виноват. И то что кошка 
бросила котят тоже Путин виноват. 
Кончиту не любят, ну тоже Путин не 
прав. 
сегодня в 4:08 
Артёму | 
129 MAM 128 proposing 
давайте пожалуйста не будем 
разводить срач, давайте будем 
умными а не упёртыми 
сегодня в 4:08 
130 AB 128 arguing, explaining 
Ололо, покажите, где я обвинил в 
чём-то путина. Просто привёл в 
качестве примера первую богатую 
фигуру по тэгу "Россия". 
сегодня в 4:08 
Павлу 
131 PCH 130 explaining Артём, Потому что меня задрала как что тау Сразу ПУТИН! 
сегодня в 4:09 
Артёму 
  132 AB 130 arguing,  asking 
Ололо, опять же, покажи где я 
обвинил в чём-либо путина. Или тебе 
просто моя аватарка попу рвёт? 
сегодня в 4:09 
Павлу 
133 AB 132 adding 
Простая психология. Первая 
ассоциация к словосочетанию 
"Богатейший россиянин". 
сегодня в 4:11 
Павлу 




Артём, мне по барабану на аву. 
Причём тут Путин вообще? 
сегодня в 4:11 
Артёму 
Example 3.22: (Eurovision) 
 
This thread illustrates a political discussion. In 124 AB argues and uses mat, which 
underlines his expression of negative emotions. Mat is normally used to convey negative 
emotions like anger or frustration.   
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The swear word ‘блять’ and the emphasizing particle ‘же’ support arguing in message 
128. In 126 the rhetorical question indicates the aggressive emotional state of the 
participant towards his opponent and accompanies the act arguing. In 128 and 130 
interjections additionally support both participants’ acts. Messages 130 and 132 include 
two sentences, which show two different acts. The first sentence in 130 has the pragmatic 
function of arguing, while the second shows the act explaining. Message 132 starts with 
the act arguing and the second sentence is asking. This time it is a real question.                 
As before, in example 3.15, it is difficult to say which act has more weight in these 
messages. 
The classification of this thread is more difficult, because it is hard to know at times what 
is a real question and what is a rhetorical question. The boundaries between explaining 
and arguing are also more difficult to define, because there is no intonation as in speech, 
which would offer additional information.  
 
11 MR 9 arguing Когда Конча в одном боди выступала никто 
так не возмущался, а тут ШОРТЫ под 
платьем увидели и все. 
сегодня в 3:40 
12 DC 11 arguing Маргарита, Нефиг было по сцене ползать как 
дешовая стриптизерша, это официально еще 
конкурс песенный. 
сегодня в 3:50 
Маргарите 
13 MR 12 asking, 
defending 
Dream, она нормально спела, что еще не 
нравится? 
сегодня в 3:51 
Dream 
Example 3.23: (Eurovision) 
 
This discussion, also from Eurovision, shows two more messages including arguing in 11 
and 12. Message 13 includes two acts, asking and defending, at the same time. The first 
half of the sentence in this message defends the performance of a singer. The second part 
of the sentence includes asking, possibly a rhetorical question. The specific function of 
this second act is harder to define owing to the lack of intonation and prosody. In speech 
additional signals would help with the understanding. 
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463 MB 462 Мир сошел с ума 45 минут назад 
464 LS 463 бдыщ-бдыщ у гомофобов 45 минут назад 
465 SA 464 гомоевропа с педопесней 44 минуты назад 
466 DD 464 Лера, все о евровидении в трех словах 44 минуты назад Лере 
467 MP 466 Те кто считают это извращением еще 
сохранили здравый смысл 
43 минуты назад 
468 DK 467 Вы хоть знаете, кто такие гомофобы? Те, 
кто не любят геев или там лезбиянок. 
Вот если бы мы обсуждали то, как мы не 
любим геев ведущих - это да. Но 
проблема в том что мне например 
абсолютно параллельно на геев и 
лезбиянок, но это уродское чмо вообще 
хрен знает кто. 
43 минуты назад 
Example 3.24: (Eurovision) 
 
This thread shows a heated discussion concerning the participation of the singer Conchita 
Wurst and homophoby in general. For the whole thread including these messages see 
example 6.2 in chapter 6. Message 468 includes with ‘уродское чмо’ an insult, which 
refers to the singer.   
 
21. Multimedia-act  
In addition to verbal acts also multimedia-acts including photographs, pictures, videos, 
audio-files and hyperlinks are used. The music - and video archive in Vkontakte allows 
easy access to multimedia files and enables the addition of different files to individual 
messages on the wall. Participants can also link to videos from Youtube or other external 
web-resources. 	  	  
- Photo-act  
Photo-acts and picture-acts attract the attention of readers. They can appear alone or 
accompany a verbal text. 
7 KV 0 Photograph: staircase with rainbow 15 июн в 17:07 
8 AM 7 Я как раз хочу пойти краску покупать для лестницы =))) хотел сюрприз сделать 15 июн в 19:01 
9 KV 8 :)) тем интереснее будет увидеть результат! 15 июн в 21:07 | 
Example 3.25: (Raduga zhizni)   
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In message 7 a photograph is used in an initiating message and the subsequent messages 
8 and 9 refer back to it. The relation between verbal text and photographs will be 
discussed in chapter 5 about multimodal cohesion. 
 
- Video-act 
Videos are made by the participants themselves, are taken from the Vkontakte archive or 
from external resources. Video-acts were only used at the beginning of threads in the 
selected Vkontakte groups.  
 
538 STRZ 0 
Смотрим прикол про Бачату 1.05 =))) 
Фестиваль команд КВН федеральных 
университетов РФ 3:02 
16 окт в 17:28 
Example 3.26: (Raduga zhizni) 
 
- Audio-act 
Audio-acts are used in an initiating message or an answer. They can be accompanied for 
example by an announcement or photograph. Example 3.27 presents such a case. 
Message 253 shows how an announcement for a group event is accompanied by an 
audio-act.	  
 
253 STRZ 0 
СЕГОДНЯ 1 СЕНТЯБРЯ ВЕЧЕРИНКА В СТУДИИ с 
17-00 до 20-00  
с 19-00 до 20-00 в малом зале KIZOMBA 
 Мы вас ждем! И не забываем про сменную обувь!  
El Rubio Loco – Gosalo (Ruenda) 6:21 
1 сен в 12:46 
Example 3.27: (Raduga zhizni) 
 
- Hyperlinks  
Hyperlink-acts are http-addresses, which are visible to the reader in Vkontakte. They link 
to more detailed information about, for example, an event or class.  
114 AAL 0 добрый день, хотелось бы узнать проводите ли вы еще наборы? если да,то на что?)спасибо 
11 июл 
20:04 
115 AM 115 
Здравствуйте, Алена, Набор еще продолжается по 
таким направлениям как сальса, бачата, реггетон, 
растяжка подробности о расписании и стоимости 
занятий здесь 
 http://vk.com/event54818313 
11 июл в 
20:38 
Example 3.28: (Raduga zhizni)   
 125 
In message 115 the hyperlink includes the word event and refers to more detailed 
information about this course on another Internet page. 
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picture-act 10 (1,59%) picture-act 
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audio-act 7 (1,11%) audio-act 
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(2,31%) audio-act 0 
proposing 7 (1,11%) proposing 0 proposing 
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arguing  0 arguing  5 (0,77%) arguing 
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wishing 7  (1,11%) wishing 0 wishing 0  
praising 6 (0,96%) praising 0 praising 0  
ordering 16 (2,55%) ordering 0 ordering 0 
correcting 5 (0,8%) correcting 0 correcting 
1 
(0,18%) 
survey-act 0 survey-act 3 (0,46%) survey-act 0 
recommending 0 recommending 8  (1,23%) recommending 0 
insult 0 insult 0 insult 3 (0,55%) 




Capoeira de Ouro acts Raduga zhizni  acts 
  
announcement  54 announcement  47 
video-act  17 asking  13 
thanking  14 photo-act  10 
asking 13 greeting 5 
photo-act  12 video-act  4 
acknowledgement  9 survey-act 3 
proposing 8 audio-act  2 
hyperlink-act  6 requesting 1 
recommending 6 hyperlink-act  1 
picture-act  5 answering 1 
requesting 5 arguing  1 
audio-act 4 excusing 1 
answering 3 joking 1 
praising 3 acknowledging 1 
joking 2   
congratulating 1   
regretting 1   
Table 3.5: Comparison of the frequency of initiating acts in the two local groups 
 
Table 3.3 and 3.4 present the frequency of different acts across the three groups.              
The number in brackets shows the relative percentage of acts in relation to the overall 
number of messages in each of the three selected Vkontakte groups for this thesis.   
According to table 3.3 and 3.4, the most frequent act in Raduga zhizni (60 acts/9,26%) 
and Capoeira de Ouro (137 acts/21,82%) was acknowledging. In Eurovision it was only 
the second common act type with 90 acts (16,61%). Normally acknowledging is used as a 
reaction, but table 3.5 shows that it was also used in an initiating message of a thread. 
The second most frequent act in Raduga zhizni (55 acts/8,49%) and Capoeira de Ouro 
(75 acts/11,94%) was asking. Asking is also a reaction to announcements.               
Answering (137 acts/25,28%) was the most frequent act-type in Eurovision. In Raduga 
zhizni (47 acts/7,25%) and Capoeira de Ouro (74 acts/11,78%) answering was less 
frequent than in Eurovision. There were often pairs of asking-answering. The frequency 
of messages using agreeing differs between the three groups. Agreeing was in the fourth 
place in Capoeira de Ouro (71 acts/11,31%) and Eurovision (57 acts/10,52%), while 
there were fewer examples of agreeing in Raduga zhizni (19 acts/2,93%).   
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The number of announcements is similar in Capoeira de Ouro (52 acts/8,28%) and in 
Raduga zhizni (47 acts/7,25%), but in Eurovision announcements did not occur at all.       
All announcements were used in an initiating position in the two groups.                         
Both groups focus on meetings offline, which are announced on the wall in Vkontakte.         
It can be concluded that announcements are an important act type for both local–based 
groups. Joking was used 39 times (6,21%) in Capoeira de Ouro and 28 times (5,17%) in 
Eurovision. Joking could be expressed by verbal messages and/or emoticons.                     
As shown in table 3.4 joking acts appear less frequent in Raduga zhizni (8 acts/1,23%) in 
comparison to the other two groups.                                                   
All three groups contained acts expressing politeness: greeting, thanking and excusing.   
In Capoeira de Ouro (42 acts/6,69%) the most examples for thanking were found, while 
Eurovision (5 acts/0,92%) and Raduga zhizni (6 acts/0,93%) showed only few examples. 
The act-type excusing was used rarely in all three groups: Capoeira de Ouro                          
(6 acts/0,96%), Eurovision (2 acts/0,37%) and Raduga zhizni (1 act/ 0,15%).                     
The frequency for greetings differs across the three groups. A new thread in Raduga 
zhizni started 9 times (1,39%) with greetings. Two different types of greetings were 
identified: formal and informal greetings. The most examples for greetings occurred in 
Raduga zhizni (9 acts/1,39%), while a few greetings were used in Capoeira de Ouro                      
(5 acts/0,8%). In Eurovision greetings were not used at all. Greetings occurred only in 
the local-based groups, where people are also able to meet offline and know each other 
personally.      
 The act-type adding was used most often in Capoeira de Ouro (24 acts/ 3,82%) and 
some examples occurred also in Eurovision (14 acts/ (2,58%), but none at all in Raduga 
zhizni. In the other two groups two immediately subsequent messages by the same 
participant were rarely posted or not at all. The act ordering was used only in Capoeira 
de Ouro (16 acts/2,55%), when the participants were buying items of clothing for their 
training sessions. Correcting was used a few times in Capoeira de Ouro (5 acts/0,8%) 
and Eurovision (1 act /0,18%). The act recommending appeared only in Raduga zhizni (8 
acts/1,23%). Survey-acts occurred only in Raduga zhizni (3 acts/0,46%) and are always 
set up by the administrator. The most requests occurred in Capoeira de Ouro                     
(11 acts/1,75%) and the fewest in Raduga zhizni (4 acts/ 0,62%). In Eurovision request 
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appeared in 8 acts (1,48%). A similar act to requesting was wishing and this act-type 
could only be found in Capoeira de Ouro (7 acts/1,11%). Praising also occurred only in 
Capoeira de Ouro   (6 acts/ 0,96%) and in none of the other groups. Proposing of a 
change to an event could be found a few times in Eurovision (6 acts/1,11%) and in 
Capoeira de Ouro (7 acts/1,11%). There were no examples for this act in Raduga zhizni.                
Congratulating occurred most often in Capoeira de Ouro (10 acts/1,59%). Raduga zhizni 
showed one congratulation (1 act/ 0,15%) and Eurovision none. 
The following act-types expressing a negative emotion were found in the three groups: 
arguing, complaining, defending, insult and regretting.  
The negative acts arguing (27 acts/4,98%), complaining (38 acts/7,01%), defending         
(40 acts/7,38%), insult (3 acts/0,55%) and regretting (14 acts/2,58%) were very common 
in Eurovision, while acts expressing politeness like thanking (5 acts/0,92%) and excusing    
(2 acts/0,37%) are used very little. In comparison to Eurovision the amount of 
complaining is much lower in Raduga zhizni (4 acts/0,62%) and Capoeira de Ouro            
(2 acts/0,32%). The act arguing appeared only 5 times (5 acts/0,77%) in Raduga zhizni 
and never in Capoeira de Ouro. The small amount of complaining in both groups and the 
absence of arguing in Capoeira de Ouro implies, that the atmosphere in these two online-
communities is friendly and does not involve any conflicts. A change of communication 
style occurred in Raduga zhizni only for a short period of time after an accident during a 
dance class. After this incident people started to argue among each other concerning this 
event. This accident was vividly discussed from 17 October to 19 October 2013, but then 
the tone changed back to a normal and friendly atmosphere. Participants treat each other 
with respect. As both groups are local, people can know each other offline and therefore 
are more aware of their communication. In these two groups no swear words were used at 
all and the act ‘insult’ does not occur. This might be due to the administrators in both 
local groups, who use their right to delete inappropriate messages. In Capoeira de Ouro 
the administrator even explicitly warned participants that he would delete messages with 
swear words. With regretting an emotion of sadness is expressed in Capoeira de Ouro 
(20 acts/3,18%) and Eurovision (14 acts/2,58%). In Raduga zhizni no acts of regretting 
occurred.   
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Multimedia-acts across the three groups 
 
In all three groups occurred acts of multimedia-files and table 3.6 shows the frequency of 
these acts. The following multimedia-acts occurred in the analysed Vkontakte messages: 
photo-act, picture-act, hyperlink-act, audio-act and video-act. 
 
Type of act Capoeira de Ouro  Raduga zhizni Eurovision 
photo-act  14 (2,23%) 27 (4,17%) 17 (3,14%) 
picture-act  10 (1,59%) 5   (0,77%) 8  (1,48%) 
hyperlink-act 19 (3,03%) 7  (1,08%) 11 (2,03%) 
audio-act  7 (1,11%) 15 (2,31%) 0 
video-act  18 (2,87%) 4   (0,62%) 21 (3,87%) 
Table 3.6: Frequency of multimedia-files in the three Vkontakte groups  
 
In Raduga zhizni and Capoeira de Ouro photo-acts, video-acts, audio-acts and hyperlink-
acts were used. The same multimedia-acts also occurred in Eurovision, but audio-acts 
were absent in this group. The most video-acts were used in Eurovision (21 acts/3,87%) 
and they included interviews and presentations by artists at the Eurovision song contest. 
The majority of videos occurred at the beginning of a thread. Videos were the most used 
multimedia-act in Eurovision in comparison to the other multimedia-acts in this group.   
In Raduga zhizni video-acts were used only 4 times (0,62%) and always in an initiating 
position. In comparison to Raduga zhizni the quantity of video-acts is much higher in 
Capoeira de Ouro (18 acts/2,87%). Videos about Capoeira events and Capoeira fights are 
posted next to event-related hyperlinks. As in Eurovision video-acts were the most 
important multimedia-act in Capoeira de Ouro.  
Hyperlink-acts were used in all three groups and the most hyperlinks occurred in 
Capoeira de Ouro (19 acts/3,03%), where external resources were linked in messages. 
The fewest hyperlinks were found in Raduga zhizni (7 acts/1,08%). In Eurovision 
hyperlinks appeared in 11 acts (2,03%). In Raduga zhizni (27 acts/4,17%) photo-acts 
were used most often and 10 photo-acts appeared in an initiating position.                                              
Eurovision (17 acts/3,14%) and Capoeira de Ouro (14 acts/ 2,23%) used fewer             
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photo-acts and obviously prefer other multimedia-acts.  
Picture-acts (5 acts/ 0,77%), such as drawings or cartoon characters, are less popular in 
Raduga zhizni than photo-acts and all of them were posted at the beginning of a thread. 
Capoeira de Ouro (10 acts/ 1,59%) and Eurovision (8 acts/1,48%) used more picture-
acts, including funny pictures and drawings of famous people in their messages.              
The most audio – acts were found in Raduga zhizni (15 acts/2,31%). Nine of these audio-
acts were used in an initiating position. Songs are a vital element of dances and are used 
most often in Raduga zhizni, where they also accompanied announcements.               
Capoeira de Ouro (7 acts/ 1,11%) used just a few audio-acts and Eurovision used none at 
all. In Eurovision music is presented with video-acts of performances. 
The multimedia-acts photo-act, video-act and hyperlink-act can accompany 
announcements in Raduga zhizni and Capoeira de Ouro. They support the verbal content 
and can add new aspects to these messages. Multimedia-files make the appearance of 
announcements more vivid than just a plain verbal text.  
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3.5 Length of threads in all three groups 
 
After the analysis of the frequency of act types also the length of individual threads is 
described. The amount of messages within one thead is measured. The thread length 
indicates how many participants answer to initiating messages. This gives insights into 
which particular acts attract a reaction by participants. 
 
Table 3.7: Thread length in Raduga zhizni 
 
The analysis of the thread length for Raduga zhizni showed that 331 messages in this 
group started a thread, but were not answered. These threads consisted of only one 
message. 32 threads included two messages and were dialogues. 17 threads consisted of 
three messages. The remaining thread lengths occurred less frequently, see table 3.7.	  Important relations can be observed between the use of acts and the individual thread 
length. Table 3.8 shows the relation between act-types in messages that initiated threads 
and the thread length in Raduga zhizni. 
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Thread length 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 15 
initiating 
act types 
announcement + photo 6 2 2   1      
announcement + picture 1 1  2        
announcement + video  1   1       
announcement + audio 1 2          
announcement +hyperlink 2  2         
announcement + asking    1        
photo-act 2 2 1 1    1    
photograph + asking          1 1 
photograph + audio  1           
photograph+ request        1    
announcement 9 3 1 2 2 1      
picture-act  2  1        
video-act 1 1          
audio-act  1           
hyperlink 1           
acknowledging            
survey-act        1     
survey-act +asking         1   
survey-act + photograph  1          
asking 8  1     1    
excusing 1           
acknowledging 1           
greeting  1          
explaining    1    1    
agreeing 2           
Table 3.8: Relation between initiating act-types and thread length 
 
Table 3.8 shows that a photo–act was involved in four initiating messages, which started 
a thread including 15,11 and 9 messages. This implies that photgraphs play an important 
role for the initiation of longer threads in this group. Photographs on their own offer 
content for discussion or visually support the verbal text in the same message.            
Threads of 10 messages were initiated by a survey-act plus asking, a double act in a 
single message. The threads with 9 messages started with photo-act, photo-act plus 
request, the individual acts asking or explaining. The length of threads with 
announcements in an initiating message suggests that announcements with or without 
multimedia-acts are similarly popular and provoke several answers by participants in this 
group.   
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Picture-acts, video-acts, audio-acts or hyperlinks on their own were followed by only a 
few messages. This implies that the interaction of multimedia-acts with verbal text leads 
to more attention. The average thread length in this group suggests that the general 
frequency of answers to initiating messages is low.  
 



















Table 3.9: Thread length in Capoeira de Ouro  
 
In Capoeira de Ouro the longest thread contained 29 messages. In Capoeira de Ouro and 
Raduga zhizni threads with up to five messages are the most frequent ones.                
Threads including 16 or more messages are already longer than any of the threads that 
appeared in Raduga zhizni. Table 3.10 shows which acts were used in these longer 
threads in Capoeira de Ouro.	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Messages in a thread Types of initiating acts 
7 
• announcement + photo-act  
• photo-act  
• recommending + video-act 
• video-act  
• announcement  
8 
• asking  
• audio-act+acknowledgement  
• announcement +ordering 
9 • announcement 
• announcement+asking+hyperlink 
10 • thanking 
• video-act 
11 
• announcement  
• announcement +asking 
• photo-act  
• video-act  
• praising+acknowledgement 
12 • announcement  
14 
• announcement+photo-act + 
hyperlink-act  




• announcement + photo-act  
• answering + proposing 
18 • asking+acknowledgement 
19 • asking 
23 • announcement +hyperlink-act 
29 • announcement +congratulating+photo-act 
Table 3.10: Acts initiating longer threads in Capoeira de Ouro 
 
Almost all longer threads include announcements in Capoeira de Ouro.            
Announcements are addressed to all members of the group. Table 3.10 indicates that 
multimedia-acts such as photo-act, video-act and audio-act are used very often.        
Multi-acts like announcement + asking or announcement + multimedia-act attract several 
responses. Hyperlinks are also effective. The longest thread in this group with 29 
messages included a multi-act with congratulating, announcement + two photographs. 
The full thread can be found in chapter 6 on topic coherence, page 248.   
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Messages in a thread Number of threads 
1	   3 
3	   1 
5	   1 
12	   1 
11	   1 
13	   1 
15	   2 
17	   1 
22	   1 
25	   1 
28	   1 
42	   1 
44	   1 
99	   1 
102	   1 
103	   1 
Table 3.11: Length of threads in Eurovision 
 
Finally the length of threads in Eurovision is analysed. 19 different threads were found.                     
The analysis reveals, that the length of threads varies very much and stretches from 1-103 
messages. In comparison to the two local groups and their shorter threads, Eurovision 
shows a very broad range of different thread lengths. The third longest thread in 
Eurovision with 99 messages is started by the message ‘#ФотоДня’, the second longest 
by “Headlines 10-05-2014 'Austria wins 2014 Eurovision Song Contest'” and the longest 
thread initiates a video-act about ‘Marcel Bezençon Awards 2014, Press Award, Conchita 
Wurst "Rise Like a Phoenix" (Austria) 1st.’.	  All three long threads hold much potential 




3.6 Sequential distance between messages in all three Vkontakte groups 
 
After the classification of act types and the analysis of the thread length, the sequential 
distance between individual related messages in threads is measured for the three groups. 
The parameter sequential distance is based on the notion of ‘sequential relations’ in 
Herring and Kurtz (2006:5) and the ‘distance of ties from their antecedents’ in Lautamatti 
(1979:169), see chapter 3.1 in this thesis. In the analysis of Vkontakte sequential distance 
describes how far apart related messages are on the Vkontakte wall. If two related 
messages follow immediately after each other, then the sequential distance is one 
(message). The further two messages are apart, the wider is the sequential distance. 
Messages can be connected by pragmatic coherence, topic coherence and/or linguistic 
cohesion. The measurement of sequential distance gives insights how cohesive devices 
and devices for pragmatic coherence and topic coherence function between related 
messages. 
 











Table 3.12: Sequential distance between messages in Raduga zhizni 
 
The analysis of the sequential distance in Raduga zhizni revealed, that related messages 
very often follow immediately after each other in a sequence. Messages with a sequential 
distance of 1-3 messages were the most frequent ones. Distances of 6-10 messages 
occurred less often. This is closely connected to the length of threads that were measured 
in this group. As the frequency of threads with 10 or more messages is low, logically the 
amount of threads with a distance of 8 to 10 messages is low, too.   
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Messages that were further apart than 10 messages were not found in Raduga zhizni. 
Generally, the sequences in this group are short. 
 
 
Table 3.13: Sequential distance between related messages in Capoeira de Ouro 
 
The distance 1 occurred in 347 cases in Capoeira de Ouro. In relation to the overall 
number of 630 messages analysed in this group, more than half of the messages have the 
distance of one message. Messages related by distance 1 are the most common ones in 
Capoeira de Ouro and Raduga zhizni. The longest measured sequential distance is 28 
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messages in Capoeira de Ouro. A greater sequential distance can be caused by messages 
that refer to initiating messages, such as announcements or multimedia-acts.                                                                                                          
 
The sequential distance in Eurovision reaches from 1-101 messages, see table 3.14.        
This is a very wide range in comparison to the sequential distance in the other two 
groups. 
 


















































Table 3.14: Distance of related messages in Eurovision 
 
The great number of related messages with a distance from 1-6 is very similar to Raduga 
zhizni and Capoeira de Ouro, see table 3.14. This is surprising, because the length of 
threads in Eurovision is much longer and more participants are in this group.        
Participants often refer to immediately preceding messages or those located only a short 
distance away. There is a short, almost chat-like, temporal distance between the 
individual messages in this group, mostly only a few minutes. This indicates that people 
are online for a longer, uninterrupted period of time and closely follow the discussion 
about the event on that particular evening. They can give immediate feedback, if they 
want to.  
Generally, the analysis of the sequential distance between related messages showed that 
in all three groups the sequential distance of 1-6 messages occurred most often.               
The sequential distance in Eurovision is much wider in comparison to the other two 
groups and reaches from 1-101 messages. The question is then which cohesive devices 
can function over a longer or shorter sequential distance. The introductory chapter 
includeded the question: 2.What kind of linguistic cohesive devices can appear between 
messages in Vkontakte groups?  The findings in chapter 3 have implications on the 




The analysis of act-types in messages across the three Vkontakte groups revealed 29 
different act types. These act types help to classify the pragmatic relations between 
messages. A large group among these act types form multimedia-files, which are typical 
for online communication. Multimedia-acts are audio-acts, video-acts, photo-acts, 
picture-acts and hyperlinks and they occurred quite frequently in the three analysed 
groups. They appear either on their own or together with verbal text.                      
Multimedia-acts occur together with verbal acts like requests, announcements and asking. 
Several multimedia-acts can follow immediately after each other in threads.  
In the introductory chapter of this thesis the question was raised, how the pragmatic 
relations between Vkontakte messages can be classified and can form a coherent 
communication. Chapter 3 presented such a classification of pragmatic relations with 
acts. After the classification of acts in this chapter, several new questions appeared 
concerning multimedia-acts and their relation to verbal text in Vkontakte messages: 
1.How can connections between two multimedia-acts be described and defined?                 
2. Which types of cohesive devices are able to refer to and connect multimedia-acts and 
verbal acts, especially acts in initiating messages?  
3. How do double acts including multimedia-acts and verbal acts influence the topic 
development in threads?  
4. Can multimedia-acts present the interactional topic of messages or do they simply 
accompany verbal messages?  
The interaction between verbal acts, multimedia-acts and cohesion needs further research 
and this is the task of chapters 4, 5 and 6 in this thesis.  
In some messages (example 3.14, 3.11 and 3.22) there were difficulties in defining the 
acts for different reasons. In example 3.11 and 3.14 positive emoticons contradicted the 
sad feelings that were expressed by the sentences in the messages. These findings relate 
to Dresner and Herring (2010:1), who proposed that emoticons do not simply refer to an 
emotional state of the writer or set the emotional atmosphere for a sentence, but also 
provide information about the illocutionary force of the message in which they occur. 
According to them, emoticons support the performance of speech acts in messages and 
convey the writer´s intention. This is what happened in messages 3.11, 3.14 and 3.22.   
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Two different intentions are expressed in one sentence and this leads to multiple 
interpretations. The ambiguity and occurrence of several acts in one message influence 
the pragmatic relations between two or more messages. When the pragmatic relations 
between messages cannot be precisely defined, the coherence between messages can 
suffer. The reader can have problems with the understanding of messages and their 
connections, but the background knowledge about the group helps out. This is of special 
importance, when explicit linguistic cohesive devices, which could provide coherence 
across messages, are missing. Another problem during the analysis was the discrepancy 
between form and function of acts in some messages. Questions could take the form of 
requests and rhetorical questions were used together with arguing. During discussions in 
Eurovision several negative acts occurred, which were defined as arguing, but were also 
open for other interpretations of negative emotion. Rhetorical questions emphasised the 
emotional state of the participants and were not real questions.                                         
This discrepancy between form and function can also have implications for the 
classification of pragmatic relations between messages and the topic development.           
The analysis of the length of threads in all three groups revealed that in Eurovision 
occurred very long threads of up to 100 messages. The length of threads in Raduga zhizni 
and Capoeira de Ouro was shorter. Long message sequences including many active 
participants can cause longer gaps between related messages in Eurovision. The question 
is which cohesive devices can function over a longer sequential distance. The analysis of 
the sequential distance between related messages showed that in all three groups the 
sequential distance of 1-6 messages occurred most often. In comparison to the other two 
groups the sequential distance between related messages in Eurovision is much wider and 
reaches from 1-101 messages.  
Conclusion 
The findings on pragmatic coherence in chapter 3 have implications on the following 
analysis of cohesion and topic development in chapter 4, 5 and 6. Questions appeared 
regarding linguistic cohesion between messages in Vkontakte and their interaction with 
pragmatic relations. After measuring the length of threads in Vkontakte the question came 
up, which cohesive devices can function over a longer or shorter sequential distance. 
Next chapter 4 deals with cohesion in Vkontakte.   
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Chapter 4 - Analysis of traditional cohesion 
 
This chapter analyses the cohesive relations between messages in all three groups.               
After the presentation of Halliday and Hasan’s (1976) classification in comparison to 
Simmons’ (1981) adaptation for Russian (chapter 2.3, pages 36-57) and the discussion 
about cohesion in online communication (chapter 2.4, pages 58-73) the following 
theoretical framework for cohesive devices in table 2.5 was developed.  
 
Categories of cohesion and cohesive devices supporting coherence: 
- Reference (personal, demonstrative, comparative)                                                                                           
- Ellipsis (nominal, verbal, clausal)                                                                                                                       
- Lexical cohesion (repetition of the same word, synonyms, near-synonyms, superordinate 
words, general words)                                                                                                                                                                     
- Collocation                                                                                                                                               
- Substitution (nominal, verbal, clausal).                                                                                             
- Conjunction (additive, adversative, causal, temporal, conjunctives ‘а’ and ‘ну’) 
including ‘вводные слова’                                                                                                                      
- online-specific cohesive devices: address naming, quotation, partial messages and 
hyperlinks, emoticons                                                                                                         
 
Devices possibly causing incoherence: 
- Orthographical features: Padonskii iazyk (including use of neuter gender in relation to 
feminine nouns and verb-endings) 
- Syntactical features: Segmentation and elliptic sentences (including ‘неполные 
предложения’)  
- Флуд  
Table 2.5: preliminary framework for cohesive devices in online communication                           
The new categories address naming, quotation, sending of partial messages and 
hyperlinks were added to the existing framework by Halliday and Hasan (1976)/Simmons 
(1981), because the same cohesive devices might also occur in Vkontakte messages.  
The syntactical features segmentation, elliptic sentences and ‘неполные предложения’, 
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the device ‘Флуд’ and the orthographical feature padonskii iazyk, including the use of 
neuter gender in relation to feminine nouns and verb endings were added to the 
theoretical framework as possible sources of incoherence. The following analysis of 
cohesive devices between Vkontakte messages will reveal, if this framework really fits 
for this analysis or whether further amendments are necessary.	  	  	  
4.1.Reference  
 
The following types of reference are distinguished: personal reference, demonstrative 
reference and comparative reference. 
 
4.1.1 Personal reference 
Examples of personal reference were found in all analysed groups. Significant words in 
the examples were marked in red by the author of this thesis to enable easier recognition 
of the cohesive devices.  
 
a) Reference with personal pronouns  
464 STRZ 0 
ОЧЕНЬ хотим именно такого котенка   
(персикового цвета) есть предложения пишите в 
личку или звоните по тел 8-960-004-66-66 или 8-
960-016-00-11 
5 окт в 23:35 
465 SK 464 спросите в приютах котят- их там море просто! 5 окт 2013 
466 AM 465 А где приюты котят?Я даже не знаю где они.  5 окт 2013 
467 NN 464 http://vk.com/club41695030, это котодом Серафим, например, а так ещё и других много 6 окт 2013 
468 Э 464 
да этих котят в фотошопе подредактировали и 
покрасили в пЭрсиковый цвет   на самом деле 
таких в природе не существует, как и "черного" 
льва   
6 окт 2013 
469 SM 468 
Эндрю, неправда. персиковый окрас встречается 
у британских кошек. У них кремовая шерсть,но 
это явление очень редкое. 
6 окт 2013 
470 Э 469 
Соня, ну, если имели ввиду "персиковый" 
(бледно-розовый) цвет как на картинке в посте, то 
я таковых не видел  
6 окт в 11:45 
Соне 
471 AM 470 Они существуют:-) у меня был такой кот... 6 окт в 12:26 
472 SK 470 
ну при альтернативе спасти жизнь хоть одному 
бездомному - поиск именно розово- персикового 
за огромные деньги.... на мой взгляд очевидный 
ответ....) хотя каждый для себя решает сам... 
6 окт в 13:00 
Example 4.1: (Raduga zhizni)   
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In this thread several personal pronouns are used, but also a comparative pronoun occurs 
in message 465 with ‘их’, which refers to ‘такого котенка’, in message 464. ‘их’ is here 
functionally equivalent to ‘таких’. The plural pronoun ‘их’ refers to a singular noun. 
Another possible interpretation is that the plural pronoun ‘их’ relates to ‘котят’ in the 
same message. In 466 AM refers with the personal pronoun ‘они’ to ‘приюты котят’ in 
465. In 469 the plural personal pronoun ‘У них’ refers to ‘британских кошек’. Finally in 
471 the personal pronoun ‘Они’ can refer to two different messages, 470 and 469, at the 
same time. ‘Они’ in 471 can relate to ‘таковых’ in 470, which itself refers back to 
‘британских кошек’. Otherwise ‘Они’ can refer directly back to ‘британских кошек’ in 
469.	   It seems though, that the contrast between the verbs ‘не видел’ in 470 and 
‘существуют’ in 471 also ties the two messages together. Then it is more likely that 
‘Они’ refers to the immediately preceding pronoun ‘таковых’ in 470.	  	  
370 AP 364 а есть видео всей роды полностью?   25 окт в 12:59 
371 AS 370 есть! правда в конце,. когда люди встали, не видно что происходит внутри. 25 окт в 14:34 
372 SN 371 А где его можно посмотреть?  25 окт в 23:30 
373 AS 372 Его можно взять у меня. Приносите флешку – запишу.   25 окт в 23:31 
Example 4.2: (Capoeira de Ouro) 
 
In 372 ‘его’ refers to ‘видео’. In 373 AS repeats the same personal pronoun ‘его’.          
Thus the personal pronoun ‘его’ in 372 and 373 refers to the noun ‘видео’ in 370. The 
distance to the referent ‘видео’ measures two and three messages.  
 
33 JD 32 Какие песни по плану? Надо подготовиться)) 17 сен в 23:36 
34 AS 33 
Рассмотрим любые предложения :) Мы мало песен 
знаем из макулеле и самбы. Было бы хорошо вспомнить 
и их. 
17 сен в 23:41 
35 JD 34 Предлагаю Olha a beleza do mar, a roda vai comencar и O que é berimbau =) 
18 сен в 0:04 
36 IP 35 O que é berimbau трудная))) надо... 18 сен в 0:38 
37 JD 36 Она не трудная, там 2 строчки)) 18 сен в 12:23 
Example 4.3: (Capoeira de Ouro) 
 
Message 34 uses ‘песни’ and refers to them with the personal pronoun ‘их’ in a later 
sentence in the same message. This is an example for message-internal reference between 
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the second and third sentences of message 34. Then a two-stage process of cohesion is 
shown. There is a collocation between ‘песен’ and the song- title in Portuguese in 35 and 
36, and then a following reference by the personal pronoun ‘она’ in 37, which refers to 
the song-title. For the length of three continuous messages, 35-37, the noun ‘песня’ is 
implied and the personal pronoun ‘она’ in 37 refers to it in number and gender.         
Capoeira comes from Brazil and the relating songs are in Portuguese. The grammatical 
endings of ‘трудная’ in 36 and ‘она’ in 37 help with the cohesion here.  
53 EURO 0 Sanna Nielsen - Undo (Sweden) LIVE Eurovision Song Contest 2014 Grand Final 3:17 сегодня в 3:24 
54 VS 53 Nasha nyasha :3 сегодня в 3:24 
55 SZH 53 Всецело и полностью был за неё! Очень хорошая песня! сегодня в 3:25 
56 NZH 53 молодеец))) сегодня в 3:25 
57 ACH 53 первое место сегодня в 3:25 
58 KK 53 Ей надо было приз отдавать :) Супер! сегодня в 3:26 
59 MM 58 я так и думал что она будет если не победителем то уж точно топ-5 сегодня в 3:27 
60 LL 59 слили ахаха) так и знал=р сегодня в 3:27 
61 EJA 59 красота... песня просто бомба. так хотелось увидеть её победительницей сегодня в 3:27 
62 SG 61 вот почему ей 3е?? всего 3е а а барадатая недомужик выиграл( сегодня в 3:27 
63 AA 26 
заключу, что у нас жопоухие судьи. кстати, 
раздельные результаты уже выложены 
http://www.eurovision.tv/page/results?event=1883&.. 
сегодня в 3:28 
64 AE 63 Ласточка лучше бы она выграла сегодня в 3:28 
65 DCH 64 победить должна была(( Самая лучшая песня! сегодня в 3:28 
66 AG 65 Она должна была победить)) сегодня в 3:29 
67 ASCH 66 вот она настоящая победительница сегодня в 3:30 
68 NE 67 да ну, вообще не понравилась сегодня в 3:32 
69 GCH 67 замечательная. была уверена , что победа будет ее сегодня в 3:36 
Example 4.4: (Eurovision) 
Several personal pronouns refer to the video-act with Sanna Nielsen at the beginning of 
the thread: ‘за неё’ (message 55), ‘ей’ (58, 62), ‘она’ (59, 64, 66, 67) and ‘её’ in (61, 
69). Nine personal pronouns refer all to the same referent in 53, because all participants 
talk about the same topic. The cohesion device that links message 53 and 54 is 
collocation and ‘Nasha nyasha’ refers to the female singer in 53. ‘Няша’ is an example 
for teen slang in Russian and is translated as sweetie. The Russian Slovar´ molodezhnogo 
slenga explains ‘Няша’ as ‘милашка, душка —ласковое прозвище, о ком-то (реже о 
чем-то) милом и приятном’ (Slovar´ molodezhnogo slenga:online-resource).   
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b) Reference with possessive determiners  
Possessive determiners occurred in the analysed examples from the Vkontakte corpus, see 
example 4.4, message 54. The cohesion device in 54 is the possessive determiner 
‘Nasha’, which refers to the singer in message 53. The possessive determiner is here a 
community-building device and expresses an emotional coherence around the support of 
the singer by a certain group in this thread. The supporters identify themselves as a 
common group with the use of the possessive determiner ‘Nasha’. At the same time they 
isolate themselves from others, who do not support the singer. The us-them division 
appears several times in Eurovision, where heated discussions about different topics take 
place. According to Halliday and Hasan (1976), possessive determiners in English can 
have a cohesive function (see chapter 2.3.1, pp.36-46). Simmons (1981) mentioned that 
there are no possessive pronouns in Russian, but she counts possessive determiners as a 
cohesive device in Russian (see chapter 2.3.2, pp. 46-57). The findings for possessive 
pronouns in this thesis support Simmons (1981). 
 
4.1.2 Demonstrative reference  
 
a) Demonstrative reference with pronouns  
464 STRZ 0 
ОЧЕНЬ хотим именно такого котенка   
(персикового цвета) есть предложения пишите в 
личку или звоните по тел 8-960-004-66-66 или 8-
960-016-00-11 
5 окт в 23:35 
465 SK 464 спросите в приютах котят- их там море просто! 5 окт 2013 
466 AM 465 А где приюты котят?Я даже не знаю где они.  5 окт 2013 
467 NN 464 http://vk.com/club41695030, это котодом Серафим, например, а так ещё и других много 6 окт 2013 
468 Э 464 
да этих котят в фотошопе подредактировали и 
покрасили в пЭрсиковый цвет   на самом деле 
таких в природе не существует, как и "черного" 
льва   
6 окт 2013 
469 SM 468 
Эндрю, неправда. персиковый окрас встречается у 
британских кошек. У них кремовая шерсть, но это 
явление очень редкое. 
6 окт 2013 
470 Э 469 
Соня, ну, если имели ввиду "персиковый" (бледно-
розовый) цвет как на картинке в посте, то я 
таковых не видел  
6 окт в 11:45 
Соне 
471 
 AM 470 Они существуют:-) у меня был такой кот... 6 окт в 12:26 
Example 4.5: (Raduga zhizni)   
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This thread was already partly discussed concerning personal reference in example 4.1, 
but it also contains demonstrative reference, which was not yet mentioned.                       
The first pronoun ‘такого’ in 464 refers to the kitten in the photograph, a type of 
multimodal cohesion (see chapter 5 for multimodal cohesion). ‘Такой’ has no direct 
equivalent in English. Although ‘Такой’ tends to be classified as a demonstrative 
pronoun5, its function is here more comparative. It refers to a cat with certain features.      
In 470 ‘таковых’ also refers to a certain type of cats and has a comparative function.         
In 471 ‘такой’ appears again and this pronoun is also classified as a comparative 
pronoun, because it compares the cat to the other cats in the previous messages. In 467 
the demonstrative pronoun ‘это’ connects the preceding hyperlink with the topic 
‘котодом’ and refers to a place outside of the message wall. This is an example of 
exophoric reference by demonstrative pronoun. In 468 the demonstrative pronoun ‘этих’ 
helps to clarify which cats are meant. 
 
323 STRZ 0 
ТОЛЬКО РУССКИЕ ТАК МОГУТ ! ! ! 
ЭТО НЕВЕРОЯТНО И ОФИГЕННО ! ! ! 
Евгений Плющенко Sex Bomb. ЧМ мира по 
фигурному катанию, Ванкувер 2001.*** 9:50 
13 сен в 11:24 
324 AM 323 Помню когда смотрел это 2001 году ААААААА Наши могут!  
13 сен в 11:24 
| 
Example 4.6: (Raduga zhizni) 
 
In 323 STRZ uses the generalising demonstrative pronoun ‘это’ to refer to the content of 
the video-clip in the same message. This is again an example of multimodal cohesion, 
which is discussed in chapter 5. In 324 the demonstrative pronoun ‘это’ is repeated.            
It then refers to the second sentence in 323. 
  
                                                            
5 Mulisch et al. (1975:320) classify ‘такой’ as ‘Demonstrativpronomen (указательное 
местоимение)’. 
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b) Demonstrative reference with temporal adverb 
 
200 OO 0 проверка наличия музыкальногос слуха =)))  Ссылка rimkor.edu.ru 11 окт в 21:09 
201 ISCHA 200 Печаль=) у меня нет музыкального слуха( 1 окт в 21:18 
202 OO 201 
исходя из полученных мною 8 баллов (хороший 
музыкальный слух) мне кажется тест не совсем 
точен =)))) 
11 окт в 21:27 
203 AS 202 А у меня что-то всё виснет :/ 11 окт в 22:55 
204 ER 203 Совсем не точен)))потому что у меня 10))) 11 окт в 23:41 
205 AS 204 Теперь понятно кто у нас халтурит на музыкальных занятиях :)  12 окт в 0:20 
Example 4.7: (Capoeira de Ouro) 
 
In 205 ‘теперь’ is interpreted as a temporal reference to the content of message 204 and 
possibly message 202. At the same time ‘теперь’ can be interpreted as a conjunctive 
between message 205 and 202. The function of ‘теперь’ is ambiguous in this example. 
 
c) Demonstrative reference with adverb of place 
 
464 STRZ 0 
ОЧЕНЬ хотим именно такого котенка   
(персикового цвета) есть предложения пишите 
в личку или звоните по тел 8-960-004-66-66 
или 8-960-016-00-11 
5 окт в 23:35 
465 SK 464 спросите в приютах котят- их там море просто! 5 окт 2013 
466 AM 465 А где приюты котят?Я даже не знаю где они.  5 окт 2013 
467 NN 464 http://vk.com/club41695030, это котодом Серафим, например, а так ещё и других много 6 окт 2013 
Example 4.8: (Raduga zhizni) 
 
In 465 the adverb ‘там’ is an example for an endophoric reference since the adverb refers 
back to a noun phrase in the previous clause in the same message. It presents a link 
between two clauses in the same message. Another cohesion device is ‘их’ which refers 
to the previous message, as interpreted in example 4.1. Then two cohesive devices are 
active at the same time, but they connect to different messages. One cohesive device 
presents a link within one single message 465 and the other cohesive device links two 
different messages on the Vkontakte wall, message 464 and 465.   
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521 AK 520 Жириновский=Гитлер....вчера он это подтвердил) 18 минут назад 
522 MD 521 Артур, да там поржать можно было от души вот еще ахаха 
18 минут назад 
Артуру 
Example 4.9: (Eurovision)	  	  
In message 522 the adverb ‘там’ refers back to 521 and the situation mentioned there. 
Apart from the demonstrative reference by adverb of place, the address to the participant 
AK also connects both messages. The cohesive device address naming will be discussed 
in more detail (in section 4.3.10, page 195).  
 
349 ZA 0 
Есть вопрос: В эту субботу что-то намечается в 
Северодвинске. Туда каждый сам добираться будет 
или точка сбора намечена?? 
22 окт в 0:05 
350 DA 349 вроде в районе 12-ти собираются на мрв 22 окт в 2:32 
351 DA 350 
Kарта проезда в сев-ске ниже, завтра 14 00 
профсоюзная 25а , еще тут объявление 
http://vkontakte.ru/club23937394 :-) 
 22 окт в 2:34 
352 DA 351 точнее сегодня )) 22 окт в 2:38 
353 AS 352 
Мне сказали, что автобус идёт 40-50 минут. Значит 
можно так собраться, чтобы выехать где-нибудь в 
12:30 от МРВ. 
22 окт в 9:03 
354 AS 353 
Picture.Тем, кто едет на автобусе - смотрите карту 
внизу, чтобы понять как добраться до нужного 
места! 
22 окт в 11:43 
Example 4.10: (Capoeira de Ouro) 
 
This example shows several instances of reference to place and temporal reference with 
adverbs. In message 349 the adverb ‘туда’ refers to the town ‘Северодвинск’ mentioned 
in the previous sentence of the same message. In message 351 two adverbs of place, 
‘ниже’ and ‘тут’, refer to the placement of a map and a hyperlink in the same message.  
A similar example exists in message 354, where ‘внизу’ refers to a digital map in the 
same message.  
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4.1.3 Comparative reference 
 
43 ED 0 Убейте меня кто-нибудь! Я кривоногая, порвала связки на левой ноге((    18 сен в 17:10 
44 ED 43 
Я решила, видимо, что чего-то не хватает для 
полного счастья и упала в яму!)) сходила к дяде 
доктору(  
19 сен в 1:03 
45 AO 44 падать в яму это круто)))))))) ты такая не одна))))  19 сен в 10:12 
Example 4.11 (Capoeira de Ouro) 
 
In 45 ‘ты такая не одна’ is a particular comparison of quality. This comparative 
reference with intensifier ‘такая’+ ‘одна’ supports the cohesion between message 44 and 
45. ED and AO share the same injury. 
 
165 STRZ  0 
Какой вид свадебного танца вы предпочли бы 
станцевать?  
Какой вид свадебного танца вы предпочли бы 
станцевать?  




другой вариант  
Проголосовало 58 человек.  
photo-dancing pair 
25 июл в 8:30 
166 SK 165 свадебная румба???))) круто... не видала такого еще ни разу))) 25 июл в 8:38 
167 OS 166 Светлана, а я видела это ооочень красиво! 25 июл в 12:19 Светлане 
Example 4.12: (Raduga zhizni) 
 
OS refers with the demonstrative pronoun ‘это’ to ‘свадебная румба’. As mentioned 
before, ‘такой’ can be a demonstrative or comparative pronoun. In 166 ‘такого’ is used 
in a comparative function. Here the pronoun is most probably neuter, since ‘такого’ 
cannot directly refer to the feminine noun ‘румба’. This is a kind of paradox. The neuter 
comparative pronoun ‘такого’ refers rather to the idea of dancing a rumba at a wedding. 
In 167 OS refers to the same referent with the demonstrative pronoun ‘это’.  
 
The examples in all three analysed groups show that the categories of reference by 
Halliday and Hasan (1976)/ Simmons (1981) are present as cohesive devices.   
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The distance between messages related by personal reference can be more than one 
message. This contradicts Halliday and Hasan’s assumption that direct pronominal 
reference with pronouns is situated in the immediately preceding sentence, see chapter 
2.2, page 22.  
Possessive determiners were mentioned in the framework by Halliday and Hasan (1976)/ 
Simmons (1981). In Vkontakte messages the possessive determiner ‘nasha’ functioned as 
a community- building device and expressed an emotional coherence between supporters 
of a cause and the opponents. Possessive determiners with such a function appeared in 
Eurovision.  
In Eurovision demonstrative pronouns like ‘это’ and ‘то’ occurred very frequently.        
Less frequent are examples of demonstrative reference with temporal adverbs and 
adverbs of place. Comparative reference occurred frequently in Eurovision. Participants 
compared the performance of different singers at the Eurovision contest. Comparative 
reference is expressed by the pronoun ‘такой’, which functions as a demonstrative 
pronoun or comparative pronoun. If ‘такой’ is used in a demonstrative function, then it 
refers on its own to a preceding item. If ‘такой’ is used with a relating adjective e.g 
‘такой добрый’, then it can have a comparing function, because the emphasis lies on the 
quality of the adjective in relation to another object. In the end the context helps to decide 
concerning the function of the pronoun in a particular situation. Constructions including 
comparative reference with intensifier ‘такoй’+ adjective were also found in the 
Vkontakte examples (example 4.11).  
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4.2. Ellipsis  
 
4.2.1 Nominal ellipsis  
 
393 AZ 391 А какой возраст требуеться?  24 сен в 23:17 
394 DA 393 Анжелика, вменяемый)  25 сен в 0:41 
Example 4.13: (Raduga zhizni) 
 
In 394 the adjective ‘вменяемый’ refers with a masculine ending to the masculine noun 
‘возраст’ in 393. This is a clear example of nominal ellipsis.  
 
200 OO 0 проверка наличия музыкальногос слуха =))) Ссылка rimkor.edu.ru 11 окт в 21:09 
201 ISCHA 200 Печаль=) у меня нет музыкального слуха( 1 окт в 21:18 
202 OO 201 
исходя из полученных мною 8 баллов 
(хороший музыкальный слух) мне кажется 
тест не совсем точен =)))) 
11 окт в 21:27 
203 AS 202 А у меня что-то всё виснет :/ 11 окт в 22:55 
204 ER 203 Совсем не точен)))потому что у меня 10))) 11 окт в 23:41 
205 AS 204 Теперь понятно кто у нас халтурит на музыкальных занятиях :)  12 окт в 0:20 
206 AK 204 Да, Катя прокололась :)  12 окт в 23:35 
Example 4.14: (Capoeira de Ouro)  
 
In 204 ‘потому что у меня 10)))’ is an elliptic construction with a missing noun.            
The noun ‘баллов’ is omitted. This nominal ellipsis refers back to the full information in 
message 202. Another example of nominal ellipsis is in 204, where ‘тeст’ is omitted from 
the first clause. The short form of the adjective, ‘точен’, refers to ‘тeст’. An ellipsis of 
personal pronoun is here unlikely.  
 
26 EURO 0 Sebalter - Hunter Of Stars (Switzerland) LIVE 
Eurovision Song Contest 2014 Grand Final 
сегодня в 3:23 
27 PI 26 Молодец) Классный ^^ сегодня в 3:24 
28 SF 26 Прекрасен....великолепное выступление. 
Лучше всяких там "колбас" 
сегодня в 3:24 
29 AT 26 Мой няш ^^ Умничка он)))) сегодня в 3:25 
30 SS 28 Да в этом финале много кто лучше Колбасы сегодня в 3:25 
Свете 
31 KP 30 clapping hands 3x сегодня в 3:26 
32 SF 30 Согласна сегодня в 3:26 
Станиславу 
33 AE 29 Умничка!!!! Оболденная песня!! сегодня в 3:27 
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34 AV 26 офигенный сегодня в 3:40 
35 KK 26 Лучший сегодня в 4:16 
36 DF 26 вот они мне понравились)) сегодня в 5:01 
37 AL 26 позитивчик :) но поет никак :) и эту фишку с 
зажигательным чувачком со скрипкой уже 
Рыбак проворачивал, нет? 
сегодня в 6:07 
| 
38 DCR 26 Свист классный. Я так же хочу:( сегодня в 6:13 
39 BM 26 Свежий и легкий номер, понравилось сегодня в 6:31 
40 LS 26 Должен был быть в десятке сегодня в 8:53 
41 MA 40 Хорошее выступление, намного лучше 
первой тройки! 
два часа назад 
42 KS 26 Жаль тех смс, которые за него отправляли 
зрители. Впустую. Наше жюри, оно такое 
жюри 
два часа назад 
43 DCH 26 Самая классная песня два часа назад 
44 EP 26 Очень понравился) час назад 
45 AI 37 На Рыбака был похож...:/ час назад 
46 MT 26 офигенный)))песня самая классная на евро!) час назад 
47 NK 26 Прелесть он во всех планах, мы с мамой 
болели за него :)) 
58 минут 
назад 
48 KM 46 Мария, не не самая ) россия ) три минуты 
назад Марии 
49 KM 48 Мне Польша понравилась ) три минуты 
назад Марии 
50 MT 48 Катя, я немного не так выразилась, самая 




51 KM 50 Мария, а для тупых усачей это убожество !!!! минуту назад 
Марии 
52 MT 51 Катя, точно ))) две секунды 
назад Кате 
Example 4.15: (Eurovision) 
 
In messages 27, 34, 35 and 46 a noun or a masculine personal pronoun was left out.        
Only the endings of the adjectives indicate the gender of the missing word and the 
context. This is a kind of grammatical cohesion based on word-endings. This is different 
from Halliday and Hasan’s definition of grammatical cohesion on page 22 in this thesis. 
They defined that grammatical cohesion is realised by reference, ellipsis and substitution.                      
All masculine endings of the adjectives in example 4.15 refer to the singer Sebalter in 
message 26. Owing to the lack of an alternative masculine referent, there is no ambiguity 
concerning the gender and reference point. The predicative position of the adjectives in 
messages 27, 34, 35 and 46 is ambiguous and allows the ellipsis of a personal pronoun or 
a noun. Message 28 with the short adjective form is less ambiguous and asks for a noun. 
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A personal pronoun is here less likely. Messages 27, 34, 35, 46 and also message 204 
from example 4.14 are different from the straightforward cases of nomial ellipsis, 
because the omission of the subject results in an incomplete sentence.                                  
In chapter 2.4.2 in this thesis syntactical features of Russian online communication were 
discussed and segmentation and elliptic sentences (including ‘неполные предложения’) 
were added to the theoretical framework of this thesis as possible sources of incoherence. 
According to Lutovinova (2012:128), ‘большинство предложений, создаваемых в 
процессе сетевого общения, характеризуется своей эллиптичностью, а также 
инвертированным порядком слов’. Shtukareva (2012:299) also mentions colloquial 
constructions in written texts online, and ‘широко распространены неполные 
предложения, в том числе эллиптические конструкции’.  
Example 4.14 and 4.15 include incomplete sentences (messages 27, 34, 35, 46 and 204) 
and segmentation in several messages (38, 39, 42, 46, 48 and 50), but the communication 
remains coherent. In the examples with missing subject + supplement it is possible to 
speak of modal ellipsis. The category of modal ellipsis will be presented in more detail in 
section 4.2.2 in this chapter. 
 
1 EURO 0 Emma - La Mia Città (Italy) LIVE Eurovision Song 
Contest 2014 Grand Final 
сегодня в 3:21 
2 MR 1 Мой кумир не смотря ни на что сегодня в 3:22 | 
3 DS 2 Днина сегодня в 3:22 
4 SS 1 Ооооочень низко! Недооценили ((( сегодня в 3:22 
5 AK 4 Станислав, Я ОЖИДАЛ БОЛЬШЕГО ОТ 
НОМЕРА!!! ВИДЕЛ КЛИП И ПЕСНЯ СУПЕР!! 
НО НОМЕР ИЗВИНИТЕ НЕ ОЧЕНЬ!!! 
сегодня в 3:25 
Станиславу 
6 KN 1 Ползала что надо)) сегодня в 3:27 
7 LL 1 шикарная)) но голос слабоват сегодня в 3:28 
8 ESCH 7 Ндаааа, представлялась мне более грациозной. 
И песня шикарная,и выглядели они 
замечательно,но в живую как-то не очень,увы. Я 
даже расстроился как-то 
сегодня в 3:31 
9 AK 8 Ой, что она творила на сцене. Даже оператор не 
снимал её ниже пояса) 
сегодня в 3:32 
10 IA 1 Провал года сегодня в 3:35 | 
11 MR 9 Когда Конча в одном боди выступала никто так 
не возмущался, а тут ШОРТЫ под платьем 
увидели и все. 
сегодня в 3:40 
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12 DC 11 Маргарита, Нефиг было по сцене ползать как 
дешовая стриптизерша, это официально еще 
конкурс песенный. 
сегодня в 3:50 
Маргарите 
13 MR 12 Dream, она нормально спела, что еще не 
нравится? 
сегодня в 3:51 
Dream 
14 DC 13 Маргарита, без обид, в вокальном плане 
откровенно слабенько. Хуже только украина. 
сегодня в 3:51 
Маргарите 
15 ESCH 14 Маргарита, если хотите, чтобы уважали вашего 
любимого артиста-уважайте других, участника 
под псевдонимом "Конча" на Евро не было) 
Мне самому безумно нравится итальянка,но на 
сцене она показала себя не с лучшей стороны: 
от зажатости в начале и страха в глазах до 
ползанья по сцене 
сегодня в 4:08 
Маргарите 
16 MR 15 Она была такая как есть. За это ее и любит 
огромное количество итальянцев и не только. А 
Кончиту особенно уважать не за что. Родился 
мужиком, так будь им 
сегодня в 4:12 
Егору 
17 AD 16 спела просто мегомерзко хотя песня очень 
крутая 
сегодня в 4:17 
18 ESCH 17 Наверное, обоюдно будет лучше, если каждый 
останется при своём мнении, но по вашей 
логике получается и "Родился блондином-будь 
им", "Родился русским-не учи другие языки" и 
ещё много аналогичных абсурдностей 
сегодня в 4:18 
Маргарите 
19 MR 18 Ваша логика не соответствует моей и непонятно 
к чему тут сравнение с языками и цветом волос. 
Пол все таки более постоянный признак и его не 
каждый день меняют. 
сегодня в 4:21 
Егору 
20 AK 10 Игорь, еще Украина не дала жару! Помню 
выступления Русланы, Ани Лорак, Лободы! Вот 
это шоу были 
сегодня в 4:30 
Игорю 
21 DF 20 пожалуйста, пусть они ниспошлют на 
следующее евро очаровательного парня... :3 
сегодня в 5:03 
22 AL 1 фу какая бабища стремная. сегодня в 6:41 
23 AK 1 Это было великолепно!!!! сегодня в 8:38 
24 EM 1 разочарование всей жизни..... желала ей победы 
же 
час назад 
25 SES 1 плохо пятилась раком 43 минуты назад 
Example 4.16: (Eurovision) 
Message 1 presents a video with the singer Emma. Generally, there are two possible 
interpretations for the messages in example 4.16. It is either ellipsis (of noun or pronoun) 
or else cohesion by grammatical ending of the verb. In message 4 the cohesion device is 
the ellipsis of the object pronoun ‘её’. The verb ‘недооценили’ misses an object.            
The object pronoun ‘её’ has been elided, because this is the second appearance of the 
singer. A repetition of the full name would be unlikely. Message 6 refers implicitly to the 
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same singer with ‘ползала’. The missing personal pronoun or noun can be inferred 
thanks to the feminine ending of the verb. The reference point is the same as in the 
preceding message 4. Ellipsis implies that a sentence is somehow incomplete, but the 
sentences without an explicit subject in message 4 and 6 are not incomplete and can be 
understood. There is no absolute certainty whether a noun as ‘Emma’ or a pronoun like 
‘ее’ or ‘она’ was elided in message 4 and 6. The context allows both interpretations.                               
In chapter 2.4.2 in this thesis elliptic sentences (including ‘неполные предложения’) 
were added to the theoretical framework of this thesis as possible sources of incoherence, 
but example 4.16 suggests that elliptic sentences can be perfectly coherent.                         
It might be argued, that the verb with its feminine ending is a sufficient form of reference 
to message 1. The same is true for message 25 with ‘пятилась’ and the verbs with its 
feminine ending help to refer to message 1. It is unsure here, whether grammatical 
cohesion with endings is a cohesive device or ellipsis of the subject is important as well. 
This is clearly an area where English differs from Russian.  
 
53 EURO 0 Sanna Nielsen - Undo (Sweden) LIVE Eurovision Song 
Contest 2014 Grand Final 3:17 
сегодня в 3:24 
54 VS 53 Nasha nyasha :3 сегодня в 3:24 
55 SZH 53 Всецело и полностью был за неё! Очень хорошая 
песня! 
сегодня в 3:25 
56 NZH 53 молодеец))) сегодня в 3:25 
57 ACH 53 первое место сегодня в 3:25 
58 KK 53 Ей надо было приз отдавать :) Супер! сегодня в 3:26 
59 MM 58 я так и думал что она будет если не победителем то 
уж точно топ-5 
сегодня в 3:27 
60 LL 59 слили ахаха) так и знал=р сегодня в 3:27 
61 EJA 59 красота... песня просто бомба. сегодня в 3:27 
      так хотелось увидеть её победительницей   
62 SG 61 вот почему ей 3е?? всего 3е а а барадатая недомужик 
выиграл( 
сегодня в 3:27 
63 AA 26 заключу, что у нас жопоухие судьи. кстати, 
раздельные результаты уже выложены 
http://www.eurovision.tv/page/results?event=1883&.. 
сегодня в 3:28 
64 AE 63 Ласточка лучше бы она выграла сегодня в 3:28 
65 DCH 64 победить должна была(( Самая лучшая песня! сегодня в 3:28 
66 AG 65 Она должна была победить)) сегодня в 3:29 
67 ASCH 66 вот она настоящая победительница сегодня в 3:30 
68 NE 67 да ну, вообще не понравилась сегодня в 3:32 




песня именно цепляет, хочется ее слышать еще и 
еще, это главное по моему) 
сегодня в 3:38 
71 ALT 53,
70 
Наши нашими но за что шветку то слили приятная 
женшина с хорошим голосом уж явно была лучше 
этих мест перед ней!! 
сегодня в 3:39 
72 ALIT 71 Самая лучшая! Второе место Сан-Марино!!!!! сегодня в 3:43 
73 VD 70 Katerina, да песня классная 1 место ей бы отдал сегодня в 3:55 
Katerina 
74 AD 53 Санна лучшая!! сегодня в 4:19 
75 JUB 74 Безумно обидно, что Санна не победила. Очень 
верил в неё и в её победу, но за Кончиту рад. 
Достойная песня! 
сегодня в 4:26 
76 NO 75 Не победа же это сегодня в 4:34 
77 NZ 76 Видно было, что немного нервничала вначале. А так 
шикарно! 
сегодня в 4:51 
78 AL 77 Вот где контроль и сила голоса. Именно как певица 
сильнее всех участвующих в этом году. 
сегодня в 6:36 
79 MP 78 потрясающая. сегодня в 8:45 
80 JG 79 она должна была победить.козлы.фу.для меня 
евровидения больше нет 
сегодня в 9:11 
81 SK 80 я надеюсь, что Санна вернется в след.году на 
мелодифестивален и снова поедет на евровидение 
три часа 
назад 
82 AV 81 Сергей, акстись два часа назад 
Сергею 
83 SK 82 Александр, нет уж, если не в следующем, так через 
год это точно 




Она самая лучшая была для меня она 
победительница умница...жаль(((((( 
два часа назад 
85 ATR 53 Шикарно выступила!!!! два часа назад 
86 ATR 68 Настя, у каждого разные вкусы два часа назад 
Насте 
87 JAK 53 Для меня она победила! час назад 
88 NE 86 Анастасия, просто не понимаю чё её все так 
расхваливают, обычная песня, обычное 
выступление, были и сильнее и интересней 
час назад 
Анастасии 




90 AKO 53 Швеция лучшая!!! час назад 
91 NE 89 Анастасия, лучшая Швеция была в 2012 году, вот 
тогда абсолютно заслужено выиграла Евровидение, 
сама болела за Швецию, но в этот раз не зацепила 
час назад 
Анастасии 
92 VZ 53 Вот это песня, понимаю!! час назад 
 Example 4.17: (Eurovision) 
 
This thread was partly considered before in relation to reference in example 4.4. Ellipsis 
of personal pronoun or noun is possible in messages 60 and 85. Message 60 refers with 
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‘слили’ to message 59. The Dictionary of Russian Slang and Colloquial Expressions 
gives as the second meaning of ‘сливать/слить’ the expression ‘to get rid of someone’ 
(Shlyakhov and Adler 1995:182). The Russian slovar’ molodezhnogo slenga explains 
‘сливать’ as ‘намеренно унижать других игроков’ (teenslang.su:online-resource).           
An English translation of ‘слить’ would be ‘to shaft’. The people at the Eurovision 
contest got rid of the singer. Possibly the object pronoun ‘ее’ was omitted in message 60, 
but there is no absolute certainty, because message 60 makes sense without the pronoun. 
In any case ‘Oна’ in the immediately previous messages is the point of reference.            
In message 85 the missing personal pronoun ‘она’ can be inferred by the female ending 
in ‘выступила’. Similarly to the previous example it is unknown, whether the cohesive 
device is ellipsis or the inference by the female ending of the verb. 
 
452 EURO 0 #ФотоДня  Победитель конкурса песни Евровидение 2014 49 минут назад 
453 DK 452 - 47 минут назад 
454 DK 453 http://vk.com/eurovision?z=photo-5373584_330297051/wa.. Красотка 47 минут назад 
455 ELA 454 Шикарная)) Удачи ей в дальнейшей карьере) Пусть напишет хороший альбом :3 47 минут назад 
456 ICH 455 и пусть побреется 46 минут назад 
Example 4.18: (Eurovision) 
 
In message 455 the missing personal pronoun in the third sentence is inferred from 
‘шикарная’ and ‘ей’ in the same message. The case - and gender – endings of the 
adjective help to infer the missing word. This could also be interpreted as an example of 
grammatical cohesion. No full names were mentioned in the preceding two messages. 
Message 455 is an example of ellipsis as a cohesion device, since the sentence is clearly 
incomplete. It can be interpreted as nominal or modal ellipsis, but the message can be 
understood. This suggests again that elliptic sentences can be perfectly coherent.             
The conjunctive ‘и’ in message 456 relates to 455. There is also lexical repetition of the 
verbal operative ‘пусть’. This repetition is the cohesion device between 455 and 456.        
In 454 ‘Красотка’ is a collocation to ‘Победитель’ in 452.   
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203 EURO 0 Austria is the winner of the 2014 Eurovision Song 
Contest! 0:56 
сегодня в 5:06 
204 MG 203 скиньте линк к айтюнс, где видны песни евро. 
Спс 
сегодня в 5:07 
205 EA 203 ахаххаах такая прикольная)) сегодня в 5:12 
206 AZH 205 что то слишком мало сообщений на победу 
Вурст, даже странно) а вообще пофиг песня 
нормальная, но Словения с Швецией больше 
понравились) 
сегодня в 5:31 
207 ASCH 206 picture-anti-wurst сегодня в 7:09 
208 EL 207 Алексей, позорище((( сегодня в 8:36 
Алексею 
209 ASCH 208 Елена, 
http://vk.com/shamshin777?z=photo198409652_32
8087655/.. 
сегодня в 8:37 
Елене 
210 ALO 209 До чего же вы дошли, гомофобы, оставайтесь 




211 MB 210 моя любимая три часа 
назад 
212 PE 211 хуйня час назад 
213 AZH 212 Богиня час назад 
214 YG 213 Тогда уж "Бог" в платье) 54 минуты 
назад 
Example 4.19: (Eurovision) 
 
Message 203 presents a video about the transvestite Conchita Wurst. Participants refer to 
him as a woman. Message 205 includes a comparative pronoun + adjective with female 
ending, ‘такая прикольная))’, which might relate to the singer in message 203, but does 
not match by gender. Message 211 refers with ‘моя любимая’, a possessive determiner 
plus adjective with female-endings, to message 203 or message 206 with ‘песня’. The 
problem is that the feminine endings in 205 and 211 do not have a specific feminine 
referent. There is no linguistic content to anchor the suggested interpretation. From the 
point of view of grammatical cohesion this example can be described as grammatical 
non-cohesion, although the communication as a whole remains coherent thanks to the 
background knowledge about the singer Conchita Wurst. It might be argued, that behind 
the grammar coherence/incoherence in gender, one could see a coherence of position and 
solidarisation of people who are against homophobic views versus the homophobic, 
intolerant group. In order to give sufficient evidence for the coherence of position and 
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solidarisation much more research and background knowledge about the participants in 
this group would be necessary.  
As discussed earlier in chapter 2.4.2 in this thesis, Zvereva (2012) analysed the language 
of teenagers in Russian blogs and found evidence for the use of neuter gender in verb-
endings of female writers. According to her, emotional states of teenagers and ‘полутона 
могут быть выражены при помощи использования среднего рода и третьего лица в 
рассказе о себе’ (Zvereva 2012: 102-103). Berdicevskis mentioned examples of changed 
spelling in padonskii iazyk with the use of stressed [o] instead of unstressed [a] in some 
words of feminine gender e.g. ‘devushka’, ‘knizhka’ ‘nauka’. In padonskii iazyk these 
words can change to ‘devushkо’, ‘кnizhkо’ ‘naukо’ (all examples Berdicevskis 
2014:116). Berdicevskis concludes that ortography influences here the morphology, 
because feminine nouns turn into neuter ones ending with [o].  
The forms of inconsistent gender in example 4.19 do not relate to padonskii iazyk and the 
cases discussed by Zvereva (2012) and Berdicevskis (2014). The problem here is, that the 
participants in Eurovision do not know whether to refer to the real gender of the 
transvestite singer or his impersonation of a woman (complicated by the fact that he is 
clearly bearded). In 213 the female noun ‘Богиня’ shows a collocation to Conchita Wurst 
and presents the above-mentioned uncertainty of gender reference. Message 214 
expresses a doubt about the gender in 213 with the correction ‘"Бог" в платье’.              
The example as a whole remains coherent, even if in some messages the grammatical 
relation between referent and nouns with feminine gender is unsure.                                
The background knowledge about Conchita Wurst and her real persona/gender help with 
the understanding of this conversation.  
This suggests that the use of neuter gender in relation to feminine referents (see the 
theoretical framework in table 2.5 in chapter 2.4.2) does not cause any incoherence here. 
The analysis revealed the occurrence of ellipsis of subject pronouns and object pronouns. 
In some examples it was difficult to decide whether a subject pronoun or noun were 
elided, see examples 4.15, 4.16 and 4.17. Following this analysis it can be argued that 
ellipsis of the subject pronoun or noun becomes a cohesion device, when a sentence 
without an explicit subject becomes incomplete. Message 455 in example 4.18 provides 
an incomplete sentence without an explicit subject pronoun. In examples of ellipsis of 
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nouns or subject pronouns the inference of the correct omitted form is also based on the 
verb- or adjective-endings and the context. Verb- and adjective-endings include 
information about the gender of the omitted noun or subject pronoun, but at the same 
time they present a grammatical link to an item with the same gender in a preceding 
message or even several messages.                                                                                    
 It could be concluded, if a sentence without explicit subject remains complete, the 
grammatical ending of a verb or adjective in the same message sets up a cohesive link to 
a referent with the same gender in a preceding message. This is called grammatical 
cohesion in this thesis, as mentioned in the discussion above. As the discussed examples 
showed, the boundaries between grammatical cohesion and ellipsis of a subject are not 
easy to determine. Readers might evaluate a sentence as complete or incomplete.      
Another question arises concerning the boundary between nominal ellipsis and clausal 
ellipsis in examples similar to 4.18, message 455. It is difficult to decide, whether only 
the subject or a subject + verb ‘быть (Ø)’ are elided. In Russian the present tense of the 
verb ‘быть’ is Ø. It is common to omit personal pronouns in spoken colloquial 
communication in Russian. Does the omission of personal pronouns in Vkontake 
messages imitate or follow spontaneous, elliptic constructions in speech? Do messages on 
the Internet imitate or follow spontaneous conversation patterns in speech?                
According to Herring (2012:5), in computer-mediated communication ‘parts of speech 
such as articles and subject pronouns may be elided in informal style, and messages that 
do not contain a complete grammatical clause (with a subject and finite predicate) are 
common’. She further explains, that ellipsis online is related to the fact that people want 
to type less, ‘whereas sentence fragments may be caused by people typing speech-like 
utterances’ (Herring 2012:5). Herring’s argumentation shows, that the reasons for elliptic 
constructions may differ. Therefore it is not possible to decide, whether participants of 
online communication actually follow the same conversation patterns as in speech.            
In speech gestures, tone of voice and intonation provide additional information, which 
cannot be conveyed in the same way in written online communication. Emoticons, 
iterated letters or capital letters substitue non-verbal means online, but they are still not as 
precise as gestures, tone of voice and intonation in speech. The context of the archived 
written messages on the wall in Vkontakte helps to infer omitted information.   
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4.2.2 Verbal ellipsis 
 
289 CAPO 0 Ребята! Кто хочет выступить в ЛУЧе в среду с 16 до 18 (в любое время в этом интервале)? 17 окт в 23:47 
290 IP 289 смогу успеть только к 17.20 18 окт в 0:18 
291 AS 290 Это лучшее время, чтобы после выступления сразу на тренировку! 18 окт в 0:23 
292 ZA 289 А что требуется? 18 окт в 0:42 
293 AS 292 Прийти и выступить ;) 18 окт в 9:33 
294 ER 293 Я могу в любое время:) Может для разнообразия в юбках поскачим афро и макулеле? 18 окт в 9:55 
295 AS 294 Девушки? :) 18 окт в 10:25 
296 ER 295 Да, конечно!:)) Для вас кстати надо будет тоже сделать юбки только по колено;) 18 окт в 10:47 
Example 4.20: (Capoeira de Ouro) 
 
In 290 possibly the verb and complement ‘прийти в Луч’ are ellided. It is not possible to 
define the missing form for sure, but in any case the operator ‘успеть’ asks for a verb. 
The time frame ‘с 16 до 18’ in 289 connects messages 289 and 290. In 293 operator 
ellipsis of a verb occurs and ‘требуется’ is missing.	  In 294 the verb ‘прийти’ is omitted 
and the modal operator and subject ‘Я могу’ are still present.  
 
389 CAPO 0   Кто хочет выступить в Колледже культуры 
и искусства в пятницу с 17 часов? Для этого 
надо будет подойти в среду в 17 для 
репетиции. 
25 окт в 12:47 
390 MM 389 1 я свободна и в среду и в пятницу 25 окт в 14:08 
391 IP 389 2 попробую =) 25 окт в 15:18 
392 EE 389 3 Я могу 25 окт в 16:14 
393 TC 392 1 и я тоже хочу =) 25 окт в 16:45 
394 ATR 389 5 для меня найдется местечко? :))) 25 окт в 18:12 
395 AS 394 1 найдётся. Надо завтра к 17 подойти в 
колледж. 
25 окт в 22:52 
396 DA 393 3 и а тоже :-) 26 окт в 1:01 
397 DA 389 8 А где находится то колледж ? :-) 26 окт в 1:02 
398 AS 397 1 Троицкий 93 (напротив стадиона "Динамо") 26 окт в 9:05 
399 LSCH 398 1 Могу быть для массовки. 26 окт в 10:46 
Example 4.21: (Capoeira de Ouro) 
 
In message 393 the missing verb ‘выступить’ is classified as ellipsis of a lexical verb. 
The modal operator ‘хочу’ is still in place.   
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496 CAPO 0 Кто готов выступить в субботу в Северодвинске 
вечерком в честь дня рождения сайта 
Северодвинска.нет? "У меня к вам деловое 
предложение? Нет ли ребят, пары-тройки человек, 
которые могут продемонстрировать свое 
мастерство на небольшом мероприятии... 19 
ноября один из самых читаемых сайтов 
Северодвинска – информационно-
развлекательный портал - празднует свой 
очередной день рождения – 7 лет. Я организатор 
всего безобразия. ищу желающих выступить. И 
вам хорошая реклама, так как многие 
интересовались, что такое капоэйра... и нам 
интересно ))Действо будет проходить в Альтер 
Байер (Кирилкина,8)" 
14 ноя в 23:11 
497 OL 496 а вечерком - это во сколько? :) 14 ноя в 23:31 
498 AS 497 Начинается праздник в 19:00 ну а выступление 
около 20 наверное. 
14 ноя в 23:45 
499 DS 498 Помогите ребята, без вас не справлюсь =) 15 ноя в 0:19 
500 ZA 499 а как домой вернут??-_- 15 ноя в 1:29 
501 AZ 496 я наверно тоже смогу! 15 ноя в 15:02 
502 EE 501 на меня расчитывайте! 15 ноя в 16:23 
503 MM 502 я с вами=) 15 ноя в 18:26 
504 DA 503 я не смогу :'( 15 ноя в 18:29 
 Example 4.22: (Capoeira de Ouro)  
 
In messages 501 and 504 the lexical verb is omitted and forms of the modal operator 
‘мочь’ are in place. Ellipsis of a lexical verb still presents a functioning verbal group, 
when a modal operator is present. For an explanation about modal operators see 
Simmons (1981:69) and chapter 2.3.2.2 in the theoretical part of this thesis.             
According to Simmons (1981:69), ‘verbal operators cannot represent complete verbal 
groups (unless, of course, there is ellipsis of the lexical verb). Verbal operators are found 
in analytic (compound) verbal constructions’. A verbal operator in Russian is the tense 
operator ‘быть’ and the modal operator ‘мoчь’. The modal operator ‘мочь’ can only 
stand for complete verbal groups, if the lexical verb is omitted. Simmons mentions 
additionally the modal operators ‘сметь’, ‘стараться’ and ‘намереваться’ (Simmons 
1981:69). The omission of these verbs is called operator ellipsis. Verbal operators are 
used in sentence constructions with a lexical verb. The remaining messages of this thread 
are discussed in example 4.27.   
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4.2.3 Clausal Ellipsis 
 
294 ER 293 Я могу в любое время:) Может для разнообразия в юбках поскачим афро и макулеле? 18 окт в 9:55 
295 AS 294 Девушки? :) 18 окт в 10:25 
296 ER 295 Да, конечно!:)) Для вас кстати надо будет тоже сделать юбки только по колено;) 18 окт в 10:47 
Example 4.23: (Capoeira de Ouro) 
 
The cohesion device in the first sentence of message 296 is clausal ellipsis. An entire 
clause including the subject and the verbal group is omitted. Therefore it cannot be 
classified as general ellipsis of the clause. This is classified as zero ellipsis in Simmons's 
framework. In the case of zero ellipsis an entire clause is elided, see Simmons (1981:68). 
359 AS 0 Кто-нибудь поедет в Москву в ближайшее время? Надо бы передать ребятам видео с семинара. 22 окт в 23:11 
360 DA 359 Я пока не знаю, но точно что не раньше 8 ноября..... :-) 22 окт в 23:24 
361 ZA 359 а через интернет не передать? 23 окт в 0:15 
362 MF 359 вполне возможно что я либо в конце октября, либо в начале ноября 23 окт в 0:22 
363 AS 362 Сообщите мне заранее! Я передам с вами пару дисков! ;) 23 окт в 21:22 
Example 4.24: (Capoeira de Ouro) 
 
Message 362 refers to the content of 359 and starts with ‘вполне возможно’, which in 
effect makes up a whole sentence. The predicate and complement, ‘поеду в Москву’ 
were omitted. The personal pronoun ‘я’ is the subject of this sentence. Message 362 is an 
example of propositional ellipsis.	  Message 363 refers to 362 and a whole clause, ‘когда 
вы поедете’ is elided. This is general ellipsis of the clause.  
 
325 ALR 0 Занятие в ЛУЧе в воскресенье будет подскажите?) Люди интересуются) 19 окт в 15:59 
326 AA 325 дада, интересуются:) 19 окт в 16:07 
327 AS 325 
Скорее всего нет. У нас сейчас по воскресенья 
акробатика с 14 до 18. Время в ЛУЧе с 18 до 22 в 
принципе свободно для нас, но после 4 часов акры 
не много желающих ещё ехать в ЛУЧ. Может быть 
нам сделать муззанятия в 4 школе? когда с залом в 
Астре всё будет в порядке. 
19 окт в 22:56 
Example 4.25: (Capoeira de Ouro)   
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This example shows zero ellipsis. In 327 the subject, predicate and supplement ‘Занятие 
в ЛУЧе в воскресенье’, mentioned first in message 325, are omitted. All sentence parts 
are missing in 327 and therefore a classification as general ellipsis of the clause is not 
possible. 
 
389 CAPO 0 Кто хочет выступить в Колледже культуры и 
искусства в пятницу с 17 часов? Для этого надо 
будет подойти в среду в 17 для репетиции. 
25 окт в 12:47 
390 MM 389 я свободна и в среду и в пятницу 25 окт в 14:08 
391 IP 389 попробую =) 25 окт в 15:18 
392 EE 389 Я могу 25 окт в 16:14 
393 TC 392 и я тоже хочу =) 25 окт в 16:45 
394 ATR 389 для меня найдется местечко? :))) 25 окт в 18:12 
395 AS 394 найдётся. Надо завтра к 17 подойти в колледж. 25 окт в 22:52 
396 DA 393 и а тоже :-) 26 окт в 1:01 
397 DA 389 А где находится то колледж ? :-) 26 окт в 1:02 
398 AS 397 Троицкий 93 (напротив стадиона "Динамо") 26 окт в 9:05 
399 LSCH 398 Могу быть для массовки. 26 окт в 10:46 
 Example 4.26: (Capoeira de Ouro) 
 
This thread was already partly discussed in example 4.21 for verbal ellipsis.                        
The lexical verb and complement are missing in messages 392 and 393. Both messages 
are examples for propositional ellipsis. Probably the complement ‘в Колледже 
культуры и искусства в пятницу с 17 часов’ and the lexical verb ‘выступить’ are 
omitted in 392 and 393. The verbal operators ‘могу’ and ‘хочу’ are in place.              
Message 391 is interpreted as general ellipsis of the clause. All sentence parts are 
missing apart from the verb ‘попробую’.  
 
496 CAPO 0 Кто готов выступить в субботу в Северодвинске 
вечерком в честь дня рождения сайта 
Северодвинска.нет? "У меня к вам деловое 
предложение? Нет ли ребят, пары-тройки 
человек, которые могут продемонстрировать 
свое мастерство на небольшом мероприятии... 19 
ноября один из самых читаемых сайтов 
Северодвинска – информационно-
развлекательный портал - празднует свой 
очередной день рождения – 7 лет. Я организатор 
всего безобразия. ищу желающих выступить.  
14 ноя в 23:11 
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И вам хорошая реклама, так как многие 
интересовались, что такое капоэйра... и нам 
интересно ))Действо будет проходить в Альтер 
Байер (Кирилкина,8)" 
497 OL 496 а вечерком - это во сколько? :) 14 ноя в 23:31 
498 AS 497 Начинается праздник в 19:00 ну а выступление 
около 20 наверное. 
14 ноя в 23:45 
499 DS 498 Помогите ребята, без вас не справлюсь =) 15 ноя в 0:19 
500 ZA 499 а как домой вернут??-_- 15 ноя в 1:29 
501 AZ 496 я наверно тоже смогу! 15 ноя в 15:02 
502 EE 501 на меня расчитывайте! 15 ноя в 16:23 
503 MM 502 я с вами=) 15 ноя в 18:26 
504 DA 503 я не смогу :'( 15 ноя в 18:29 
 Example 4.27: (Capoeira de Ouro) 
Message 503 is quite complicated. Possibly the verb ‘выступить’ was omitted.               
This time there is no modal operator or a form of ‘быть’ present. It is interpreted as 
general ellipsis of the clause, where all elements but the pronoun ‘я с вами’ are missing. 
Another possible interpretation might be, that ‘я с вами’ is a complete sentence and that 
nothing is elided. A cohesion device can be collocation, since ‘я с вами’ is synonymous 
to ‘на меня расчитывайте’. The background information in this thread helps with the 
understanding of the messages. 
 
232 AS 0 Ох и круто!!! Громадная благодарность Марине и Серёге за шикарный зал!!! 14 окт в 23:39 
233 JD 232 Да! Спасибо! С нетерпением ждем завтрашних тренировок! 15 окт в 0:12 
234 IP 233 Ух ребята выручили! Спасибо! 16 окт в 8:59 
Example 4.28: (Capoeira de Ouro) 
 
‘Спасибо’ in 233 is an example of general ellipsis of the clause, because the predicate 
and complement are omitted. With ‘Спасибо’ one previous element is still in place. 
‘Спасибо’ is also a collocation to ‘Громадная благодарность’. 
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4.2.4 Non-specific ellipsis 
 
247 AZ 0 Штаны только сегодня покинули Питер, едут в Архангельск 15 окт в 22:28 
248 AS 247 Мы штанам всегда рады! Ждём! 15 окт в 23:22 
249 AI 248 Ай, хорошо! Ай, хорошо! 16 окт в 0:16 
250 MF 249 а я тоже хочу штанишки!!!!  16 окт в 0:22 
251 IP 250 так ведь совсем скоро уже)))) Круто! 17 окт в 0:11 
Example 4.29: (Capoeira de Ouro) 
 
Message 251 shows a form of ellipsis. The sentence refers to the upcoming arrival of 
clothes in message 247. Message 251 includes an ellipsis of the subject, verbal group and 
complement. This example falls somewhere between modal ellipsis and general ellipsis 
of the clause. This prompts the question, whether the sub-categories of ellipsis by 
Halliday and Hasan (1976)/Simmons (1981) have clearly defined boundaries.                  
Are they adequate for the description of Vkontakte messages? This example shows, that 
there is no certainty, which words were omitted. The communication works even without 
a precise definition of the missing sentence parts and remains coherent. This was not 
envisaged by Halliday and Hasan (1976)/Simmons (1981). Shtukareva (2012:299) 
mentioned ‘широко распространены неполные предложения, в том числе 
эллиптические конструкции’ in Russian online communication. The meaning in such 
sentences is inferred with the help of the context, general experience, the situation and the 
background knowledge of the participants. The same is true for this example from 
Vkontakte. Galichkina (2012:67) noticed the use of simpler syntactic constructions, which 
includes ‘компрессия, эллипсис, т.е. расшатывание литературной нормы’ in Russian 
online communication.   
 
359 AS 0 Кто-нибудь поедет в Москву в ближайшее время? Надо бы передать ребятам видео с семинара. 22 окт в 23:11 
360 DA 359 Я пока не знаю, но точно что не раньше 8 ноября..... :-) 22 окт в 23:24 
Example 4.30: (Capoeira de Ouro) 
 
In 360 the predicate and complement are omitted in the second half of the sentence.            
This is a sort of zero ellipsis, which refers to the content of message 359.   
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Based on the context of message 359 the reader can infer that the participant will 
probably not go to Moscow before the 8 November. None of this is explicitly spelled out 
in message 360. Again there is no certainty, which words were omitted, but the 
communication is coherent. Both messages belong to a longer thread presented earlier in 
example 4.24. 
 
33 JD 32 Какие песни по плану? Надо подготовиться)) 17 сен в 23:36 
34 AS 33 
Рассмотрим любые предложения :) Мы мало песен 
знаем из макулеле и самбы. Было бы хорошо вспомнить 
и их. 
17 сен в 23:41 
35 JD 34 Предлагаю Olha a beleza do mar, a roda vai comencar и O que é berimbau =) 18 сен в 0:04 
36 IP 35 O que é berimbau трудная))) надо... 18 сен в 0:38 
Example 4.31: (Capoeira de Ouro) 
 
In message 36 the subject, predicate as lexical verb and the complement are missing.           
This is a general ellipsis of the clause, because the modal operator ‘надо’ is still there.       
If ‘надо’ is referring back to ‘надо подготовиться’ in message 33, then the 
understanding is unproblematic. Otherwise this is an example of non-specific ellipsis. 
 
82 CAPO 0 
Нас приглашают выступить в ЛУЧе в воскресенье 25 
сентября в 14:00 на театрализованном праздничном 
концерте, посвященном открытию творческого 
сезона «Лучистый сезон». От нас требуется 
небольшой номер. Кто хочет поучаствовать? 
пс: в субботу выступление отменили. 
23 сен в 22:43 
83 IP 82 :) я))) 23 сен в 23:13 
84 DA 82 мне месяц нельзя прыгать после операции........... :'( 24 сен в 23:31 
Example 4.32: (Capoeira de Ouro) 
 
Message 83 is a reaction to the question in 82 and only the pronoun ‘я’ is present. This is 
an example of general ellipsis of the clause, where all elements but the pronoun ‘я’ are 
omitted. The content of the missing message parts cannot be inferred, but the 
communication is coherent thanks to the pragmatic relation between the question in 
message 82 and the answer in 83.   
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336 MAM 0 Picture: попробуй капоэйру на вкус! 21 окт в 22:19 
337 IP 336 С красным чаем и медом... (^^) ммм)))))))) 21 окт в 22:24 
338 KO 337 я тож хочу!!!!!!!!!! 21 окт в 22:54 
339 TP 338 да-да, с вареньем, очень вкусно бы было :) 21 окт в 23:24 
340 AS 339 Что-то сразу капоэйротивчика захотелось сильно!!! 
Может через субботу? У нас там как раз 
тренировочки не будет? 
21 окт в 23:36 
341 IP 340 Я ЗА! 21 окт в 23:45 
342 ZA 341 я давно уже этот вапрос поднимал 21 окт в 23:57 
343 AS 340 А у кого? :) 22 окт в 10:03 
344 ER 343 А если не у кого, то в Луче не получится? там и 
места всем хватит и танец можно поучить:) 
24 окт в 13:21 
345 ZA 344 я давно уже этот вапрос поднимал [2] 24 окт в 13:50 
346 MM 340 да да, я обеими руками ЗА, я мыслями с вами, если 
что=) 
4 ноя в 17:06 
Example 4.33: (Capoeira de Ouro) 
 
Message 340 consists of a statement and two questions. In the first question the predicate 
and complement are missing. This example can be interpreted as ellipsis of the verb or 
general ellipsis of the clause. The question is understood as it is. Halliday and Hasan 
(1976)/Simmons’s (1981) classification did not envisage examples of ellipsis with 
multiple possibilities of interpretation. Message 341 includes only the pronoun ‘Я’ and 
‘за’, which in this context functions as a sort of predicate adjective.                                  
This form is similar to ‘я рад(а)’, except that it is uninflected for gender. The gender of 
the subject in this sentence is therefore unknown. It is difficult to say what ‘за’ is really 
relating to. This has also implications for the interpretation of the cohesive device in this 
message. This sentence is grammatically complete as it stands and ‘за’ has its own stress. 
It is interpreted as an example of ellipsis of a noun or noun phrase, but a precise 
definition of the elided form is difficult. The question is what ‘Я ЗА’ is approving. It can 
signal approval of the informal meeting of the group members in message 340.                
The remaining messages in this example are discussed as example 5.11 in chapter 5, 
section 5.2.1, page 237. 
 
The prepositions ‘против’, ‘без’ and ‘за’, as in the example above, are an exception, 
because these forms can turn into adverbs or adjectives. Normally this is not possible 
with prepositions in Russian.   
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The diminutive word ‘капоэйротивчик’ is based on the Russian word ‘корпоратив’, an 
informal meeting of employees in a company. In message 343 the predicate and 
complement are missing. It is general ellipsis of the clause. The omitted sentence parts in 
this message leave much space for interpretation. It is rather difficult to infer the correct 
information and this ellipsis in 343 leads to a faulty cohesion with a breakdown in 
communication. An answer to 343 follows only two days later with the repetition of ‘у 
кого’ in 344.	  	  
The five examples presented several sentences, where elided information could not easily 
be defined. Much is open for different interpretations of non-specific ellipsis in Vkontakte 
messages. Only the background information about the group and its members help to fill 
in the gaps, where nouns, noun phrases or longer sentence parts were omitted.                 
This knowledge enables cohesion between messages, in which no other formal cohesive 
devices are present. Cohesion based solely on background knowledge was not envisioned 
by Halliday and Hasan (1976)/Simmons (1981). Non-specific ellipsis in Vkontakte 
enables short exchanges on the wall, but makes them at times more difficult to decode, 
because much is left open for interpretation.  
 
Results  
The analysis of ellipsis in Vkontakte messages based on Halliday and Hasan 
(1976)/Simmons’s (1981) framework revealed, that their categories are not entirely 
adequate for messages in Vkontakte. The category of personal pronoun ellipsis was 
discovered in Eurovision and Capoeira de Ouro. It is divided into the sub-categories of 
subject pronoun and object pronoun ellipsis.  
As expected, verbal ellipsis occured frequently in Vkontakte messages. Verbal operators 
like ‘мочь, сметь, стараться’ and the tense operator ‘быть’ were rarely omitted.                
A division of lexical verb and connecting verbal operator occurs rarely in Russian.         
The sub-categories of clausal ellipsis are generally adequate. Only example 4.29 with 
message 251 showed, that the interpretation can fall between modal ellipsis and general 
ellipsis of the clause. This finding suggests further research about clausal ellipsis in 
online communication.   
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In a number of examples non-specific ellipsis appeared, a category not envisaged by 
Halliday and Hasan (1976)/Simmons (1981). With non-specific ellipsis it is not necessary 
or possible to define the elided text.	  Non-specific ellipsis can lead to faulty cohesion and 
the breakdown of communication without the necessary background knowledge about the 
situation. This knowledge enables cohesion between messages, in which no other formal 
cohesive devices are present.  
In chapter 2.4.2 syntactical features of Russian online communication were discussed. 
Segmentation and elliptic sentences (including ‘неполные предложения’) were added to 
the theoretical framework of this thesis as possible sources of incoherence.                  
Several examples of ellipsis and non-specific ellipsis contained incomplete sentences (e.g 
examples 4.14 and 4.15), elliptic sentences and segmentation (e.g. examples 4.14 and 
4.15 messages 38, 39, 42, 46, 48, 50), but the communication remained coherent. This 
suggests, that elliptic sentences and segmentation are widely understood in the three 
selected Vkontakte groups, also thanks to background knowledge. They do not function 
as a source of incoherence. The discussed examples of ellipsis and non-specific ellipsis 
imply, that communication in Vkontakte relies strongly on background knowledge and 
possibly less on explicitly expressed cohesive devices. 
Capoeira de Ouro contained the most elliptic constructions and Eurovision the second 
most. Raduga zhizni shows the lowest frequency of elliptic constructions. In this group 
people write more full sentences in the relatively short threads.                                     
Shorter messages in Raduga zhizni include ellipsis of nouns and reference with 
demonstrative pronouns or personal pronouns. The reason for the use of fewer elliptic 
sentences in this particular group could not be established. In Capoeira de Ouro mostly 
nouns and verbs were omitted. Examples for modal ellipsis were found only in Capoeira 
de Ouro. Zero ellipsis occurred only a few times in Capoeira de Ouro and Raduga zhizni. 
In an answer to a previous message repetition of a verb or noun can support the 
occurrence of general ellipsis of the clause. In the answer only the verb or noun is 
repeated. The remaining sentence parts of the previous message are then omitted (see 
example 4.25, 4.26).  
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4.3. Lexical cohesion  
 
In Vkontakte messages the categories of lexical cohesion and collocation are analysed. 
See chapter 2.3.1 and 2.3.2 for the theory about lexical cohesion and collocation.  
 
4.3.1 Noun repetition 
22 AX 0 
Здравствуйте, ребята, вот немного фотографий с вами. 
Если кому-то что-то понравится могу обработать пару 
снимков вручную. 
18 июн в 0:22 
23 OA 22 отличные фотографии, молодец, спасибо!)  18 июн в 8:04 
Example 4.34: (Raduga zhizni) 
 
In message 23 the noun ‘фотографии’ is repeated from message 22. This is an example 
of repetition of the same word. 
 
11 DI 10 ок. 16 сен в 22:38 
12 IP 11 ОГО! Кто к нам вернулся!!! 16 сен в 23:37 
13 DA 10 я не смогу :"( 17 сен в 10:24 
14 AS 13 Большая благодарность всем, кто смог! :)  Опять солнышко вызвали! 17 сен в 13:49 
15 AK 14 Спасибо за солнышко:) 17 сен в 15:07 
Example 4.35: (Capoeira de Ouro) 
 
In message 15 the word ‘солнышко’ is repeated from message 14. This is another 
example of repetition of the same word. In both examples the repetition occurs in the 
immediately following message.  
 
475 ML 459 Луиза, это как с Веркой Сердючкой. Кончита - лишь образ. 
41 минуту 
назад Луизе | 
476 LL 475 Марк, ок 40 минут назад Марку 
477 LV 475 
Почитайте википедию. Это парень, никаких 
операций он не делал. Это всего лишь образ. 
Выступление шикарное, голос превосходный. P.S. 
На Верку Сердючку (Андрея Данилко) вы почему то 
так не реагируете! 
40 минут 
назад 
478 DK 477 
Леська, потому что он бритый и в обычной жизни 











480 RK 479 
Ребят, от Вам не пофиг? Каждый человек поступает 
так как хочет, а мы не в вправе его осуждать. 
Проявите хоть немного толерантности и покажите 
что у Вас хоть что-то есть в голове. 
38 минут 
назад 
481 AM 480 Сейчас наверное самые ярые гомофобы застрелились 
37 минут 
назад 
482 AO 477 Леська, это не сценический образ, это образ его жизни! 
34 минуты 
назад Леське 
Example 4.36: (Eurovision) 
 
In this thread the noun ‘образ’ is repeated in message 475, 477, 479 and 482.                   
The distance of the repetition between messages 479 and 482 is three messages.              
The meaning of ‘образ’ in 482 is slightly altered by the genitive-complement ‘его 
жизни’, but it is still a repetition of the same word.  
 
247 AZ 0 Штаны только сегодня покинули Питер, едут в Архангельск 15 окт в 22:28 
248 AS 247 Мы штанам всегда рады! Ждём! 15 окт в 23:22 
249 AI 248 Ай, хорошо! Ай, хорошо! 16 окт в 0:16 
250 MF 249 а я тоже хочу штанишки!!!!  16 окт в 0:22 
251 IP 250 так ведь совсем скоро уже)))) Круто! 17 окт в 0:11 
Example 4.37: (Capoeira de Ouro) 
 
The noun ‘Штаны’ in 247 is repeated by ‘штанишки’ in 250. The original form of the 
noun in 247 has switched to a diminutive in 250. Diminutives are considered to be a 
distinct form of noun repetition, because this specific type of repetition was found several 
times in the Vkontakte groups. In Russian a noun and its diminutive share the same stem, 
but suffixes such as ‘-ка’ or ‘-ок’ are added and generate the diminutive form.               
There are different views on diminutives (Slovar’ morfem russkogo iazyka (1986); 
Bondarko (1987)). The Russkaia grammatika (1980: pp. 238 onwards) lacks a theoretical 
argumentation about the status of diminutives, which suggests that the question of 
diminutives being distinct words is taken for granted. Diminutive nouns are also 
considered a separate category from the nouns per se, because diminutives have an 
expressive meaning. According to the Grammatika sovremennogo russkogo literaturnogo 
iazyka (1970:132), for example feminine nouns (and some masculine and neuter ones) 
with the suffix ‘-к(а)/-очк(а) (в род. п. мн. ч. – ок/очек) имеют уменьшительное 
значение, обычно сопроваждающееся экспрессией ласкательности, реже –
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уничижительности, или только ласкательное экспрессивное значение’. This is also 
true for ‘штаны-штанишки’ in this example. Diminutives do not occur in all varieties of 
Russian and are closely connected to the situation and context of the communication. 
 
22 IP 0 :=)Кто не успел - тот опоздал!!! 17 сен в 22:07 
23 AS 22 Безумно рады были видеть Макса на тренировке!!! 17 сен в 22:08 
24 JD 23 Эх..... 17 сен в 22:08 
25 ER 23 Да, такой сюрприз потрястный устроил!!! 17 сен в 22:24 
26 IP 25 и остался без тортика))))))))) ну ничего, это мы как-
нибудь исправим! 
17 сен в 22:43 
27 AT 23 когда яж попаду на явление Максимки(( 19 сен в 1:13 
28 MM 27 между прочим если кто нибудь бы мне позвонил 
что максимка на тренировке, я бы пришла еще 
девчонок с собой привела, мы как раз у меня 
сидели... 
19 сен в 9:00 
 Example 4.38: (Capoeira de Ouro) 
 
Message 27 and 28 present the repetition of a name from 23. In messages 27 and 28 a 
diminutive form of the name is used, but the diminutive form is also a repetition. 
 
 
4.3.2 Verbal repetition 
 
16 AR 0 
Ктонибудь желает посетить Церемонию 
празднования Поморского Нового Года? Сегодня в 
18 нуль нуль у памятника адм.Кузнецова на 
набережной. 
17 сен в 15:14 
17 SV 16 а что там будет? 17 сен в 15:15 
18 AR 17 
наверное фаер шоу будет. В том году было..не 
совсем конечно шоу в полном смысле этого слова, 
но фаерщики чтото устраивали. 
17 сен в 15:16 
Example 4.39: (Raduga zhizni) 
 
In this thread ‘будет’ is used in message 17 and then repeated in message 18.                  
The repetition of the verb follows immediately after the first message with this verb. 
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202 STRZ 0 
ВНИМАНИЕ!!! В эту субботу, 17 числа, будет 
open-air у вечного огня с 13:00 до 16:00! В 
воскресенье же,18 числа, танцев не будет!!! 
Photo-dance event 
13 авг в 9:57 
203 SK 202 жаль) так мало)) а заявки принимаете или у вас уже заготовленная программа?) 15 авг в 23:48 
204 PD 203 принимаем) только скидываем в сообщении заархивированной папкой! 17 авг в 0:33 
Example 4.40: (Raduga zhizni) 
 
The verb ‘принимать’ is first used in 203 and then repeated in 204. In 204 the same verb 
is repeated, but only in the first person plural. The remaining parts of the previous 
message are absent.  
 
112 CAPO 0 
2 октября (воскресенье) - первая в новом 
учебном году акро-тренировка в 
гимнастическом зале спорткомплекса САФУ 
(бывш. ПГУ). Первая тренировка с 14:00 до 
16:00 под руководством Александра и 
гимнастов. Вторая тренировка с 16:00 до 18:00 - 
свободная. Стоимость тут: 
http://vkontakte.ru/page-20947416_31282880 
 1 окт в 22:37 
113 TC 112 УРРААААААААААА!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! =)))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))) 1 окт в 22:43 
114 IP 113 ИИИХА!!!! 1 окт в 23:05 
115 DA 114 Muito Axe !!! 2 окт в 1:12 
116 ISCHA 115 будет тяжело восстанавливаться =) 2 окт в 15:14 
117 MM 116 
Мне будет дольше всех восстанавливаться:( еще 
и на акру не попадаю... Саня, будешь меня 
учить;) 
2 окт в 15:59 
118 ZA 117 не одному тебе надо восстанавливаться) 2 окт в 17:51 
Example 4.41: (Capoeira de Ouro) 
This example shows the repetition of the same verb ‘восстанавливаться’ in three 





0 Ребята! Кто хочет выступить в ЛУЧе в среду с 
16 до 18 (в любое время в этом интервале)? 
17 окт в 23:47 
290 IP 289 смогу успеть только к 17.20 18 окт в 0:18 
291 AS 290 Это лучшее время, чтобы после выступления 
сразу на тренировку! 
18 окт в 0:23 
292 ZA 289 А что требуется? 18 окт в 0:42 
293 AS 292 Прийти и выступить ;) 18 окт в 9:33 
294 ER 293 Я могу в любое время:) Может для 
разнообразия в юбках поскачим афро и 
макулеле? 
18 окт в 9:55 
295 AS 294 Девушки? :) 18 окт в 10:25 
296 ER 295 Да, конечно!:)) Для вас кстати надо будет тоже 
сделать юбки только по колено;) 
18 окт в 10:47 
297 AS 296 Может сегодня после растяжечки обсудим? 18 окт в 12:51 
298 ER 297 Еще лучше прогнать разок хотя бы)С 
музыкой:) 
18 окт в 13:28 
299 ZA 298 с 16 до 18 выступать сил не хватит. На ложках 
сыграть могу или потанцевать жигу 
18 окт в 14:11 
300 OO 299 точно..сделали бы вы номер макулеле-и 
красиво и позитивно) для разнообразия самое 
то) 
18 окт в 14:11 
301 MAM 289 я могу выступить 18 окт в 14:20 
302 AS 301 Давайте как-то придумаем и сделаем каждый, 
например, четверг - бесплатное репетиционное 
занятие? А пока не знаю успеем ли мы что-то 
порепетировать. 
18 окт в 16:18 
303 ZA 302 так на данный момент, что требуется - 
сольник, групповуха? и почему такой разброс 
во времени?? 
18 окт в 16:25 
304 ER 302 Отлично! этого очень не хватает. Я в четверг 
могу только с 8:( можно в субботу. Или за час 
до занятия собираться, например, в 
понедельник..? 
18 окт в 16:42 
305 AS 303 мероприятие с 16 до 18.. Мы можем выступить 
в любое удобное для нас время. Я предлагаю с 
17:30, т.е. в 17:00 быть там. 
18 окт в 16:55 
 Example 4.42: (Capoeira de Ouro) 
 
In message 289 the perfective verb form ‘выступить’ is introduced and the same form is 
repeated again four messages later in message 293. The distance between the referent and 
the repeated form is four messages. Another repetition of the same verb only with the 
imperfective form, ‘выступать’, is in message 299. Message 299 also refers back to 289, 
because the time frame, ‘с 16 до 18’ is repeated. The distance between the repeated verb 
form and the original form is 10 messages. This implies that lexical cohesion functions 
over a longer distance between related messages.   
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Aspect pairs in Russian form a single lexical item (Pereltsveig 2004:online-resource) and 
their repetition is a form of verbal repetition.  
 
1 EURO 0 Emma - La Mia Città (Italy) LIVE Eurovision Song 
Contest 2014 Grand Final 
сегодня в 3:21 
2 MR 1 Мой кумир не смотря ни на что сегодня в 3:22 | 
3 DS 2 Днина сегодня в 3:22 
4 SS 1 Ооооочень низко! Недооценили ((( сегодня в 3:22 
5 AK 4 Станислав, Я ОЖИДАЛ БОЛЬШЕГО ОТ 
НОМЕРА!!! ВИДЕЛ КЛИП И ПЕСНЯ СУПЕР!! 
НО НОМЕР ИЗВИНИТЕ НЕ ОЧЕНЬ!!! 
сегодня в 3:25 
Станиславу 
6 KN 1 Ползала что надо)) сегодня в 3:27 
7 LL 1 шикарная)) но голос слабоват сегодня в 3:28 
8 ESCH 7 Ндаааа, представлялась мне более грациозной. И 
песня шикарная,и выглядели они замечательно,но 
в живую как-то не очень,увы. Я даже расстроился 
как-то 
сегодня в 3:31 
9 AK 8 Ой, что она творила на сцене. Даже оператор не 
снимал её ниже пояса) 
сегодня в 3:32 
10 IA 1 Провал года сегодня в 3:35 | 
11 MR 9 Когда Конча в одном боди выступала никто так не 
возмущался, а тут ШОРТЫ под платьем увидели и 
все. 
сегодня в 3:40 
12 DC 11 Маргарита, Нефиг было по сцене ползать как 
дешовая стриптизерша, это официально еще 
конкурс песенный. 
сегодня в 3:50 
Маргарите 
13 MR 12 Dream, она нормально спела, что еще не нравится? сегодня в 3:51 
Dream 
14 DC 13 Маргарита, без обид, в вокальном плане 
откровенно слабенько. Хуже только украина. 
сегодня в 3:51 
Маргарите 
15 ESCH 14 Маргарита, если хотите, чтобы уважали вашего 
любимого артиста-уважайте других,участника под 
псевдонимом "Конча" на Евро не было) Мне 
самому безумно нравится итальянка,но на сцене 
она показала себя не с лучшей стороны: от 
зажатости в начале и страха в глазах до ползанья 
по сцене 
сегодня в 4:08 
Маргарите 
Example 4.43: (Eurovision) 
 
In this long thread only relevant messages including repetition are presented.                  
This example occurred already as example 4.16, where nominal ellipsis was discussed in 
section 4.2.1 in this chapter. The verb ‘ползать’ is used in message 6 and 12 and it refers 
to the performance in the video in message 1. A substantivised form of ‘ползать’ is used 
in message 15 with ‘ползания’. The repeated address by name supports the link between 
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message 12 and 15. Message 9 alludes to the performance in message 1 with ‘творила на 
сцене’, which is regarded as a collocation to ‘ползать’. This example appears also as 
example 5.16 during the discussion of multimodal relations between videos and verbal 
text in chapter 5, section 5.2.3, page 242. 
 
501 STRZ 0 Радуга 7 октября =))) Кто видел в живую? 9 окт 2013 в 20:41 
502 ER 501 
Фото Коли Гернета))) он-то точно видел во 
всей красе. А мы в это время с поезда ехали 
из Исакогорки и удивлялись, какая она 
яркая и широкая. 
9 окт 2013 
503 AM 502 =))) да он молодец =))) у него и взял 9 окт 2013 
504 MSCH 501 Видел 9 окт 2013 
505 EK 501 видела видела)) 9 окт 2013 
506 VZ 501 И я видела))) очень яркая и красивая... Фото классное!!!)) 9 окт 2013 
507 Ach 501 я тоже видела ))) 10 окт 2013 
508 AKUZ 501 Завтра+25° обещяют. 10 окт 2013 
509 AM 501 я шел на занятия и смотрю Радуга  10 окт 2013 
510 AD 501 У мя как раз из окна с работы было видно ) 10 окт 2013 
511 LD 501 Я видела - классно!!! 10 окт 2013 
Example 4.44: (Raduga zhizni)	  	  
In this thread the verb ‘видеть’ is repeated in several subsequent messages.                      
The verb form ‘видел’ is introduced in message 501. Then messages 502, 504, 505, 506, 
507 and 511 repeat this verb. The distance to the original form of the verb in 501 grows.                 
For the repetition in example 4.44 the term indirect repetition is adopted for this thesis in 
the absence of a suitable term in the literature. Halliday and Hasan (1976)/Simmons 
(1981) also do not mention this type of repetition. The term indirect repetition refers to 
the repetition among succeeding forms of ‘видела’ in messages 505, 506 and 511, which 
are no direct repetitions of the original verb form ‘видел’ in message 501 anymore. 
Therefore the term indirect repetition is suggested for this thesis. Message 510 presents 
also nominal ellipsis and ‘радуга’in 509 is the cohesion device. The distance between 
repeated verb forms in this thread is with 1-3 messages quite close. Message 508 is not 
related to the initiating message or any of the other messages. It remains isolated.   
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89 AKR 88 т.е. можно будет ходить?)) 27 сен в 18:49 
90 KRU 88 КЛАСС 27 сен в 19:55 
91 AS 89 Можно будет ходить! 27 сен в 22:32 
92 RG 91 ходить на головах) 27 сен в 23:34 
Example 4.45: (Raduga zhizni) 
 
This example presents the use of repetition for language play. The verb ‘ходить’ is 
repeated in message 91 and 92. In 92 the participant repeats ‘ходить’ and playfully adds 
‘на головах’, which has a comical effect. 	  	  
4.3.3 Pronoun repetition 
53 EURO 0 Sanna Nielsen - Undo (Sweden) LIVE Eurovision 
Song Contest 2014 Grand Final 3:17 
сегодня в 3:24 
54 VS 53 Nasha nyasha :3 сегодня в 3:24 
55 SZH 53 Всецело и полностью был за неё! Очень хорошая 
песня! 
сегодня в 3:25 
56 NZH 53 молодеец))) сегодня в 3:25 
57 ACH 53 первое место сегодня в 3:25 
56 NZH 53 молодеец))) сегодня в 3:25 
57 ACH 53 первое место сегодня в 3:25 
58 KK 53 Ей надо было приз отдавать :) Супер! сегодня в 3:26 
59 MM 58 я так и думал что она будет если не победителем то 
уж точно топ-5 
сегодня в 3:27 
60 LL 59 слили ахаха) так и знал=р сегодня в 3:27 
61 EJA 59 красота... песня просто бомба. так хотелось увидеть 
её победительницей 
сегодня в 3:27 
62 SG 61 вот почему ей 3е?? всего 3е а а барадатая 
недомужик выиграл( 
сегодня в 3:27 
63 AA 26 заключу, что у нас жопоухие судьи. кстати, 
раздельные результаты уже выложены 
http://www.eurovision.tv/page/results?event=1883&.. 
сегодня в 3:28 
64 AE 63 Ласточка лучше бы она выграла сегодня в 3:28 
65 DCH 64 победить должна была(( Самая лучшая песня! сегодня в 3:28 
66 AG 65 Она должна была победить)) сегодня в 3:29 
67 ASCH 66 вот она настоящая победительница сегодня в 3:30 
68 NE 67 да ну, вообще не понравилась сегодня в 3:32 
69 GCH 67 замечательная. была уверена, что победа будет ее сегодня в 3:36 
70 KS 53,69 песня именно цепляет, хочется ее слышать еще и 
еще, это главное по моему) 
сегодня в 3:38 
71 ALT 53,70 Наши нашими но за что шветку то слили приятная 
женшина с хорошим голосом уж явно была лучше 
этих мест перед ней!! 
сегодня в 3:39 
72 ALIT 71 Самая лучшая! Второе место Сан-Марино!!!!! сегодня в 3:43 
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73 VD 70 Katerina, да песня классная 1 место ей бы отдал сегодня в 3:55 
Katerina 
74 AD 53 Санна лучшая!! сегодня в 4:19 
75 JUB 74 Безумно обидно, что Санна не победила. Очень 
верил в неё и в её победу, но за Кончиту рад. 
Достойная песня! 
сегодня в 4:26 
76 NO 75 Не победа же это сегодня в 4:34 
77 NZ 76 Видно было, что немного нервничала вначале. А 
так шикарно! 
сегодня в 4:51 
78 AL 77 Вот где контроль и сила голоса. Именно как певица 
сильнее всех участвующих в этом году. 
сегодня в 6:36 
79 MP 78 потрясающая. сегодня в 8:45 
80 JG 79 она должна была победить.козлы.фу.для меня 
евровидения больше нет 
сегодня в 9:11 
81 SK 80 я надеюсь, что Санна вернется в след.году на 
мелодифестивален и снова поедет на евровидение 
три часа назад 
82 AV 81 Сергей, акстись два часа назад 
Сергею 
83 SK 82 Александр, нет уж, если не в следующем, так через 
год это точно 
два часа назад 
Александру 
84 MN 53,83 Она самая лучшая была для меня она 
победительница умница...жаль(((((( 
два часа назад 
85 ATR 53 Шикарно выступила!!!! два часа назад 
86 ATR 68 Настя, у каждого разные вкусы два часа назад 
Насте 
87 JAK 53 Для меня она победила! час назад 
88 NE 86 Анастасия, просто не понимаю чё её все так 
расхваливают, обычная песня, обычное 
выступление, были и сильнее и интересней 
час назад 
Анастасии 
89 ATR 88 Настя, ну для кого-то и обычная песня,а для кого-
то самая лучшая 
час назад 
Насте 
90 AKO 53 Швеция лучшая!!! час назад 
91 NE 89 Анастасия, лучшая Швеция была в 2012 году, вот 
тогда абсолютно заслужено выиграла Евровидение, 
сама болела за Швецию, но в этот раз не зацепила 
час назад 
Анастасии 
92 VZ 53 Вот это песня, понимаю!! час назад 
Example 4.46: (Eurovision) 
This example was considered before for reference and ellipsis. The feminine personal 
pronoun ‘она’ is repeated in messages 64, 66 and 67. All personal pronouns refer to the 
artist Sanna in message 53. The distance between the original word ‘Sanna’ in message 
53 and the repetition in message 64 is 11 messages. Messages 66 and 67 repeat the same 
personal pronoun and the point of reference is the same. These participants in the thread 
refer only to message 53.   
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4.3.4 Adjective repetition 
43 DCH 26 Самая классная песня два часа назад 
44 EP 26 Очень понравился) час назад 
45 AI 37, 26 На Рыбака был похож...:/ час назад 
46 MT 26 офигенный)))песня самая классная на евро!) час назад 
47 NK 26 Прелесть он во всех планах, мы с мамой болели за него :)) 58 минут назад 
48 KM 46 Мария, не не самая ) россия ) три минуты назад Марии 
49 KM 48 Мне Польша понравилась ) три минуты назад Марии 
50 MT 48 
Катя, я немного не так выразилась, самая 




Example 4.47: (Eurovision) 
 
In message 43 a pronoun+adjective+noun-construction ‘Самая классная песня’ is 
introduced. In 46 the noun, pronoun and adjective are all repeated. In message 48 the 
adjective ‘классная’ is omitted, but the pronoun ‘самая’ is repeated. This is classified as 
repetition, because the idea of the superlative pronoun is stressed. Since ‘самая 
классная’ is a single lexical unit, the repetition of the pronoun ‘самая’ counts as partial 
repetition. Partial repetition was not mentioned by Halliday and Hasan (1976)/Simmons 
(1981). In message 50 ‘самая’ is again repeated in ‘самая позитивная и невесомая’.  
 
53 EURO 0 Sanna Nielsen - Undo (Sweden) LIVE Eurovision Song Contest 2014 Grand Final 3:17 сегодня в 3:24 
72 ALIT 52 Самая лучшая! Второе место Сан-Марино!!!!! сегодня в 3:43 
74 AD 53 Санна лучшая!! сегодня в 4:19 
83 SK 82 Александр, нет уж, если не в следующем, так через год это точно 
два часа назад 
Александру 
84 MN 53, 83 
Она самая лучшая была для меня она 
победительница умница...жаль(((((( два часа назад 
86 ATR 68 Настя, у каждого разные вкусы два часа назад Насте 
88 NE 86 
Анастасия, просто не понимаю чё её все так 
расхваливают, обычная песня, обычное 
выступление, были и сильнее и интересней 
час назад 
Анастасии 
89 ATR 88 Настя, ну для кого-то и обычная песня,а для кого-то самая лучшая час назад Насте 
Example 4.48: (Eurovision) 
 
For the full thread see example 4.46 in this chapter. First the adjective ‘лучшая’ plus 
pronoun appears in message 72. It is then repeated in message 84.   
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Message 74 repeats only the adjective. The distance between the repeated words 
measures first 2 and then 10 messages. In all three messages the repeated adjectives refer 
to the female singer Sanna in message 53. 	  	  
4.3.5 Repetition of noun phrase 
87 JAK 53 Для меня она победила! час назад 
88 NE 86 
Анастасия, просто не понимаю чё её все так 
расхваливают, обычная песня, обычное 
выступление, были и сильнее и интересней 
час назад 
Анастасии 
89 ATR 88 Настя, ну для кого-то и обычная песня, а для кого-то самая лучшая час назад Насте 
Example 4.49: (Eurovision)  
 
For the full form of this thread see example 4.46 in this chapter. Message 88 and 89 show 
the repetition of a noun plus adjective, a noun phrase. Message 88 includes the reference 
of the object pronoun ‘ее’ to ‘она’ in 87. Both personal pronouns refer to the artist Sanna 
in message 53. There is also cohesion between messages 87 and 89 by the collocation 
between ‘победила’ and ‘самая лучшая’. 
 
324 VSCH 323 http://vk.com/wall21485194_4871 После объявления итогов ведущие сделали это! час назад 




Example 4.50: (Eurovision) 
 
Here another repetition of a noun phrase appears with ‘они сделали это’, a noun and 
verb plus related object. The phrase appears in message 324 and is repeated in message 
326. VSCH posted the same hyperlink with the address six times in this thread, which is 
identified as an example of ‘флуд’. ‘Флуд’ is the frequent repetition of the same phrase 
in blogs and it causes ‘заполнение темы форума ненужной, бесполезной 
информацией (Karaban’ 2012: 159). ‘Флуд’ was included in the theoretical framework 
in chapter 2.4.2 as a possible resource for incoherence. The messages by VSCH did not 
cause any incoherence in the thread and were simply ignored. Only NV did react once to 
VSCH’s message. Apart from this no other examples of ‘флуд’ were found in the three 
analysed Vkontakte groups.   
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18 ESCH 17 
Наверное, обоюдно будет лучше, если каждый 
останется при своём мнении, но по вашей логике 
получается и "Родился блондином-будь им", 
"Родился русским-не учи другие языки" и ещё много 
аналогичных абсурдностей 
сегодня в 4:18 
Маргарите 
19 MR 18 
Ваша логика не соответствует моей и непонятно к 
чему тут сравнение с языками и цветом волос. Пол 
все таки более постоянный признак и его не каждый 
день меняют. 
сегодня в 4:21 
Егору 
Example 4.51: (Eurovision)	  	  
Here the repetition of a possessive determiner plus noun, ‘Ваша логика’, again a noun 
phrase, is shown in messages 18 and 19.  
 
4.3.6 Synonyms 
252 SK 0 Energy of Capoeira - trailer 2:39 16 окт в 12:17 
253 DA 252 класс )) 16 окт в 13:36 
254 KR 253 СУПЕР 16 окт в 22:47 
Example 4.52: (Capoeira de Ouro) 
 
Message 253 and 254 show a synonymous relation between the adverbs ‘класс’ and 
‘супер’. 
 
4.3.7 Near-synonyms  
189 LSCH 0 Тренировка на Сульфате сегодня в 19-00. 
Фитнес-клуб Отражение на Химиков. 
10 окт в 10:28 
190 AS 189 Надо будет как-нибудь заглянуть к вам на 
тренировочку. 
10 окт в 16:04 
191 LSCH 190 Это да! Мастр-классы от Саньки-Счастье :))) 10 окт в 20:33 
Example 4.53: (Capoeira de Ouro) 
 
This example shows the relation between the near-synomyms ‘Тренировка’ in message 
189, ‘тренировочку’ in message 190 and ‘Мастер-классы’ in message 191. A repetition 
with a diminutive is also in 190.  
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232 AS 0 Ох и круто!!! Громадная благодарность Марине и Серёге за шикарный зал!!! 14 окт в 23:39 
233 JD 232 Да! Спасибо! С нетерпением ждем завтрашних тренировок! 15 окт в 0:12 
234 IP 233 Ух ребята выручили! Спасибо! 16 окт в 8:59 
Example 4.54: (Capoeira de Ouro) 
 
In 232 and 233 there are the near-synonyms ‘благодарность’ and ‘спасибо’.  
 
4.3.8 Superordinate words 
 
67 AS 62 Стишок от Димы Злобного: Если ты после 
растяжки вдруг почуствовал усталость, Ощущение 
такое будто мчался на коне. И походка враскоряку, 
так типично по-ковбойски, 
21 сен в 9:53 
68 JD 67 ЭТО ПРОСТО ШЕДЕВР!!!!! ДИМА - 
ТАЛАНТИЩЕ!!! 
 21 сен в 11:00 
69 RG 68 Супер стих! 21 сен в 13:00 
70 GM 69 здорово . спорт + поэзия . это с душой 22 сен в 13:27 
71 AO 70 неплохой слог))) 22 сен в 21:22 
Example 4.55: (Capoeira de Ouro) 
 
The noun ‘поэзия’ in message 70 is a superordinate to ‘стишок’ in message 67 and 
‘стих’ in message 69. ‘Слог’ in message 71 is a collocation. 
 
468 Э 464 
да этих котят в фотошопе подредактировали и 
покрасили в пЭрсиковый цвет на самом деле 
таких в природе не существует, как и "черного" 
льва   
6 окт 2013 в 10:02 
469 SM 468 
Эндрю, неправда. персиковый окрас встречается 
у британских кошек. У них кремовая шерсть, но 
это явление очень редкое. 
6 окт 2013в 11:00 
470 Э 469 
Соня, ну, если имели ввиду "персиковый" 
(бледно-розовый) цвет как на картинке в посте, 
то я таковых не видел  
6 окт в 11:45 Соне 
Example 4.56: (Raduga zhizni) 
 
In 469 the word ‘окрас’ and in message 470 ‘цвет’ are used. ‘цвет’ is more general than 
‘окрас’ and therefore this is a superordinate relation.   
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488 MF 487 а можно мне правильную транскрипцию, хочу 
выучить песню эту 
9 ноя в 23:07 
489 AS 488 Припев очень хорошо разобран в аудиозаписи 
группы: 3:28 Mestre Museu – Sereia 
9 ноя в 23:46 
490 MF 489 с припевом все понятно)))а вот с остальным 
возникают сложности))) 
10 ноя в 9:25 
491 MF 490 ну вдруг кому делать нечего и он решится 
написать транскрипцию к этой песне))) 
10 ноя в 9:25 
Example 4.57: (Capoeira de Ouro) 
 
The superordinate word is ‘песню’ in 488 and the subordinate word is ‘припев’ in 
message 489. 
 
All examples of superordinates and their related words follow in immediately adjacent 
messages. Superordinate relations can express the structuring topic in Vkontakte groups 
and interactional topics in individual messages (see chapter 2.7 on topic coherence). 
Messages 488-489 in example 4.57 present such a topic relation, because they deal with 
Capoeira songs and their lyrics. The main topic of this local group is Capoeira.  
 
4.3.9 General words  
General words are defined by Simmons (1981:70) in the following way: ‘a word of the 
most general meaning can represent another word even though the words are not 
members of a specific wordclass’. 
 
79 DP 0 0 Вот хочет человек в армию, а его не 
забирают, что за страна у нас)) 
2 июл в 1:38 
80 AM 79 1 Покупателей не было? 2 июл в 9:04 
81 DP 80 1 Ага, оставили отдыхать до 8 числа теперь 2 июл в 13:16 | 
Example 4.58: (Raduga zhizni) 
 
In message 79 the general word ‘человек’ is used. 
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Results	   
Repetition of the same word (nouns, verbs, adjectives), synonyms, near-synonyms, 
superordinate words and general words were found in Vkontakte messages. Several types 
of lexical cohesion were found, that were not mentioned by Halliday and Hasan 
(1976)/Simmons (1981): repetition of a noun phrase, repetition of diminutive forms and 
indirect repetition. Repetition of noun phrase including a noun plus adjective appeared 
several times in the analysed examples. The discussion included the treatment of 
diminutives and aspect pairs as a form of repetition. The perfective and imperfective 
forms of an aspect pair are a single lexical item in Russian and their repetition functions 
as a cohesive device. In English there are no aspect pairs and therefore this type of 
repetition is not mentioned. Diminutive forms are typical for Russian and are a form of 
nominal repetition. They are generated with suffixes, which are added to the stem of a 
noun. In the Grammatika sovremennogo russkogo literaturnogo iazyka (1970) and 
Russkaia grammatika (1980) there is a lack of theoretical argumentation in the section on 
diminutives, which suggests that the question of diminutives being distinct words is taken 
for granted. Diminutive nouns are a separate category from the nouns per se, because 
they are expressive. In English suffixation with nouns is not possible due to differing 
rules of word-formation. In example 4.44 was the indirect repetition of a verb. The 
distance between several repeated verb forms and the original form of the verb was quite 
long. Indirect repetition was not mentioned by Halliday and Hasan (1976)/Simmons 
(1981). All examples of superordinates and their related words followed in immediately 
subsequent messages. Superordinate relations express the structuring topic in Vkontakte 
groups and interactional topics in individual messages.                                                      
The greatest number of examples for nominal repetition was found in Eurovision. 
Capoeira de Ouro contained the second-highest number of such examples, but Raduga 
zhizni showed a much lower number. Repetition of verbs was the second-most frequent 
type of repetition in all groups. The most repetitions of verbs appeared in Capoeira de 
Ouro. In Eurovision and Raduga zhizni the use of verb repetition was less common.          
In third place follows repetition of adjectives, which can co-occur with the ellipsis of 
nouns. Eurovision shows the most repetitions of adjectives. In fourth place is the 
repetition of personal and demonstrative pronouns in all groups. The most repetitions of 
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pronouns were found in Eurovision. In the other two groups appeared only a few 
examples. Reference by pronouns occurs often, but a repetition of these forms occurs 
rarely. One reason might be the difficulty to find the correct referent of several repeated 
pronouns, especially when the length of threads is greater. Repetition of adverbs occurs 
rarely in all groups; only a few examples were found in Capoeira de Ouro and in 
Eurovision.  
 
4.3.10 Variations of lexical cohesion 
 
A few new types of lexical cohesion appeared in the research about online 
communication (see chapter 2.4), but they were not covered by the classification of 
Halliday and Hasan (1976)/Simmons (1981): address naming and quotation.                
Near-repetition was not mentioned before in the literature.                                                                           
These variations of lexical cohesion are analysed in Vkontakte messages.                      
Address naming seems unrelated to lexical cohesion, but it includes the repetition of 
participants’ names or nicknames from their profile in Vkontakte messages.  
 
 
a) Repetition by quotation 
Halliday and Hasan (1976)/Simmons (1981) mentioned the repetition of individual 
words, but not of phrases. Bou-Franch, Lorenzo-Dus and Blitvich (2012) saw repetition 
and quotation as a possibility to maintain coherence on the Internet (see chapter 2.4).          
A quotation on the wall in Vkontakte consists of individual words or a sentence. 
Vkontakte messages can include words and sentences.   
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572 PM 0 Вы все молодцы, много интересного написали. Знаю 
перней давно... много пройдено, много пережито. И 
удивлений было достаточно, но сейчас... удивили, так 
удивили. То что произошло непосредственно на улице 
(сам процесс травмы) не видел, рассказывали потом уже. И 
говорить об этом не буду. Скажу, что девушка поехала на 
скорой одна! Т.е. без человека который мог бы ее 
поддержать мало ли чего: сознание потеряла, помочь 
выйти, родственникам позвонить... позвонили мне. Сказал, 
повезли в травму на гайдара. Нашел ее в первой городской 
больнице. А если девушка была бы без сознания или не 
могла ответить на телефон - искали бы до утра! Как узнал 
о последствиях, эмоций высказаных парням было много, 
только тогда приехал... Следующий раз был не раньше чем 
через неделю. Все. Больше не приходил. Обещал только. 
Из вас кто то знал о проишествии? Думаю нет. А ведь это 
произошло в начале сентября! Травка зеленая еще была. 
Кто знает поговорку "друг познается в беде"? Поднимите 
руку! Понимаете о чем я? 
19 окт в 
15:16 
573 AI 572 Спасибо, Паша, за то, что не смотря ни на что, ты рядом. 
Мое тебе глубочайшее уважение. 
19 окт 
2013 
574 PD 573 Паша, не подумай что я сейчас оправдываюсь! Мы 
исходили из ситуации, когда мы её отправляли она шутила 
и улыбалась, довольно таки бодро себя чувствовала. Не 
поехали сразу так как студию надо было открыть, как 
только Андрей дождался преподавателя он сразу поехал к 
Маше, я же смог заехать перед занятием, и не благодаря 
твоим эмоциям, мы не меньше твоего переживали и 
переживаем за Машу! А про визиты вы зря так, мы раз 5 
посещали Марию, да, хотелось бы больше, но у всех есть 
работа и личная жизнь, к тому же не всегда можно было 
прийти навестить из за процедур или других 
обстоятельств, так что восполняли это звонками. Мы ни 
когда не отказывались и сейчас не отказываемся в 
помощи, но это проблематично когда Маша, к моему 
сожалению, перестала на нас реагировать. 
19 окт 
2013 
575 PM 574 Павел, хочешь сказать лежа в больнице она не 
догадывалась о ваших посещениях?) 
19 окт 
2013 
576 NZ 575 Павел, а студию открывать по уставу нужно вдвоём?когда 
у нас одногруппнице вызвали скорую, даже и думать не 
могли, что человека отправят одного в больницу. 
19 окт 
2013 
577 PD 576 Ответил обоим в личку. 19 окт в 
16:53 
578 PM 577 Судя по документу, звонки от тебя можно посчитать по 
пальцам ОДНОЙ РУКИ! Мне противно за твою ложь. 
19 окт в 
16:53 
579 AA 578 "Шутила-улыбалась, довольно-таки бодро себя 
чувствовала" - это еще ни о чем не говорит. 
19 окт в 
21:01 
Example 4.59: (Raduga zhizni)   
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In this thread a quotation appears in message 579. This is not an exact quotation, because 
words were omitted from the original in message 574. In message 574 PD explains the 
situation, when an accident happened during the dance training: ‘когда мы её 
отправляли она шутила и улыбалась, довольно таки бодро себя чувствовала’.         
In 579 AA quotes ‘"Шутила-улыбалась, довольно-таки бодро себя чувствовала”’ and 
refers to the preceding message to prepare a new answer. Such quotations were used a 
few times in the analysed groups. According to Herring, ‘quoting creates the illusion of 
adjacency in that it incorporates and juxtaposes (portions of) two turns - an initiation and 
a response - within a single message. When portions of previous text are repeatedly 
quoted and responded to, the resulting message can have the appearance of an extended 
conversational exchange’ (Herring 1999:online-resource). The same is true for quotations 
in Vkontakte messages, although there are no turns, but messages. 
 
266 STRZ 0 
Ждем завтра (5 сентября) на занятия с 19.00 
SALSA  
c 20.00 BACHATA  
группа Мелехова Андрея Танцуйте!!!=)  
photo:dancing pair 
 photo:мы редко слышим музыку, идущую изнутри, 
но тем не менее, мы  все под нее танцуем. Руми 
4 сен 2013 в 
21:26 
267 OB 266 таак )) а кто говорил про Пт? 4 сен в 22:27 
268 AM 267 Я говорил   5 сен в 8:26 
269 AM 268 Начнем со следующей недели так заниматься 5 сен в 8:26 
270 ACH 269 вот вот ))) 5 сен в 12:55 
271 OB 270 Анюта, .."вот-вот" и не пришла - а было интересно)) очень 5 сен в 22:13 
272 ACH 271 Эххх 6 сен в 20:20 
Example 4.60: (Raduga zhizni) 
 
In 271 an exact quotation in quotation marks was found. In 270 ACH acknowledged the 
previous message with ‘вот-вот’. In 271 OB quotes her comment and addresses her by 
name. This is a type of lexical cohesion including quotation marks, which was not 
envisaged by Halliday and Hasan (1976)/Simmons (1981).  
In both examples the (near-) quotation serves as a cohesion device. Quotations were 




15 ESCH 14 
Маргарита, если хотите, чтобы уважали вашего 
любимого артиста-уважайте других,участника под 
псевдонимом "Конча" на Евро не было) Мне 
самому безумно нравится итальянка,но на сцене 
она показала себя не с лучшей стороны: от 
зажатости в начале и страха в глазах до ползанья 
по сцене 
сегодня в 4:08 
Маргарите 
16 MR 15 
Она была такая как есть. За это ее и любит 
огромное количество итальянцев и не только. А 
Кончиту особенно уважать не за что. Родился 
мужиком, так будь им 
сегодня в 4:12 
Егору 
18 ESCH 16 
Наверное, обоюдно будет лучше, если каждый 
останется при своём мнении, но по вашей логике 
получается и "Родился блондином-будь им", 
"Родился русским-не учи другие языки" и ещё 
много аналогичных абсурдностей 
сегодня в 4:18 
Маргарите 
Example 4.61: (Eurovision) 
 
In message 16 MR argues, ‘Родился мужиком, так будь им’. In message 18 ESCH 
quotes this phrase, but changes the noun. This is near-repetition, owing to the change of 
noun.  
 
454 STRZ 0 
Завтра (4 октября) пройдут занятия: ДЕТСКИЕ 
ГРУППЫ 5-6 лет с 18.00 SALSA (начинающая 
группа) с 19.00  
Тому кто танцует светит солнце on picture 
3 окт в 21:00 
455 IN 454 как пел(а) один артист - "солнце всем на планете одинаково светит"))))) 3 окт в 21:48 
Example 4.62: (Raduga zhizni) 
 
In 454 STRZ announces with a picture ‘Тому кто танцует светит солнце’. In 455 IN 
refers back to the text in the picture with ‘солнце всем на планете одинаково светит’. 
In 455 the word order was changed and words were added, but the reference by the song-
title to the text in the picture remains intact. It is classified as near-repetition.                   
The repetition of the noun and the verb supports the connection between both messages.  
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396 PE 341 фу чмо бародатое час назад 
397 ALK 396 Куда мир катится??? час назад 
398 OS 397 Европа сошла с ума))))))))))))) час назад 
399 JT 398 толерасты сраные.евровидение уже давным-давно-
одна сплошная политика. 
час назад 
400 AM 399 это была шутка евровиденья как и 2006 году час назад 
401 EV 400 что увидят дети в ближайшее время на музыкальном 
канале... 
час назад 
402 RS 401 Интересно за ЭТО голосовали все Геи?? сколько же 
таких уродов в Мире!!! Фууууу 
час назад 
403 DM 402 Люди, ЭТО ОБРАЗ! Не забывайте! : 
http://ru.wikipedia.org/wiki/Кончита_Вурст 
час назад 
404 DSCH ? Арнак, Россия дала 12 Беларуси час назад 
Арнаку 
405 AA 403 Даниил, я же написал - ЗРИТЕЛЬСКОЕ голосование, 
то есть люди, которые отдали свои голоса без жюри, 
а не общее вместе с жюри, общее да – Беларусии 
час назад 
Даниилу 
406 DK 341 Админ, смени аву на какую-нибудь без фотки, 
пожалуйста. А то наблюдать бородатое уродство в 
группах это противно. Тем более она у меня на 
первом месте 
час назад 
407 MK 406 Нет слов, позор конкурсу.. час назад 
408 KCH 407 ФУ ЁБАНЫЙ В РОТ час назад 
409 VSCH 408 http://vk.com/wall21485194_4871 После объявления 
итогов ведущие сделали это! 
час назад 
410 MR 341 Европа боролась между Австрией и Голландией. 
Между злом и добром,! Надеюсь в следующем году 
добро победит зло!)) 
час назад 
| 
411 ZG 341 однако.....пиздец час назад 
412 LK 397 куда катится мир)) час назад 
 Example 4.63: (Eurovision) 
 
In message 397 there is the question ‘Куда мир катится???’. In 412 ‘куда катится 
мир))’ is repeated as a statement with emoticons. This is another example of near-
repetition, because the word order in 412 is changed. The distance between the two 
messages is quite large with 14 messages, but the repetition of the words is intentional.  
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326 STRZ 0 Наклейку с какой надписью вы хотели бы видеть у 
себя на заднем стекле автомобиля?  
Танцы - это модно  
Умеешь ходить- умеешь танцевать  
Давайте потанцуем  
Другой вариант (пишем в комментариях) 
Проголосовало 77 человек. 
13 сен в 11:35 
327 AI 326 photo:keep calm and dance  13 сен в 11:40 
328 LE 327 кто деушку ужинает, тот её и танцует. (с)   
329 AI 328 Леонид, ) 13 сен в 11:57 
330 AN 326 My soul is dancing =)))))))) 13 сен в 18:40 
331 AN 330 Mi alma está bailando 13 сен в 18:40 
332 AK 326 Мы многого не знаем о себе, до тех пор, пока не 
начнем танцевать. 
14 сен в 2:02 
333 LE 326 sPout. – Do You Wanna Dance 4:24 14 сен в 7:48 
334 OS 333 Леонид, с продолжением: от кого девушка 
дотанцевалась - тот на ней и женится!) 
21 сен в 19:46 
335 LE 334 Ольга, да, это довольно частая фигура в танцах 21 сен в 19:47 
Example 4.64: (Raduga zhizni)  
 
In message 334 OS refers with ‘от кого девушка дотанцевалась - тот на ней и 
женится!’ to message 328 including ‘кто деушку ужинает, тот её и танцует’.               
Message 334 presents the near-repetition of a phrase with ‘от кого девушка 
дотанцевалась’. The verbs ‘танцевать’ and ‘дотанцевалась’ differ by the prefix ‘до-’ 
and the reflexive suffix. The prefix and the reflexive suffix change the meaning of the 
verbs. The reflexive verb ‘дотанцеваться’ has its own imperfective partner 
‘дотанцовываться’. The language of this joke in message 328 seems unsual, because the 
relation between the verbs ‘ужинает’ and ‘танцует’ to the object ‘девушка’ is rather 
odd. The joking phrase in this ungrammatical form is a commonly used set expression, 
which had a racist overtone in relation to people from the Caucasus. 
 
The four examples of near-repetition differ from quotation. In these phrases words are 
repeated, but there are changes of word order, the addition of new words and changes 
from questions to statements. Owing to these changes the repeated message and the 
original message differ significantly. Near-repetitions do not fit particularly well under 
the classification of lexical cohesion by Halliday and Hasan (1976)/Simmons (1981).	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c) Address naming  
 
In earlier research address naming was analysed in the context of addressivity between 
chat messages (for the functions of address naming see chapter 2.4). Address naming 
helps participants to allocate messages to other participants by addressing them by their 
name (Herring 2013; Werry 1996; Markman 2013; Nash 2005; Lapadat 2007; Woerner, 
Yates, and Orlikowski 2007). Address naming also appeared in Vkontakte messages. 
 
111 EURO 0 Firelight - Coming Home (Malta) LIVE 
Eurovision Song Contest 2014 Grand Final 
сегодня в 3:27 
112 SL 111 А когда резы пф? сегодня в 3:28 
113 PI 112 Shtefan, уже есть сегодня в 3:29 Shtefan 
114 SA 111 Очень классная группа. Голоса 
невероятные, песня невероятная. Я был 
бы очень рад, если бы они победили) 
сегодня в 3:30 
115 SL 113 Петя, прям так быстро? В том году 
тянули... 
сегодня в 3:30 Пете | 
116 PI 115 Shtefan, сейчас сразу на оф сайт выложили сегодня в 3:31 Shtefan 
Example 4.65: (Eurovision) 
 
In 112 SL asks something and in 113 PI answers, using the personal address ‘Shtefan’. 
For ethical reasons the names of the participants are abbreviated in this thesis. In 115 SL 
reacts and addresses PI with ‘Петя’. In 116 there is one more address with ‘Shtefan’. 
Address naming is used as a cohesive device between the elliptic messages 112-113, 113-
115-116. Address naming does not relate grammatically to the remaining linguistic 
content in the message as e.g. reference or ellipsis. When there are difficulties to infer 
omitted parts in messages, address naming helps to conntect relating messages to each 
other. The completeness or incompleteness of the sentences in these messages is not 
important. The reference to the name of the addresse is the connection between the 
messages. When address naming appears in an elliptic message, then the inference of the 
missing parts becomes less important for the correct understanding of the message. The 
relation to preceding messages is set up. 
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63 STRZ 0 2 июля в 19-00 в студии состоится открытый урок.   
     
Первым пришедшим приятный сюрприз от 
преподавателей ... Вас ждет краткий курс 
введения в парные танцы: Salsa/ Bachata/ Zouk 
Merengue/ Reggaeton. В день открытого урока 
действует скидка 10 % на абонемент 16 занятий. 
28 июн в 19:34 
64 EV 63 Придётся идти :) 28 июн в 19:59 
65 ER 64 Давно уже ждем тебя, Женька! 29 июн в 0:46 
Example 4.66: (Raduga zhizni) 
 
Message 64 and 65 relate to each other by address naming. There is no other cohesive 
device between these two messages. The second person pronoun ‘тебя’ in 65 is a type of 
reference to 64, but the address by name is stronger. When there is no other explicit 
cohesive device, address naming supports the cohesive relation between two messages.  
 
326 STRZ 0 Наклейку с какой надписью вы хотели бы видеть 
у себя на заднем стекле автомобиля?  
Танцы - это модно  
Умеешь ходить- умеешь танцевать  
Давайте потанцуем  
Другой вариант (пишем в комментариях) 
Проголосовало 77 человек. 
13 сен в 11:35 
327 AI 326 photo:keep calm and dance  13 сен в 11:40 
328 LE 327 кто деушку ужинает, тот её и танцует. (с)   
329 AI 328 Леонид, ) 13 сен в 11:57 
330 AN 326 My soul is dancing =)))))))) 13 сен в 18:40 
331 AN 330 Mi alma está bailando 13 сен в 18:40 
332 AK 326 Мы многого не знаем о себе, до тех пор, пока не 
начнем танцевать. 
14 сен в 2:02 
333 LE 326 sPout. – Do You Wanna Dance 4:24 14 сен в 7:48 
334 OS 333 Леонид, с продолжением: от кого девушка 
дотанцевалась - тот на ней и женится!) 
21 сен в 19:46 
335 LE 334 Ольга, да, это довольно частая фигура в танцах 21 сен в 19:47 
Example 4.67: (Raduga zhizni) 
 
This example was earlier discussed for quotation in example 4.64.                                       
In message 329 AI uses the address ‘Леонид,)’. The address helps to identify the 
recipient of this message. Apart from the emoticon there is no other cohesive device 
between 328-329. There is no other content in this message. The name does not just help 
to identify the addressee of this message, but it is also a significant part of the message 
content. In message 334 OS refers to message 328 with the address ‘Леонид, с 
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продолжением’. As discussed in example 4.64, there is also repetition of the noun 
‘девушка’ and the near –repetition with ‘дотанцевалась’ in 334.  
Two cohesive devices, the address and the near-repetition, connect messages 328 and 
334. Message 335 shows LE’s reaction to 334 with the address ‘Ольга’.                           
The demonstrative pronoun ‘это’ refers to the whole previous message. Two cohesive 
devices, the address and the demonstrative reference, connect messages 334-335. 
Bateman explained ‘that it is quite possible for different types of cohesion to combine in 
single linguistic elements or phrases’ (Bateman 2014:164). This is an example, how 
several cohesive devices appear in one message.  
 
494 STRZ 0 0 
А давайте....девушке, которая придет с ТАКИМИ 
ногтями, занятие бесплатно  =))) Как вам?  9 окт в 12:05  
495 ОС 494 а мальчику месяц бесплатно))) 9 окт в 17:46  
496 DF 495 а если на ногах?  9 окт в 19:30 
497 AM 496 =0 ого Дима 9 окт в 21:32 
498 SS 497 неплохой маникюр, можно попробовать))))  9 окт в 22:00 
Example 4.68: (Raduga zhizni) 
 
In message 497 the address ‘Дима’ refers to 496. This address is the only link between 
messages 496-497. This is very similar to the previous example 4.67 with ‘Леонид’.       
The relation between the remaining messages in this example will be discussed in 
example 5.10, chapter 5, section 5.2.1, page 236. 
  
Results 
The analysis of the examples revealed several variations of lexical cohesion: quotation, 
address naming and near-repetition. Exact quotations with quotation marks were found 
quite rarely in the analysed groups.	  A few examples were not exact quotations and were 
classified as near-repetitions. There was repetition of words from phrases in preceding 
messages, but owing to changes of word order, the addition of new words or changes 
from questions to statements they are only near-repetitions. Because of these changes 
near-repetition does not fit particularly well under the classification of lexical cohesion.          
The analysis revealed that address naming can function as a cohesive device.                      
If there is no other explicit cohesive device, address naming can set up a cohesive 
relation between two messages.   
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Address naming can also support an already existing cohesive link between two 
messages, such as reference with a demonstrative pronoun. Near-repetition was found in 
all three groups and the most examples for near-repetition appeared in Eurovision. 
Address naming occurred most often in Capoeira de Ouro and in Eurovision.             
Raduga zhizni contained only a few examples.  
This suggests that the larger the groups are, the more address naming is used.           
Message allocation by name is helpful in long threads with many participants.                   
As the threads in Raduga zhizni are much shorter, there is less necessity for address by 
name. People can easily allocate related messages and do not have to look for them 
among many other messages.  
 
4.3.11 Collocation 
Halliday and Hasan (1976:284) define collocation as a type of lexical cohesion, ‘that is 
achieved through the association of lexical items that regularly co-occur’. According to 
Simmons, collocation deals with two words in the same text, which share a lexico-
semantic connection, ‘as opposites in meaning (similarity) or as members of a series 
(contiguity)’ (Simmons 1981:70). The difficulty with defining collocation is that ‘the 
analysis of collocational ties is to some extent intuitive’ (Simmons 1981:70). 
 
122 AS 121 
Ко всем, кто занимался одна просьба! Если вы выходите 
на коридор или первый этаж - одевайте обувь, чтобы 
потом грязными ногами не ходить по ковру! 
2 окт в 21:27 
123 RG 119 ааа еее! супер тренировочка!!!! всё болит! 3 окт в 9:18 
124 IP 121 
О ДА)))) Вообще все)))) хоть и успела толко на часть 
второй (^^) РЕБЯТА!!!! ОБЯЗАТЕЛЬНО НОСИМ 
ОБУВЬ!!!!! Не нервируйте вахтеров! 
3 окт в 13:29 
125 ZA 124 есть настолько нечистоплотные кадры, которые дозволяют себе ходить на первый этаж босиком??!! о_О 3 окт в 14:56 
Example 4.69 (Capoeira de Ouro) 
 
The verb ‘одевайте’ in message 122 is used in collocation with ‘НОСИМ’ in message 
124. Both verbs are in Simmons’s terminology members of a series. The noun ‘обувь’ is 
present in messages 122 and 124. The collocation between ‘обувь’ and ‘босиком’ 
connects messages 124 and 125. ‘обувь’ and ‘босиком’ are opposites in meaning.   
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274 STRZ 0 Девушки специально для вас =)http://vk.com/club57514571 5 сен в 17:32 
275 OS 274 Партнёры, берегитесь! ) 5 сен в 18:25 
276 SK 275 мужчины должны защищать женщин, а не сами женщины с криком кия вылетать вперед)))) 5 сен в 18:30 
277 AM 276 
К сожалению мы не всегда можем быть рядом с 
вами.И хочется,чтоб Вы милые наши девушки, 
были готовы, когда какой нибудь му.... не дай бог 
начнет приставать к вам  
5 сен в 22:12 
Example 4.70: (Raduga zhizni) 
 
In message 276 the verb ‘защищать’ and ‘быть рядом’ form a collocative relation.       
They are members of a series. The nouns ‘девушки’ in 274 and 277, ‘мужчины’ in 276, 
‘женщины’ in 276 and ‘му[дак]’ in 277 are also collocations, but they present opposites 
in meaning.  
 
547 AK 542 Алёнушка, вот его бы даже в финал не пустили! и слава Богу 
5 минут назад 
Алёнушке 
548 RK 547 Артур, мне показалось или тебе обидно стало за трансвестита 
4 минуты назад 
Артуру 
549 AK 548 Руслан, Меня просто бесит, что раздувают такую трагедию 
три минуты назад 
Руслану 
Example 4.71: (Eurovision) 
 
The cohesion device in this thread is the collocation between ‘тебе’ in 548 and ‘меня’ in 
549. Both words present a contrast and are opposites in meaning. This type of 
pronominal collocation was not mentioned by Halliday and Hasan (1976)/Simmons 
(1981). The collocation is here combined with address naming.  
 
232 AS 0 Ох и круто!!! Громадная благодарность Марине и Серёге за шикарный зал!!! 14 окт в 23:39 
233 JD 232 Да! Спасибо! С нетерпением ждем завтрашних тренировок! 15 окт в 0:12 
234 IP 233 Ух ребята выручили! Спасибо! 16 окт в 8:59 
Example 4.72: (Capoeira de Ouro) 
 
This example does not fit particularly well into the framework by Halliday and Hasan 
(1976)/Simmons (1981). The only connections between the two phrases in 232 and 233 
are the collocations ‘зал’ and ‘тренировок’ (compare example 4.55) and the near-
synonyms ‘благодарность’ and ‘спасибо’. The collocations ‘зал’ and ‘тренировок’ are 
members of a series.   
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It is suggested to broaden the classification by Halliday and Hasan (1976)/Simmons 
(1981) and include contextual collocation as a new type of collocation.                      
According to Tanskanen (2006:34), ‘collocation is closely involved with the idea of the 
connectivity of text-knowledge and world-knowledge, which de Beaugrande (1980: 132) 
found so essential for the functioning of cohesion’. The general activity of Vkontakte 
groups provides the context. In message 233 ‘завтрашних тренировок!’ is used in 
contextual collocation to ‘шикарный зал’ in 232.  
 
200 OO 0 проверка наличия музыкальногос слуха =)))  Ссылка rimkor.edu.ru 11 окт в 21:09 
201 ISCHA 200 Печаль=) у меня нет музыкального слуха( 1 окт в 21:18 
202 OO 201 
исходя из полученных мною 8 баллов 
(хороший музыкальный слух) мне кажется 
тест не совсем точен =)))) 
11 окт в 21:27 
Example 4.73: (Capoeira de Ouro) 
 
For this example multiple interpretations are possible. There is a collocation between 
message 200 with ‘проверка’ and ‘тест’ in message 202. As collocations they are 
members of a series. ‘проверка’ and ‘тест’ can also be classified as synonyms.           
Another collocation is between ‘проверка’ in message 200 and ‘8 баллов’ in 202.         
Both words are members of a series and co-occur frequently. A cohesive device between 
201 and 202 is hard to identify. Possibly the repetition of the noun phrase ‘музыкальный 
слух’ is the cohesive device here. 
114 AAL 0 добрый день, хотелось бы узнать проводите ли вы еще наборы? если да, то на что?)спасибо 11 июл в 20:04 
115 AM 115 
Здравствуйте, Алена, Набор еще продолжается 
по таким направлениям как сальса, бачата, 
реггетон, растяжка подробности о расписании и 
стоимости занятий здесь 
http://vk.com/event54818313 
11 июл в 20:38 
Example 4.74: (Raduga zhizni)  
 
In 115 ‘набор’ is repeated from ‘наборы’ in 114. There is the collocation of ‘добрый 
день’ in 114 and ‘Здравствуйте’ in 115. Both words are members of a series in 
Simmons’ terminology. Possibly ‘добрый день’ and ‘Здравствуйте’ can also be 
classified as synonyms. According to Maat and Sanders (2006), it is rather difficult to 
prove how lexical items belong to a lexical field, because lexical cohesion often occurs 
implicitly. The same is true for examples 4.73 and 4.74.   
 201 
82 CAPO 0 
Нас приглашают выступить в ЛУЧе в воскресенье 
25 сентября в 14:00 на театрализованном 
праздничном концерте, посвященном открытию 
творческого сезона «Лучистый сезон». От нас 
требуется небольшой номер. Кто хочет 
поучаствовать? 
23 сен в 22:43 
      пс: в субботу выступление отменили.   
83 IP 82 :) я))) 23 сен в 23:13 
84 DA 82 мне месяц нельзя прыгать после операции........... :'( 24 сен в 23:31 
Example 4.75: (Capoeira de Ouro) 
 
There is a collocation between ‘выступить’ and ‘поучаствовать’ in message 82 and 
‘прыгать’ in message 84. This is again an example of contextual collocation, which 
refers to a typical activity for this Vkontakte group. These three words might also be 
defined as members of a series in Simmons’ terminology. Although there is no evidence, 
whether ‘поучаствовать’ and ‘прыгать’ frequently co-occur. The lexical-semantic 
relation between ‘выступить’ and ‘поучаствовать’ is stronger.  
 
43 ED 0 Убейте меня кто-нибудь! Я кривоногая, порвала связки на левой ноге((    18 сен в 17:10 
44 ED 43 Я решила, видимо, что чего-то не хватает для полного счастья и упала в яму!)) сходила к дяде доктору(  19 сен в 1:03 
45 AO 44 падать в яму это круто)))))))) ты такая не одна))))  19 сен в 10:12 
46 RG 45 везучая, ты наша) лечи ногу-связку, пусть отдыхают) и скорее возвращайся! 19 сен в 12:01 
Example 4.76: (Capoeira de Ouro) 
 
There is a collocation between message 44 and 46. The cohesion device is ‘везучая’ in 
46. This is a kind of reverse collocation and expresses irony in this example.                       
A reverse collocation says the opposite of what would be expected.                           
‘везучая’ can be seen in relation to Halliday and Hasan’s notion of antonymy.         
According to Halliday and Hasan (1985:80), ‘Antonymy can be described as the 
oppositeness of experiential meaning; the members of our co-extensional tie silver and 
golden are an example of this kind of meaning relation’. In their work from 1976 they 
mentioned an example of antonymy only very briefly, but they did not discuss antonymy 
in detail. Reverse collocation was not mentioned by Halliday and Hasan (1976)/Simmons 
(1981).   
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Results 
Collocation between nouns, pronouns and verbs was found.                                                
The framework by Halliday and Hasan (1976)/Simmons (1981) does not always enable a 
satisfactory description, because the examples in Vkontakte showed the potential for 
different interpretations. The Vkontakte examples suggested that the boundaries between 
synonyms, superordinates and collocations might not always be easy to distinguish.          
The category collocation seemed not precise enough for some of the discussed examples. 
Therefore it was proposed to add two additional types of collocation, reverse collocation 
and contextual collocation to the framework. 
Reverse collocation says the opposite of what would be expected and can be related to 
irony. Contextual collocation is useful, when there are difficulties with the identification 
of explicit cohesion devices between messages. The knowledge of the context provides 
information to the participant, who will be able to decode messages without explicit 
cohesive devices. A researcher, who is not part of the group, can lack the necessary 
background knowledge and knowledge about the context of the group, which might lead 
to general difficulties with the understanding of messages. The most examples for 
collocation occurred in Eurovision and the fewest examples were discovered in Raduga 
zhizni.   
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4.4 Conjunction  
 
The classification by Halliday and Hasan (1976)/Simmons (1981) includes the following 
categories: additive, adversative, causal and temporal.  
As discussed in chapter 2.3.2.4 Simmons’s approach to conjunctives is rather superficial, 
because she does not take any other resources into account, apart from Halliday and 
Hasan (1976). The classifications of conjunctives discussed in the Grammatika 
sovremennogo russkogo literaturnogo iazyka (1970), the Russkaia Grammatika (1980), 
Kratkaia russkaia grammatika (1989) and in Rozental’ et al. (2001) are more elaborate 
than Simmons’s approach and present more or less the same semantic functions of 
conjunctives. For these classifications see chapter 2.3.2.4.  
Additionally, the category conditional is discussed, because such examples were found in 
the Vkontakte threads. For Russian the category of ‘вводные слова’ is added, as 
suggested in chapter 2.3, pages 46-57. Dunn and Khairov stated that ‘вводные слова are 
separated from the rest of the sentence by commas, and they are used to supply 
information that is additional to what is contained in the main body of the sentence’ 
(Dunn and Khairov 2009:455). ‘Вводные слова’ do not form an additional sub-category 
of conjunctives parallel to e.g additives. They may belong to any of the four sub-
categories of conjunctives mentioned by Halliday and Hasan (1976)/Simmons (1981). 
‘Вводные слова’ can serve as cohesion devices, but they do not do so by necessity.             
See chapter 2.3.2.5 in this thesis for a detailed classification of ‘вводные слова’. 
 
4.4.1.Additive  
22 IP 0 :=)Кто не успел - тот опоздал!!! 17 сен в 22:07 
23 AS 22 Безумно рады были видеть Макса на тренировке!!! 17 сен в 22:08 
24 JD 23 Эх..... 17 сен в 22:08 
25 ER 23 Да, такой сюрприз потрястный устроил!!! 17 сен в 22:24 
26 IP 25 и остался без тортика))))))))) ну ничего, это мы как-нибудь исправим! 17 сен в 22:43 
27 AT 23 когда яж попаду на явление Максимки(( 19 сен в 1:13 
28 MM 27 
между прочим если кто нибудь бы мне позвонил что 
максмка на тренировке, я бы пришла еще девчонок с 
собой привела, мы как раз у меня сидели... 
19 сен в 9:00 
Example 4.77: (Capoeira de Ouro)   
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Message 26 starts with the additive conjunctive ‘и’ and links to the previous message. 
Messages 25 and 26 form a sentence together. 
 
179 JD 0 Фляк назад, обучение. Фляк назад, обучение 1:50   9 окт в 23:18 
181 JD 180 Фляк - это всего лишь накат.. всего-то! 10 окт в 21:33 
182 AZ 181 это всего лишь разгонный элемент)   10 окт в 23:40 
183 ISCHA 182 
Совет тем кто боится: попробуйте делать фляк 
не с места а со слабого рандата.Суть в том что 
тело после рандата находится в нужном 
положении и уже не нужно задумываться о 
том как прыгнуть назад. 
11 окт в 13:06 
184 AS 183 А потом не задумываясь прыгнуть ещё и сальто :) 	   11	  окт	  в	  21:16 
185 DA 184 ха ха :-)  	   11	  окт	  в	  22:51 
186 IP 185 хм... слабый рондат - это как? вот я боюсь, так что придется теперь показывать))))))))) 11 окт в 22:54 
Example 4.78: (Capoeira de Ouro) 
 
In 184 the cohesion device is the conjunctive ‘а’ in an additive function. 
 
240 EURO 0 Headlines 10-05-2014 'Austria wins 2014 Eurovision Song Contest'2:46 сегодня в 5:16 
241 ANL 240 
Эльчин, это хотят так те, кто сделал так, чтобы кончита 
победила. Всем думающим людям, было заранее ясно, 
что какой бы номер не был у кончиты, какая бы песня 
ни была - она победит. Просто так решили, ее номер 
абсолютно не причем. И для справки тебе скажу, те, кто 
реально хорошо владеет вокалом считают евро не 
серьзным конкурсом и в нем не участвуют. 
сегодня в 5:44 
Эльчину 
242 AZH 241 
А вообще конечно стыдно за такого победителя или 
победительницу, хотя песня конечно отличная( думаю в 
такой стране как Австрия не мало талантливых людей, 
чтобы найти девушку без бороды) Мне кажется Европа 
отнеслась с юмором на данный типаж, голос и 
представления номера наверное всем понравилось) хоть 
сам и являюсь активным фанатом футбольного клуба 
сегодня в 5:45 
243 AM 242 
ну так и у нас стопудово вместо Толмачевых нашлось 
бы, кого на конкурс выдвинуть, но вот решили, что 
девчонки справятся. за что стыдно-то? нормально 
человек выступил)) 
сегодня в 5:50 
Александру 
Example 4.79: (Eurovision) 
 
In 243 the conjunctive ‘ну так и’ connects messages 242 and 243 as an additive 
conjunctive.   
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4.4.2. Adversative 
1 EURO 0 Emma - La Mia Città (Italy) LIVE Eurovision Song 
Contest 2014 Grand Final 
сегодня в 3:21 
2 MR 1 Мой кумир не смотря ни на что сегодня в 3:22 | 
3 DS 2 Днина сегодня в 3:22 
4 SS 1 Ооооочень низко! Недооценили ((( сегодня в 3:22 
5 AK 4 Станислав, Я ОЖИДАЛ БОЛЬШЕГО ОТ 
НОМЕРА!!! ВИДЕЛ КЛИП И ПЕСНЯ СУПЕР!! 
НО НОМЕР ИЗВИНИТЕ НЕ ОЧЕНЬ!!! 
сегодня в 3:25 
Станиславу 
6 KN 1 Ползала что надо)) сегодня в 3:27 
7 LL 1 шикарная)) но голос слабоват сегодня в 3:28 
8 ESCH 7 Ндаааа,представлялась мне более грациозной И 
песня шикарная,и выглядели они 
замечательно,но в живую как-то не очень,увы Я 
даже расстроился как-то 
сегодня в 3:31 
9 AK 8 Ой, что она творила на сцене. Даже оператор не 
снимал её ниже пояса) 
сегодня в 3:32 
10 IA 1 Провал года сегодня в 3:35 | 
11 MR 9 Когда Конча в одном боди выступала никто так 
не возмущался, а тут ШОРТЫ под платьем 
увидели и все. 
сегодня в 3:40 
Example 4.80: (Eurovision) 
 
The conjunctive ‘a’ in the second half of the sentence in message 11 is adversative.  
 
1 EURO 0 Emma - La Mia Città (Italy) LIVE Eurovision Song 
Contest 2014 Grand Final 
сегодня в 3:21 
2 MR 1 Мой кумир не смотря ни на что сегодня в 3:22 | 
3 DS 2 Днина сегодня в 3:22 
4 SS 1 Ооооочень низко! Недооценили ((( сегодня в 3:22 
5 AK 4 Станислав, Я ОЖИДАЛ БОЛЬШЕГО ОТ 
НОМЕРА!!! ВИДЕЛ КЛИП И ПЕСНЯ СУПЕР!! 
НО НОМЕР ИЗВИНИТЕ НЕ ОЧЕНЬ!!! 
сегодня в 3:25 
Станиславу 
6 KN 1 Ползала что надо)) сегодня в 3:27 
7 LL 1 шикарная)) но голос слабоват сегодня в 3:28 
8 ESCH 7 Ндаааа, представлялась мне более грациозной И 
песня шикарная,и выглядели они 
замечательно,но в живую как-то не очень,увы Я 
даже расстроился как-то 
сегодня в 3:31 
Example 4.81: (Eurovision) 
 
The adversative conjunctive ‘но’ appears in messages 5 and 7. The same conjunctive has 
also an adversative function in message 8 and joins the two halves of the second sentence 
there.   
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Ambiguous relations of the conjunction ‘a’ 
 
46 MT 26 офигенный)))песня самая классная на евро!) час назад 
47 NK 26 Прелесть он во всех планах, мы с мамой 
болели за него :)) 
58 минут назад 
48 KM 46 Мария, не не самая ) россия ) три минуты назад 
Марии 
49 KM 48 Мне Польша понравилась ) три минуты назад 
Марии 
50 MT 48 Катя, я немного не так выразилась, самая 
позитивная и невесомая). Россия спору 
нет.Лучшие! 
две минуты назад 
Кате 
51 KM 50 Мария, а для тупых усачей это убожество !!!! минуту назад 
Марии 
Example 4.82: (Eurovision) 
 
Generally, ‘a’ does have two functions as a conjunctive. It is a conjunction joining two 
clauses or sentences in an additive or adversative function. Example 4.82 presents a 
context, where it is neither clearly additive nor clearly adversative, but somewhere in 
between. This ‘a’ expresses an ambiguous relation between messages 50 and 51.                     
It might be possible to substitute ‘а’ with ‘и’ in this sentence, but this is not certain.        
This is a possibility that Halliday and Hasan (1976)/Simmons (1981) do not envisage.  
 
According to the Russkaia Grammatika (1980: 714), the group of conjunctives ‘и, а, но, 
или, что, как, когда’ can have several meanings depending on the context, because 
‘Они способны оформлять различные виды смысловых отношений; их значения 
выявляются в контексте’ (1980:714).   
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4.4.3. Causal  
572 PM 0 Вы все молодцы, много интересного написали. Знаю 
перней давно... много пройдено, много пережито. И 
удивлений было достаточно, но сейчас... удивили, так 
удивили. То что произошло непосредственно на улице 
(сам процесс травмы) не видел, рассказывали потом 
уже. И говорить об этом не буду. Скажу, что девушка 
поехала на скорой одна! Т.е. без человека который мог 
бы ее поддержать мало ли чего: сознание потеряла, 
помочь выйти, родственникам позвонить... позвонили 
мне. Сказал, повезли в травму на гайдара. Нашел ее в 
первой городской больнице. А если девушка была бы 
без сознания или не могла ответить на телефон - 
искали бы до утра! Как узнал о последствиях, эмоций 
высказаных парням было много, только тогда 
приехал... Следующий раз был не раньше чем через 
неделю. Все. Больше не приходил. Обещал только. Из 
вас кто то знал о проишествии? Думаю нет. А ведь это 
произошло в начале сентября! Травка зеленая еще 
была. Кто знает поговорку "друг познается в беде"? 
Поднимите руку! Понимаете о чем я? 
19 окт в 15:16 
573 AI 572 Спасибо, Паша, за то, что не смотря ни на что, ты 
рядом. Мое тебе глубочайшее уважение. 
19 окт 2013 
574 PD 573 Паша, не подумай что я сейчас оправдываюсь! Мы 
исходили из ситуации, когда мы её отправляли она 
шутила и улыбалась, довольно таки бодро себя 
чувствовала. Не поехали сразу так как студию надо 
было открыть, как только Андрей дождался 
преподавателя он сразу поехал к Маше, я же смог 
заехать перед занятием, и не благодаря твоим 
эмоциям, мы не меньше твоего переживали и 
переживаем за Машу! А про визиты вы зря так, мы раз 
5 посещали Марию, да, хотелось бы больше, но у всех 
есть работа и личная жизнь, к тому же не всегда 
можно было прийти навестить из за процедур или 
других обстоятельств, так что восполняли это 
звонками. Мы ни когда не отказывались и сейчас не 
отказываемся в помощи, но это проблематично когда 
Маша, к моему сожалению, перестала на нас 
реагировать. 
19 окт 2013 
Example 4.83: (Raduga zhizni)  
 
Message 574 includes the causal conjunctive ‘так как’.  
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218 STRZ 0 
ОПРОС НА ВОСКРЕСЕНЬЕ!!! Устраиваем open-
air с 17:30 до 20:00??? Open-air на воскресенье 
Конечно ДА)  
Нет  
Проголосовало 56 человек. 
22 авг в 15:25 
219 DP 218 а с погодой как? смотрел кто нить? 22 авг в 15:26 
220 PD 219 переменная облачность +16 22 авг в 15:31 
221 SK 220 лишь бы не было дождя))) 22 авг в 16:11 
222 PD 221 ну что же, тогда заряжаю аккумулятор) 23 авг в 3:07 
223 PD 222 Если есть заявки, кидаем в личку сразу папкой! 23 авг в 13:46 
224 DP 219 из 42 проголосовавших "за" хотя бы половина придет? )))) 24 авг в 1:52 
225 PD 219 open-air будет в студии!!! 25 авг в 12:08 
Example 4.84: (Raduga zhizni) 
 
In message 222 the temporal adverb ‘тогда’ works as a causal conjunctive. It has a 
resultative function.	  	  
179 JD 0 Фляк назад, обучение. Фляк назад, обучение 1:50   9 окт в 23:18 
181 JD 180 Фляк - это всего лишь накат.. всего-то! 10 окт в 21:33 
182 AZ 181 это всего лишь разгонный элемент)   10 окт в 23:40 
183 ISCHA 182 
Совет тем кто боится: попробуйте делать фляк 
не с места а со слабого рандата.Суть в том что 
тело после рандата находится в нужном 
положении и уже не нужно задумываться о том 
как прыгнуть назад. 
11 окт в 13:06 
184 AS 183 А потом не задумываясь прыгнуть ещё и сальто :) 	   11	  окт	  в	  21:16 
185 DA 184 ха ха :-)  	   11	  окт	  в	  22:51 
186 IP 185 хм... слабый рондат - это как? вот я боюсь, так что придется теперь показывать))))))))) 11 окт в 22:54 
Example 4.85: (Capoeira de Ouro) 
 
In message 186 the conjunctive ‘так что’ is used and links the sentence within the same 
message.  
The conjunctives ‘тогда’ and ‘так что’ in example 4.84 and 4.85 are resultatives. 
Halliday and Hasan (1976)/Simmons (1981) do not distinguish between causals and 
resultatives. In the classification of conjunction by the Grammatika sovremennogo 
russkogo literaturnogo iazyka (1970:312) ‘так что’ appears in the category of 
‘следствия’. See also the discussion in chapter 2.3.2.4.   
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4.4.4. Temporal  
 
1 EURO 0 Emma - La Mia Città (Italy) LIVE Eurovision Song Contest 2014 Grand Final сегодня в 3:21 
2 MR 1 Мой кумир не смотря ни на что сегодня в 3:22 | 
5 AK 4 
Станислав, Я ОЖИДАЛ БОЛЬШЕГО ОТ 
НОМЕРА!!! ВИДЕЛ КЛИП И ПЕСНЯ СУПЕР!! 
НО НОМЕР ИЗВИНИТЕ НЕ ОЧЕНЬ!!!  
сегодня в 3:25 
Станиславу 
7 LL 1 шикарная)) но голос слабоват  сегодня в 3:28 
8 ESCH 7 
Ндаааа, представлялась мне более грациозной  
И песня шикарная,и выглядели они 
замечательно,но в живую как-то не очень,увы  Я 
даже расстроился как-то  
сегодня в 3:31 
9 AK 8 Ой, что она творила на сцене. Даже оператор не снимал её ниже пояса)  сегодня в 3:32 
11 MR 9 
Когда Конча в одном боди выступала никто так не 
возмущался, а тут ШОРТЫ под платьем увидели и 
все.  
сегодня в 3:40 
Example 4.86: (Eurovision) 
 
In message 11 a temporal conjunctive is used with ‘когда’. There is no clear relation to 
the immediately preceding messages. There is only a collocation between ̒ниже пояса᾽ in 
9 and ‘под платьем’ in message 10. 
 
4.4.5. Conditional 
218 STRZ 0 
ОПРОС НА ВОСКРЕСЕНЬЕ!!! Устраиваем open-
air с 17:30 до 20:00??? Open-air на воскресенье 
Конечно ДА)  
Нет  
Проголосовало 56 человек. 
22 авг в 15:25 
219 DP 218 а с погодой как? смотрел кто нить? 22 авг в 15:26 
220 PD 219 переменная облачность +16 22 авг в 15:31 
221 SK 220 лишь бы не было дождя))) 22 авг в 16:11 
222 PD 221 ну что же, тогда заряжаю аккумулятор) 23 авг в 3:07 
223 PD 222 Если есть заявки, кидаем в личку сразу папкой! 23 авг в 13:46 
224 DP 219 из 42 проголосовавших "за" хотя бы половина придет? )))) 24 авг в 1:52 
225 PD 219 open-air будет в студии!!! 25 авг в 12:08 
Example 4.87: (Raduga zhizni) 
 
In message 223 the conjunctive ‘если’ is used and expresses a condition. It shows no 
connection to the immediately preceding messages. Along with example 4.86 this raises a 
question concerning conjunctives as a cohesive device.   
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In both examples the conjunction comes at the beginning of the sentence, but has no link 
to the preceding sentence. Instead it serves to join the two halves of the sentence, in 
which it occurs. If these conjunctions at the beginning of a message are cohesion devices, 
they look forward, rather than backward. They provide a message-internal connection 
between the two halves of the sentence, in which they occur. 
 
22 IP 0 :=)Кто не успел - тот опоздал!!! 17 сен в 22:07 
23 AS 22 Безумно рады были видеть Макса на тренировке!!! 17 сен в 22:08 
24 JD 23 Эх..... 17 сен в 22:08 
25 ER 23 Да, такой сюрприз потрястный устроил!!! 17 сен в 22:24 
26 IP 25 и остался без тортика))))))))) ну ничего, это мы как-нибудь исправим! 17 сен в 22:43 
27 AT 23 когда яж попаду на явление Максимки(( 19 сен в 1:13 
28 MM 27 
между прочим если кто нибудь бы мне позвонил 
что максмка на тренировке, я бы пришла еще 
девчонок с собой привела, мы как раз у меня 
сидели... 
19 сен в 9:00 
Example 4.88: (Capoeira de Ouro) 
 
‘между прочим’ in message 28 presents a conjunctive that is not a conjunction.          
‘между прочим’ belongs to the Russian category of ‘вводные слова’.                                
In the classification of ‘вводные слова’ by Dunn and Khairov (2009: 455-457) ‘между 
прочим’ is listed in the category of ‘words making a comment on the nature of the 
utterance itself’ (see also chapter 2.3). This category is not covered by Halliday and 
Hasan (1976)/Simmons (1981). ‘между прочим’ also introduces a new aspect to the 
discussion in message 28. It belongs to a category of words, which is called devices of 
topic management in this thesis. In the next section 4.4.6 this category is discussed in 
more detail. The two conjunctives ‘между прочим’ and ‘если’ remain separate both 
structurally and in terms of cohesion. ‘между прочим’ looks backward, while ‘если’ 
looks forward. If ‘если’ is a cohesion device, it links the first clause of message 28 with 
the next two clauses, similarly to examples 4.86 and 4.87. A message-internal connection 
exists between these clauses. Halliday and Hasan (1976) /Simmons (1981) do not 
mention that conjunctives appear at the beginning of a sentence and link two clauses 
within that sentence, thereby, unlike other cohesion devices, looking forward, rather than 
linking with what has gone before.   
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In the terminology by Rozental’ et al. (2001) and the Grammatika sovremennogo 
russkogo literaturnogo iazyka (1970:312) this type of connection would be defined as 
‘подчинительный союз’. According to Rozental’ et al. (2001:275), ‘подчинительные 
союзы служат для связи синтаксически неравномерных единиц (главной и 
придаточной частей сложного предложения, реже – членов простого 
предложения)’. 
 
4.4.6. Conjunctions as topic management devices 
 
240 EURO 0 Headlines 10-05-2014 'Austria wins 2014 Eurovision Song Contest'2:46 сегодня в 5:16 
241 ANL 240 
Эльчин, это хотят так те, кто сделал так, чтобы 
кончита победила. Всем думающим людям, 
было заранее ясно, что какой бы номер не был у 
кончиты, какая бы песня ни была - она победит. 
Просто так решили, ее номер абсолютно не 
причем. И для справки тебе скажу, те, кто 
реально хорошо владеет вокалом считают евро 
не серьзным конкурсом и в нем не участвуют. 
сегодня в 5:44 
Эльчину 
242 AZH 241 
А вообще конечно стыдно за такого победителя 
или победительницу, хотя песня конечно 
отличная( думаю в такой стране как Австрия не 
мало талантливых людей, чтобы найти девушку 
без бороды) Мне кажется Европа отнеслась с 
юмором на данный типаж, голос и 
представления номера наверное всем 
понравилось) хоть сам и являюсь активным 
фанатом футбольного клуба 
сегодня в 5:45 
243 AM 242 
ну так и у нас стопудово вместо Толмачевых 
нашлось бы, кого на конкурс выдвинуть, но вот 
решили, что девчонки справятся. за что стыдно-
то? нормально человек выступил)) 
сегодня в 5:50 
Александру 
Example 4.89: (Eurovision)  
 
In message 242 the conjunctive ‘a’ is used at the beginning. ‘A’ introduces here a new 
aspect of the ongoing discussion. It functions as a device of topic management.                
The Modern Russian Grammar presents a third function of the conjunction ‘а’, apart 
from adversative and additive: ‘the conjunction A is often used at the beginning of a 
sentence, especially in dialogue. Here it serves the function of alerting the listener to a 
new topic or to a new development in the existing topic or simply of providing extra 
emphasis’(Dunn and Khairov 2009:458). ‘A’ is a conjunctive in this usage, but it does 
not fit comfortably into the classification by Halliday and Hasan (1976)/Simmons (1981).   
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218 STRZ 0 
ОПРОС НА ВОСКРЕСЕНЬЕ!!! Устраиваем open-
air с 17:30 до 20:00??? Open-air на воскресенье 
Конечно ДА)  
Нет  
Проголосовало 56 человек. 
22 авг в 15:25 
219 DP 218 а с погодой как? смотрел кто нить? 22 авг в 15:26 
220 PD 219 переменная облачность +16 22 авг в 15:31 
221 SK 220 лишь бы не было дождя))) 22 авг в 16:11 
222 PD 221 ну что же, тогда заряжаю аккумулятор) 23 авг в 3:07 
223 PD 222 Если есть заявки, кидаем в личку сразу папкой! 23 авг в 13:46 
224 DP 219 из 42 проголосовавших "за" хотя бы половина придет? )))) 24 авг в 1:52 
225 PD 219 open-air будет в студии!!! 25 авг в 12:08 
Example 4.90: (Raduga zhizni) 
 
In 219 DP uses the conjunctive ’a’ to introduce a new topic, which does not relate to 




The analysed examples in Vkontakte include additive, adversative, causal and temporal 
conjunctives. The category conditional was added during the analysis, because it 
appeared in examples. The conditional conjunctions ‘если’ and ‘когда’ appear at the 
beginning of a sentence, but have no link to the preceding sentence. Instead their function 
is to join two halves of a sentence, in which they occur. As cohesion devices they look 
forward, rather than backward. They provide a message-internal connection between the 
two halves of the sentence, in which they occur. Halliday and Hasan (1976)/Simmons 
(1981) did not discuss such a situation. In the terminology by Rozental’ et al. (2001:275) 
and the Grammatika sovremennogo russkogo literaturnogo iazyka (1970:312) this type of 
connection would be defined as ‘подчинительный союз’, which connects sentence parts 
in sentences with a subordinate structure. Conjunctions with a resultative function were 
not mentioned in the framework by Halliday and Hasan (1976)/Simmons (1981), but they 
occurred in examples 4.84 and 4.85. In the classification of conjunction by the 
Grammatika sovremennogo russkogo literaturnogo iazyka (1970:312) ‘так что’ appeared 
in the category ‘следствия’ The Russian conjunction ‘a’ is quite complex and has several 
functions in the analysed examples.   
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Generally, it expresses an additive and adversative function. Example 4.82 presented a 
context, where ‘a’ was neither clearly additive nor clearly adversative, but somewhere in 
between. Halliday and Hasan (1976)/Simmons (1981) do not mention, that conjunctions 
have ambiguous functions. According to the Russkaia Grammatika (1980: 714), ‘и, а, но, 
или, что, как, когда’ belong to the group of conjunctives with several meanings 
depending on the context.  
The conjunction ‘a’ and ‘вводные слова’ (e.g. ‘между прочим’) belong to a category 
called devices of topic management in this thesis. These devices introduce a new aspect 
to a discussion or can change a topic.  
The most conjunctives occurred in Capoeira de Ouro and the fewest in Eurovision.          
The most examples for ‘вводные слова’ were found in Eurovision, while Raduga zhizni 
showed the least.	   Generally, the number of conjunctives is low in Vkontakte.	  
Conjunctives play a less significant role between Vkontakte messages than expected. 




Simmons (1981) claimed, that there is no need for substitution in Russian (see chapter 
2.3, section 2.3.2.6). In the analysed Vkontakte messages potential examples of 
substitution in Russian were identified. 
 
464 STRZ 0 
ОЧЕНЬ хотим именно такого котенка   
(персикового цвета) есть предложения пишите в 
личку или звоните по тел 8-960-004-66-66 или 8-
960-016-00-11 
5 окт в 23:35 
465 SK 464 спросите в приютах котят- их там море просто! 5 окт 2013 
466 AM 465 А где приюты котят?Я даже не знаю где они.  5 окт 2013 
467 NN 464 http://vk.com/club41695030, это котодом Серафим, например, а так ещё и других много 6 окт 2013 
Example 4.91: (Raduga zhizni) 
 
The hyperlink in message 467 is a form of substitution. It presents a substitute for a 
verbal answer to the question in 466. Alternatively, the hyperlink can indicate a clausal 
ellipsis of something like ‘Нужную тебе информацию найдёшь здесь’.   
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114 AAL 0 добрый день,хотелось бы узнать проводите ли вы 
еще наборы? если да,то на что?)спасибо 
11 июл в 20:04 
115 AM 115 
Здравствуйте, Алена, Набор еще продолжается по 
таким направлениям как сальса, бачата, реггетон, 
растяжка подробности о расписании и стоимости 
занятий здесь http://vk.com/event54818313 
11 июл в 20:38 
Example 4.92: (Raduga zhizni) 
 
The hyperlink in 115 is a form of substitution, because it substitutes a more detailed 
answer to the question in 114. The adverb ‘здесь’ indicates, where the substituted 
information can be found. The hyperlink is a form of substitution, but in this context it 
does not function as a cohesive device.  
 
274 STRZ 0 Девушки специально для вас =) http://vk.com/club57514571 
5 сен в 17:32 
275 OS 274 Партнёры, берегитесь! ) 5 сен в 18:25 
Example 4.93: (Raduga zhizni) 
 
The hyperlink in message 274 substitutes the information about what was organized for 
the girls. To find out more the hyperlink needs to be opened. This hyperlink can function 
as a cohesive device. This example shows, how the hyperlink helps to keep the message 
short.  
 
560 IJA 559 
Леночка, во-первых, девочка эта танцует уже очень 
давно, а во-вторых, они готовили очень сложный 
трюк для показательного выступления. И кричать, 
что социальные танцы опасны для социума - не 
разумно. (это я сейчас не конкретно вам, а всем 
тем, кто репостит запись ниже);) 
19 окт в 7:36 
561 AA 560 В посте речь не о танцах, а о студии.  19 окт в 21:25 
Example 4.94: (Raduga zhizni) 
 
‘это’ in message 560 is a cohesive device and perhaps best classified as an example of 
substitution. ‘это’ is a pronoun, but here it does not refer back to anything, but stands for 
some sort of explanatory clause. Generally, only ‘это’ can function as a kind of 
substitute, when it is not used for reference to objects.   
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Results 
According to Simmons (1981), there is no reason to substitute adjectives or nouns in 
Russian, because their morphological form contains information about the item they refer 
to. Example 4.94 revealed that, in contrast to Simmons’s earlier argumentation, clausal 
substitution can occur in Russian, even if it appears only very rarely. Hyperlinks online 
can also function as a form of substitution. Hyperlinks are typical for the Internet and are 
classified as a new type of substitution. The hyperlink in example 4.92, though, is not 
used as a cohesive device.	  Apart from ‘это’ for clausal substitution in example 4.94 and 
hyperlinks no other examples of substitution were found in Vkontakte messages.  
 
 
4.6 Graphical cohesion  
 
Graphical cohesion includes the use of graphical devices, such as suspension dots or 
emoticons as a cohesive device. This type of cohesion occurred in Vkontakte messages, 
but it was not mentioned by Halliday and Hasan (1976)/ Simmons (1981).  
 
4.6.1 Suspension dots 
Quirk et al. (1985:1636) mentioned suspension dots and Simpson (2005) analysed 
suspension dots in computer-mediated communication (CMC). According to Simpson 
(2005), suspension dots have several functions in CMC. They can mark the omission of 
text. In other contexts they can mark a pause. Their third function is to indicate the 
trailing away at the end of a message. Additionally, he identified suspension dots in the 
function of conjunctions (Simpson 2005:2-3).  
 
Maggi: Where else silly...online...  
Example 4.95: (Simpson 2005:2) 
 
This first example presents an elliptic construction, where the omitted text is marked by 
suspension dots. 
  
Maggi: I'll be here too...so this is not the last time. 
Example 4.96: (Simpson 2005:2)   
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Here the suspension dots mark a pause between two sentence parts.  
 
Ying-Lan: Vance is on his Vacation... Does he go back to USA with his family? 
Maggi:      like I feel... 
Example 4.97: (Simpson 2005:3) 
 
In this example suspension dots function as a marker for trailing away at the end of the 
sentence by Maggi. The sentence just fades out. 
 
1 Maggi: there is still so much to do.... 
2 MichaelC: I wasn't invited anywhere by anyone! 
3 Ying-Lan: That's wonderful to have a special Christmas in 
Norway. 
4 Maggi: ....but i AM NOT MAKING MYSELF CRAZY 
Example 4.98 (Simpson 2005:3) 
 
Here Maggie ends her first comment with suspension dots. Her next comment in message 
4 starts with suspension dots, which graphically connect it to her previous message. 
According to Simpson (2005:3), suspension dots function in this message ‘as a device for 
the breaking up’ of messages in to shorter parts, which individually ask for more 
attention by the reader. This fourth function is also interesting for the analysis of 
cohesion in Vkontakte messages in this thesis. Suspension dots were found in Eurovision, 
Capoeira de Ouro and Raduga zhizni.  
 
456 STRZ 0 
В рамках "Благотворительная вечеринка Zumba & 
Social dance" http://vk.com/event58483285  
Мы все вместе собрали 8100 рублей в помощь 
пострадавшим от наводнения на Дальнем Востоке 
в 2013 году. МОЛОДЦЫ ! Деньги переданы 
Красному кресту и он в свою очередь передаст 
все собранные средства по Архангельской 
области ( на сегодня это более 180 000 рублей) в 
помощь пострадавшим от наводнения на Дальнем 
Востоке в 2013 году. 
3 окт в 22:32 
457 SK 456 надеюсь, эти деньги дойдут до самих пострадавших.... очень хотелось бы верить...) 3 окт в 22:35 
458 AM 457 Ну мы будем верить и они обязательно дойдут.:-) 3 окт в 23:19 
Example 4.99: (Raduga zhizni) 
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In message 457 suspension dots function as a cohesive device, which links two sentences. 
The second sentence in message 457 starts with small letters and is a continuation of the 
earlier interrupted sentence. The suspension dots at the end of message 457 can be 
interpreted as trailing away, similar to example 4.97 by Simpson (2005). These last 
suspension dots do not function as a cohesion device and simply present the fading out of 
the sentence.  
 
 
7 IP 6 неа))))) ты будешь за Олю и Алену ;) 16 сен в 17:17 
8 KO 7 Оля скоро сама за себя будет, да еще и с пополнением - вот только Алёнка ходить научится :)))))))) 17 сен в 10:14 
9 AS 8 ... на руках :) 17 сен в 13:48 
Example 4.100: (Capoeira de Ouro) 
 
In message 9 AS continues and completes the previous message 8 with ‘... на руках :)’.                
Messages 8 and 9 are connected by the suspension dots as a cohesive device.                  
This example is similar to 4.95 by Simpson (2005). The suspension dots in message 9 
mark the omission of text and this is a sort of graphical representation of ellipsis.              
The words ‘ходить научиться’ are omitted in 9, but the suspension dots function as a 




Examples 4.99 and 4.100 showed the use of graphical cohesion with suspension dots, 
which tie two messages together. Suspension dots form a graphical ‘bridge’ between the 
verbal content of two sentences within the boundaries of a single message or two 
different messages. Example 4.99 presented the function trailing away, similar to 
example 4.97 by Simpson (2005). Example 4.100 includes a graphical representation of 
ellipsis in message 9.   
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4.6.2 Partial messages without suspension dots 
 
601 AZ 0 Нашел в Германии) клевая футболочка! (Photograph) 26 ноя в 17:16 
602 AR 601 ниче такие!!! мне нра:) 26 ноя в 21:18 
603 AS 602 вится! :) 26 ноя в 22:12 
Example 4.101: (Capoeira de Ouro) 
 
A continuation of a previous message without suspension dots was found in message 603. 
In 602 the first three letters of the verb ‘нравится’ are written. The word ‘нра’ on its own 
does not make sense. It presents only the first syllable of the conjugated verb ‘нравится’. 
This is not a common abbreviation of this verb. The missing part of the verb can be 
inferred thanks to the context and the positive emoticon at the end of message 602. 
Message 603 adds the missing syllable ‘вится’ to the preceding ‘нра’ in 602.                  
This is a form of graphical cohesion between syllables of a single word.                           
The correct inference of the whole word based on the first syllable is important for the 
addition of the missing parts of the word. It is a form of collective message construction, 
which occurred a few times in Capoeira de Ouro.  
 
4.6.3 Emoticons  
According to Herring and Dresner (2010:1), emoticons are ‘construed as indicators of 
affective states, the purpose of which is to convey non-linguistic information that in face-
to-face communication is conveyed through facial expression and other bodily 
indicators’. For more information on the function of emoticons see chapter 2.4.                    
In Vkontakte messages emoticons can function as a device of graphical cohesion. 
 
43 PD 0 picture "Андрюха" The caption on the photograph has an arrow and some question marks. 23 июн в 15:22 
44 PD 43 Поздравляю) даже я не знал!)))) 23 июн в 15:22 
45 DP 44 ))))) и очки одел, шифруется ))) 23 июн в 20:28 
46 ER 45 )))) застукали 23 июн в 23:08 
Example 4.102: (Raduga zhizni) 
 
In this example the repetition of emoticons is used in message 44-45-46.                      
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Message 45 ends with multiple positive emoticons and message 46 starts with multiple 
emoticons. This way both messages are graphically linked. Message 46 repeats again 
emoticons from the end of message 45. 
 
213 DP 0 ))))))))))) picture: Доктор у меня проблема! У меня уже две недели не было Сальсы! 21 авг в 9:03 
214 OB 213 )) 21 авг в 10:54 
215 MV 213 :))) срочно лечить! 21 авг в 17:06 
Example 4.103: (Raduga zhizni) 
 
Message 213 starts with multiple emoticons and a picture-act. In 214 only a ‘naked’ 
emoticon without verbal text is used, but it refers to the previous emoticons and the 
content of the picture in 213. Message 215 starts with multiple emoticons and links to the 
previous emoticon in 214 or to the picture in 213. The collocation ‘Доктор’ and ‘лечить’ 
resolves any ambiguity of reference between the messages. For that reason it is arguable 
that in message 215 the emoticons are not a cohesion device. The relation between the 
picture and the remaining messages in this example will be discussed as example 5.7 in 
regard to multimodal cohesion in chapter 5, section 5.2.1, page 231. 
 
101 KRU 100 привет всем, надо андрея трифонова позвать))) 28 сен в 22:15 
102 AKR 101 ;))) 28 сен в 23:32 
103 AKR 102 я пойду в это воскресенье!!!!=) 29 сен в 8:29 
Example 4.104:(Raduga zhizni) 
 
Multiple ‘naked’ emoticons are used in message 102. They refer to the previous 
emoticons at the end of message 101. The emoticons are repeated and function as a 
cohesive device. 
 
579 DA 0 Очень понравилась растяжка во вторник :-) До сих пор под впечатлением )) Танюше спасибо :-) 24 ноя в 17:52 
580 TCH 579 *)))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))) 24 ноя в 18:54 
Example 4.105: (Capoeira de Ouro) 
 
 ‘Naked’ multiple emoticons in message 580 refer to message 579. This previous message 
ends with a single emoticon. The cohesive device is here repetition of emoticons.  
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These four examples show the repetition of emoticons. Emoticons at the beginning of 
messages referred to emoticons in preceding messages. ‘Naked’ emoticons referred to 
emoticons at the end of an immediately preceding message.	  Emoticons also set the mood 
for the current message. Emoticons have then a dual function, expressing emotions and a 
cohesive relation in Vkontakte messages.  
 
Results  
The analysis of cohesion in related Vkontakte messages based on Halliday and Hasan 
(1976)/Simmons (1981) showed that their categories are not entirely adequate and 
amendments to their existing framework are possible.  
The analysis of reference in the selected Vkontakte groups revealed that the categories by 
Halliday and Hasan (1976) as well as Simmons (1981) were present, apart from 
possessive pronouns. Possessive determiners occurred in Vkontakte examples.                 
The possessive determiner ‘nasha’ functioned as a community-building device and 
expressed an emotional coherence between supporters of a cause and the opponents.        
The distance between messages related by personal reference can be more than one 
message.  
During the analysis of ellipsis the category of pronoun ellipsis was discovered.          
Pronoun ellipsis can be divided into subject pronoun and object pronoun ellipsis.           
At times it is difficult to define the boundaries between ellipsis of subject pronoun or 
noun. Ellipsis of the subject pronoun or noun becomes a cohesion device, when a 
sentence without an explicit subject becomes incomplete (e.g. message 455 in example 
4.19). In examples of ellipsis of nouns or subject pronouns the inference of the correct 
omitted form is also based on the verb-endings and the context. The verb-endings or 
adjectives include information about the gender of the omitted noun or subject pronoun. 
At the same time they present a grammatical link to a previous item with the same gender 
in a preceding message or even several messages. When a sentence without an explicit 
subject remains complete, the grammatical ending of a verb or adjective in the same 
message sets up a cohesive link to a referent with the same gender and case in a 
preceding message. This is called grammatical cohesion in this thesis.   
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As the examples showed, the boundaries between grammatical cohesion and ellipsis of a 
subject are not easy to determine. Another question arises concerning the boundary 
between nominal ellipsis and clausal ellipsis. It is difficult to decide and answer, whether 
only the subject pronoun or a subject + verb быть (Ø) are elided. In Russian the present 
tense of the verb ‘быть’ is Ø. Verbal ellipsis occurred frequently in Vkontakte examples, 
while verbal and tense operators were rarely omitted. The sub-categories of clausal 
ellipsis by Halliday and Hasan (1976) are generally adequate, but one example showed, 
that the interpretation could fall between two sub-categories, modal ellipsis and general 
ellipsis of the clause.  
In a number of examples the category non-specific ellipsis occurred, which was not 
mentioned by Halliday and Hasan (1976)/ Simmons (1981). In these examples it was 
either not necessary or not possible to infer the elided text.  
Background knowledge helps to keep the communication coherent. The occurrence of 
non-specific ellipsis has implications about how communication works in Vkontakte, 
because not all information needs to be spelt out in detail. Thanks to the context and 
background information about the groups and their participants, the appearance of elliptic 
constructions has no negative influence on the understanding of messages. Examples for 
modal ellipsis were only found in Capoeira de Ouro. Zero ellipsis occurred very rarely.                                                                                                                              
The four types of reiteration repetition of the same word, near-synonyms, superordinate 
words and general words identified by Halliday and Hasan (1976)/ Simmons (1981) were 
found in the Vkontakte examples. Also several types of reiteration not mentioned by 
Halliday and Hasan (1976) or Simmons (1981) were classified in the examples: repetition 
of a noun phrase, the repetition of diminutives and repetition of aspect pairs.          
Diminutive and aspect pair repetition were considered a distinct form of reiteration in 
Russian in this thesis. Indirect repetitions of verbs were found as well.                               
The same verb was repeated with different personal endings and different verbal prefixes. 
Variations of reiteration typical for computer-mediated communication were found in 
Vkontakte: quotation, near-repetition and address naming. Exact quotations marked by 
quotation marks were found quite rarely in the analysed Vkontakte groups.                    
Near-repetition does not fit entirely under the classification of lexical cohesion.             
Near-repetition involves the change of word order, the addition of new words or the 
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change from questions to statements. Address naming can function as a cohesive device 
on its own in messages without any other explicit cohesive device. Otherwise it can 
support the present cohesive devices. Collocation occurred between nouns, pronouns, 
verbs and prepositions. The analysis of the Vkontakte examples revealed that the 
framework by Halliday and Hasan (1976)/Simmons (1981) does not always enable a 
satisfying description of collocation. At times it was not easy to distinguish between 
synonyms, superordinate words and collocations. As the category of collocation was too 
general for some of the analysed examples, two new types of collocation were identified 
for the description of Vkontakte examples, reverse collocation and contextual collocation. 
The analysis of conjunction in Vkontakte revealed that the classification by Halliday and 
Hasan (1976)/Simmons’ (1981) does not always work for Russian conjunctives.         
Halliday and Hasan prefer big sub-categories, but these boundaries are not always 
suitable for Russian. The analysed examples in Vkontakte include additive, adversative, 
causal and temporal conjunctives. The category conditional was added during the 
analysis. The conditional conjunctions ‘если’ and ‘когда’ appear at the beginning of a 
sentence, but have no link to the preceding sentence. They join the two halves of a 
sentence, in which they occur, and provide a message-internal connection within the 
sentence. Halliday and Hasan (1976)/Simmons (1981) do not discuss such a situation. 
The category of resultative conjunctions was not mentioned in the framework by 
Halliday and Hasan (1976)/Simmons’s (1981), but occurred in examples 4.84 and 4.85. 
The Russian conjunction ‘a’ is quite complex. It expresses an additive and adversative 
function. Example 4.82 presented a context, where ‘a’ was neither clearly additive nor 
clearly adversative. It was somewhere in between. Halliday and Hasan (1976)/Simmons 
(1981) do not mention conjunctions with ambiguous functions in their framework.          
The conjunction 'a' and ‘вводные слова’ (e.g. ‘между прочим’) belong to a category 
called devices of topic management in this thesis. These devices introduce a new aspect 
to a discussion or can change a topic.  
The analysis of substitution in Vkontakte showed that in contrast to Simmons’s claim, 
clausal substitution can occur in Russian, even if only very rarely. The pronoun ‘это’ and 
hyperlinks work as a form of substitution in Vkontakte.  
Some examples showed the appearance of graphical cohesion. Graphical cohesion 
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includes the use of graphical devices such as suspension dots, partial messages without 
suspension dots and emoticons as a cohesive device. This type of cohesion occurred in 
Vkontakte messages, but it was not mentioned by Halliday and Hasan (1976)/ Simmons 
(1981). Examples 4.99 and 4.100 showed the use of graphical cohesion with suspension 
dots, which tie two messages together. Suspension dots form a graphical ‘bridge’ between 
the verbal content of two sentences within the boundaries of a single message or two 
different messages. Four examples showed the repetition of emoticons. Emoticons at the 
beginning of messages referred to emoticons in preceding messages. ‘Naked’ emoticons 
referred to emoticons at the end of an immediately preceding message.	  Emoticons also set 
the mood for the current message. Emoticons have then a dual function, expressing 
emotions and a cohesive relation in Vkontakte messages. Partial messages without 
suspension dots are a form of collective message construction, which occurred a few 
times in Capoeira de Ouro. This is a form of graphical cohesion between syllables of a 
single word. The correct inference of the whole word based on the first syllable is 
important for the addition of the missing parts of the word.  
 
Conclusion 
The analysis of cohesion between messages in Vkontakte revealed that the theoretical 
framework based on Halliday and Hasan (1976)/Simmons (1981) (see table 2.5 in chapter 
2.4) needed changes for the analysis and description of cohesion in Vkontakte. Changes 
like the addition of graphical cohesion and variations of lexical cohesion are related to 
the medium Internet, which offers new possibilities for communication. For some 
examples the categories by Halliday and Hasan (1976)/Simmons (1981) were not precise 
enough, e.g collocation, and new categories were suggested. This updated theoretical 
framework offers new possibilities for the analysis of cohesion in the social network 
Vkontakte and possibly other media on the Russian Internet. The next chapter analyses 




Chapter 5 - Multimodal cohesion 
 
This chapter analyses, how cohesive devices express a relation between visual message 
elements (VME) and verbal text (for the theory on multimodal cohesion see chapter 2.5). 
There will be a discussion, how multimedia-files like photographs, audio-files and video-
files	  connect to a verbal text and also to each other. In chapter 3 appeared the following 
questions concerning multimedia-acts and chapter 5 will try to answer them with the 
analysis of Vkontakte messages:  
1.How can connections between two multimedia-acts be described and defined?                 
2. Which types of cohesive devices are able to refer to and connect multimedia-acts and 
verbal acts, especially acts in initiating messages?  
 
5.1 Multimodal relations 
First the relations between multimedia-files and verbal text are presented in general and 
then the analysis of multimodal cohesion is conducted in Vkontakte messages.                  
The following relations between multimedia-files and verbal text are possible: 
 
• Verbal text – image/photograph  
• Verbal text – video-file  
• Verbal text – audio-file  
• Photograph – audio-file   
• Verbal text – audio-file – photograph  
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a) Verbal text - image/photograph 
 
 
Example 5.1: (Capoeira de Ouro)	  	  	  
Here the modes verbal text and photograph occur together in one message. Images or 




b) Verbal text –  video-file  
 
 
Example 5.2: (Capoeira de Ouro) 
 
In this example a verbal text and video-file appear together. The video-file was taken 
from the Vkontakte archive. It is also possible to use external video-files. 
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c) Verbal text – audio-file 
 
Example 5.3: (Raduga zhizni)	  
In this message a verbal text and several audio-files are presented. The audio-files belong 
to the Vkontakte archive. It is also possible to use external audio-files via a hyperlink. 
 
d) Audio-file - photograph 
              
Example 5.4: (Raduga zhizni)   
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In this example a photograph and several audio-files are published. The audio-files were 
taken from the Vkontakte archive. If there is no explicit link to the source of a 
photograph, it is not possible to determine its origin. Members of Vkontakte can upload 
photographs at any moment and they care little about copyright. People can also use a 
photograph that they see on another profile in Vkontakte and add it to their own archive. 
 
5.2 Analysis of multimodal cohesion in Vkontakte messages 
 
5.2.1 Verbal text – image/photograph relation 
 
 
10 STRZ 0 
Picture. Танец - это не просто движения, это Ваши 
ЧУВСТВА, ЭМОЦИИ, СТРАСТЬ!  
audio-file:  Amandoti – Bachata tango 3:02 
 15 июн в 18:21 
11 DP 10 Крутая картинка)) 15 июн в 20:45  
Example 5.5: (Raduga zhizni)   
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Message 10 includes a verbal text, a picture and audio-file. In 11 DP comments this 
picture and refers to it with the noun, ‘картинка’. ‘картинка’ refers to the mode of the 
multimedia-file. According to Royce’s (2007) framework, the represented participant is 
the picture. The dancing man and woman in the picture present a visual process, but they 
are not referred to here. The audio-file ‘Bachata tango’ in message 10 and the verbal text 
with ‘танец’ link to the process of dancing in the picture. There is a message-internal 
relation between the audio-file, the verbal text and picture.                                                
The quality and content of the picture is described by the adjective ‘Крутая’ in message 
11. The verbal text in message 11 refers only to the picture in 10. The verbal text in 
message 10 refers to the picture and the audio-file in the same message. This example 
describes the relation between a verbal text, a picture and a relating audio-file. Royce 




216 SM 0 picture:cat with rainbow colours 21 авг в 20:59 
217 ER 216 Обожаю котофф!  26 авг в 22:58 
218 VR 217 Я ТООЖЕ 29 мая 16:30 
Example 5.6: (Raduga zhizni)	  	  
In message 216 there is a picture of a cat and message 217 refers to the cat with the noun, 
‘котофф’, which is an example of padonskii iazyk with the ending ‘-фф’.               
Padonskii iazyk was discussed in chapter 2.4.2 and is part of the theoretical framework as 
a possible source for incoherence (see table 2.5). Between 2007-2009 the popularity of 
padonskii iazyk decreased, ‘однако его элементы (орфография, отдельные выражения 
и формулы) повсеместно интегрируются в повседневные практики Рунета’ (Zvereva 
2009:56). ‘котофф’ was one of very few examples of padonskii iazyk in the Vkontakte 
corpus for this thesis. Three other examples (‘Проктически’, ‘Пичаль’, ‘пака’) appeared 
in Eurovision and Raduga zhizni, where they did not cause any incoherence.             
Example 5.6 shows, that there are no problems with the understanding of padonskii iazyk 
and the conversation remains coherent. These findings suggest, that padonskii iazyk does 
not cause any incoherence, when it appears in Vkontakte messages.  
According to Royce’s (2007) framework, the represented participant in the picture is 
only one cat. The verbal text in message 217 refers to several cats, ‘котофф’. This is a 
near-repetition and this example does not fit into Royce’s scheme. ER does not refer to 
the one cat in the picture, but mentions her general love for cats. Message 218 includes a 
clausal ellipsis, a construction without verb and object, and it relates to message 217.                                                      
This example shows, how three different participants develop together a multimodal 
cohesive relation between a picture and a verbal text. By the way, there is a gap of nine 




213 DP 0 )))))))))))  picture: Доктор у меня проблема! У меня уже две недели не было Сальсы!   21 авг в 9:03 
214 OB 213 ))  21 авг в 10:54 
215 MV 213 :))) срочно лечить!  21 авг в 17:06 
Example 5.7: (Raduga zhizni) 
 
The picture in 213 shows an ill person and another man is supporting him. The caption in 
the picture mentions a doctor, but no one in the picture looks like a doctor. There is a 
discrepancy between the picture and the caption. In message 215 MV refers to the 
caption in message 213 with the verb ‘лечить’. ‘лечить’ relates to the represented 
process in the caption and the cohesive device is collocation. This example has been 
partly discussed before as example 4.103 in regard to repetition of emoticons in chapter 4, 




132 DP 0 
Photo showing animals with captions indicating 
names of dances :Salsa Casino, Lambada, Merengue, 
Kuduro, Bachata, Nosa Nosa, Reggaeton, Kizomba, 
Cumbia. 
16 июл в 10:48 
133 MV 132 бачата (обнимашки) и кизомба (с танцующей попой у особи женского пола) клаасныеее! :)))) 16 июл в 21:10 
134 DP 133 да да )) 17 июл в 0:26 
Example 5.8: (Raduga zhizni) 
 
In message 132 several dance types are introduced with captions, which accompany 
photographs of dancing animals. There is a collocation between the captions in the 
photographs and the process performed by the dancing animals. The dances by the 
animals collocate with the names of the dances in the captions. Message 133 refers to the 
captions and the represented process of the dancing animals. The words ‘бачата and 
‘кизомба’ in message 133 are a verbal repetition of the captions in the photographs.   
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This is lexical cohesion between messages 132 and 133. This example illustrates some of 
the complexities of multimodal cohesion, because message 133 relates to the photographs 




176 STRZ 0 
Твое вдохновение на каждый день... 
6 photographs:rainbows  
audio-file: Owl City– Rainbow Veins 4:40 
28 июля 0:37 
 
177 SK 176 audio-file: Israel 'IZ' Kamakawiwo'ole – Somewhere Over the Rainbow 3:31 28 июля 0:47 
Example 5.9: (Raduga zhizni) 
 
In message 176 six different photographs of ‘rainbows’ are presented. The same message 
includes an audio-file, ‘Owl City – Rainbow Veins 4:40’.                                                            
The ‘rainbow’ in the verbal audio-title repeats the ‘rainbow’, the represented participant, 
in the photographs. This is a repetition of the same object in the photograph-content and 
the verbal title of the audio-file within one message. Message 177 includes another 
audio-file with ‘Somewhere Over the Rainbow 3:31’. The audio-title in message 177 
presents a verbal repetition of the ‘rainbow’ in the audio-title in 176. The cohesive device 
between messages 176-177 is lexical cohesion. The ‘rainbow’ in the audio-title in 
message 177 also refers to the content of the photographs in 176. There is a triangular 
cohesive relation between the ‘rainbows’ in the photographs and the verbal audio-titles. 
All three devices share the same visual and verbal represented participant, a ‘rainbow’.   
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494 STRZ 0 Photograph: Nails. А давайте....девушке, которая придет с ТАКИМИ ногтями, занятие бесплатно  =))) Как вам?   
495 ОС 494 а мальчику месяц бесплатно))) 
496 DF 495 а если на ногах?  
497 AM 496 =0 ого Дима  
498 SS 497 неплохой маникюр, можно попробовать))))  
Example 5.10: (Raduga zhizni) 
 
This example has been discussed before as example 4.68 in regard to address naming in 
chapter 4, section 4.3.9, page 197.  
In message 494 STRZ relates the demonstrative pronoun in ‘ТАКИМИ ногтями’ to the 
photograph-content, the fingernails, in the same message. The cohesion device is here 
comparative reference as with other examples with ‘такой’ in chapter 4, section 4.1.3. 
The reference is emphasized by the capital letters of ‘ТАКИМИ’. ‘ногтями’ is a verbal 
repetition of the represented participant, the visualised nails, in the photograph of the 
same message. There is a collocation of ‘девушке’ in message 494 with ‘мальчику’ in 
message 495. In message 496 the collocation ‘на ногах’ refers to the photograph in 494. 
There is also an example of non-specific ellipsis in the sentence in message 496. There is 
no certainty which words were exactly omitted. In 498 ‘Маникюр’ refers with 
collocation to the coloured nails in the photograph in 494. This is a collocation between a 





336 MAM 0 попробуй капоэйру на вкус!  Picture: Солнечная капоейра Архангельск 21 окт в 22:19 
337 IP 336 С красным чаем и медом... (^^) ммм)))))))) 21 окт в 22:24 
338 KO 337 я тож хочу!!!!!!!!!! 21 окт в 22:54 
339 TP 338 да-да, с вареньем, очень вкусно бы было :) 21 окт в 23:24 
Example 5.11: (Capoeira de Ouro)   
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In message 336 the word ‘капоэйра’ repeats one word of the baked letters in the 
photograph in the same message. The collocation ‘вкус’ in message 336 refers to the 
biscuits, the represented participant in the photograph. In message 337 a propositional 
ellipsis is used. This is a good illustration of the problems that jokes can cause for 
linguistic analysis. At one level there is the propositional ellipsis of possibly ‘попробуй 
капоэйру’ in message 337, but at another ‘чаем и медом’ is a collocation to the 
photograph of the biscuits. In order to function properly the joke needs both forms of 
cohesion.  
Royce (2007) and Bateman (2014) did not mention ellipsis between a verbal text and a 
photograph. In message 338 is the ellipsis of a noun. The biscuits that the person is 
wanting are in the photograph. There is a collocation between ‘вареньем’ in message 
339 and ‘медом’ in 337. The word ‘вареньем‘ in message 339 relates also via 
collocation to the biscuits in the photograph in message 336. This example shows, how 
collocation and ellipsis in a verbal text can refer to the participants in a photograph. This 
example has been discussed as example 4.33 in regard to ellipsis in chapter 4, section 
4.2.4, page 171. There is also the full thread of this example.  
 
5.2.2 Verbal text - audio relation 
 
179 TS 0 Buena Vista Social Club Vs. Sting – Fragilidad 4:19 29 июл в 9:32 
180 AM 179 Под эту песню представляется танец на крыше дома, в каком-нибудь мегаполисе... 29 июл в 14:46 
Example 5.12: (Raduga zhizni) 
 
Message 179 includes an audio-file and message 180 refers to it with the demonstrative 
pronoun in ‘эту песню’. The demonstrative pronoun and noun refer only to the media-
mode and not the exact title of the audio-file. Royce (2007) did not mention a relation 
between a verbal text and an audio-file. Such relations are quite common in Vkontakte, 




Example 5.13: (Raduga zhizni) 
 
This example presents a cohesive relation between a photograph, a verbal text and an 
audio-file. The noun ‘яркость’ and the adjective ‘сочная’ in this example relate by 
collocation to the qualities of the represented participants, the fruits, in the photograph. 
The audio-file ‘Endless summer’ in the same message relates by collocation to the 
photograph. ‘Summer’ and fruits are associated with each other. The audio-file ‘Endless 
summer’ relates to the wish ‘Всем бесконечно веселого ЛЕТА’. There is lexical 
cohesion by noun between ‘summer’ in the audio-title and ‘лета’ in the verbal text.         
The words are written in English and Russian, but the cohesion works. The three different 
modes verbal text, audio-file and photograph relate to each other by a complex network 




250 STRZ 0 Простой кубинский паренёк – Кимбара Кум ба ба 3:11  
251 AM 250 
Кимбара Кимбара Куба Ким ба ба  
Кимбара Кимбара Куба Ким ба ба    
На этом волшебном острове белоснежные пляжи, высокие  
пальмы,  
манящий океан.  
Example 5.14: (Raduga zhizni) 
 
This message shows the relation between an audio-file, a photograph and the lyrics of an 
audio-file. The audio-file and its title ‘Кимбара Кум ба ба’ are in message 250.              
The lyrics are posted in message 251 and the audio – title ‘Кимбара Кум ба ба’ is 
repeated. There is lexical cohesion between the audio-title in 250 and the lyrics in 251. 
The photograph in message 250 shows a represented participant, a young Cuban man. 
There is a collocation between the artist of the song and the represented participant in 
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the photograph in 250. The man in the photograph can be associated with a young Cuban 
guy due to his look. He seems to work at a construction site. The artist in message 250 is 
a ‘Простой кубинский паренёк’. There is again a triangular cohesive relation between a 
verbal text, a photograph and an audio-file.  
 
5.2.3 Verbal text - video relation 
 
137 ALKO 0 
Heroes of Martial Arts #17 - Ultimate CAPOEIRA 
Festival Video: Heroes of Martial Arts #17 - 
Ultimate CAPOEIRA Festival 3:40 
4 окт в 0:56 
138 AS 137 Отличный ролик! Благодарствую!   4 окт в 16:14 
139 IP 138 красота просто! =)  4 окт в 17:44 
140 DA 139 
Офигеть можно :-) Axe !! Кто нибудь может 
перечислить какие фильмы здесь использованы? 
Я знаю только "только сильнейшие" и "гарри 
потер"..... хотелось бы остальные посмотреть..))  
4 окт в 19:36 
141 AS 140 
Да.. я тоже подумал что не хватает в конце 
титров из каких фильмов вырезки 
использованы. 
4 окт в 23:05 
142 MM 141 я узнала теккен, безору, кулак дракона, кровавый спорт вроде так называются 4 окт в 23:25 
143 DA 142 
а кстати, если мышку подвести к надписи 
"Ссылка www.youtube.com" под видео и не 
нажимать клавиши мыши, то выскакивает как 
раз информация по использов. фильмам и 
музыке :-)  
 4 окт в 23:40 
Example 5.15: (Capoeira de Ouro) 
 
In message 138 ‘Отличный ролик’ is a collocation to the preceding video-file in 
message 137. ‘Ролик’ is a colloquial meaning of 'video-clip'. The word ‘ролик’ refers 
only to the media mode and not the content of the video-file itself. The adjective 
‘Отличный’ refers to the content of the video-file in 138. The adverb of place, ‘здесь’, in 
140 refers to the video-file in message 137. The conjunctive ‘тоже’ in message 141 refers 
to 140 and it is the cohesive device here. There is also near-repetition with ‘каких 
фильмов вырезки использованы’ in message 141 in relation to 140. The interesting 
point in this thread is, how the multimodal cohesion relates to the 'ordinary' textual 
cohesion.   
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1 EURO 0 Emma - La Mia Città (Italy) LIVE Eurovision Song Contest 2014 Grand Final сегодня в 3:21 
2 MR 1 Мой кумир не смотря ни на что сегодня в 3:22 | 
3 DS 2 Днина сегодня в 3:22 
4 SS 1 Ооооочень низко! Недооценили ((( сегодня в 3:22 
5 AK 4 
Станислав, Я ОЖИДАЛ БОЛЬШЕГО ОТ НОМЕРА!!! 
ВИДЕЛ КЛИП И ПЕСНЯ СУПЕР!! НО НОМЕР 
ИЗВИНИТЕ НЕ ОЧЕНЬ!!! 
сегодня в 3:25 
Станиславу 
6 KN 1 Ползала что надо)) сегодня в 3:27 
7 LL 1 шикарная)) но голос слабоват сегодня в 3:28 
8 ESCH 7 
Ндаааа, представлялась мне более грациозной  
И песня шикарная,и выглядели они замечательно,но в 
живую как-то не очень,увы  
Я даже расстроился как-то 
сегодня в 3:31 
9 AK 8 Ой, что она творила на сцене. Даже оператор не снимал её ниже пояса) сегодня в 3:32 
10 IA 1 Провал года сегодня в 3:35 | 
20 AK 10 
Игорь, еще Украина не дала жару! Помню выступления 
Русланы, Ани Лорак, Лободы! Вот это шоу были 
сегодня в 4:30 
Игорю 
21 DF 20 
пожалуйста, пусть они ниспошлют на следующее евро 
очаровательного парня... :3 сегодня в 5:03 
22 AL 1 фу какая бабища стремная. сегодня в 6:41 
23 AK 1 Это было великолепно!!!! сегодня в 8:38 
24 EM 1 разочарование всей жизни..... желала ей победы же час назад 
25 SES 1 плохо пятилась раком 43 минуты назад 
Example 5.16: (Eurovision) 
 
The full thread of this example can be found in the discussion of nominal ellipsis in 
example 4.16, chapter 4, section 4.2.1, page 157. It was also discussed as example 4.43. 
Here in chapter 5 only a shorter excerpt is presented, in order to not repeat the whole 
analysis and focus on the devices relevant to this chapter. Message 2 refers with ‘кумир’ 
to the represented participant in the video-clip, Emma. The cohesive device between 
message 1 and 2 is collocation. The cohesive link between message 1 and 4 is an ellipsis 
of the object for ‘недооценили’, a noun or a pronoun. The only possible point of 
reference is the video-file in message 1. There is no other explicit cohesive device 
between message 4 and the video-file. Royce (2007) did not mention the relation of 
ellipsis to a video-file. Message 5 with ‘номер’ is a collocation to ‘Eurovision Song 
contest’ in the title of the video-file in message 1. It can also be interpreted as a reference 
to the content of the video-file.   
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In message 10 ‘Провал года’ shows a less defined connection to the video-file in 
message 1. The cohesion device between message 1 and 10 is non-specific ellipsis.             
In message 24 ‘разочарование всей жизни’ refers also to the singer in message 1, but 
there is no explicit cohesion device. This is another example for non-specific ellipsis, but 
the personal pronoun ‘ей’ clarifies the reference in the same message. The construction 
‘плохо пятилась раком’ in message 25 refers to the process in the video and 
characterises the performance by the singer in message 1.  
 
Results 
The following relations between multimedia-files and verbal text occurred in Vkontakte 
messages: verbal text – audio-file, verbal text - photograph/image, verbal text – video-
file, photograph – audio-file and verbal text – audio-file – photograph.                           
Royce (2007:70) and Bateman (2014) mentioned the cohesive devices antonymy, 
synonymy, hyponymy, meronymy, collocation and repetition in multimodal relations (see 
chapter 2.5).  
Examples for synonymy, antonymy, hyponymy and meronymy were not found during the 
analysis of multimodal cohesion in Vkontakte messages. Collocation and repetition 
appeared in the examples from the three Vkontakte groups. The analysis revealed, that in 
addition to repetition and collocation there exist also other categories of multimodal 
cohesion. The following forms of multimodal cohesion were found in the Vkontakte 
messages: 
 
a) Repetition and collocation by noun 
b) Reference to participants in modes by personal and demonstrative pronoun  
c) Ellipsis of nouns, personal and demonstrative pronouns  
d) Verb relation and collocation to process  
e) Quality of the media-file – relation by adjective and adverb  
 
The following table 5.1 presents the cohesive devices between verbal text and 
multimedia-files in Vkontakte. A special focus is on the types of multimodal cohesion not 
mentioned by Bateman (2014) and Royce (2007).   
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a) Repetition and collocation by noun 	  
	  
Capoeira de Ouro Photograph Video Audio 
Verbal repetition of participant with noun 22 (3,5%) - - 
Verbal repetition of media mode 4   (0,64%) 1 (0,16%) 1 (0,16%) 
Verbal repetition of text in other mode  9   (1,43%) - - 
Raduga zhizni Photograph   Picture Audio 
Verbal repetition of participant with noun 15 (2,31%) 1 (0,15%) 5 (0,77%) 
Verbal repetition from title of audio-file 5   (0,77%) - - 
Verbal repetition of media mode 5   (0,77%) 2 (0,31%) - 
Verbal repetition of text in other mode  3   (0,46%) - - 
Eurovision Video Picture  Audio 
Verbal repetition of participant with noun 82 (15,13%) - - 
Verbal repetition of media mode 31 (5,72%) - - 
Verbal repetition of text in other mode  - - - 
Table 5.1: Repetition and collocation by noun between verbal text and multimedia-
modes in Vkontakte	  
	  
A represented participant in a picture/photograph can be repeated by verbal text with a 
noun. The table shows that in Capoeira de Ouro (22/3,5%) and Raduga zhizni                  
(15/2,31%) verbal repetition of the represented participant from a photograph was the 
most popular type of multimodal cohesion. Next follows the nominal repetition of the 
media mode with ‘фотография’, ‘фотка’ or ‘фото’. In this case the verbal text referred 
not to a represented participant in the photograph, but only to the media mode itself. 
There were few verbal links to the media modes picture and audio-file in Capoeira de 
Ouro and Raduga zhizni. Eurovision did not show any of those connections.              
Capoeira de Ouro (1/0,16%) and Raduga zhizni (0) show few verbal relations to the 
media-mode video. Eurovision (31/5,72%) includes many verbal relations to video-files 
as a media-mode. Videos and their content are important for the discussion in Eurovision. 
Videos are much less significant in Capoeira de Ouro and Raduga zhizni. There are also 
cohesive relations between nouns in song-titles of an audio-file and the repetition of the 
same word in another verbal text. Verbal repetition between a song-title of an audio-file 
and another verbal text is a good example of multimodal cohesion. Some photographs 
and pictures also included captions with verbal text. A connection between the captions 
in the photograph/picture and other verbal messages was also found.  
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b) Reference to participants in modes by personal and demonstrative pronoun	  
	  
Capoeira de Ouro Photograph  Audio Video 
Reference to participant with demonstrative pronoun - 1 (0,16%) 8 (1,27%) 
Reference to participant with personal pronoun 3 (0,48%) - 1 (0,16%) 
Raduga zhizni Photograph   Audio Video 
Reference to participant with demonstrative pronoun 4 (0,62%) 1(0,15%) 2 (0,31%) 
Reference to participant with personal pronoun - - - 
Eurovision Photograph Audio Video 
Reference to participant with demonstrative pronoun - - 38 (7,01%) 
Reference to participant with personal pronoun - - 89 (16,42%) 
Table 5.2: Reference to participants by personal and demonstrative pronoun  
	  
The results reveal, that in Capoeira de Ouro and Raduga zhizni there is little pronoun 
reference to represented participants in photographs and audio-files. In Capoeira de 
Ouro (3/0,48%) there are only a few examples for reference by personal pronoun to 
photographs. Raduga zhizni presents reference with demonstrative pronouns to 
photographs (4/0,62%) and audio-files (1/0,15%). In Capoeira de Ouro (8/1,27%) the 
most demonstrative pronouns referred to videos and their content. Eurovision frequently 
uses pronouns for reference to represented participants in videos. Personal pronouns (89 
/16,42%) were most often used for reference to singers in videos. Demonstrative 
pronouns (38/7,01%) referred often to videos as a media mode.                                          
The results underline the importance of pronoun reference to videos in Vkontakte groups. 
Demonstrative and personal pronouns rarely refer to photographs and audio-files.	   
 
c) Ellipsis of nouns and personal pronouns 
Capoeira de Ouro Photograph  Audio Video 
Ellipsis noun 5 (0,8%) 3 (0,48%) - 
Ellipsis demonstrative pronoun  2 (0,32%)  4 (0,64%) 
Raduga zhizni Photograph   Audio Video 
Ellipsis noun 8 (1,23%) - - 
Ellipsis demonstrative pronoun  4 (0,62%) 0 2 (0,31%) 
Ellipsis personal pronoun 1 (0,15%) - - 
Eurovision Photograph Audio Video 
Ellipsis noun - - 4 (0,74%) 
Ellipsis demonstrative pronoun  - - 2 (0,37%) 
Ellipsis personal pronoun - - 10 (1,85%) 
Table 5.3: Ellipsis of nouns and personal pronouns  
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In the analysed Vkontakte examples ellipsis relates to a video-file or photograph in a 
preceding message. The missing word in the message can only be inferred from the 
media modes in the preceding message. Nominal ellipsis in a message can relate to the 
represented participant in a picture/photograph or video-file. The most elliptic 
constructions with a relation to video-content were found in Eurovision.                      
Ellipsis in relation to other modes did not occur in Eurovision. Videos are more important 
in Eurovision than in the other two groups. Raduga zhizni shows the most elliptic 
relations to photographs. Capoeira de Ouro presents ellipsis in relation to photographs, 
audio - and video-files, but photographs attract the most elliptic constructions.  
 
d) Verb relation and collocation to process  
Verbs relate to the process in a video-file, picture and photograph. The verb expresses the 
action of participants in a photograph, picture or video-file. The most examples could be 
found in Capoeira de Ouro, where different types of movements are commented in 
videos. Capoeira de Ouro (3/0,48%) also included three collocations to videos by a noun 
expressing a process. In Capoeira de Ouro collocation was used to express the link 
between a verbal text and the represented participant in a photograph. Verb relations 
play a minor role in Eurovision. In the dance group Raduga zhizni only one verb related 
to a photograph, picture and a video. A collocation is possible between the title of an 
audio-file and a photograph. Collocation occurs also between the title of a video-file and 
a verbal text.	  	   	  
Capoeira de Ouro Photograph  Audio Video 
Connection to process with verb 2 (0,32%) - 13 (2,07%) 
Connection to process with noun  - 1 (0,16%) 3 (0,48%) 
Raduga zhizni Photograph   Picture Video 
Connection to process with verb 1 (0,15%) 1 (0,15%) 1 (0,15%) 
Connection to process with noun 2 (0,31%) - - 
Eurovision   Video 
Connection to process with verb - - 5 (0,92%) 
Table 5.4: Verb relation and collocation to process 
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e) Quality of the media-file – relation by adjective and adverb 
Adjectives and adverbs describe the quality and modes of a picture, photograph, video-
file and audio-file including their represented participants. Adverbs also refer to the 
quality of performances in videos. Eurovision provided the greatest number of examples 
with relations of adjectives and noun collocation to the quality of participants in videos.  
 
Conclusion  
Vkontakte offers many possibilities for multimodal relations thanks to its setting on the 
Internet and the multimedia-archive for participants.	  This chapter presented how Royce’s 
(2007) framework and Bateman’s (2014) additions can be adapted for the description of 
multimodal relations between messages on the Vkontakte wall. The analysis of Vkontakte 
messages suggested, that the following cohesive relations between verbal text and 
multimedia-files are added to the theoretical framework of multimodal relations in 
Vkontakte: a) Repetition and collocation by noun, b) Reference to participants in modes 
by personal and demonstrative pronoun, c) Ellipsis of nouns, personal and demonstrative 
pronouns, d) Verb relation and collocation to process and e) Quality of the media-file – 
relation by adjective and adverb. These changes might be also useful for future research 







Chapter 6 - Coherence and topic development                                
in Vkontakte groups 
  
This chapter analyses the topic development in threads on the wall of the selected 
Vkontakte groups. The introductory chapter raised the question: Which devices of topic 
development exist in Vkontakte messages that create a coherent communication?              
The topic development is analysed over the length of whole threads and includes the 
search for devices of topic management that introduce, maintain, change and abandon 
interactional topics in threads. Chapter 2.7.2 and 2.7.3 presented the framework of 
collaborative techniques for topic development in this thesis. At the same time the 
coherence and cohesion of the selected whole Vkontakte threads is analysed and 
discussed. In chapter 2.2 the definitions of coherence and cohesion by de Beaugrande and 
Dressler (1981) were chosen for this thesis. These definitions are not too detailed and 
leave room for the interpretation of cohesion and coherence in Vkontakte. Dressler and de 
Beaugrande (1981) mentioned the importance of background knowledge and context. In 
chapter 2.4 the theoretical framework of cohesive devices for online communication was 
developed and then applied in chapter 4. The analysis of cohesion in chapter 4 suggested 
changes and additions to the theoretical framework. See the results of chapter 4 on page 
220. This amended theoretical framework is used for the analysis in chapter 6.  
 
6.1 Frequency of acts in an initiating position 
 
The introduction of interactional topics in Vkontakte threads relates to the frequency of 
act types in the first message of threads. The first message of a thread attracts the 
attention of participants and influences the further topic development of the thread.   
Table 6.1 and table 6.2 present popular acts in an initiating position in Raduga zhizni 
and Capoeira de Ouro (for the classification of act types see chapter 3.3). Table 6.3 




Act type  amount 
1. announcement  54 
2. video-act  17 
3. thanking  14 
4. asking 13 
5. photo-act  12 
6. acknowledgement  9 
7. proposing 8 
8. hyperlink-act  6 
9. recommending 6 
10. picture-act  5 
11. requesting 5 
12. audio-act 4 
13. answering 3 
14. praising 3 
15. joking 2 
16. congratulating 1 
17. regretting 1 
Table 6.1: Frequency of initiating acts in Capoeira de Ouro	  
 
Act type   amount 
 
1. announcement  47 
2. asking  13 
3. photo-act  10 
4. greeting 5 
5. video-act  4 
6. survey-act 3 
7. audio-act  2 
8. requesting 1 
9. hyperlink-act  1 
10. answering 1 
11. arguing  1 
12. excusing 1 
13. joking 1 
14. acknowledging 1 
Table 6.2: Frequency of initiating acts in Raduga zhizni 
 




Table 6.3: Frequency of initiating acts in Eurovision  
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The analysis of acts in Raduga zhizni revealed that announcements are used most often to 
initiate a thread. In this group announcements are connected to the structuring topic of 
social dances and include invitations to dance classes and dance parties.                            
Jeon’s (2012) research (see chapter 2.7 on topic coherence) suggested asking as another 
popular way to introduce a new interactional topic. The Vkontakte messages include 
questions with question words and yes-no questions. Greetings appeared in Raduga zhizni 
in an initiating position. Multimedia-acts like photo-acts and video-acts often appeared at 
the beginning of a thread. Multimedia-acts were not mentioned in earlier frameworks 
about topic development presented in this thesis.  
In Capoeira de Ouro announcements were the most popular way to start a thread.            
The announcements are related to the structuring topic Capoeira.                                       
Asking, photo-acts and video-acts frequently introduce threads in both local-based 
groups. Thanking ranks among the most popular ways to initiate a thread in Capoeira de 
Ouro. Acknowledgements with emoticons or interjections accompany other acts. 
Eurovision uses only three types of acts to introduce a new thread and interactional topic: 
video-acts, photo-acts and picture-acts. Chapter 3.3 provides examples of the analysed 
acts from all three Vkontakte groups.   
All analysed Vkontakte groups use multimedia-files to initiate new threads and 
interactional topics. In Capoeira de Ouro and Raduga zhizni asking and the multimedia-
acts photo-act and video-act are among the most popular types for thread initiation.  
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6.2 Analysis of topic development in the three Vkontakte groups  
 
After the discussion of initiating acts, the topic development and signals for topic 
maintenance, change and abandoning are analysed with examples from the three 
Vkontakte groups.  
Apart from the analysis of topic development, this chapter aims to explore to what extent 
topic development is related to linguistic cohesion in Vkontakte threads.                      
During the practical analysis in chapter 4 and 5 appeared also this following research 
question: What is the relation between pragmatic coherence, topic coherence and 
grammatical/lexical cohesion in Vkontakte messages?   
Svennevig (2000) and Jones (2008) saw a relation between topic development and 
linguistic cohesion in chapter 2.7.3 in this thesis. According to Svennevig (2000), the 
cohesive device lexical repetition can influence topic change. Repetitions ‘underline what 
was said previously and turn this into a point or a conclusion’ (Svennevig 2000:190). 
Robert Jones (2008) paid attention to the signals for topic boundaries in his research, 
including repetitions. According to him, repetitions may signal the speaker’s 
unwillingness to proceed with the on-going topic, but this depends on the individual 
situation. The objective of this chapter is to find out, which other cohesive devices might 
influence and support the topic development in the selected Vkontakte threads.                    
It also includes the analysis of relations between pragmatic coherence, topic coherence 
and grammatical/lexical cohesion in Vkontakte messages.                                                                                                              
 
The colour coding in the following seven full threads marks messages, which belong to 
one interactional topic, with the same colour. Marking with colour helps to visually 
recognise the flow and boundaries between different interactional topics and all the 
messages that relate to individual interactional topics. The choice of the colours for each 
interactional topic occurred randomly and without any particular pattern.  
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1 EURO 0   Emma - La Mia Città (Italy) LIVE Eurovision 
Song Contest 2014 Grand Final 
сегодня в 3:21 
2 MR 1 1 Мой кумир не смотря ни на что сегодня в 3:22 | 
3 DS 2 1 Днина сегодня в 3:22 
4 SS 1 3 Ооооочень низко! Недооценили ((( сегодня в 3:22 
5 AK 4 1 Станислав, Я ОЖИДАЛ БОЛЬШЕГО ОТ 
НОМЕРА!!! ВИДЕЛ КЛИП И ПЕСНЯ 
СУПЕР!! НО НОМЕР ИЗВИНИТЕ НЕ 
ОЧЕНЬ!!! 
сегодня в 3:25 
Станиславу 
6 KN 1 5 Ползала что надо)) сегодня в 3:27 
7 LL 1 6 шикарная)) но голос слабоват сегодня в 3:28 
8 ESCH 7 1 Ндаааа,представлялась мне более грациозной 
И песня шикарная,и выглядели они 
замечательно,но в живую как-то не очень, 
увы. Я даже расстроился как-то 
сегодня в 3:31 
9 AK 8 1 Ой, что она творила на сцене. Даже оператор 
не снимал её ниже пояса) 
сегодня в 3:32 
10 IA 1 9 Провал года сегодня в 3:35 | 
11 MR 9 2 Когда Конча в одном боди выступала никто 
так не возмущался, а тут ШОРТЫ под 
платьем увидели и все. 
сегодня в 3:40 
12 DC 11 1 Маргарита, Нефиг было по сцене ползать как 
дешовая стриптизерша, это официально еще 
конкурс песенный. 
сегодня в 3:50 
Маргарите 
13 MR 12 1 Dream, она нормально спела, что еще не 
нравится? 
сегодня в 3:51 
Dream 
14 DC 13 1 Маргарита, без обид, в вокальном плане 
откровенно слабенько. Хуже только украина. 
сегодня в 3:51 
Маргарите 
15 ESCH 11 4 Маргарита, если хотите, чтобы уважали 
вашего любимого артиста-уважайте 
других,участника под псевдонимом "Конча" 
на Евро не было)Мне самому безумно 
нравится итальянка,но на сцене она показала 
себя не с лучшей стороны: от зажатости в 
начале и страха в глазах до ползанья по сцене 
сегодня в 4:08 
Маргарите 
16 MR 15 1 Она была такая как есть. За это ее и любит 
огромное количество итальянцев и не только. 
А Кончиту особенно уважать не за что. 
Родился мужиком, так будь им 
сегодня в 4:12 
Егору 
17 AD 16 1 спела просто мегомерзко хотя песня очень 
крутая 
сегодня в 4:17 
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18 ESCH 16 2 Наверное, обоюдно будет лучше, если 
каждый останется при своём мнении, но по 
вашей логике получается и "Родился 
блондином-будь им", "Родился русским-не 
учи другие языки" и ещё много аналогичных 
абсурдностей 
сегодня в 4:18 
Маргарите 
19 MR 18 1 Ваша логика не соответствует моей и 
непонятно к чему тут сравнение с языками и 
цветом волос. Пол все таки более 
постоянный признак и его не каждый день 
меняют. 
сегодня в 4:21 
Егору 
20 AK 10 10 Игорь, еще Украина не дала жару! Помню 
выступления Русланы, Ани Лорак, Лободы! 
Вот это шоу были 
сегодня в 4:30 
Игорю 
21 DF 20 1 пожалуйста, пусть они ниспошлют на 
следующее евро очаровательного парня... :3 
сегодня в 5:03 
22 AL 1 21 фу какая бабища стремная. сегодня в 6:41 
23 AK 1 22 Это было великолепно!!!! сегодня в 8:38 
24 EM 1 23 разочарование всей жизни..... желала ей 
победы же 
час назад 
25 SES 1 24 плохо пятилась раком 43 минуты назад 
Example 6.1: (Eurovision) 
This thread shows three different parts of conversations. The structuring topic of this 
thread appears in the initiating message 1 with a video: Emma – the singer.                       
The first interactional topic is ‘the performance by Emma’. It includes messages 2, 3, 4, 
5, 7, 10, 22, 23, 24 and 25 and is marked with grey colour.  
The second interactional topic is ‘the flaws of Emma’s performance’. It consists of 
messages 7, 8, 9, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18 and 19 and is marked with blue. 
The third interactional topic is ‘comparison of Conchita and Emma’. It includes 
messages 11,15,16, 18 and 19 and is marked with yellow. Due to their content messages 
15 and 16 belong to two different interactional topics at the same time.  
The fourth interactional topic is ‘Украина’. It consists only of messages 20-21 and is 
marked dark green. 
Messages 2, 3, 4, 7, 10, 22, 23, 24 and 25 do not refer to each other and relate only to the 
video in message 1. The reference to the video is realised by personal reference with 
pronouns and collocation. Messages 7-9 criticise the performance of the singer Emma in 
message 1. The collocation ‘песня’- ‘голос’- ‘в живую’- ‘творила на сцене’ connects 
these messages.   
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Message 11 changes the direction of the conversation with the conjunctive ‘когда’ and 
introduces the third interactional topic. The conversation is now about ‘comparison of 
Conchita and Emma’. Messages 12-15 are connected by address naming and the lexical 
chain ‘по сцене ползать’- ‘спела’- ‘в вокальном плане’- ‘на сцене’ and ‘ползанья по 
сцене’. In message 13 MR issues a clarification request with the question ‘что еще не 
нравится?’. According to Jeon (2012), issuing a clarification request helps to maintain a 
topic and the same is true for message 13. In message 15 ESCH adds a new element to 
this on-going interactional topic with the conjunctive ‘если’ and introduces himself to 
the dialogue between MR and DC. At the same time ESCH uses a prior element with the 
quotation of ‘Конча’, mentioned first by the participant MR.                                            
Jeon (2012) called this collaborative technique duplicating prior talk and it helps to 
maintain the interactional topic. Due to their mixed content messages 15 and 16 belong to 
two different interactional topics, the second and third. With message 15 a new dialogue 
develops between ESCH and MR, which lasts until message 19 and is part of of the third 
interactional topic. It is only interrupted by message 17, which refers back to the start of 
the thread. There is no address naming between MR and ESCH and the messages are 
connected by reference with personal pronouns, repetition of noun and quotation.               
In message 18 ESCH uses the adversative conjunctive ‘но’ and quotes again from MR’s 
previous message ‘Родился блондином…’. This near-repetition expresses the 
collaborative technique duplicating prior talk and it maintains the third interactional 
topic. The adversative conjunctive does not introduce a topic change. Message 19 by MR 
repeats the noun ‘логика’ plus possessive pronoun and relates to the preceding message 
18. With message 19 the conversation between MR and ESCH comes to a sudden end, 
which is not marked by any signal.  
Message 20 and 21 deal with the fourth internactional topic ‘Украина’ and do not relate 
to the preceding ten messages. Message 20 uses address naming and this is the only 
obvious link to message 10. The relation between 20 and 21 is rather difficult, because 
the reference by personal pronoun ‘они’ cannot really form a cohesive connection with 
‘Украина’, yet the cohesion works perfectly well between the two messages.                   
The pronoun ‘они’ is plural and the noun ‘Украина’ is singular. This is nevertheless an 
example of straightforward reference 
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plural pronoun can have a singular referent. This might be called non-canonical pronoun 
reference. The final four messages 22-25 do not relate to any of the preceding 
conversations and refer back to the first message with the video and the first interactional 
topic. They connect to message 1 by collocation and reference.  
 
Results 
The coherence in this thread functions with reference of personal pronoun and 
collocation. Collocative chains connect several words by collocation. Quotations, 
address naming, repetition and conjunctions also have a cohesive function in this thread. 
Table 6.4 presents the frequency of these cohesive devices. The collaborative techniques 
issuing a clarification request and duplicating prior talk by Jeon (2012) support the topic 
coherence in this thread.   
 
Cohesive devices Frequency 
Collocation 

















Table 6.4: Cohesive devices in example 6.1  
 























Table 6.5: Frequency of the temporal distance between messages in example 6.1  
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Table 6.5 shows the temporal distance between the individual messages in this thread. 
The messages on the Vkontakte wall follow closely after each other, similarly to 
communication in chats. With a temporal distance of zero messages appear in the same 
minute. It is possible to rapidly introduce new interactional topics that have no 
immediate relation to preceding messages. Participants can quickly join a dialogue 
between two other people and develop a new conversation with them. An interactional 
topic can be abandoned without any of Jeon’s (2012) techniques, compare message 19 in 
example 6.1. Something that distinguishes these messages from off-line communication 
is the presence of messages that only refer back to the initiating message in the thread 
without immediate relations to other messages. There are continuing exchanges between 
participants in this thread, but at the same time there are one-off comments that relate 
















Table 6.6: Sequential distance between messages in example 6.1 
 
The most frequent sequential distance between messages in this thread is 1. These 
messages follow immediately after each other. Table 6.6 shows also a greater sequential 
distance of 21-24.   
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As the communication moves fast, relating messages can be more distant to each other.            
A greater distance between messages forces the reader to look out for relating messages. 
The overall understanding and coherence of the whole thread can suffer. The thread is 
coherent within its individual branches, but the overall coherence is disturbed by the 





Table 6.7: Tree structure of example 6.1 
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The tree–structure in table 6.7 visualises the different conversations and single-messages 
in this thread with the program Visual DTA (see chapter 2.7.4). The analysis of the tree-
structure analysis is based on the theoretical framework for topic development in chapter 
3.1, which is partly related to the research by Herring and Kurtz (2006).                             
The theoretical framework includes the parameters number of message, ID of the 
participant, role of participant, responds to, sequential distance (to related messages), 
move type, act type and cohesive device. The text samples from the selected Vkontakte 
groups were first coded by hand in Excel-documents with the above-mentioned 
parameters and then loaded into Visual DTA for the calculation of the data.                      
Once the coded Excel-files were loaded into Visual DTA, a tree-diagram is displayed, as 
shown in table 6.7. The identification numbers in the y-axis relate to the assigned 
number of a message in the coded Excel-document for each of the three selected groups. 
The numbers in the x-axis show the sequential distance between the messages in the 
thread. The symbols T and P in the tree-structure are used in a different way than in the 
framework by Herring and Kurtz (2006). With them the symbols T and P expressed the 
semantic distance between messages. As explained in chapter 3.1, the parameter semantic 
distance is not used in this thesis, because its measurement is rather subjective.                      
In this thesis the parameter sequential distance is used instead and it measures the 
sequential distance between Vkontakte messages, which are connected by cohesive 
devices, pragmatic relations and/or devices of topic management.                                                                                                                                  
Here T is used for related messages that follow immediately after each other in threads. 
Messages with a greater distance (more than 2 messages) to their related message(s) are 
marked with P.  
The tree-structure in table 6.7 reveals, that there are only three long conversations in this 
thread. The other exchanges last only one to three messages. A coherent communication 




452 EURO 0   #ФотоДня 
Победитель конкурса песни Евровидение 
2014 
49 минут назад 
 
453 DK 452 1 - 49 минут назад 
454 DK 453 1 http://vk.com/eurovision?z=photo-
5373584_330297051/wa.. 
Красотка 
47 минут назад 
 
455 ELA 454 1 Шикарная)) Удачи ей в дальнейшей карьере) 
Пусть напишет хороший альбом :3 
47 минут назад 
456 ICH 455 1 и пусть побреется 46 минут назад 
457 ACH 456 1 Ильнур, давно пора) 46 минут назад 
Ильнуру 
458 ID 452 6 Эти цветочки умилили конечно) Видно 
забыли купить эпичный букетик. Но ей идет) 
46 минут назад 
459 LL 452 7 это девушка или парень? 46 минут назад 
460 ACH 452 8 а она симпотичный:3 46 минут назад 
461 AN 459 2 Луиза, это оно 46 минут назад 
Луизе 
462 RK 461 1 Гомофобы в сборе. 45 минут назад 
463 MB 462 1 Мир сошел с ума 45 минут назад 
464 LS 461 3 бдыщ-бдыщ у гомофобов 45 минут назад 
465 SA 464 1 гомоевропа с педопесней 44 минуты назад 
466 DD 464 2 Лера, все о евровидении в трех словах 44 минуты назад 
Лере 
467 MP 466 1 Те кто считают это извращением еще 
сохранили здравый смысл 
43 минуты назад 
468 DK 464 4 Вы хоть знаете, кто такие гомофобы? Те, кто 
не любят геев или там лезбиянок. Вот если бы 
мы обсуждали то, как мы не любим геев 
ведущих - это да. Но проблема в том что мне 
например абсолютно параллельно на геев и 
лезбиянок, но это уродское чмо вообще хрен 
знает кто. 
43 минуты назад 
469 SV 465 4 Сергей, есть на свете гомики гомики гомики 
строят они домики домики домики 
43 минуты назад 
Сергею 
470 NP 468 1 Дмитрий, а кто эта девушка? 42 минуты назад 
Дмитрию 
471 DK 470 1 Нина, он парень 42 минуты назад 
Нине 
472 IV 471 1  photo-act  
473 DK 470 3 Нина, Том Нойвирт 42 минуты назад 
Нине 
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474 NN 473 1 Это же конкурс песни, какая разница кто оно. 
Песня была прикольная(= 
42 минуты назад 
475 ML 459 16 Луиза, это как с Веркой Сердючкой. Кончита 
- лишь образ. 
41 минуту назад 
Луизе | 
476 LL 475 1 Марк, ок 40 минут назад 
Марку 
477 LV 475 2 Почитайте википедию. Это парень, никаких 
операций он не делал. Это всего лишь образ. 
Выступление шикарное, голос превосходный. 
P.S. На Верку Сердючку ( Андрея Данилко) 
вы почему то так не реагируете! 
40 минут назад 
 
478 DK 477 1 Леська, потому что он бритый и в обычной 
жизни так не ходит 
39 минут назад 
Леське 
479 ICH 477 2 Леська, образ ? 38 минут назад 
Леське 
480 RK 479 1 Ребят, от Вам не пофиг? Каждый человек 
поступает так как хочет, а мы не в вправе его 
осуждать. Проявите хоть немного 
толерантности и покажите что у Вас хоть что-
то есть в голове. 
38 минут назад 
481 AM 480 1 Сейчас наверное самые ярые гомофобы 
застрелились 
37 минут назад 
482 AO 477 5 Леська, это не сценический образ, это образ 
его жизни! 
34 минуты назад 
Леське 
483 SK 482 1 Почему все судят по внешнему 
виду??Внешний вид не так важен.У него 
очень хороший голос.И каждый сам выбирает 
каким ему быть.13 стран отдало ей 
максимальный балл 12.Значит людям 
действительно понравилось.И не надо 
говорить что Европа рихнулась.Если десятку 
человек не понравилось это еще не значит,что 
это все нечестно и неправильно.Раз она 
выиграла,значит заслужила и люди оценили 
ее труд.Она спела замечательно.И не надо 
судить по внешнему виду.Всегда найдется 
хотябы один человек,которому что то не 
понравится.Мне безумно понравилось 
евровидение 2014 года.И я горжусь всеми 
участниками и победителем.Лучше бы не 
осуждали всех по внешнему виду,а поняли 
какой это труд и заслуга выступать перед всей 
Европой 
33 минуты назад 
484 VN 483 1 Соня, если важен голос, могла (мог) спеть а 
мешке. А здесь проголосовали за образ ! И 
Европе по душе такой образ. 
31 минуту назад 
Соне 
485 DM 484 1 Меня удивила что песня Армении Швеции 
Греции намного круче и еще меня удевила что 
Азербайджан и Греция не попали в 10 
31 минуту назад | 
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486 SA 469 17 Саша, есть на свете в европе педикам 
место,поэтому и везут они на показ 
педопесню 
31 минуту назад 
Саше 
487 SV 486 1 Сергей, вообще это кошмар !!!! 30 минут назад 
Сергею 
488 VA 485 3 Дженни, азербайджан вообще мертвый был 30 минут назад 
Дженни 
489 SA 487 2 Саша, да вся старана в шоке 30 минут назад 
Саше  
490 SA 489 1 Саша, страна 30 минут назад 
Саше  
491 SV 489 2 Сергей, да стенка новостей только про это и 
говорит 
29 минут назад 
Сергею 
492 NK 491 1 в таком виде его бы так не обсуждали)) 29 минут назад 
493 SV 489 4 Сергей, вас кто представлял 29 минут назад 
Сергею 
494 NT 468 26 Хочу поумничать немножко, "уродское чмо " 
непосредственно подходит под понятие ЛГБТ 
сообщества… 
29 минут назад 
Дмитрию 
495 SV 489 6 Сергей, нас Тео 29 минут назад 
Сергею 
496 SK 484 12 Ахах так давай тогда все участники будут 
петь в мешках??тогда уж все точно по 
честному будет.У каждого свой уникальный 
образ.И тем более судя по комментариям 
людям этот образ понравился не очень.А 
голос действительно шикарный.Ты ж пойми 
как трудно заслужить право выступать перед 
всей Европой 
29 минут назад 
Victoria 
497 SAK 496 1  photo-act 28 минут назад 
498 AL 497 1 а есть полная запись финала ? 28 минут назад 
499 SA 495 4 Саша, а 22 страны европы не дали нам 
баллы.Уважаю 
Белоруссию,Грецию,Армению,Азербайджан,
Черногорию.А вот европе похоже нужно 
напомнить,кто 69 лет назад гитлера закопал. 
27 минут назад 
Саше 
500 DAM 499 1 Господи, куда катится мир??? 27 минут назад 
501 SV 499 2 Сергей, мы тоже очень уважаем Россию если 
в прошлом они не балла не дали то в этом 12 
26 минут назад 
Сергею 
502 SB 0 0 я даже боюсь представить сколько бородатых 
женщин приедет в качестве участников Евро в 
2015... 
26 минут назад 
503 AO 501 2 Страну нужно не за быллы уважать!! 24 минуты назад 
504 SB 501 3 кстати, самое важное событие прошедшего 
финала - украинский танцор НЕ УПАЛ! 
24 минуты назад 
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505 LV 479 26 Ильдар, да не важно как ты выглядишь, 
главное какой ты есть на самом деле. Ну и 
пусть не сценический образ, главное что он 
очень трудился и долго шел к этому. Он 
заслуживает статуэтку! Что и подтвердила вся 
Европа. 
24 минуты назад 
Ильдару 
 
506 DK 494 12 Нина, и правда и почему-то думал что 
последняя Т это какое-то другое слово. Ну 
ладно, просто неуместно употребленная 
аббревиатура ТГБТно всё-равно, гомофбия 
это "собирательное определение для 
различных форм негативной реакции на 
проявления гомосексуальности" а назвать его 
геем.. как-то не так. Это хрен знает кто. 
Транс. Причём транс это тот, кто просо тупо 
стал другого пола, а это вообще средний род 
24 минуты назад 
Нине 
507 BL 452 55 На публику играл(а), когда оценки озвучивали 24 минуты назад 
508 AK 0 1 Что вчера было после евро по России 1 -____- 23 минуты назад 
509 IS 508 1 00:36 23 минуты назад | 
510 MD 509 1 Артур, 4:42 22 минуты назад 
Артуру 
511 SB 374   откройте стеночку))) я речь толкнуть хочу по 
поводу итогов Евро 
22 минуты назад 
512 AV 499 13 Сергей, Россия сама себя так загнала.Наше 
правительство само ставит страну на колени 
своими странными законами. 
21 минуту назад 
Сергею 
513 AK 510 3 Милена, Шапито- мягко сказано....секта 
какая-то 
20 минут назад 
Милене 
514 SA 512 2 Александр, ну приведи мне пример странного 
закона 
20 минут назад 
Александру 
515 SB 513   Анук наверно ушла с запой))) е злейший враг  
пока 
зал результат выше 
20 минут назад 
 
516 AK 515 1 Сергей, почему злейший враг?) 20 минут назад 
Сергею 
517 SB 516 1 Артур, Анук и Ильзе недолюбливают друг 
друга) 
19 минут назад 
Артуру 
518 AK 517 1 Сергей, Ильзе- это девушка?) 19 минут назад 
Сергею 
519 RD 518 1 Все европа Кончила уже 19 минут назад 
520 SB 519 1 Артур, да. Солистка коноплянок 19 минут назад 
Артуру  
521 AK 520 1 Жириновский=Гитлер....вчера он это 
подтвердил) 
18 минут назад 
522 MD 521 1 Артур, да там поржать можно было от души 
вот еще ахаха 
18 минут назад 
Артуру 
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523 AK 522 1 Милена, Я поржал, но также мне было плохо, 
что ТАКОЕ говорили о человеке... 
17 минут назад 
Милене 
524 TL 0 1 Следующий победитель уже 2015г. Будет 
женщина с хуем на лбу.... 
16 минут назад 
525 AV 524 1 Чего вы все так Кончиту боитесь?Очень даже 
заслуженная победа.Классная песня,отличная 
подача.Образ.По поводу образа...Ребят вы так 
боитесь ее (его) образа.Такое ощущение,что 
вам после ее победы дали команду 
отращивать бороду и носить платья и вы все 
так сопротивляетесь.Не бойтесь Кончиты.Она 
вполне хороша)Постарайтесь привыкнуть) 
16 минут назад 
526 SL 525 1 Ссылка www.inface.ru 16 минут назад 
527 DK 525 2 Александр, песни были в 100 раз лучше будь 
она без бороды, заняла бы 7-е 
15 минут назад 
Александру 
    two messages (528, 529) with no content   
530 AV 514 16 Сергей, окей) Закон против пропаганды 
гомосексуализма,закон против малолеток на 
улицах,обязательные возрастные маркировки 
типа 12+,16+. 
14 минут назад 
Сергею 
531 VK 525 1 Дождитесь раздельного голосования. Если 
верить моим друзьям из Европы оно 
спровоцирует скандал. То есть может быть 
австрия и не первая по зрителям. 
13 минут назад 
532 AV 527 5 Дмитрий, возможно.У каждого свои вкусы.но 
я не об этом говорил то. 
13 минут назад 
Дмитрию 
533 MD 523 10 Артур, мне было плохо от того, что Россия, 
Армения, Швеция уступили место Австрии! 
13 минут назад 
Артуру 
534 RK 533 1 Photograph of Conchita Wurst with a transparent 
dress 
13 минут назад 
535 DK 532 2 Александр, ты говорил что все против образа. 
Но именно он победил тут, а далеко не песня 
12 минут назад 
Александру 
536 GD 535 1 Евровидение уже давно стало политическим 
конкурсом. И ваши вопли про "заслужила" 
или "не заслужила" вообще бесполезны. 
Конкурс в любом бы случае уехал туда, где 
проводить было бы удобно, где страна бы 
справилась с этой нагрузкой. И еще играет 
фактор "недавнего проведения конкурса", т.е. 
Конкурс не едет туда, где он был совсем 
недавно. Были, конечно, исключения, но 
только в том случае, когда было все 
нормально, без политической подоплеки. А 
образ этот, на мой взгляд, — попытка Европы 
утвердить на весь мир вектор своего развития, 
способ сказать, что типа "мы действительно 
толерантны, что бы вы не говорили". 
12 минут назад 
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537 DK 532 5 Александр, поэтому все и против 12 минут назад 
Александру 
538 AK 534 4 Руслан, что за бред? 11 минут назад 
Руслану 
539 RK 538 1 Артур, это называется половой орган :D у 
тебя он тоже должен быть если ты не из таких 
как Кончита :D 
9 минут назад 
Артуру 
540 AV 537 3 Дмитрий, та ну.Бросьте)Если бы он в ноты не 
попадал,и если бы песня была чем то на 
подобии Франции)) 
8 минут назад 
Дмитрию 
541 SA 530 11 Александр, а сколько можно развращать наш 
народ этими западными влияниями?Наши 
деды и прадеды не для того воевали и 
погибали,чтобы потом увидеть на улицах 
гомосеков и спропагандированную 
молодеж.Стыдно должно быть.Да и не по 
христиански это совсем.Теперь о 
маркерах.Пока мы в свое время росли на 
нормальных программах да или вобще на 
улице у нас не было такого ветра в башке 
какой у многих сейчас в 12-15 лет.Не было у 
нас отцов и матерей в те же 12-15 лет.А 
сейчас возраст первого полового контакта 
чуть ли не 10 лет.Я знаю это,потомучто 
связан с медициной.Откуда это пошло?Из 
ящика конечно 
8 минут назад 
Александру 
542 AR 541 1 Наша Кончи: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JUC-
ESm5vqA 4:44 
8 минут назад 
543 DK 540 3 Александр, песня посредственная. И если бы 
не мусолили её бороду и никто бы за него не 
проголосовал. 
8 минут назад 
Александру 
544 AK 539 5 Руслан, ты же знаешь, что это не половой 
орган....что ты язвишь? думаешь она платье 
без трусов надевает? 
8 минут назад 
Руслану 
545 NP 473   Дмитрий, спасибо) 7 минут назад 
Дмитрию 
546 RK 544 2 Артур, ты так уверен что именно он был там с 
трусами? 
6 минут назад 
Артуру 
547 AK ? 1 Алёнушка, вот его бы даже в финал не 
пустили! и слава Богу 
5 минут назад 
Алёнушке 
548 RK 547 1 Артур, мне показалось или тебе обидно стало 
за трансвестита 
4 минуты назад 
Артуру 
549 AK 548 1 Руслан, Меня просто бесит, что раздувают 
такую трагедию 
три минуты назад 
Руслану 
550 AK 548 2 Руслан, У Кончиты песня классная, голос 
хороший! это ведь главное Трансвестит- это 
не человек что ли? 
две минуты назад 
Руслану 
551 DB 452 10
1 
Достойно! две минуты назад 
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552 RK 550 2 Артур, закрой вкладку ибо таких как я очень 
много. Потому что мы болели за 
Толмачевов.за Россию 
две минуты назад 
Артуру 
553 AK 552 1 Руслан, Я тоже болел за ТолмачеВОВ! но я 
никого не обсираю 
минуту назад 
Руслану 
Example 6.2: (Eurovision) 
 
The thread in example 6.2 consists of several parallel conversations and seven 
interactional topics. The first interactional topic is ‘general talk about the winner’ and 
marked grey. These are messages 452, 454, 455, 456, 457, 458 and 460.  
The second interactional topic is about ‘образ’ and marked yellow. This topic includes 
messages 459, 461, 475, 476, 477, 478, 479, 480, 481, 482, 483, 484, 496 and 505.  
The third interactional topic is ‘Гомофобы’ and marked blue. Messages 462-469, 470-
473, 486, 487, 489, 490, 491, 493, 494, 495, 499, 501, 503, 506, 514, 530 belong to it. 
The fourth interactional topic is a ‘video about Zhirinovskii’ and marked red. Messages 
508, 509, 510, 513, 515, 516, 517, 518, 520, 521, 522, 523 and 535 belong to this topic.        
The fifth interactional topic is about ‘Conchita and her look’ and marked green.                  
It includes messages 524, 525, 527, 532, 535, 536, 537, 540, 541 and 543.  
The sixth interactional topic is about a ‘joke in a picture’ and marked purple. Messages 
538, 539, 544, 546, 548, 549, 550, 552 and 553 belong to this topic.                   
The seventh interactional topic consists only of messages 485 and 488. It is marked grey.  
 
The thread starts with a photograph in message 452. The following messages 454-457 
discuss the winner of the Eurovision contest in the photograph in the first interactional 
topic. Messages 452 and 454-457 are connected by conjunctives, collocation between 
adjectives and nouns, reference by personal pronoun and address naming.                      
This first interactional topic ends suddenly with message 457 and the following message 
458 relates back to the first message. In message 459 a yes-no question begins the second 
interactional topic ‘образ’ and message 461 answers by address naming.                           
The question in 459 can also be interpreted as issuing a clarification request based on 
Jeon (2012). This second interactional topic about the gender and image of the artist 
continues without interruption in messages 475-484, 496 and ends abruptly with message 
505. Message 505 presents a summary assessement (Ishihara 2009) after which the 
second interactional topic is abandoned.   
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This second interactional topic shows, how 12 different participants discuss and develop 
an interactional topic. A lexical chain with the collocations ‘парень’, ‘Верка 
Сердючка’, ‘он’, ‘образ’, ‘внешний вид’, ‘голос’ and ‘мешок’ appears in these 
messages. In messages 479, 480 and 483 questions help to maintain the flow of the 
conversation. Messages 477, 482, 484 and 496 include the duplication of words from 
prior talk (Jeon 2012), which supports the maintenance of the same interactional topic. 
Lexical cohesion, address naming and personal reference are the ties between these 
messages.  
 
A third interactional topic is suddenly introduced by message 462 with the noun 
‘Гомофобы’ and this interactional topic continues in 462-469, then in 486-491 and in 
messages 493, 494, 495, 499 and 501 and ends with 506, which refers back to message 
494. Message 468 includes a question by DK, which can be interpreted as issuing a 
clarification request based on Jeon (2012) and helps to maintain the interactional topic. 
Message 470 includes a question with the question word ‘кто’. Message 494 uses the 
device duplication of words from prior talk by Jeon (2012) with the quotation of 
‘уродское чмо’ from the distant message 468. The intention is to add a new element to 
the ongoing interactional topic. Message 503 includes a reformulation of prior talk (Jeon 
2012) with ‘Страну не надо за быллы уважать’, which refers to the previous messages 
499 and 501. Message 506 is an example for the collaborative technique by Jeon (2012), 
giving an utterance indicating understanding of prior talk, with the expression ‘и 
правда’. 
A new branch of this third interactional topic is continued in message 512 in relation to 
message 499 by SA with address naming and the collocation between ‘не дали нам 
баллы’ and ‘загнала’. The direction of the conversation changes from ‘гомофобы’ to 
‘странные законы’ and this new dialogue continues in message 514 and ends with 
message 530. Message 514 includes with ‘странного закона’ the technique duplication 
of words from prior talk. Message 530 includes an explicit acceptance utterance (Jeon 
2012) with ‘окей’ and address naming, but there is no new reaction by the other 
participants and this interactional topic just stops here. ‘окей’ responds to the challenge 
set in message 514 to give examples of silly laws. The sudden interruption by AO in 503 
is worthy of note.   
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AO adds his own thoughts to the ongoing dialogue between SA and SV.                            
An interruption of this type is more acceptable in Vkontakte threads than it would be in 
off-line communication. The participants can still choose to ignore such interruptions and 
just carry on with their dialogue as they do here. 
The greater distance between these topically related messages is caused by parallel 
messages of other participants, who discuss their own interactional topics.                         
As these unrelated messages are not clearly marked or divided from each other by colour, 
only text-internal cohesive devices like lexical cohesion, collocative chains of words and 
address naming help with the identification of individual topically related sequences.         
In message 470 a previous interactional topic recurs, when NP asks about the name of 
the person in the picture in message 452. A similar question had already been asked in 
message 459, but NP seems not to be aware of this previously discussed interactional 
topic. Instead of simply referring to the earlier answers, the participants still react to this 
question and answer in messages 471-474. In message 474 this interactional topic could 
end with the summary assessment ‘Это же конкурс песни, какая разница кто оно’.        
The participants in the group Eurovision do not know, whether to refer to the real gender 
of the travestite singer Conchita or his impersonation of a woman. Therefore some 
participants choose a reference with neuter gender and use the personal pronoun ‘оно’. 
See also the discussion in chapter 2.4.2 and chapter 4, example 4.19, about the use of 
neuter gender in Russian online communication. NP ends then the interactional topic in 
message 545 with a final thanking and address naming. Only thanks to address naming 
this message can be identified as part of the same interactional topic.                             
Three other long interactional topics occur in this thread.  
A fourth interactional topic is introduced by a video-act in message 508.                         
This interactional topic is ‘video about Zhirinovskii’. Messages 509-510 react with time 
indications, which refer to the video-content. In order to understand the meaning of 
‘00:36’ it would be necessary to watch the video and find out what is referred to. 
Message 510 shows a clearer connection to message 508 by address naming.           
Messages 513, 515-518, 520-523 and 533 also relate to the same interactional topic 
‘video about Zhirinovskii’. Messages 513 and 518 relate to each other by address naming 
and lexical cohesion.   
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Message 516 and 518 include questions and issuing a clarification request, which help to 
maintain the interactional topic here. Message 516 can also be interpreted as duplication 
of words from prior talk, because ‘злейший враг’ is repeated from message 515 and 
maintains the topic flow. Message 520 presents an example for minimal response based 
on Jeon (2012). Similarly, messages 520-523 and 533 show the frequent use of address 
naming and lexical cohesion for the continuation of the conversation between the four 
participants AK, SB, MD and IS. With message 533 this fourth interactional topic ends 
and no explicit collaborative techniques indicate the ending of this topic.  
A fifth interactional topic about ‘Conchita and her look’ starts in message 525 with the 
question ‘Чего вы все так Кончиту боитесь?’. Message 525 can also be interpreted as 
duplication of words from prior talk with the repetition of ‘образ’, which was discussed 
by several messages in the second interactional topic. Messages 527, 532, 535 continue 
this newly opened interactional topic and relate to each other by address naming and 
lexical cohesion of ‘песня’ and ‘образ’. Message 535 is a reformulation of prior talk by 
Jeon (2012) with ‘ты говорил что все против образа’, which relates to the previous 
messages 525, 527 and 532. Message 536 by GD tries to give this dialogue between DK 
and AV a new direction with ‘Евровидение уже давно стало политическим 
конкурсом’. At the same time ‘заслужила’ is used in 536 and refers to ‘заслуженная 
победа’ in message 525. This is not a real quotation of the referent and functions rather 
as a type of collocation. The following minimal response in message 537 does not refer 
to 536, but looks more like a continuation of 535, which also refers to the last message by 
AV.  
Messages 530, 532, 535, 537, 540, 541 and 543 of this fifth interactional topic show the 
continuation of the conversation between AV, SA and DK, which is supported by lexical 
cohesion and address naming. Message 536 by GD was ignored and is not referred to. 
Message 541 of the fifth interactional topic shows a rhetorical question including the 
disjunctive ‘a’, which signals a topic change in the same message. Instead of simply 
discussing the quality of the song, SA argues in 541 about the influence of the western 
culture on Russia. Message 543 continues the same interactional topic about the song and 
then this interactional topic ends abruptly.   
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 A sixth interactional topic ‘joke in a picture’ develops after RK posted a picture in 
message 534 and provokes the attention of AK. AK reacts to it with a question including 
no topical item by Jeon (2012) and address naming, ‘Руслан, что за бред?’. RK and AK 
discuss the content of the picture in messages 534-538, 544, 546, 548, 549, 550, 552 and 
their dialogue ends in message 553. RK and AK use lexical cohesion and address naming 
in their messages to each other. Several questions are also part of their conversation, for 
example in message 544 and 546. Message 546 can also be interpreted as issuing a 
clarification request based on Jeon’s (2012) terminology. These questions help to 
maintain the same interactional topic and show the interest of both participants to 
continue their conversation.  
A very short dialogue appeared in messages 485 and 488, but this seventh interactional 
topic is quickly abandoned after the second message.  
Apart from the seven identified interactional topics also several individual messages 
were found, which tried to start a new interactional topic, but were ignored.               
Possibly some of these messages were only ever intended as a single comment without 
continuation. Examples for such single messages without continuation are messages 458, 
460, 492 and 498. Message 498 includes a question with a disjunctive, ‘а есть полная 
запись финала?’, but remains unanswered. Messages 500, 502, 504, 507, 511, 519, 524, 
531, 542 and 551 were also not answered. In 504 SB intends to start a new interactional 
topic with ‘кстати’, which signals a new interactional topic and a joke, but no one reacts 

















Table 6.8: Cohesive devices in example 6.2  
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Table 6.8 presents the frequency of cohesive devices in example 6.2 and underlines the 
importance of address naming and lexical cohesion in this thread. Only a few 
conjunctions and the disjunctive ‘a’ appear as a cohesive device in example 6.2. 
 
The following tree-structure for example 6.2 shows, how several single messages 
interrupt the longer interactional topics between messages 452-502. The network of 








Table 6.10: Messages 477-502 in Example 6.2 
 
It is rather difficult to follow this thread with its intertwined conversations and more 
distant related messages. The tree-structure shows, how different interactional topics 
overlap each other with their related messages. This makes it much harder to follow the 
individual interactional topics. Unrelated messages occur next to each other and related 
messages are further apart. Topic changes occur suddenly and without a step-wise 
development. The individual branches of the interactional topics are coherent, but the 
overall coherence of the thread is disturbed. Unrelated messages frequently interrupt on-
going interactional topics. Regarding collaborative techniques duplication of words from 
prior talk, issuing a clarification request and questions appeared most often.            
Questions can maintain the topic flow or initiate a topic change. Two summary 
assesments (Ishihara 2009) ended interactional topics in this thread, while other 
interactional topics simply faded out without any explicit marker.   
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in the same minute 
1 minute  
2 minutes  
3 minutes 
Table 6.11: Temporal distance of messages in example 6.2 
 
The analysis of the temporal distance between messages in example 6.2 showed, that 
messages overlap due to the very short distance between parallel occurring messages. 
Messages appear no longer adjacent to the one they were intended to. Participants typing 
a message in Vkontakte in reply to another message cannot be certain that their message 
will be adjacent to the one being replied to. It is always possible, that someone else's 
message may reach the server first. In spoken conversation and ordinary written text 
participants have total control over the order of their sentences and how the cohesion 
devices function. 
 





































Table 6.12: Sequential distance between messages in example 6.2 
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The sequential distance of messages in this thread stretches from 1-101. Distances 1 and 
2 are the most frequent ones, although longer distances occur as well. Several unrelated 
messages appear next to each other and therefore the distance between related messages 
is longer, as confirmed by this analysis in table 6.12. 
 
218 STRZ 0 0 ОПРОС НА ВОСКРЕСЕНЬЕ!!! 
Устраиваем open-air с 17:30 до 20:00??? 
Open-air на воскресенье 
Конечно ДА) 
Нет 
Проголосовало 56 человек. 
22 авг в 15:25 
219 DP 218 1 а с погодой как? смотрел кто нить? 22 авг в 15:26 
220 PD 219 1 переменная облачность +16 22 авг в 15:31 
221 SK 220 1 лишь бы не было дождя))) 22 авг в 16:11 
222 PD 221 1 ну что же, тогда заряжаю аккумулятор) 23 авг в 3:07 
223 PD 222 1 Если есть заявки, кидаем в личку сразу 
папкой! 
23 авг в 13:46 
224 DP 219 5 из 42 проголосовавших "за" хотя бы 
половина придет? )))) 
24 авг в 1:52 
225 PD 218 7 open-air будет в студии!!! 25 авг в 12:08 
Example 6.3: (Raduga zhizni) 
 
In example 6.3 there are four different interactional topics. The first interactional topic is 
‘open-air’ and marked in black. It consists of message 218 and 225. The second 
interactional topic is ‘weather forecast’ and marked in green. It includes messages 219-
221. The third interactional topic is ‘заявки’ and is marked in blue. It consists of 
message 222-223. The fourth interactional topic in message 224 is ‘attendance at the 
event’ and marked yellow.  
The thread starts with a survey-act in message 218 including a yes-no question.               
The photograph in message 218 introduces the interactional topic ‘open-air’.            
Message 219 abruptly changes the interactional topic with a question and the prefatory 
disjunctive ‘a’ (Ishihara 2009). The second interactional topic is the ‘weather forecast’. 
Messages 220 and 221 continue this second interactional topic with the collocations 
‘облачность’ and ‘дождя’, both relating to the ‘weather forecast’. Message 222 by PD 
has no obvious relation to the preceding messages. The only cohesive device is the 
conjunctive ‘тогда’, which refers probably to the weather conditions. In message 223 PD 
publishes a second message without a clear connection to any preceding messages and 
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opens the third interactional topic ‘заявки’. The conjunctive ‘если’ introduces this new 
interactional topic, but there are no follow-up messages. Message 224 refers back to 
message 218 and starts the fourth interactional topic ‘attendance at the event’ with a yes-
no question. Message 224 relates to 218 by the lexical cohesion of ‘проголосовавших’, 
which supports the interactional topic ‘attendance at the event’. Finally message 225 ends 
this thread with a summary assement and connects to message 218 with the lexical 
cohesion of ‘open-air’. Message 225 also can respond to messages 220 and 221, by 
suggesting what will happen, if it rains. The threads starts and ends with the same 












Table 6.13: Cohesive devices in example 6.3. 
 











10 hours 16 min 
10 hours 36 min 
10 hours 56 min 
12 hours 6 min 
Table 6.14: Temporal distance in example 6.3  










As shown in table 6.14, the temporal gaps between the messages in this thread are quite 
large and there is no overlapping of simultaneously sent messages. The cohesion and 
coherence between messages is not affected. Participants can be certain, that their 
messages appear adjacent to the preceding message, because of the large temporal 
distance between surrounding messages.  
 
 
Table 6.15: Tree-structure of example 6.3 
 
 
In comparison to Eurovision there are few participants in this thread. The sequential 
distance between related messages is only 1 to 7 messages, see table 6.16. 
 
 
   
Table 6.16: Sequential distance between messages in example 6.3 
 
The topic changes are quite abrupt. Two messages, 222 and 223, show no explicit 
connection to any preceding messages. A question with the prefatory disjunctive 
(Ishihara 2009) ‘a’ introduces one new interactional topic in message 219 and a summary 
assessment ends this thread. The coherence in this thread is mostly based on background 













For non-participants it is difficult to understand, what ‘аккумулятор’ in message 222 and 
‘заявки’ in message 223 refer to. Apart from these two problematic messages, the overall 
coherence in table 6.15 is there and a long, uninterupted interactional topic appears in 
messages 218-223. Only the last two messages of this thread refer directly back to 
message 218 or 219.  
 
391 STRZ 0 0 ДЕВУШКИ ВЫ ГДЕ? ? ? Нам вас очень не 
хватает.Партнеры устали отрабатывать соло 
=))) photo: girls dancing 
24 сен 2013 в 
22:22 
392 ES 391 1 Неожиданно, обычно проблема найти 
партнера :–) 
24 сен в 22:25 
393 AZ 391 2 А какой возраст требуеться? 24 сен в 23:17 
394 DA 393 1 Анжелика, вменяемый) 25 сен в 0:41 
395 MA 392 3 :)это группы уже занимаются давно и 
требуются те девушки которые ходили, 
ходили, а потом...пошел снег:) 
25 сен в 10:14 
396 TS 395 1 Я скоро вернусь :))) 25 сен в 11:51 
397 AM 396 1 Татьяна, Опять из отпуска? =)))) 25 сен в 12:21 
398 ER 395 3 наверняка забегу) 25 сен в 12:52 
399 TS 397 2 Андрей, ага, из него :))) 26 сен в 12:30 
400 AT 395 5 Когда приходить? ))) 26 сен в 23:15 
401 AG 400 1 Андрей, a u vas budet kakaya nibud' ve4erinka 
primerno s 4 po 11 oktyabrya?) ja v 
Arkhangelsk sobiraus') 
27 сен в 11:34 
402 AM 401 1 Айгюн, Да я уж слышал,что ты приезжаешь 
=)))) Вечеринка будет 6 октября и 11 октября 
=))) БУДЕМ ОЧЕНЬ РАДЫ 
 27 сен в 11:37 
403 AG 402 1 Андрей, spasibo)) tolko ja uzhe zabila daje to 
maloe, 4to znala, mne snova nado u4it'sa)) 
27 сен в 11:40 
404 AG 403 1 a gde kstati oni budut prohodit'? 27 сен в 11:40 
405 MA 404 1 У нас в студии (Шубина 32), если что звони 
8-960-016-00-11. Даже если ты забыла, ноги 
помнят )))) 
27 сен в 11:50 
Example 6.4: (Raduga zhizni) 
 
This thread consists of four interactional topics. The first interactional topic is ‘the 
search for girls’ and marked yellow. It includes messages 391, 392, 395 and 396.            
The second interactional topic is ‘возраст’. Messages 393 and 394 belong to it and are 
marked green. The third interactional topic is ‘TS´s holiday’ and is marked grey. These 
are messages 397 and 399. The fourth interactional topic is ‘upcoming dance party’. 
Messages 401-405 are part of this interactional topic and are marked blue.   
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Message 391 starts with a question including a question word and a photograph. The first 
interactional topic in message 391 is ‘the search for girls’. Message 392 continues the 
same interactional topic with the lexical cohesion of ‘партнера’. In message 393 a 
question with the prefatory disjunctive ‘a’ changes the first interactional topic and 
introduces the second interactional topic ‘возраст’. Message 394 relates with an elliptic 
answer and address naming to message 393. Message 394 ends this short dialogue with a 
minimal response after only two messages. The first interactional topic recurs in message 
395. The nature of the girls from message 391 is described in more detail. The link 
between message 391 and 395 is the lexical cohesion ‘девушки’. Messages 395-396 
share only a pragmatic relation. There is no explicit cohesive device between these 
messages. There might be non-specific ellipsis, but the exact missing words remain 
unknown. There is a link between messages 391 and 396, which can be interpreted as an 
answer to the question in message 391. The link between messages 396 and 397 is the 
question including clausal ellipsis and address naming. Messages 399 and 397 are 
connected by address naming with ‘Андрей’ and reference by personal pronoun ‘из 
него’. This short dialogue deals with the third interactional topic ‘TS´s holiday’, which is 
abandoned in message 399. Message 399 presents an explicit acceptance utterance based 
on Jeon (2012) with ‘ага’. Message 398 possibly relates to message 395 by ellipsis.       
Only the pragmatic order indicates the relation between these messages. Due to the 
absence of other explicit cohesive devices it is rather difficult to decide to which message 
398 refers. Message 400 introduces the question ‘Когда приходить?’, but no one 
answers. A longer dialogue develops between AG and AM. It stretches over messages 
397, 401-404 and deals with the fourth interactional topic ‘upcoming dance party’. 
Message 401 relates to 400 with a question plus prefatory disjunctive ‘a’ and address 
naming. In message 404 a short question occurs with ‘a gde kstati oni budut prohodit'?’. 
The prefatory disjunctive ‘a’ in the question and ‘kstati’ indicate a change to the 
interactional subtopic ‘location of the party’. This dialogue and interactional topic end 
with a final comment in message 405. Message 405 includes also a reformulation of prior 





Cohesive devices  Frequency 















Table 6.17: Cohesive devices in example 6.4.  
 
The cohesive devices address naming, lexical cohesion, ellipsis, prefatory disjunctives 
and reference occur in this thread, see table 6.17. Address naming appeared most often. 
The temporal distance between messages in this example reaches from 3 minutes to 9 
hours 33 minutes. Messages 401–405, a dialogue between two participants, appear in an 







Table 6.18: Sequential distance between related messages in example 6.4  
 
The most frequent sequential distance in this thread is 1. This implies that related 

















Table 6.19: Tree-structure of example 6.4 
 
 
The tree-structure of this thread shows three different longer branches. There are also 
three individual messages that were not answered or included only one follow-up 
message. Message 395 is a turning point and several short sequences of messages branch 
out from there. The conversation between AM and AG continues in messages 400-404 
and ends with 405. The thread as a whole is coherent, but the three unconnected, 
individual messages disturb a bit the flow of the conversation. Questions were the most 





558 IJA 0 0 Уважаемые коллеги, танцоры! Случай, 
действительно очень печальный. Мои глубочайшие 
соболезнования девушке. НО... Не забываем одну 
очень важную вещь: танцы - это вид спорта, а 
значит какой никакой, но РИСК! И приходя на 
занятия мы все должны быть готовы к этому. АМ и 
ПД, как вы правильно заметили, действительно - 
профессионально подготовленные преподаватели, 
в квалификации которых, лично я ничуть не 
сомневаюсь. Случаи бывают разные и 
обстоятельства тоже. Почему вы, Марина, не 
пишете при КАКИХ ИМЕННО обстоятельствах 
это произошло? По вашим словам они вдвоём эту 
девушку ловили?!!! Простите, тогда откуда же она 
прыгала, что ДВА! партнёра её поймать не могли? 
А если вы имеете ввиду отсутствие условий для 
безопасных занятий, тогда всю студию и, особенно 
пол придётся обивать "ватными одеялами", чтобы 
любое падение было мягким. Хочу напомнить, что 
в нашей стране существует такое понятие как - 
"презумпция невиновности", и бросаться громкими 
словами - "виновник", грамотному человеку не 
следует. Ещё раз напоминаю про риски, от которых 
ни вы, ни мы абсолютно нигде не застрахованы. Я 
считаю, что в этой ситуации виновен лишь случай. 
И, думаю, что многие меня поддержат. Искренне 
желаю девушке скорейшего выздоровления. 
 18 окт 2013 в 
4:41 
559 LK 558 1 Ирина, как давно СОЦИАЛЬНЫЕ танцы стали 
СПОРТОМ??? Весь интернет, все афиши, все 
группы твердят, что для занятий социальными 
танцами не важен возраст и уровень физической 
подготовки. Это танцы для души, а не для 
соревнований и риска здесь должно быть минимум. 
Зачем и, главное, ради чего подвергать этому 
самому риску себя и своих знакомых?? Давайте 
будем танцевать в меру своих возможностей и 
просто получать от этого удовольствие! 
18 окт в 20:11 
560 IJA 559 1 Леночка, во-первых, девочка эта танцует уже очень 
давно, а во-вторых, они готовили очень сложный 
трюк для показательного выступления. И кричать, 
что социальные танцы опасны для социума - не 
разумно. (это я сейчас не конкретно вам, а всем 
тем, кто репостит запись ниже);) 
19 окт в 7:36 









558 4 Ирина, Вы абсолютно правы на счет риска! 
Возможно в письме неправильно расставленны 
акценты. К сожалению, спорт и травматизм идут 
рядом и не всегда все зависит только от тебя, но 
вот дальнейшее поведение - дело исключительно 
личных качеств! И именно оно заслужило 
осуждения 
18 окт в 11:53 
563 IJA 562 1 А вот с этим и я согласна. 18 окт в 12:46 
564 STR
Z 
0 0 Не бойся своих чувств и эмоций! Танцуй так, как 
хочешь. Так, чтобы замирало сердце и 
останавливалось время! Photo: Dancing pair from 
Dirty dancing 
18 окт в 19:37 
565 EN 0 0 Друзья, по поводу произошедшего: толком я сам 
ничего не знаю и честно - не хочу вдаваться в 
подробности. Единственное - у меня сердце кровью 
обливается. Прошу не предаваться истерии и 
переходить на личности. Призываю объединиться 
друзьям, близким, знакомым, неравнодушным 
людям и помочь девушке. Неоднократно писал 
родственникам, что неплохо бы, на мой 
субъективный взгляд, создать группу поддержки и 
открыть лицевой счёт. Могу лишь выступить с 
инициативой, ибо без ведома близких не имею 
права предпринимать ранее указанных действий. 
Ещё раз: призываю к здравому смыслу и 
консолидироваться, чтобы помочь девушке. 
Переживаю как за ребят, так и за девушку. В свою 
очередь: желаю и готов помочь, исходя из 
возможностей. Мой контактный номер: 8 911 058 
555 3, Эльшан. 
18 окт в 19:52 
566 MR 565 1 Эльшан спасибо что ты такой....ребят 
действительно,мы сейчас занимаемся чем-то 
непонятным. Не проще ли вместо того, чтобы 
обвинять или оправдывать какую-либо из 
сторон,сделать хоть что-то для человека. Мы 
постоянно говорим о том,что социальные танцы-
это одна большая дружная семья 
 19 окт 2013 
567 MR 566 1 и вот уже что то случилось,этого уже не 
изменишь...у девушки случилась беда, а мы здесь 
распинаемся...может лучше сходить и навестить 
человека? никто об этом не подумал? 
 19 окт в 
10:08 
568 IJA 567 1 Я с ней общаюсь, и она говорит, что пока 
посещения проблематичны, т.к. она уже дома, сама 
вставать не может, а мама работает... То, что 
действительно нужно, так это ваши тёплые слова, 
письма, открытки, что угодно;) 
19 окт в 10:45 
569 AI 568 1 Знаете, дорогие друзья, все это, конечно, хорошо. 
Кто хочет, тот поддержал и пришел, и позвонил. 
Все остальное - профонация. 
19 окт в 15:32 
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572 PM 0 0 Вы все молодцы, много интересного написали. 
Знаю перней давно... много пройдено, много 
пережито. И удивлений было достаточно, но 
сейчас... удивили, так удивили. То что произошло 
непосредственно на улице (сам процесс травмы) не 
видел, рассказывали потом уже. И говорить об 
этом не буду. Скажу, что девушка поехала на 
скорой одна! Т.е. без человека который мог бы ее 
поддержать мало ли чего: сознание потеряла, 
помочь выйти, родственникам позвонить... 
позвонили мне. Сказал, повезли в травму на 
гайдара. Нашел ее в первой городской больнице. А 
если девушка была бы без сознания или не могла 
ответить на телефон - искали бы до утра! Как узнал 
о последствиях, эмоций высказаных парням было 
много, только тогда приехал... Следующий раз был 
не раньше чем через неделю. Все. Больше не 
приходил. Обещал только. Из вас кто то знал о 
проишествии? Думаю нет. А ведь это произошло в 
начале сентября! Травка зеленая еще была. Кто 
знает поговорку "друг познается в беде"? 
Поднимите руку! Понимаете о чем я? 
19 окт в 15:16 
573 AI 572 1 Спасибо, Паша, за то, что не смотря ни на что, ты 
рядом. Мое тебе глубочайшее уважение. 
19 окт 2013 
574 PD 573 1 Паша, не подумай что я сейчас оправдываюсь! Мы 
исходили из ситуации, когда мы её отправляли она 
шутила и улыбалась, довольно таки бодро себя 
чувствовала. Не поехали сразу так как студию надо 
было открыть, как только Андрей дождался 
преподавателя он сразу поехал к Маше, я же смог 
заехать перед занятием, и не благодаря твоим 
эмоциям, мы не меньше твоего переживали и 
переживаем за Машу! А про визиты вы зря так, мы 
раз 5 посещали Марию, да, хотелось бы больше, но 
у всех есть работа и личная жизнь, к тому же не 
всегда можно было прийти навестить из за 
процедур или других обстоятельств, так что 
восполняли это звонками. Мы ни когда не 
отказывались и сейчас не отказываемся в помощи, 
но это проблематично когда Маша, к моему 
сожалению, перестала на нас реагировать. 
 19 окт 2013 
575 PM 574 1 Павел, хочешь сказать лежа в больнице она не 
догадывалась о ваших посещениях?) 
19 окт 2013 
576 NZ 575 1 Павел, а студию открывать по уставу нужно 
вдвоём?когда у нас одногруппнице вызвали 
скорую, даже и думать не могли, что человека 
отправят одного в больницу. 
19 окт 2013 
577 PD 576 1 Ответил обоим в личку. 
 
 
19 окт в 16:53 
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578 PM 577 1 Судя по документу, звонки от тебя можно 
посчитать по пальцам ОДНОЙ РУКИ! Мне 
противно за твою ложь 
19 окт в 16:53 
579 AA 574 5 "Шутила-улыбалась, довольно-таки бодро себя 
чувствовала" - это еще ни о чем не говорит. 
19 окт в 21:01 
Example 6.5: (Raduga zhizni) 
 
This thread consists of one main interactional topic ‘the accident of a girl in the dancing 
group and its aftermath’, which applies to all messages with the exception of message 
564. Within this interactional topic there are several subtopics that continue for a certain 
number of messages over the course of three subsequent threads.  
Messages 567-569 are part of the interactional subtopic ‘the visits’. Messages 572-578 
present a continuation of the interactional subtopic ‘the visits’ and the parallel 
interactional subtopic ‘send to the hospital on her own’. Messages 574 and 578 include 
the interactional subtopic ‘звонки’.  
 
Message 558 starts the main interactional topic and includes the lexical chain ‘танцы-
риск–спорт’. Messages 558-563 are one continuing thread. Message 558 includes the 
technique beginning with a summary of prior talk (Jeon 2012). Message 559 relates to 
558 with address naming and a question, which can be interpreted as issuing a 
clarification request (Jeon 2012). The question in 559 includes capital letters, 
‘СОЦИАЛЬНЫЕ’ and ‘СПОРТОМ’, which refer to parts of message 558.                        
In message 559 there is also lexical cohesion of the preceding topic words ‘танцы’ and 
‘риск’, which mark the message as duplication of words from prior talk from message 
558. ‘Давайте будем танцевать’ in 559 includes an assessment and a summary of the 
whole message. This indicates, that the discussion is supposed to end here.                                     
There is a topic, pragmatic and linguistic connection between messages 558-559.  
Messages 558 – 559 present how devices of topic management (assessment and 
summary) and the pragmatic act question interact at the same time with cohesive devices 
(lexical cohesion) to make the communication coherent. This example suggests, that 
pragmatic acts can include cohesive devices, which both reinforce the link between two 
messages at the same time. On the other hand this implies that two messages can also be 
coherent, when there is only a pragmatic relation or a cohesive device present.   
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Either way the relation between the two messages remains coherent. This is especially 
important, when there are no explicit cohesive devices present and only the pragmatic 
relation can support the connection between messages. Message 560 continues the main 
interactional topic and refers to message 559 with address naming and the collocation 
‘социальные танцы опасны’. Message 561 includes the repetition of ‘танцы’ and 
connects to 560 and also to message 558 through ‘студии’.  
A new branch of the thread opens with message 562, which includes a reformulation of 
prior talk and giving an utterance indicating understanding of prior talk (Jeon 2012).     
Message 562 relates to 560 by address naming and the lexical cohesion of ‘риск’.               
In message 563 this interactional topic ends with an explicit acceptance utterance        
(Jeon 2012) ‘А вот с этим и я согласна’ and reference by demonstrative pronoun. 
Message 564 is an isolated announcement with a photograph. It does not refer to any 
other message in this thread.  
Message 565 belongs already to a new thread, but the same interactional topic ‘the 
accident of a girl in the dancing group and its aftermath’ is continued with an assessment 
of prior talk with ‘по поводу произошедшего’. The expression ‘помочь девушке’ 
introduces a new aspect to this interactional topic. Message 566 relates with address 
naming to 565 and collocations between ‘человека’ - ‘девушка’ and ‘обвинять’ -
‘переходить на личности’. Message 566 includes the collaborative techniques by Jeon 
(2012) assessment of prior talk with ‘спасибо’ and the reformulation of prior talk with 
‘сделать хоть что-то для человека’, which refers to ‘помочь девушке’ in message 565. 
All the collocations refer to the behaviour in the group after the accident.                   
Message 567 is duplication of words from prior talk and includes a second collocation 
with ‘распинаемся’, and the lexical cohesion with ‘человека’ and ‘девушке’.              
There is also an assessment of prior talk in this message. A new interactional subtopic, 
‘the visits’ is introduced by a question in message 567 and continues in message 568. 
Message 568 includes the collocation ‘посещения’. There is also reference by personal 
pronoun with ‘она’, which refers to ‘девушка’ in message 567. Message 569 presents an 
assessment of prior talk, ‘все это, конечно, хорошо’ and ‘Все остальное - 
профонация’. This interactional subtopic ends in message 569.   
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 In message 572 another thread starts with assessment of prior talk and the main 
interactional topic is still ‘the accident of a girl in the dancing group and its aftermath’. 
The disjunctive ‘но’ introduces a new aspect to this main interactional topic and marks a 
break. Messages 572-578 present two interactional subtopics, ‘the visits’ recurs and 
‘send to the hospital on her own’ appears as a new subtopic. Collocation is the bridge 
between the beginning of this new thread and the previous thread. The person in question 
is still the same with ‘девушка’. Message 573 relates to message 572 by address naming 
and ‘Спасибо’ and ‘ты рядом’. Messages 573 and 574 include assessment of prior talk 
and duplicated words from preceding messages. Message 574 links to message 572 with 
address naming, lexical cohesion and collocation. ‘мы её отправляли’ in message 574 
forms a collocation to ‘поехала на скорой одна’ and ‘визиты’, and ‘посещали’ to 
‘приходил’ in message 572. In message 574 there is also reference by personal pronoun 
with ‘она’ and lexical cohesion with ‘эмоциям’. Message 575 relates to 574 with issuing 
a clarification request as a question, address naming and the collocation ‘посещениях’. 
The same interactional subtopic continues. Message 576 connects to 574 by address 
naming, the lexical cohesion ‘студию’ and a question including the disjunctive ‘a’.          
The collocation ‘человека отправят одного в больницу’ supports the relation between 
messages 574 and 576. Message 576 continues two interactional subtopics, ‘the visits’ 
and ‘send to the hospital on her own’. Both relate to the main interactional topic ‘the 
accident of a girl in the dancing group and its aftermath’.  
In message 577 PD does not answer the two preceding messages to him publicly and 
sends personal messages instead. The pragmatic order and the context connect messages 
575-576-577. Messages 575 and 576 relate to each other by address naming and lexical 
cohesion of the noun ‘болницу’. Message 578 continues the thread with the interactional 
subtopic ‘звонки’, which started in 574. This interactional subtopic lasts only two 
messages. Message 578 relates to message 577 and 574 at the same time. The final 
message in this thread, 579, presents duplication of words from prior talk (Jeon 2012) 
with a near-repetition from message 574. There is also an assessment of this preceding 




The following table 6.20 presents the cohesive devices in this thread. Address naming, 
collocation and lexical cohesion appear most often in this example.  
 
Cohesive devices Frequency 














Table 6.20: Cohesive devices in example 6.5  
 
The temporal distance between messages in this thread reaches from 1 minute to 16 
hours. Messages 577 and 578 appear in the same minute. The second closest temporal 
distance between two messages is 15 minutes. 
 
 
Table 6.21: Tree-structure of example 6.5  
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The tree – structure in table 6.21 shows a long coherent topic line including two short 
dividing branches towards the end. This thread stretches from messages 558-579.         
Apart from message 579, all other messages are located immediately next to each other. 
The most often used collaborative techniques are assessment of prior talk and duplication 
of words from prior talk. The following table 6.22 about the sequential distance confirms 













Table 6.22: Sequential distance between related messages in example 6.5 
 
This example showed how one main interactional topic continued beyond the boundaries 
of threads. The cohesive devices address naming, collocation and lexical cohesion          
(see table 6.21) support the development of the main interactional topic. Several related 
interactional subtopics appeared over the course of three subsequent threads. 
Interestingly, new threads were opened, but the same interactional topic was continued.  
 
88 CAPO 0   Отличные новости! С октября, по 
воскресеньям возобнавляются 
дополнительные занятия капо- акробатикой в 
гимнастическом зале спорткомплекса ПГУ. 
Тренировка под Сашиным руководством с 
14:00 до 16:00 и свободная тренировка с 
16:00 до 18:00 часов. Стоимость одной 
тренировки 100 рублей. Для тех, кто 
занимается капоэйрой по абонементу - 
абонемент на акробатику 300 рублей в месяц 
(1 тренировка в неделю) и 500 рублей в 
месяц (2 тренировки в неделю). 
(photo-act) 
 27 сен в 
18:43 
89 AKR 88 1 т.е. можно будет ходить?)) 27 сен в 18:49 
90 KRU 88 2 КЛАСС 27 сен в 19:55 
91 AS 89 2 Можно будет ходить! 27 сен в 22:32 
92 RG 91 1 ходить на головах) 27 сен в 23:34 
93 SA 88 5 Отлично 27 сен в 23:41 
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94 AS 88 6 Первая тренировка уже в это воскресенье - 2 
октября! 
27 сен в 23:57 
95 RG 94 1 Уррра!!! ееее) 28 сен в 9:16 
96 JD 95 1 УУУРРРРРРРРРААААААААААААААААА
АА!!!!!!!!!!!!! 
28 сен в 15:43 
97 ISCH 96 1 :)) 28 сен в 16:52 
98 ISCHA 88 1
0 
Кто тренер по акробатике? 28 сен в 17:21 
99 IP 98 1 Вообще Саша) помниться мне, ты тоже 
изъявлял желание? =) 
28 сен в 17:50 
100 ISCHA 99 1 Мой уровень не на столько высок,чтобы быть 
тренером.Помочь конечно не откажусь=)Как 
только восстановлюсь после травмы. 
28 сен в 19:10 
101 KRU 100 1 привет всем, надо андрея трифонова 
позвать))) 
28 сен в 22:15 
102 AKR 101 1 ;))) 28 сен в 23:32 
103 AKR 102 1 я пойду в это воскресенье!!!!=) 29 сен в 8:29 
104 ISCHA 98 1 Давай Саня!Покажи как Коктейль прыгает=) 29 сен в 16:53 
Example 6.6: (Capoeira de Ouro) 
 
This thread consists of two interactional topics. The first interactional topic is ‘acrobatic 
classes’ and marked yellow. It occurs in messages 88-97. The second interactional topic 
is ‘Кто тренер по акробатике?’ and marked blue. Messages 98-104 belong to this topic. 
 
Message 88 presents an announcement and starts the interactional topic ‘acrobatic 
classes’. In message 89 an elliptic yes-no question presents the collaborative technique 
issuing a clarification request and relates to message 88. Message 90 presents a mininal 
response to 88 and an interjection. Message 91 relates to 89 and repeats ‘Можно будет 
ходить’ as a statement. This is duplication of words from prior talk and maintains the 
same interactional topic. Message 92 presents a joke in relation to message 91.                    
It includes a play on words based on lexical cohesion and the change of a preceding 
message. Message 93 is ambiguous with the minimal response ‘отлично’ and the 
absence of explicit cohesive devices. It can relate to message 88 or message 92.               
Here only the pragmatic order of messages and the context can help with the 
understanding. Message 94 relates to message 88 with lexical cohesion of ‘тренировка’ 
and ‘воскресенье’, which presents the collaborative technique duplication of words from 
prior talk. Message 94 reiterates information from message 88, but it also adds new 
information.   
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In messages 89-93 no new interactional topic developed and the conversation stopped 
with a minimal response in message 93. After message 94 follow three new minimal 
responses in messages 95-97, including interjections and an emoticon.                             
The minimal responses signal that people have read the preceding messages.            
Minimal responses can maintain an interactional topic or lead to the end of an 
interactional topic. A second interactional topic is introduced in message 98 with the 
question including question word ‘Кто тренер по акробатике?’ and a collocation. 
Message 99 presents an ellipsis, but the context indicates that ‘быть тренером’ or 
something similar is omitted. Message 99 also includes issuing a clarification request in 
the form of a question and maintains the same interactional topic. Message 100 continues 
the second interactional topic with ‘тренером’ and this helps with the understanding of 
message 99. The ellipsis in message 101 does not indicate a clear relation to any 
preceding message. More contextual information is needed. The only cohesion device 
here is the general situation and context. Message 102 and 103 are sent by AKR. 
Message 102 relates to 101 with a minimal response consisting of an emoticon.         
Message 103 returns to the first interactional topic ‘acrobatic classes’ in message 94 with 
the lexical cohesion of ‘это воскресенье’. This is a sudden recurrence of an earlier 
interactional topic with duplication of words from prior talk. In message 104 there is 
another topic change back to the second interactional topic with address naming.           
The second part of this message is hard to understand and background information is 
necessary. Only address naming is a cohesive device in message 104. The relation of 
message 104 to any preceding messages is unclear. The question is whether ‘Саша’ and 
‘Саня’ are the same person.  
 
Results  
Example 6.6 includes the most minimal responses, including interjections and emoticons. 
The three messages 93, 101 and 104 in this thread share only a pragmatic relation with 
the remaining messages, because explicit linguistic cohesive devices are absent.                      
The following table 6.23 presents the cohesive devices in this example. Lexical cohesion 
occurs most often.   
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Table 6.23: Cohesive devices in example 6.6 
 
The temporal distance between messages fluctuates between several minutes and several 
hours. Two messages show a temporal distance of 6 and 7 minutes. The third closest 





Table 6.24: Tree-structure of example 6.6 
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The tree structure of example 6.6 shows two larger branches and several shorter branches 
with 1-3 messages. A longer coherent branch is in messages 98-104, but messages 101 
and 104 are difficult to decode. One smaller branch includes several minimal responses. 
A large number of minimal responses include interjections and emoticons. Minimal 
responses do not necessarily support the topic development, but express an emotional or 
evaluating reaction to preceding messages. 
 













Table 6.25: Distance between related messages in example 6.6 
 
Table 6.25 presents an overview about the sequential distance of related messages in this 
thread. The sequential distance between the messages is 1-10. The understanding of the 





112 CAPO 0 0 2 октября (воскресенье) - первая в новом 
учебном году акро-тренировка в 
гимнастическом зале спорткомплекса САФУ 
(бывш. ПГУ). Первая тренировка с 14:00 до 
16:00 под руководством Александра и 
гимнастов. Вторая тренировка с 16:00 до 18:00 
- свободная. Стоимость тут: 
http://vkontakte.ru/page-20947416_31282880 
  
1 окт в 22:37 
 
113 TC 112 1 УРРААААААААААА!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 
=)))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))) 
1 окт в 22:43 
114 IP 113 1 ИИИХА!!!! 1 окт в 23:05 
115 DA 114 1 Muito Axe !!! 2 окт в 1:12 
116 ISCHA 115 1 будет тяжело восстанавливаться =) 2 окт в 15:14 
117 MM 116 1 Мне будет дольше всех восстанавливаться:( 
еще и на акру не попадаю... Саня, будешь меня 
учить;) 
2 окт в 15:59 
118 ZA 117 1 не одному тебе надо восстанавливаться) 2 окт в 17:51 
119 JD 118 1 Ох! Здорово сегодня было!!! Спасибо!! 2 окт в 19:10 
120 EE 119 1 круто, круто, круто!!! 2 окт в 19:58 
121 AS 120 1 ЙАХХУУУУУУУУУУУУУУ!!!!!!!!!! 2 окт в 20:23 
122 AS 121 1 Ко всем, кто занимался одна просьба! Если вы 
выходите на коридор или первый этаж - 
одевайте обувь, чтобы потом грязными ногами 
не ходить по ковру! 
2 окт в 21:27 
123 RG 121 1 ааа еее! супер тренировочка!!!! всё болит! 3 окт в 9:18 
124 IP 123 1 О ДА)))) Вообще все)))) хоть и успела толко на 
часть второй (^^) РЕБЯТА!!!! ОБЯЗАТЕЛЬНО 
НОСИМ ОБУВЬ!!!!! Не нервируйте вахтеров! 
3 окт в 13:29 
125 ZA 124/ 
122 
1 есть настолько нечистоплотные кадры, 
которые дозволяют себе ходить на первый 
этаж босиком??!! о_О 
3 окт в 14:56 
Example 6.7: (Capoeira de Ouro) 
 
This thread consists of messages 112-125. There are three different interactional topics.                     
The first interactional topic is ‘Акро-тренировка’ and marked green. It involves 
messages 112-115. The second interactional topic is ‘востанавливаться’ in blue.               
It consists of messages 116-118. The third interactional topic is ‘одевайте обувь’ and 
marked yellow. It consists only of messages 122 and 125.  
Message 112 starts with an announcement and the first interactional topic                   
‘Акро-тренировка’. Messages 113-115 include minimal responses with interjections.             
They maintain the same interactional topic, but add nothing new. The second 
interactional topic ‘востанавливаться’ appears in message 116.   
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This second interactional topic occurs in messages 116-118 together with lexical 
cohesion. Message 117 includes address naming with ‘Саня’, but there is no explicit 
participant ‘Александр(a)’ in this thread. Messages 119-121 return to the first 
interactional topic ‘Акро-тренировка’, but this interactional topic shifts slightly with 
the adverb ‘сегодня’ and the verb in the past. Message 119 includes a summary assement 
in relation to message 112. Messages 120-121 are minimal responses including adverbs 
and interjections. The third interactional topic is introduced in message 122 with the 
request ‘одевайте обувь’. Messages 124 and 125 continue the same interactional topic. 
Message 124 relates to 122 with the collocation ‘носим обувь‘ to ‘одевайте обувь’.         
In message 125 there is lexical cohesion with ‘ходить на первый этаж’ and the 
collocation ‘босиком’. Message 124 relates to two interactional topics at once, the first 
and third interactional topic. It relates to message 122 and reconnects to message 123 
with the explicit acceptance utterance ‘О ДА))))’. Message 125 includes a rhetorical 
question and it ends this thread. 
 
Results 
Similarly to example 6.6 this thread includes many minimal responses including 
interjections. The distance between all relating messages is 1. Only message 124 refers to 
two different preceding messages. Regarding cohesive devices lexical cohesion appeared 
most often, see table 6.26. 
 











Table 6.26: Cohesive devices in example 6.7 
 
The temporal distance between messages in example 6.7 has a wide range. The closest 
distance between two messages is 6 minutes and the second closest is 22 minutes.             
The longest distance between two messages in this thread is 14 hours 2 minutes.   
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Table 6.27: Tree-structure example 6.7 
 
The coherence in this thread is very strong. Lexical cohesion, collocation and the 
collaborative technique explicit acceptance utterance (Jeon 2012:228) support the topic 
development in this thread. The tree-structure shows a coherent topic development 
including one longer branch. In message 122 the tree-structure divides into two smaller 
branches. The distance between all related messages is 1 and they are located 
immediately next to each other. 
 
426 CAPO 0   photo. ПОЗДРАВЛЯЮ ВСЕХ С ДНЁМ 
РОЖДЕНИЯ ГРУППЫ И НОВЫМ 
ЭТАПОМ В ЕЁ РАЗВИТИИ - с 
присоединением к Московской школе 
капоэйры Cordão de Ouro!!! 
31 окт в 22:54 
427 AZ 426 1 а какое название будет у группы? 31 окт в 22:55 
428 AS 427 1 не знаю пока :) 31 окт в 22:59 
429 MF 426 3 поздравляю всех)))) 31 окт в 23:05 
430 MCH 426 4 круто круто круто!=) =)   
431 AS 426 5 Немножко заранее поздравил.. нам только-
что исполнился 1 год!!! 
1 ноя в 0:00 
432 AS 431 1 Магия чисел, однако - 01.11.2011 ;) 1 ноя в 0:01 
433 MM 432 1 ага особенно если получится 00.01 
01.10.11=))) 
1 ноя в 0:21 
434 JD 426 1 Урра!!! 1 ноя в 1:05 
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435 DA 434 1 ура :-) 1 ноя в 1:37 
436 RA 426 10 Поздравляю!!! Вы даже этот логотип 
сделали солнечным))) 
1 ноя в 2:23 
437 ZA 426 11 надо бы как-то отметить это 
знаменательное событие и это самое..как 
бы..ну это самое.. 
  
438 AS 437 1 Можно в выходные увидится и отметить! 1 ноя в 8:39 
439 LSCH 426 13 Йееееееееееееееееееееее!!!! Мои 
поздравления!!! Капоэйра в Архангельске 
растёт, процветает и дарит солнце, которого 
нам так не хватает!!! Круто, круто, круто!!! 
1 ноя в 9:43 
440 MMA 426 14 эх... соларчик то жалко ))) но это круто ) 
ура ура 
1 ноя в 11:16 
441 AS 440 1 Соларчик останется названием нашей Шоу-
группы 
1 ноя в 11:55 
442 OL 426 16 всех поздравляю!!! 1 ноя в 12:10 
443 AVA 426 17 Добро пожаловать!;) 1 ноя в 13:19 
444 DA 427 17 А че старое нельзя было название оставить 
? :'( 
1 ноя в 20:28 
445 DA 444 1 И логотип нельзя что-ли оставить ? :'( 1 ноя в 20:31 
446 AS 445 1 Прежний наш логотип и название останутся 
для Шоу-группы! 
1 ноя в 21:49 
447 AR 426 21 ууххууу!!!! тили тили тесто, с годовщиной 
любимая группа:) 
1 ноя в 21:53 
448 TC 426 22 УРРАААА!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! Нам целый 
годик!!!! =))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))) 
1 ноя в 22:33 
449 EE 448 1 По этому поводу нам даже салют 
запустили, при выходе с тренировки))) 
1 ноя в 23:59 
450 AI 426 24 Браво. 2 ноя в 1:59 
451 AI 450 1 То есть, блин, БРАВО! 2 ноя в 1:59 
452 AZU 426 26 Ребята, всех поздравляю! Всегда за вас и с 
вами!!! 
2 ноя в 22:04 
453 MK 426 27 С СОЛНЕЧНЫМ ДНЕМ РОЖДЕНИЯ!!! 2 ноя в 23:32 
454 RG 426 28 как же радостно! ура! новых успехов новых 
вершин, капоэристы Архангельска!!! 
3 ноя в 10:32 
Example 6.8: (Capoeira de Ouro) 
 
This thread includes messages 426-454. There are four different interactional topics in 
this thread:  
The first interactional topic is ‘The birthday of the group’ and marked green. It includes 
messages 426, 429, 430, 434, 435, 436, 439, 442, 443, 447, 448, 449, 450, 451, 452, 453 
and 454. The second interactional topic is ‘The name and logo of the group’ and marked 
blue. It consists of messages 427, 428, 440, 441, 444, 445 and 446.   
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The third interactional topic is ‘Magic date’ and marked yellow. Messages 431–433 
belong to this topic. The fourth interactional topic is ‘The celebration of the birthday’ 
and marked grey. It consists of messages 437 and 438.  
Message 426 presents the act congratulating and a photograph. In message 427 a new 
interactional topic is introduced with a question and the disjunctive ‘a’.                           
This second interactional topic is ‘The name and logo of the group’.                            
Message 428 includes a minimal response and this topic ends abruptly after only two 
messages. Messages 429-430 return to the first interactional topic ‘The birthday of the 
group’. There is duplication of words from prior talk with lexical cohesion in message 
429 and an adverb in message 430. Message 431 includes reformulation of prior talk 
with ‘поздравил’ and continues the first interactional topic, adding a new aspect with 
‘нам только-что исполнился 1 год!!!’. Messages 432-433 are about the third 
interactional topic ‘magic date’. The interjection ‘ага’ is an explicit acceptance utterance 
and completes the interactional topic ‘magic date’. Messages 434 - 435 present more 
minimal responses in relation to message 426. Message 435 repeats the same interjection 
as in message 434. Message 436 includes congratulating with lexical cohesion.                          
It also presents duplication of words from prior talk. Message 437 introduces a new 
aspect with the question on how to best celebrate the birthday. Message 438 continues 
this interactional subtopic to the first interactional topic with duplication of words from 
prior talk. In message 437 ‘знаменательное событие’ is a collocation to the birthday of 
the group in message 426. Message 438 relates with the lexical cohesion ‘отметить’ and 
the technique duplication of words from prior talk to message 437. The interactional 
subtopic ‘celebration’ stops after two messages.  
Messages 439 and 440 return to ‘The birthday of the group’. Message 440 relates to the 
second interactional topic ‘The name and logotyp of the group’ with a collocation.         
In order to understand this collocation more background information is necessary. 
Message 441 repeats ‘Соларчик’ and relates to message 440. Message 442 continues 
with congratulating. Message 443 relates with ‘Добро пожаловать!;)’ to message 426. 
In message 426 there was the phrase ‘присоединением к Московской школе капоэйры 
Cordão de Ouro!!!’. The cohesion between messages 442 and 426 is solely based on 
background information. There are no explicit cohesive devices in 442.   
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In messages 444-446 the second interactional topic ‘The name and logotyp of the group’ 
recurs. There are two yes-no questions in messages 444 and 445. Message 444 includes a 
question with the disjunctive ‘a’. Message 446 includes the lexical cohesion ‘логотип’ 
and ‘название’ from two preceding messages. Messages 446-448 use again 
congratulating. There is the collocation with ‘с годовщиной’ and ‘Нам целый годик’. 
Message 449 relates to 448 with the reference by demonstrative pronoun ‘этому’. 
Messages 450-454 relate to message 426 by lexical cohesion, ‘поздравляю’, or 
collocation ‘новых успехов новых вершин, капоэристы Архангельска!!!’.                   
The same person writes messages 450 and 451. Messages 450, 451 and 453 are minimal 


















Table 6.28: Cohesive devices in example 6.8 
 
Similarly to the other examples lexical cohesion occurs here most frequently, followed by 
collocation. The temporal distance between messages in this thread has a wide range. 
Messages 450 and 451 occur in the same minute. The closest following temporal distance 
is 3 minutes, 4 minutes and 15 minutes.   
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Table 6.31: Complete tree-structure of example 6.8  
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The overall coherence of this thread is quite complex. The first interactional topic is the 
longest interactional topic in this thread. The second interactional topic ‘The name and 
logotyp of the group’ occurs in messages 427-428 and reoccurs in messages 440-441 and 
444-446. The distance between these messages is not long, but participants do not seem 
to be aware of preceding messages about the same interactional topic.                              
The third interactional topic ‘magic date’ is in message 431-433. The fourth interactional 
topic ‘the celebration of the birthday’ appears in messages 437-438. Interactional 
subtopics of the interactional topic ‘The birthday of the group’ develop suddenly and end 
quickly without any summary or signals of topic development. Unlike in spoken 
language, topic changes are not subject to long negotiation and new topics occur 







































Table 6.32: Sequential distance between related messages in example 6.8 
 
The numbers in table 6.32 reveal that related messages in this thread are quite far apart.        
In this example many messages refer back to the first message of the thread.                    
The overall sequential distance between related messages is higher than in the previous 
examples from the same group and has a wide range from 1-28.   
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Results 
In chapter 2.7 Covelli and Murray (1980) presented three possibilities for the introduction 
of a new interactional topic. In Vkontakte groups a participant can present several 
interactional topics at the same time and other participants choose from them the 
interactional topic that they want to continue. Interested participants can answer and 
write a follow-up. If they are not interested, they simply ignore the topic introduction and 
continue their own conversation. It is, however, true that a new interactional topic can be 
introduced in Vkontakte messages and does not have to be connected to a preceding 
interactional topic. In some cases an earlier abandoned interactional topic recurred 
(Covelli and Murray 1980).  
The analysis in chapter 6 clearly demonstrated the importance of the interaction between 
cohesive devices and topic development. Address naming, lexical cohesion and 
collocation are especially important for the connection of topically related messages. 
According to table 6.33 conjunction and reference play a minor role. 
 
Cohesive devices Frequency 
Address naming  76 
Lexical cohesion  54 
Collocation 32 
Reference  14 




Table 6.33: Cohesive devices in all analysed examples in chapter 6 
 
These cohesive devices help with the identification of topically related messages in 
longer threads, where several interactional topics develop simultaneously.                    
Table 6.34 presents an overview about the collaborative techniques in the analysed eight 













Table 6.34: Collaborative techniques in the eight analysed Vkontakte examples 
 
From the collaborative techniques presented by Jeon (2012), Ishihara (2009) and Covelli 
and Murray (1980) minimal responses, duplication of words from prior talk, questions, 
questions with disjunctive and issuing a clarification request were found most often in 
the eight analysed Vkontakte threads. This shows the variety of collaborative techniques 
for topic coherence that can co-occur with linguistic cohesive devices.                                 
In some examples devices for pragmatic coherence, linguistic cohesion and collaborative 
techniques for topic development occurred in threads at the same time and they built 
together a coherent communication. For example the collaborative technique duplication 
of words from prior talk can co-occur with lexical cohesion.                                               
The interaction of pragmatic coherence and collaborative techniques for topic 
development can enable a coherent communication in Vkontakte, even if explicit 
linguistic cohesive devices might be absent in messages.  
Most often occurred the sequential distance 1 between related messages. This confirms 
the findings concerning sequential distance in chapter 3.6 in this thesis. In some threads 
the sequential distance had a very wide range. 
The temporal distance between messages varies in the eight analysed examples.                  
In some examples the distance was several hours or even half a day and there the 
relations between messages were clear.   
Collaborative techniques Frequency 
Minimal response  
Duplication of words from prior talk  
Questions (including yes-no questions and wh-questions) 
Questions with disjunctive ‘a’ 
Issuing a clarification request  
Assessment of prior talk 
Reformulation of prior talk  
Summary assessment  
Explicit acceptance utterance  
Beginning with a summary of prior talk 
Rhetorical Question  














When messages appear in the same minute or just a few minutes apart it can influence the 
flow of the communication and parallel occurring conversations overlap.                  
Messages appear no longer adjacent to the one they were intended to. Participants typing 
a message in Vkontakte in reply to another message cannot be certain that it will be 
adjacent to the message being referred to. It is always possible that someone else's 
message may reach the server first. When there are several interactional topics with more 
distantly related messages, it can become more difficult to understand the on-going 
conversations. In Vkontakte threads a reader always has the opportunity to go back and 
forth in the text to establish the necessary links between messages.  
The words ‘когда’, ‘тогда’ and ‘кстати’ change the direction of the conversation and 
introduce new interactional topics in Vkontakte threads. The conjunctive ‘если’ can also 
introduce a new interactional topic or add a new element to an on-going interactional 
topic. The adversative conjunctive ‘но’, does not introduce a topic change.                       
The conjunctive/disjunctive ‘a’ can have an additive and adversative function in the 
analysed threads. The adversative function can lead to a topic change.                                  
It then works as a device for topic management (see chapter 3.3).                                      
The analysis in chapter 4 led to the definition of contextual cohesion, which was not 
mentioned by Halliday and Hasan (1976)/ Simmons (1981).                                     
Contextual cohesion is based on background information and the context regarding 
messages in Vkontakte. During the analysis of Vkontakte messages several examples 
demonstrated the difficulty to identify a cohesion device, other than in the general 
situation or context.  
Conclusion  
 
The analysis in chapter 6 showed that the coherence in Vkontakte threads depends on the 
sequential and temporal distance, pragmatic coherence, the use of collaborative 
techniques for topic development and cohesive devices between related Vkontakte 
messages. In some examples devices for pragmatic coherence, linguistic cohesion and 
collaborative techniques for topic development occurred in threads at the same time and 
they built together a coherent communication. If only one of these three devices is 
present in Vkontakte messages, it can already ensure a coherent relation between two or 
more messages.   
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7. Conclusions  
 
The analysis of the three Vkontakte groups led to several findings and new classifications. 
In the introductory chapter the following two research questions were raised:                
Which types of connections exist between the consecutively published messages in 
Vkontakte groups and how can such links be classified? How can the pragmatic relations 
between Vkontakte messages be classified and form a coherent communication?  
The analysis of act types in messages across the Vkontakte groups revealed 29 different 
act types (chapter 3.3). These act types classify the pragmatic relations between messages 
on the Vkontakte wall. A large group of act types were multimedia-acts.                
Multimedia-acts such as audio-acts, video-acts, photo-acts, picture-acts and hyperlinks 
appeared frequently in the three analysed groups, alone or together with verbal acts 
(chapter 3.4). 
In some messages there were difficulties in defining acts owing to the presence of 
emoticons that were in contrast to the verbal message. Further research about the 
influence of emoticons on the pragmatic function of acts in Vkontakte messages might 
provide new insights. The ambiguity of acts in some messages also made it difficult to 
classify the pragmatic function of these messages. The occurrence of two different acts in 
one message made it necessary to establish the deciding act for the message’s overall 
pragmatic function. When the pragmatic relation between messages cannot be precisely 
defined, then the coherence between related messages can suffer, too.                               
The reader can get problems with the understanding of the pragmatic connection between 
related messages. The knowledge about the context can provide helpful information to 
the participant, who is then able to decode messages even when explicit cohesive devices 
or clear pragmatic relations are absent. A researcher, who is not part of the group, can 
lack the necessary background knowledge about the group and its context, which might 
lead to difficulties with the understanding of the messages.  
 
The analysis of the length of threads in all three groups revealed that there were very long 
threads of up to 100 messages in Eurovision. The length of threads in Raduga zhizni and 
Capoeira de Ouro was significantly shorter (chapter 3.5).   
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The analysis of the sequential distance between messages (chapter 3.6) in Raduga zhizni 
showed that related messages very often followed immediately after each other on the 
Vkontakte wall. Messages with a sequential distance of 1-3 messages were the most 
frequent ones. Only on a few occasions messages occurred with a distance of 8 - 10. 
Messages with a distance of more than 10 messages were not found in Raduga zhizni.         
In the large majority of examples in Capoeira de Ouro there was a connection between 
two immediately adjacent messages. A relation between immediately adjacent messages 
was thus the most common one in Capoeira de Ouro and Raduga zhizni. Messages with a 
longer distance than 11 occurred rarely and the longest measured distance between 
messages in Capoeira de Ouro was 28 messages. 
The sequential distance between related messages in Eurovision reached from 1-101 
messages. The majority of related messages in Eurovision were located at a distance of 1-
6 messages, which is very similar to the findings for Raduga zhizni and Capoeira de 
Ouro. The length of threads in Eurovision was much longer than in the other two groups, 
but related messages were located close to each other. Messages with a distance of 10-18 
occurred only a few times in Eurovision. Threads of that length occurred rarely or not at 
all in the other two groups.  
One reason for the close location of related messages in all three groups was the short, in 
some of the analysed threads almost chat-like, temporal distance between the individual 
messages. The analysis of the temporal distance revealed, that messages could appear in 
the same minute or be several hours apart. In longer threads related messages were often 
further apart from each other, because answers referred back to initiating messages and 
were not related to immediately preceding messages.  
In the introductory chapter the following third research question regarding cohesion in 
Vkontakte was raised. What kind of linguistic cohesive devices can appear between 
messages in Vkontakte groups?  
The analysis of cohesion in Vkontakte (chapter 4) showed that the categories identified by 
Halliday and Hasan (1976)/Simmons (1981) are not entirely adequate for related 
messages in Vkontakte and amendments to the theoretical framework (table 2.5, chapter 
2.4) were necessary.   
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The examples for reference in all three analysed Vkontakte groups showed that the 
categories by Halliday and Hasan (1976)/Simmons (1981) were present, apart from 
possessive pronouns (chapter 4.1). Simmons excluded possessive pronouns and 
mentioned instead possessive determiners. Possessive determiners occurred in Vkontakte 
examples. The possessive determiner ‘nasha’ functioned as a community-building device 
and expressed an emotional coherence between supporters of a cause and the opponents 
in Eurovision. The distance between messages related by personal reference can be more 
than one message, which contradicts Halliday and Hasan’s (1976) assumption that the 
referent for a personal pronoun is situated in the immediately preceding sentence.               
In Russian a greater distance between messages is possible, owing to the morphological 
structure of Russian.  
During the analysis of ellipsis (chapter 4.2) the category of pronoun ellipsis was 
discovered (chapter 4.2.1). Pronoun ellipsis is divided into subject pronoun and object 
pronoun ellipsis. Ellipsis of the subject pronoun is not necessarily a cohesion device.         
At times it is difficult to define the boundaries between ellipsis of subject pronoun or 
noun. Ellipsis of the subject pronoun or noun is a cohesion device, when a sentence 
without an explicit subject is incomplete.  
In examples of ellipsis of nouns or subject pronouns the inference of the correct omitted 
form is also based on the context, on verb-endings or adjective-endings.                          
The verb-endings and adjective-endings include information about the gender (and case 
for adjectives) of the omitted noun or subject pronoun. At the same time these endings 
present a grammatical link to a previous item with the same gender in a preceding 
message or several messages. If a sentence without explicit subject remains complete, the 
grammatical ending of a verb or adjective in the same message sets up a cohesive link to 
a referent with the same gender/case in a preceding message. This is called grammatical 
cohesion in this thesis. The boundaries between grammatical cohesion and ellipsis of a 
subject are not easy to determine, as shown by the examples discussed in chapter 4.2.1. 
The evaluation of a sentence as complete or incomplete can differ among readers. 
Another question dealt with the boundary between nominal ellipsis and clausal ellipsis.    
It is difficult to decide, whether only the subject pronoun or a subject + verb ‘быть’ (Ø) 
are elided. In Russian the present tense of the verb ‘быть’ is Ø.   
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Verbal ellipsis occurred frequently in Vkontakte examples, but verbal and tense operators 
were rarely omitted (chapter 4.2.2). The sub-categories of clausal ellipsis by Halliday and 
Hasan (1976) are generally adequate, but only one example showed that the interpretation 
can fall between two sub-categories: modal ellipsis and general ellipsis of the clause 
(chapter 4.2.3). Possible further research includes the question whether in Russian online 
communication there is the possibility for other new categories of ellipsis. Worth further 
exploration are also the cases when the boundaries between categories cannot be 
precisely defined. 
In a number of examples the category non-specific ellipsis (chapter 4.2.4) occurred, 
which was not mentioned by Halliday and Hasan (1976)/ Simmons (1981).                         
In these examples it was either not necessary or not possible to infer the elided text.           
Non-specific ellipsis has the potential to lead to faulty communication, but background 
knowledge helps to keep the communication coherent.  
Examples for modal ellipsis were only found in Capoeira de Ouro. Zero ellipsis occurred 
very rarely (chapter 4.2.3).   
In chapter 2.4.2 syntactical features of Russian online communication were discussed and 
segmentation and elliptic sentences (including ‘неполные предложения’) were added to 
the theoretical framework of this thesis as possible sources of incoherence (see table 2.5 
in chapter 2.4).                   
Several examples in the discussion of ellipsis and non-specific ellipsis in chapter 4.2 
included incomplete sentences (e.g examples 4.14 and 4.15), elliptic sentences and 
segmentation (e.g. examples 4.14 and 4.15 messages 38, 39, 42, 46, 48, 50), but the 
communication remained coherent. This suggests that incomplete sentences, elliptic 
sentences and segmentation are widely understood in the three selected Vkontakte groups 
and do not work as a source of incoherence. The analysed examples of ellipsis and non-
specific ellipsis imply that communication in Vkontakte relies strongly on background 
knowledge and possibly less on explicitly expressed cohesive devices. The occurrence of 
incomplete sentences, elliptic sentences and segmentation has implications not only about 
the communication in Vkontakte, but possibly also about other social networks on the 
Internet, where not all information needs to be spelt out in detail.   
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Due to the availability of context and background information about the groups and their 
participants the occurrence of elliptic constructions does not negatively influence the 
coherence of the communication in Vkontakte. 
  
In chapter 2.4.2 флуд and padonskii iazyk were discussed and added to the theoretical 
framework (table 2.5) as two other possible sources of incoherence. 
 ‘котофф’ was one of very few examples of padonskii iazyk in the Vkontakte corpus for 
this thesis. Three other examples (‘Проктически’, ‘Пичаль’, ‘пака’) appeared in 
Eurovision and Raduga zhizni, but they did not cause any incoherence there.               
Example 5.6 included padonskii iazyk and the conversation in this example is coherent. 
These findings suggest that padonskii iazyk does not cause any incoherence in Vkontakte 
messages.  
The forms of inconsistent gender in example 4.19 in chapter 4 in this thesis did not relate 
to padonskii iazyk or the cases discussed by Zvereva (2012) and Berdicevskis (2014).    
The problem in this example was simply that the participants in Eurovision did not know, 
whether to refer to the real gender of the transvestite singer or his impersonation of a 
woman (complicated by the fact that he is clearly bearded). The example remained 
coherent, even if the grammatical relation between referent and nouns with feminine 
gender was unsure in some messages. The background knowledge about Conchita Wurst 
and her real persona/gender helped with the understanding of this conversation.            
These findings suggest that the use of neuter gender in relation to feminine referents 
(table 2.5, chapter 2.4.2) does not cause any incoherence in the analysed examples in 
Vkontakte.  
‘Флуд’, the frequent repetition of the same phrase in blogs, only occurred in Eurovision 
in messages by the participant VSCH. These repeated phrases did not cause any 
incoherence and were simply ignored by the other participants. Only NV reacted once to 
VSCH’s message. Apart from this no other examples of ‘флуд’ were found in the three 
analysed Vkontakte groups.  
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The four types of lexical cohesion repetition of the same word (chapter 4.3.1), synonyms 
(chapter 4.3.6), superordinate words (chapter 4.3.8) and general words (4.3.9) by 
Halliday and Hasan (1976)/ Simmons (1981) were found in the Vkontakte examples.   
The analysis revealed several types of lexical cohesion not mentioned by Halliday and 
Hasan (1976)/Simmons (1981): repetition of noun phrase (chapter 4.3.5), the repetition 
of diminutives (chapter 4.3.1) and repetition of aspect pairs (chapter 4.3.2).            
Diminutive and aspect pair repetition were considered a distinct form of reiteration in 
Russian in this thesis. Indirect repetitions of verbs (chapter 4.3.2) were found as well. 
There the same verb was repeated with different forms of personal endings and different 
verbal prefixes. 
Quotation, near-repetition and address naming were variations of lexical cohesion 
(chapter 4.3.10) typical for computer-mediated communication, especially Vkontakte. 
Excact quotations with quotation marks were found quite rarely in the analysed 
Vkontakte groups. Near-repetition does not fit entirely under the classification of lexical 
cohesion, because it involves change of word order, the addition of new words or change 
from questions to statements. Address naming can function as a cohesive device on its 
own or it supports other cohesive devices. This is especially true for messages without 
any explicit cohesive device other than address naming.  
Collocation occurred between nouns, pronouns, verbs and prepositions in the analysed 
examples (chapter 4.3.11). The framework by Halliday and Hasan (1976)/Simmons 
(1981) did not always enable a satisfying description of collocation in Vkontakte.                 
At times it was not easy to distinguish in examples between synonyms, superordinates 
and collocations. As the category of collocation was too general for some of the analysed 
examples, two new types of collocation were identified for the description of Vkontakte 
examples, reverse collocation and contextual collocation (chapter 4.3.11).                                                               
In chapter 4.4 followed the analysis of conjunction. The analysed examples in Vkontakte 
included additive, adversative, causal, and temporal conjunctives.                                    
The category conditional was added during the analysis, because it appeared in examples.                      
The conditional conjunctives ‘если’ and ‘когда’ appeared at the beginning of a sentence 
in Vkontakte messages, but had no link to the preceding message.                                    
Instead they joined two halves of a sentence, in which they occurred.   
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As cohesion devices, they looked forward, rather than backward. They set up a message-
internal connection between the two halves of the sentence, in which they occurred. 
Halliday and Hasan (1976)/Simmons (1981) did not discuss such a situation.                    
The category resultative conjunctives was not mentioned by Halliday and Hasan 
(1976)/Simmons (1981), but it occurred in examples 4.84 and 4.85.                                  
The Russian conjunctive ‘a’ is quite complex and had several functions in the analysed 
examples. Generally, it expressed an additive and adversative function.                     
Example 4.82 presented a context where ‘a’ was neither clearly additive nor clearly 
adversative, but somewhere in between. Halliday and Hasan (1976)/Simmons (1981) did 
not mention conjunctives with ambiguous functions.  
The conjunctive ‘a’ and ‘вводные слова’ (e.g. ‘между прочим’) belong to a category 
called devices of topic management (chapter 4.4.6) in this thesis. These devices introduce 
a new aspect to a discussion or can change a topic.  
The most conjunctives occurred in Capoeira de Ouro and the fewest in Eurovision.          
The most examples for ‘вводные слова’ were found in Eurovision, while Raduga zhizni 
showed the least.	   Generally, conjunctives played a less significant role as a cohesive 
device between Vkontakte messages than expected.  
The analysis of substitution in Vkontakte showed that in contrast to Simmons’s 
argumentation, clausal substitution can occur in Russian, even if only very rarely 
(chapter 4.5). Hyperlinks can also work as a form of substitution typical for the Internet. 
The rest of the findings supported Simmons's view that in Russian there is no need for the 
traditional types of substitution mentioned by Halliday and Hasan (1976).  
In addition to the verbal categories of cohesive devices based on Halliday and Hasan 
(1976)/Simmons (1981), a category called graphical cohesion was found.               
Graphical cohesion (chapter 4.6) includes suspension dots, partial messages without 
suspension dots and emoticons. Suspension dots are a category of their own and form a 
graphical ‘bridge’ between two sentences within one message or two different messages.                     
Suspension dots link the verbal parts of the messages and can function as a form of 
graphical conjunction. Partial messages without suspension dots are a form of graphical 
cohesion between syllables of a single word in this thesis.                            
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Repetition of emoticons (chapter 4.6.3) was found in the analysed groups.                
Emoticons at the beginning of a message can refer to immediately preceding messages 
and set the mood for the message, in which they occur. Several examples showed also the 
use of ‘naked’ emoticons in messages, which referred to an emoticon at the end of an 
immediately preceding message.  
Multimodal cohesion (chapter 6) is another type of cohesion, which was not mentioned 
before for Russian online communication. Royce (2007) and Bateman (2014) described 
multimodal cohesion in English with the possible cohesive devices repetition, synonymy, 
antonymy, meronymy, hyponymy and collocation. Out of these devices only repetition 
and collocation were found during the analysis of Vkontakte messages.  
The analysis of multimodal cohesion in Vkontakte revealed additional cohesive devices 
that are possible between Vkontakte messages including verbal text and multimedia-acts: 
a) repetition and reference by noun, b) reference to participants in modes by personal 
and demonstrative pronoun, c) ellipsis of nouns and personal pronouns, d) verb relation 
and collocation to process and e) reference by adjective and adverb to the quality of the 
media-file (chapter 6.2).  
In this chapter reference expresses a link between verbal text and multimedia-acts.           
In the context of multimodal cohesion reference is not used according to the traditional 
terminology by Halliday and Hasan (1976), but in a more neutral form.                                 
After this analysis it can be concluded that Vkontakte offers more possibilities for 
multimodal cohesive relations than those mentioned by Royce (2007). This is related to 
the hypertext setting of Vkontakte and the multimedia-files available to participants.        
The analysis showed how Royce’s approach is applied and then updated for the 
description of multimodal cohesive relations on the Vkontakte wall.                                      
A process, represented participants and also their qualities are connected through the 
interaction between verbal texts and multimedia-files like photographs, pictures, audio-
files, hyperlinks and videos in Vkontakte messages.  
The introductory chapter includes the question, which devices of topic development exist 
in Vkontakte messages that create a coherent communication. The analysis of topic 
coherence (chapter 6) in Vkontakte groups clearly showed the importance of the 
interaction between cohesive devices, pragmatic relations and topic development.   
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Address naming, lexical cohesion and collocation are especially important for the 
connection of topically related messages. Conjunction and reference play a minor role as 
revealed by the statistics in chapter 6.2. From the collaborative techniques presented by 
Jeon (2012), Ishihara (2009) and Covelli and Murray (1980) minimal responses, 
duplication of words from prior talk, questions, questions with disjunctive and issuing a 
clarification request were found most often in the eight analysed Vkontakte threads.    
They showed the variety of collaborative techniques for topic coherence that can co-
occur in Vkontakte with linguistic cohesive devices. In some examples devices for 
pragmatic coherence, linguistic cohesion and collaborative techniques for topic 
development occurred in threads at the same time and they built together a coherent 
communication.   
The coherence on the Vkontakte wall also depends on the sequential and temporal 
distance of related messages. Most often occurred the sequential distance 1 between 
messages. This confirmed the findings in chapter 3.6. The longest measured sequential 
distance between two related messages was 100 in Eurovision. The temporal distance 
between messages varied in the eight analysed examples in chapter 6. In some examples 
the temporal distance was several hours or even days. When messages appear in the same 
minute or a few minutes apart, parallel occurring conversations overlap. Messages then 
appear no longer adjacent to the one they were intended to. Participants typing a message 
in Vkontakte in reply to another message cannot be certain that it will be adjacent to the 
message being referred to. It is always possible that someone else's message may reach 
the server first. When there are several interactional topics with more distantly related 
messages, it can become more difficult to understand the on-going conversations. In 
Vkontakte threads a reader always has the opportunity to go back and forth in the text to 
establish the necessary links between messages.  
The words ‘тогда’, ‘когда’ and ‘кстати’ change the direction of the conversation and can 
introduce a new interactional topic in the analysed examples. The conjunctive ‘если’ can 
also introduce a new interactional topic or add a new element to an on-going 
interactional topic. The adversative conjunctive ‘но’, does not introduce a topic change. 
The conjunctive ‘a’ can have an additive and adversative function in the analysed threads. 
The adversative function can lead to a topic change and is a device for topic management.   
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The analysis of the topic coherence in Vkontakte examples led to the definition of a new 
term contextual cohesion, which was not mentioned by Halliday and Hasan (1976)/ 
Simmons (1981). Contextual cohesion is based on background information and context.  
 
The analysis of Vkontakte messages based on the categories identified by Halliday and 
Hasan (1976)/Simmons (1981) and the theoretical framework (table 2.5, chapter 2.4.) 
showed that these categories are not entirely adequate for the type of verbal texts and 
multimedia-files in Vkontakte. Several additional categories were proposed, which 
enabled a more accurate description of cohesion and coherence in the Russian social 
network Vkontakte. Vkontakte presents an interesting field for future research projects 
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